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Quadratic Orders
Throughout this thesis ∆ always denotes a quadratic discriminant, i.e., ∆ ∈ Z
with ∆ ≡ 0, 1 mod 4, not a square in Z. By O we denote the corresponding qua-
dratic order O = Z + Z(∆ +
√
∆)/2, and by K we denote the field of fractions of
O. If not explicitely stated otherwise, ∆ is assumed to be positive, i.e., O is a real
quadratic order and K a real quadratic number field.
Algorithms
The algorithms of this thesis are presented in a C++ like notation.
We give an example. The class quadratic number standard has the mem-
ber variables x, y, z, p, where x, y, z are integers and p is a pointer to an object
of type quadratic order. The class quadratic order has a member function
discriminant() that returns the discriminant of the quadratic order it represents.
In C++ the member function multiply of the class quadratic number standard
that multiplies two objects ai, i = 1, 2 of type quadratic number standard and
stores the result into the object for which the function is called would be written
as follows:
void
quadratic_number_standard::multiply( quadratic_number_standard a_1,
quadratic_number_standard a_2)
{
bigint h = a_1.x * a_2.x + a_1.y * a_2.y * a_1.p->discriminant();
y = a_1.x * a_2.y + a_1.y * a_2.x;
x = h;
z = a_1.z * a_2.z;
this->normalize();
}
When explaining algorithms or when proving their correctness we find it useful
to have a name for the object whose method is called. Therefore, when describing
an algorithm, we give a name, e.g. a, to the object, and we replace the class
name reference, i.e. “quadratic number standard::”, by the name of the object
followed by a dot, i.e. “a.”.
Using this convention the above function would be written as follows: Let a be
an object of type quadratic number standard.
void a.multiply( quadratic_number_standard a_1,
quadratic_number_standard a_2)
{
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bigint h = a_1.x * a_2.x + a_1.y * a_2.y * a_1.p.discriminant();
y = a_1.x * a_2.y + a_1.y * a_2.x;
x = h;
z = a_1.z * a_2.z;
a.normalize();
}
Note that we also use the name of the object inside the function instead of the
this pointer. We also dereference a pointer using a dot instead of ->. For example,
we write a.normalize() instead of this->normalize().
But as in C++, the variables which are not declared inside the function are
the member variables of the object whose method is called. For example, x, y, and
z used in this function are the variables from the representation (x, y, z, p) of a.
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Introduction
In this thesis we study computational problems in a real quadratic order O. In
particular, we study algorithms for computing the regulator R and the fundamental
unit of O, for deciding equivalence of O-ideals, and for determining generators of
principal O-ideals.
Those are some of the most difficult and important problems in computational
number theory. They are closely related to the problem of solving the Pell equation
and, more generally, the diophantine equation aX2 +bXY +cY 2 = n (see [Bue89],
[Hua82], [Lag80]). Recently, the difficulty of solving those problems has also
been used as the basis of the security of cryptographic protocols (see [SBW91],
[SBW94], [BBT94], [BMT96], [BMM00], [HP00]).
The first algorithm for solving our problems was invented by Legendre, La-
grange, and Gauss ([Gau86]). It is based on the continued fraction algorithm but
is rather inefficient. This method requires time R∆o(1) for computing the fun-
damental unit and an approximation of fixed precision to the regulator R, where
∆ is the discriminant of O. In 1972 Shanks ([Sha73]) presented a more efficient
algorithm. In the version of Biehl and Buchmann ([BB94]) this algorithm has
running time R1/2∆o(1). Experiments show that the regulator is very often of the
order of magnitude ∆1/2 ([Coh95]). Then the algorithm takes time ∆(1/4)+o(1).
Lenstra and Schoof ([Len82], [Sch82]) presented an algorithm, whose running
time is ∆(1/5)+o(1) assuming the extended Riemann hypothesis (ERH). It is still
exponential in the binary length of the discriminant. A subexponential algorithm
was suggested by Buchmann, Abel, and Vollmer ([Buc90], [Abe94], [Vol00]). Its
running time is exp((5
√
3/6 + o(1))(log ∆)1/2(log log ∆)1/2) assuming the ERH.
There is one serious problem with most of the algorithms mentioned above.
Since the regulator is a transcendental number, they all use approximations to real
numbers. However, the analysis of the algorithms does not determine the precision
of approximation necessary for the algorithms to be correct. Therefore, the proofs
of the correctness and the estimates for the running times of the algorithms are
incomplete.
In this thesis we give complete descriptions, correctness proofs, and complexity
analyses of the important algorithms for approximating regulators, computing fun-
damental units, deciding ideal equivalence, and computing generators of principal
ideals of quadratic orders. We describe improvements for several algorithms. We
also present an object oriented implementation of all algorithms including experi-
mental results. Some of our algorithms have been used to implement cryptographic
protocols ([BMM00], [HP00]).
We begin with the background material on the complexity of integer operations,
continued fractions, and quadratic number fields in Chapter 1.
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In Chapter 2 we develop a framework, the xbigfloat model, for dealing with
roundoff errors in number theoretic computations. When using approximations
to real numbers in number theoretic computations it is necessary to know exactly
what the error of the approximation is. Unfortunately, the methods from numerical
analysis cannot be used since they only determine the order of magnitude of the
errors.
In Chapter 3 we describe details of the implementation of the xbigfloat model.
We present an analysis of the implemented algorithms which shows how accurate
intermediate results must be approximated such that the output is an approxima-
tion of a prescribed precision. For the known algorithms (e.g. [Wil66], [Kog60],
[Bre76]) there is no such analysis.
In Chapter 4 we describe three different representations for elements of Q(
√
∆).
The first is the standard representation (x + y
√
∆)/z with integers x, y, z. This
representation is not appropriate for the fundamental unit of O. For example,
Lagarias [Lag80] shows that there is an infinite set of quadratic orders, such that
the binary length of the fundamental unit is exponential in log ∆. Therefore, if we
use the standard representation no polynomial time algorithm for computing the
fundamental unit can exist. To circumvent this problem we follow Buchmann, Thiel,
and Williams ([BTW95]) and introduce a power product representation, where
the base elements are in standard representation and the exponents are integers.
(We explain how to find a power product representation of the fundamental unit
whose size is polynomial in log ∆ in Chapter 7.) We also describe a logarithm
representation, which represents an element by its logarithm and the ideal, that is
generated by the element.
In Chapter 5 we explain how to compute with fractional O-ideals. In particular
we present an algorithm that given the fundamental unit and some generator of a
principal O-ideal determines the smallest generator of that ideal which is greater
than 1.
In Chapter 6 we present a technique that is important for the computation of
the fundamental unit and for deciding equivalence of ideals: the computation of a
minimum (see page 21 for a definition of minimum) of an ideal, whose logarithm is
close to a given distance.
In Chapter 7 we use the algorithms of Chapter 6 to compute the fundamen-
tal unit from a regulator approximation. We prove that this can be done in time
O(M(log ∆) log log ∆ (log ∆)2) (Proposition 7.2.1), where M(n) is the time for mul-
tiplying two n-bit integers.
In Chapter 8 we describe another fundamental technique: the approximation
of the series L(1, χ∆) (see Section 1.5 for a definition). It is an important invariant
of a quadratic order. For example, it is used in the subexponential algorithm to
decide, whether the algorithm can terminate. Based on the ideas of Bach [Bac95]
we develop an algorithm that computes an approximation L to L(1, χ∆), such that
|L/L(1, χ∆)− 1| < 2−k for an a priori given positive integer k. Assuming the ERH
we prove that the running time of the algorithm is O(4kM(k + log |∆|) log(k +
log |∆|) log2 |∆|) (Theorem 8.4.1). At the end of the chapter we describe how that
algorithm and the analytic class number formula (see page 23) can be used to
approximate the product of class number and regulator.
The problem of deciding equivalence of ideals and of computing a generator
of a principal ideal is treated in Chapter 9. Here, we deal with the more general
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problem of computing a relative generator α of two ideals A and B, i.e. A = αB, if
such an α exists whose logarithm is below a given bound. An algorithm for solving
this problem has been presented by Biehl and Buchmann [BB94]. We extend their
work and describe an efficient implementation of that algorithm.
In Chapter 10 we show how to compute an approximation to the regulator, if
an approximation to an integer multiple of the regulator is given.
Complete descriptions with correctness proofs of the continued fraction method
([Gau86]), of the algorithm of Shanks ([Sha73]) and the variant of Biehl and
Buchmann ([BB94]), and of the method of Lenstra and Schoof ([Len82], [Sch82])
for approximating the regulator are presented in Chapter 11.
The subexponential method for approximating the regulator ([Buc90],
[Abe94]) is treated in Chapter 12. The implementation of the algorithm is joint
work with Michael Jacobson [Jac99]. One of our contributions is an algorithm for
computing a unit, that generates the subgroup which is generated by a given set of
units.
In the appendix we present running times and statistical data for the algorithms
developed in this thesis. The algorithms have been implemented in LiDIA, a library
for computational number theory ([LiD],[Pap97]).
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CHAPTER 1
Background
1.1. The complexity of integer operations
For any two functions f, g : N 7→ R≥0, we write
f = O(g)⇔ ∃c, n0 ∈ N : f(n) ≤ cg(n)∀n ≥ n0.
For an integer a, we set
size(a) = blog |a|c+ 2,
where log denotes the logarithm to base 2. We call size(a) the bit size of a. Let
a, b ∈ Z, and set n = max{size(a), size(b)}. Addition and subtraction of a and b
can be done in time O(n).
We assume, that the running time for the algorithm that multiplies a and b
is O(M(n)). If we use the standard school method, then M(n) = n2. With the
algorithm of Scho¨nhage and Strassen [SS71] we have M(n) = n log n log log n. We
assume that M(n) satisfies
M(log n) log log n ≤ cM(n)(1.1.1)
for some constant c ∈ N and and for all n ≥ n0 for some constant n0 ∈ N. We also
assume that addition of a and b can be performed in time O(M(n)). In chapter 2
we will use algorithms described by Brent [Bre76]. Therefore, we also assume (see
[Bre76][(1.1)])
M(αn) ≤ βM(n)
for some 0 < α, β < 1 and all sufficiently large n.
The greatest positive integer that divides a and b is called the greatest common
divisor of a and b. It is denoted by gcd(a, b). Scho¨nhage has shown in [Sch71] that
the gcd(a, b) and a representation of it, i.e., integers x, y ∈ Z with
gcd(a, b) = xa+ yb,
can be computed in time O(M(n) logn), where x and y satisfy
|x| ≤ |b|, |y| ≤ |a|.
If we use quadratic time multiplication, M(n) = n2, then the extended euclidean
algorithm computes the gcd of a and b and a representation of it in time O(n2).
The bounds on x and y are also valid in that case. See [Buc99] and [BS96] for
details.
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1.2. Continued fractions
Let q0, . . . , qn ∈ Z with q1, . . . , qn ≥ 1, and qn ≥ 2, if n > 0. We call
[q0, q1, . . . , qn] a regular continued fraction. It represents the rational number
q0 +
1
q1 +
1
...
1
qn−1 +
1
qn
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the rational number represented by [q0, . . . , qi] is called the i-th
convergent of [q0, . . . , qn]. For a, b ∈ Z, b 6= 0, there exists exactly one regular
continued fraction, that represents a/b ([BS96][Theoren 4.5.5]). Hence, we may
talk about the regular continued fraction, that represents a/b.
Let a, b be integers with a ≥ b > 0. We describe how to compute the regular
continued fraction, that represents a/b, and its convergents. Set
r0 = a, r1 = b,
and for k ≥ 2, let rk be the uniquely determined remainder, that is obtained from
division with remainder by
rk−1 = qkrk + rk+1, 0 ≤ rk+1 < rk.
It is qk = brk−1/rkc for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where n is chosen, such that rn is the last non-
zero element of the sequence (rk). The continued fraction [q1, . . . , qn] represents
a/b. Furthermore, we set x0 = 0, x1 = 1, y0 = 1, y1 = 0, and
xk+1 = qkxk + xk−1,
yk+1 = qkyk + yk−1,
1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Then xk+1/yk+1 is the k-th convergent of [q1, . . . , qn] for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, [Per77][ §2,
(12)]. The described algorithm is the extended euclidean algorithm, and in fact, we
have gcd(a, b) = (−1)nxna+ (−1)n+1ynb, [Buc99][Section 1.9].
Theorem 1.2.1. Let a, b ∈ Z with b 6= 0. The regular continued frac-
tion, that represents a/b, and all its convergents can be computed in time
O(max{size(a), size(b)}2).
Proof. (sketch) We use the extended euclidean algorithm to compute the
continued fraction and its convergents. For a ≥ b > 0 the assertion follows from
[Buc99][Theorem 1.10.1].
Suppose that b > 0 and a < b. Let a = q0b + r, 0 ≤ r < b, be the division
with remainder. If r = 0, then [q0] is the regular continued fraction, that represents
a/b. Otherwise, if [q1, . . . , qn] is the regular continued fraction, that represents b/r
with q1 ≥ 1, obtained by the euclidean algorithm above, then [q0, q1, . . . , qn] is the
regular continued fraction, that represents a/b. The estimate on the running time
can be obtained from the analysis given in [Buc99][Section 1.10], if we note that
|q0|q1 · · · qn ≤ |a|+ b ≤ 2max{|a|, b}.
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We need some properties of convergents of continued fractions. The first theo-
rem describes, when a rational number is a convergent of a continued fraction.
Theorem 1.2.2. Let [q1, . . . , qn] be a regular continued fraction that represents
the rational number q, and let c, d ∈ Z with |q − c/d| < 1/(2d2), then c/d is a
convergent of [q1, . . . , qn].
Proof. [Per77][Satz 2.11].
The next theorem states, that the approximation accuracies of convergents
increase, and also the denominators of the convergents.
Theorem 1.2.3. Let [q0, . . . , qn] be a regular continued fraction that represents
the rational number q, and let ci be the i-th convergent with ci = ai/bi, ai, bi ∈ Z,
and gcd(ai, bi) = 1. Then |q − ci| < |q − ci−1| for 0 < i ≤ n, and |bi| > |bi−1| for
1 < i ≤ n.
Proof. Apply [Per77][II.§13 (5)] and [Bue89][Theorem 3.13].
1.3. Quadratic orders, numbers, and ideals
We introduce the concepts of quadratic number fields which are used in this
thesis. We refer to [BS66], [Coh78], [Mol96], and [Coh95] for a detailed descrip-
tion.
A quadratic discriminant is an integer ∆ ∈ Z with ∆ ≡ 0, 1 mod 4, that is not
a square in Z. For positive ∆ we denote by
√
∆ the square root of ∆ in R, which
is positive. Then
O = Z+
∆ +
√
∆
2
Z
is the quadratic order of discriminant ∆. For ∆ > 0 the discriminant and the order
are called real quadratic, because the order is a subset of the real numbers, and for
∆ < 0, they are called imaginary quadratic.
The quadratic number field K = Q(
√
∆) is the field of fractions of O. Any
element α ∈ K can be uniquely written as
α =
x+ y
√
∆
z
,
with x, y, z ∈ Z, z > 0, and gcd(x, y, z) = 1. This is the standard representation of
a quadratic number α.
The following terms are given with regard to O. The denominator of α is
defined as
d(α) = min{d ∈ Z>0|d · α ∈ O}.
The conjugate of α is
σ(α) =
x− y√∆
z
,
and the height of α is
H(α) = max{|α|, |σα|}.
We call
N(α) = ασ(α)
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the norm of α.
For ∆ > 0 there is a fundamental unit η in the unit group of the ring O, i.e.,
1 < η ∈ O∗,
such that the unit group is generated by −1 and η, i.e.,
O∗ = {±ηk|k ∈ Z}.
The positive real number
R = ln η
is called the regulator of O.
In the imaginary case, the unit group is {±1} for ∆ < −4, {±1,±i} for ∆ = −4,
and {±1,±i, (1±√−3)/2} for ∆ = −3.
A subset {0} 6= A ⊆ O that is an additve subgroup of O and satisfies
AO ⊆ O,
is called an integral ideal of O. A fractional ideal of O is a subset A ⊆ K such
that dA is an integral ideal of O for some d ∈ Z>0. We call the minimal d the
denominator of A and denote it by d(A) . For an integral ideal A of O, the residue
class group O/A is finite, and its index
N(A) = |O/A|
is called the norm of A. For a fractional O-ideal A we set N(A) = N(d(A)A)/d(A).
By l(A) we denote the smallest positive integer in A, i.e.,
l(A) = min{x|x ∈ A ∩ Z>0},
and r(A) denotes the smallest positive rational number in A, i.e.,
r(A) = min{x|x ∈ A ∩Q>0},
For α ∈ K, the set
αO = {αβ|β ∈ O},
is a fractional O-ideal. It is called the ideal generated by α. We have
N(αO) = |N(α)|, d(αO) = d(α).
A fractional O-ideal A, that can be written as
A = αO
for some α ∈ K is called principal ideal. The set of principal O-ideals is denoted
by
P∆ = {A|A principal O − ideal}.
The product of two fractional O-ideals A and B is the fractional O-ideal
AB = {
∑
(a,b)∈S
ab : S ⊂ A×B finite}.
A fractional O-ideal A is invertible in O, if there exists another fractional O-ideal
B such that
AB = O.
The set of all invertible O-ideals is denoted by
I∆ = {A|A invertible O − ideal}.
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Together with multiplication I∆ is an abelian group, in which P∆ is a subgroup of
finite index. The quotient
Cl∆ = I∆/P∆
is called the class group of O and its order
h = |Cl∆|
is the class number of O.
We introduce the notion of equivalence of ideals. Let I,J be two fractional
ideals of O. I and J are said to be equivalent if there exists a number α ∈ K with
I = αJ . We write
I ∼ J.
For real quadratic orders, we call α a minimum of a fractional ideal I of O, if
α > 0, and if there is no non-zero number β ∈ I such that |β| < |α| and |σβ| < |σα|.
The set of all minima of I is denoted by
Min(I) = {α ∈ I|α minimum of I}.
We call a real quadratic fractional O-ideal I reduced, if 1 is a minimum in I.
All reduced ideals in the equivalence class of I are given by the minima of I. More
precisely, it is (see [BTW95][Corollary 2.22])
{J |J ∼ I, J reduced} = {I/α|α ∈Min(I)}.(1.3.1)
1.4. Logarithm functions
Let O be a real quadratic order with field of fractions K. Let R be the regulator
and η be the fundamental unit of O. A map
l : K∗ → R
is called a logarithm function for O, if l is a homomorphic map from the multi-
plicative group (K∗, ·) to the additive group (R,+), whose kernel contains −1 and
which maps the fundamental unit to the regulator, i.e. l(η) = R.
Because O∗ is generated by −1 and η, it follows that l(O∗) = ZR. More
precisely, if α ∈ O∗ with α = sηk, s ∈ {±1}, then l(α) = kR.
We give two examples for logarithm functions of O. The first is the map
K∗ → R, α 7→ ln |α|.
Its kernel is {±1}, it is a homomorphic map, and the image of the fundamental
unit is the regulator, so the map is a logarithm function.
The second example is the Ln function which has been introduced by Hendrik
Lenstra, [Len82]. It is defined as
Ln : K∗ → R,
α 7→ Lnα = (1/2) ln |α/σ(α)|.
The Ln map has the following properties.
Lemma 1.4.1. Let α ∈ K∗.
1. kernel(Ln) = Q∗.
2. Lnα = ln |α| − (1/2) ln |Nα|.
3. Lnα = sign(x)sign(y) Ln(|x|+ |y|√∆) for α = (x+ y√∆)/z, x, y, z ∈ Z.
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Proof. The assertion on the kernel is obvious. The second assertion is true,
because Lnα = 1/2 ln |α2/(ασ(α))| = ln |α| − 1/2 ln |Nα|.
We prove the third assertion. Set s = sign(x)sign(y). We have
Lnα =
1
2
ln
∣∣∣∣∣sign(x)|x|+ sign(y)|y|
√
∆
sign(x)|x| − sign(y)|y|√∆
∣∣∣∣∣ = 12 ln
∣∣∣∣∣ |x|+ s|y|
√
∆
|x| − s|y|√∆
∣∣∣∣∣ .
If s = 1, the assertion is proven. If s = −1, then
Lnα =
1
2
ln
∣∣∣∣∣ |x| − |y|
√
∆
|x|+ |y|√∆
∣∣∣∣∣ = s12 ln
∣∣∣∣∣ |x|+ |y|
√
∆
|x| − |y|√∆
∣∣∣∣∣ .
This proves the assertion.
The Ln map is homomorphic, because ln is. It follows from the second assertion
of Lemma 1.4.1, that the image of the fundamental unit is the regulator of O. So
the map is a logarithm function.
What is the advantage of the Ln function ? If α is a unit of O, then Lnα =
ln |α|. Thus, if we are interested in approximating the regulator ofO, we may use the
Ln function instead of ln. Then we can neglect the denominators of the quadratic
numbers to save computation time and storage. For example, this is used during
the regulator computation with the subexponential method (see [Jac99][p.71]).
1.5. L(1, χ∆) and the analytic class number formula
We introduce the Dirichlet L-function and the analytic class number formula.
For a more detailed description we refer to [MW92][Section 4].
Let s ∈ C and χ be any Dirichlet character. The (Dirichlet) L-function is
defined as
L(s, χ) =
∞∑
n=1
χ(n)/ns.
An important conjecture on the zeroes of L(s, χ) is the extended Riemann hypoth-
esis (ERH). It states that
L(s, χ) > 0,
whenever the real part of s exceeds 1/2. It is still unknown, whether the ERH is
true. The assumption of the ERH allows a faster approximation of L(1, χ∆) (see
Chapter 8). Here χ∆ denotes the Kronecker symbol (see [Hua82][12.3]), i.e., for a
prime p we have
χ∆(p) =
 0, if p|∆,1, if p 6 |∆,∆ square mod 4p,−1, if p 6 |∆,∆ non-square mod 4p,
and if 0 < n =
∏v
r=1 pr where pr are primes, then
χ∆(n) =
v∏
r=1
χ∆(pr).
The important property of the L-function for the computation of invariants
of quadratic orders O is given by Dirichlet’s analytic class number formula, that
relates class number, regulator, and the L-function. For ∆ < 0 let w be the number
of roots of unity in O, i.e. w = 6 for ∆ = −3, w = 4 for ∆ = −4, and w = 2 for
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D < −4. If we denote by h the class number of O, then the analytic class number
formula can be stated as follows
L(1, χ∆) =
{
2hpi/(w
√|∆|), ∆ < 0,
2hR/
√
∆, ∆ > 0.
(1.5.1)
We can use the class number formula to derive an upper bound on hR as
follows. According to [Hua42][Lemma 5] we have
L(1, χ∆) < 1 + (ln ∆)/2.(1.5.2)
It follows from (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) that
hR < (1 + (ln ∆)/2)
√
∆/2.(1.5.3)
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CHAPTER 2
Computing with approximations
2.1. Floating point numbers: The xbigfloat model
When using approximations to real numbers in number theoretic computations
it is necessary to know exactly what the error of the approximation is. Unfortu-
nately, the methods from numerical analysis cannot be used since they only deter-
mine the order of magnitude of the errors. In this chapter we present our framework
developed in [BM98] for dealing with roundoff errors in number theoretic compu-
tations.
Definition 2.1.1. Let r ∈ R, r 6= 0. Then we set b(r) = blog |r|c+ 1. We also
set b(0) = 0.
Note that for r ∈ R, r 6= 0 we have
2b(r)−1 ≤ |r| < 2b(r).
If r is of the form
r = 2m
k∑
i=1
bi2−i, bi ∈ {0, 1}, b1 = 1,m ∈ Z, k ∈ Z≥1,
then b(r) = m. This means that for a non zero integer m the value b(m) is the
length of the binary expansion of |m|. For m ∈ Z we have
size(m) = b(m) + 1.
Definition 2.1.2. A floating point number is a pair f = (m, e) with m, e ∈ Z,
m 6= 0 or m = 0 and e = 0.
Let f = (m, e) be a floating point number. Then m is called the mantissa of
f and e is called the exponent of f . That floating point number represents the
rational number
q = m2e−b(m).
Note that b(q) = e. Frequently, we will identify f with the rational number q which
is represented by f . We also set
size(f) = size(m) + size(e).
Floating point numbers are implemented by the data type xbigfloat. If f is
a floating point number then f.mantissa() is its mantissa and f.exponent() is
its exponent.
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2.2. Approximations
Next, we introduce relative and absolute approximations.
Definition 2.2.1. Let r ∈ R and k ∈ Z.
1. A relative k-approximation to r is a floating point number f = (m, e) with
b(m) ≤ k + 3 and such that there exists an ε ∈ R with f = r(1 + ε) and
|ε| < 2−k.
2. An absolute k-approximation to r is a floating point number f = (m, e) such
that |f − r| < 2−k, and either e ≥ b(m)− k − 1 or f = (0, 0).
Lemma 2.2.1. If r ∈ R and f = (m, e) is a floating point number then f is a
relative k-approximation to r if and only if r = 0 and (m, e) = (0, 0), or r 6= 0 and
|f/r − 1| < 2−k.
We wish to interpret relative approximations as absolute approximations and
vice versa. For this purpose we need a few results.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let r, s ∈ R \ {0}, k ∈ Z, and |r/s− 1| < 2−k. Then
1. |r − s| < 2−k+b(s)
2. if k ≥ 1 then |b(r)− b(s)| ≤ 1.
Proof. We have |r−s| = |r/s−1||s| < 2−k+b(s). Also, |r/s−1| < 2−k implies
1 − 2−k < |r/s| < 1 + 2−k. If k ≥ 1 then |s|/2 < |r| < 2|s|. This implies that
|b(r)− b(s)| ≤ 1.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let r, s ∈ R \ {0} and |r − s| < 2−k. Then
1. |r/s− 1| < 2−k−b(s)+1 and
2. if k ≥ −b(s) + 2 then |b(r)− b(s)| ≤ 1.
Proof. We have |r/s − 1| = |r − s|/|s| < 2−k−b(s)+1. If k ≥ −b(s) + 2 then
k + b(s)− 1 ≥ 1. Hence Lemma 2.2.2 implies that |b(r)− b(s)| ≤ 1.
We estimate the size of approximations. For relative approximations this is
easy. If k ≥ 1 and f = (m, e) is a relative k approximation to r ∈ R then we obtain
from the definition and from Lemma 2.2.2
b(m) ≤ k + 3, |e| ≤ |b(r)|+ 1.(2.2.1)
For absolute approximations we obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let r ∈ R, k ∈ Z. If f = (m, e) 6= 0 is an absolute k-
approximation to r, then b(m) ≤ max{b(r)+k+2, 2}. Furthermore, |e| ≤ |b(r)|+1,
if |r| ≥ 2−(k+1), and |e| ≤ |k|+ 2 otherwise.
Proof. Since |f − r| < 2−k it follows that e = b(f) ≤ max{b(r),−k}+ 1. By
definition e ≥ b(m)− k − 1. This implies the assertion for b(m).
Assume that |r| ≥ 2−(k+1). Then k ≥ −b(r) + 2 and applying Lemma 2.2.3
yields |e| ≤ |b(r)| + 1. Assume that |r| < 2−(k+1). If e > 0, then |e| = e ≤
max{b(r) + k + 2, 2} ≤ −k + 2. If e < 0, we obtain from the definition of an
absolute approximation |e| = −e ≤ k + 1− b(m) ≤ k + 1. Hence, |e| ≤ |k|+ 2.
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2.3. Operations on floating point numbers
We will now describe a few operations on floating point numbers.
The first one is truncate. Let f = (m, e), l ∈ Z. Then truncate(f, l) returns
(0, 0), if f = 0 or l ≤ 0. Otherwise, truncate deletes the last b(m) − l bits in
m. More precisely, truncate(f, l) returns the floating point number (n, e), where
n = m for l ≥ b(m), and if 1 ≤ l < b(m) and
m =
b(m)∑
i=1
mi2b(m)−i
is the binary expansion of m then
n =
l∑
i=1
mi2l−i.
Note that
|f − truncate(f, l)| < 2e−l.(2.3.1)
truncate(f, l) takes time O(size(f) + size(l)).
We show how to use truncate to construct approximations.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let r ∈ R, k ∈ Z, and let f = (m, e) be a floating point number
with |f − r| < 2−k−1. Then truncate(f, e+ k + 1) is an absolute k-approximation
to r.
Proof. Let g = truncate(f, e + k + 1). If e + k + 1 ≤ 0, then g = (0, 0).
Because e = b(f), we have
|g − r| ≤ |f |+ |f − r| < 2b(f) + 2−k−1 < 2−k,
so g is an absolute k-approximation to r. If e+ k + 1 > 0, we obtain from (2.3.1)
|g − r| ≤ |g − f |+ |f − r| < 2−k.
Also, for g = (n, e), we have b(n) ≤ e+ k+ 1. So g is an absolute k-approximation
to r.
Lemma 2.3.2. Let r ∈ R, k ∈ Z≥1, and let f = (m, e) be a floating point
number with f = r(1 + ε), ε ∈ R, |ε| < 2−k−1. Then truncate(f, k + 3) is a
relative k-approximation to r.
Proof. Let g = (n, e) = truncate(f, k + 3). If r = 0, then g = f is a relative
k-approximation to r. Otherwise, we obtain from (2.3.1) and Lemma 2.2.2
|g − r|
|r| ≤
|g − f |
|r| +
|f − r|
|r| <
|g − f |
|r| + 2
−k−1 ≤ 2b(f)−b(r)−k−2 + 2−k−1 ≤ 2−k.
Furthermore, b(n) ≤ k + 3.
We now describe the basic operations for floating point numbers and estimate
their bit complexity.
Let f = (m,x) and g = (n, y) be floating point numbers. Then we set
−f = (−m,x).
Next we define addition. We set
z = min{x− b(m), y − b(n)}, p = 2x−b(m)−zm+ 2y−b(n)−zn.
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and
f + g =

(p, z + b(p)), if p 6= 0, f 6= 0, g 6= 0,
(0, 0), if p = 0,
(m,x), if g = 0,
(n, y), if f = 0.
We also set
f − g = f + (−g).
Addition of floating point numbers is, in general, not associative. For example,
if f1 = (1,−1), f2 = (−1,−1), f3 = (1, 0) then (f1 + f2) + f3 = f3 = (1, 0) but
f1+(f2+f3) = (1,−1)+(1,−1) = (2, 0). Note that the floating point numbers (1, 0)
and (2, 0) are different representations of 1/2. Addition can be made associative if
the result is normalized in such a way that the the mantissa is odd. For efficiency
reasons we do not do this.
The running time of addition and subtraction is O(s + |x − y|), where s =
max{size(f), size(g)}.
We now present an algorithm for adding several floating point numbers. The
algorithm receives as input an array f of n floating point numbers and returns the
floating point number
((((f [1] + f [2]) + f [3]) + f [4]) + . . .+ f [n]).
xbigfloat sum(array_of_xbigfloat f, int n)
{
s = 0;
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++) s = s + f[i];
return s;
}
In the follwing theorem we use the notation f [i] = fi = (mi, xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
s = (p, u).
Theorem 2.3.3. Computing (p, u) = sum(f, n) takes time O(n(X + B +
log(n))), where X := max{|xi| : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, B = max{b(mi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Also, b(p) ≤ 2X +B + b(n) and |u| ≤ 3X + 2B + b(n).
Proof. Let s0 = (0, 0) and si = (pi, ui) be the value of s after the ith iteration
of the for loop. First assume that si, fi 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Set yi = xi − b(mi),
vi = ui − b(pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and v = u− b(p). Then v1 = y1 and
vi+1 = min{vi, yi+1}, 1 ≤ i < n.(2.3.2)
This implies that
v = min{yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.(2.3.3)
If X = max{|xi| : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and B = max{b(mi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} then
|v| ≤ X +B.(2.3.4)
Also,
|p| = |
n∑
i=1
mi2yi−v| < |
n∑
i=1
2xi−v|.
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Together with (2.3.4) we obtain
b(p) ≤ b(n) + 2X +B.
Together with (2.3.4) this also implies the bound for |u|. It is easy to see that those
bounds are also valid for each b(pi) and |ui|, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, even if some of the pi or
mi are zero. This implies the bound for the running time.
The product f · g of the floating point numbers f and g is defined as follows.
f · g =
{
(m · n, x+ y + b(mn)− b(m)− b(n)), if f 6= 0, g 6= 0,
(0, 0), otherwise.
Multiplication takes time O(M(t) + size(e) + size(f)), where t =
max{size(m), size(n)}.
Let k ∈ Z≥1 and g 6= 0. The function divide(f, g, k) returns a rela-
tive k-approximation to the quotient f/g. Applying [Bre76][Lemma 2.2] and
Lemma 2.3.2 we find that the running time of divide(f, g, k) is O(M(k) + s),
where s = max{size(f), size(g)}.
We explain the extraction of square roots. Brent [Bre76](see also [Sch90])
presents an algorithm which computes a relative k-approximation to
√
f where
f ≥ 1/2. This algorithm has running time O(M(k) + size(f)). Suppose that
the function sqrt Brent(f, k) implements that algorithm. Then we define for an
arbitrary positive floating point number f = (m, e) the function
sqrt(f, k) =

(0, 0), if f = 0,
sqrt Brent((m, 0), k) · 2e/2, if e is even,
sqrt Brent((m, 1), k) · 2(e−1)/2, if e is odd,
that computes a relative k-approximation to
√
f in time O(M(k) + size(f)).
2.4. Approximating the logarithm
We discuss the complexity of computing approximations to the logarithm of a
floating point number.
Brent [Bre76] (see also [Sch90]) presents an algorithm which computes a
relative k-approximation to ln f where k is a positive integer and f is a posi-
tive floating point number with 1/2 ≤ f ≤ 2. This algorithm has running time
O(M(k) log k + size(f)). Suppose that the function log Brent(f, n) implements
that algorithm. Then a function log(f, k) which for any floating point number
f and positive integer k computes an absolute k-approximation to ln f works as
follows.
xbigfloat log(xbigfloat f, int k)
{
xbigfloat f1, l1, l2, l;
int e;
f1.assign(f.mantissa(), 0);
l1 = log_Brent(f1,k+2);
e = f.exponent();
l2 = log_Brent(2,b(e)+k+2);
l = l1 + e * l2;
return (Truncate(l, l.exponent()+k+1));
}
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Theorem 2.4.1. If f = (m, e) is a floating point number and k ∈ Z≥1
then log(f, k) returns an absolute k-approximation to ln f in time O(M(k +
size(e))log(k + size(e)) + size(f)).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure log. Let f = (m, e) > 0 be a
positive floating point number and k ∈ Z≥0. We have f1 = (m, 0) = m2−b(m).
Hence 1/2 ≤ f1 < 1. Therefore, l1 = log Brent(f1, k + 2) is a relative k + 2-
approximation to ln f1. Since 1/2 ≤ f1 < 1, hence b(ln f1) ≤ 0, we obtain |l1 −
ln f1| < 2−k−2. Because l2 is a relative b(e) + k + 2 approximation to ln 2, we
have |e ∗ l2 − e ∗ ln 2| < 2−k−2. It follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that l is an absolute
k-approximation to ln f .
It follows from (2.2.1) that e ∗ l2 can be computed in time O(M(k + size(e))),
which dominates the time for determining l = l1 + e ∗ l2. The overall running time
can be deduced from Brent’s theorem.
The next goal is to describe how the logarithm of a positive real number can
be approximated when r itself is only known approximately. We need the following
auxiliary results.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let x ∈ R with |x| < 1 Then
x
1 + x
≤ ln(x+ 1) ≤ x.
Proof. We have
ln(1 + x) = x− (x
2
2
− x
3
3
)− (x
4
4
− x
5
5
)− . . . ≤ x.
This proves the upper bound. To prove the lower bound consider the function
f(x) = ln(1 + x)− x
1 + x
.
Then
f ′(x) =
1
1 + x
− 1
(1 + x)2
.
Therefore, f ′(x) ≥ 0 for x ≥ 0 and f ′(x) ≤ 0 for x < 0. Since f(0) = 0 this proves
the lower bound.
Corollary 2.4.3. Let x ∈ R with |x| < 1 Then
|x|
1 + |x| ≤ | ln(x+ 1)| ≤
|x|
1− |x| .
Lemma 2.4.4. Let l, f, r ∈ R, f, r > 0 and k ∈ Z≥1. If |f/r − 1| < 2−k−2 and
|l − ln f | < 2−k−1 then |l − ln r| < 2−k.
Proof. Write f = r(1 + ε) with ε ∈ R. Then |ε| < 2−k−2 and
|l − ln r| ≤ |l − ln f |+ | ln f − ln r| < 2−k−1 + | ln(1 + ε)|.
Applying Corrollary 2.4.3 with x = ε yields | ln(1 + ε)| < 2−k−1. This proves the
assertion.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let r ∈ R>0 and f = (m, e) be an absolute k-approximation to
ln r. Then |e|, b(m) ≤ b(1 + |b(r)|) + |k|+ 2.
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Proof. We have | ln r| = | ln((r/2b(r)) 2b(r))| ≤ 1 + |b(r)|. This implies
b(ln r) ≤ b(1 + |b(r)|).(2.4.1)
Using (2.4.1) and Lemma 2.2.4 proves the assertion for b(m). Suppose that | ln r| <
2−k−1. Then Lemma 2.2.4 implies the assertion for |e|. If | ln r| ≥ 2−k−1, we obtain
b(ln r) ≥ −k. Together with (2.4.1) this implies |b(ln r)| ≤ b(1 + |b(r)|) + |k|. In
this case, Lemma 2.2.4 shows that |e| ≤ b(1 + |b(r)|) + |k|+ 1.
Next we present the procedure b of ln that on input of a floating point number
r > 0 computes l, u ∈ Z such that l ≤ b(ln r) ≤ u.
r.b_of_ln(int & l, int & u)
{
if (r >= 2)
{
l = b(b(r)-1) - 2;
u = b(b(r));
}
else
{
l = b(r-1)-b(1+|r-1|)-1;
u = b(r-1)-b(1-|r-1|)+1;
}
}
The correctness of the procedure is an immediate consequence of the following
Lemma.
Lemma 2.4.6. Let r ∈ R>0. Then
b(b(r)− 1)− 2 ≤ b(ln r) ≤ b(b(r)), if 2 ≤ r,
b(r − 1)− b(1 + |r − 1|)− 1 ≤ b(ln r) ≤ b(r − 1)− b(1− |r − 1|) + 1, if 0 < r < 2.
Proof. We prove the assertion for r ≥ 2, i.e., 2b(r)−1 ≤ r < 2b(r). We have
| ln r| = ln r < ln 2b(r) < b(r) < 2b(b(r)) and so b(ln r) ≤ b(b(r)). And similarly
| ln r| = ln r ≥ ln 2b(r)−1 > (b(r)− 1)/2 = |(b(r)− 1)/2| ≥ 2b(b(r)−1)−2, so b(ln r) ≥
b(b(r)− 1)− 2.
Now assume that 0 < r < 2. Then we write r = 1 + x with |x| < 1. By
Lemma 2.4.3 we have |x|/(1 + |x|) ≤ | ln(1 + x)| ≤ |x|/(1− |x|). This implies that
2b(x)−1−b(1+|x|) < | ln(1 + x)| < 2b(x)−b(1−|x|)+1. Substituting x = r − 1 proves the
assertion.
2.5. Approximating the exponential function
To approximate exp f for a floating point number f = (m, e) we approximate
exp(m2−b(m)) and raise the result to the power 2e.
Brent [Bre76] (see also [Sch90]) describes an algorithm that, for a floating
point number f with 1/2 ≤ f ≤ 1 and an integer k ≥ 1, computes a relative k-
approximation to exp f in time O(M(k) log(k)+size(f)). Assume that the function
exp Brent(f, k) implements that algorithm.
Let k ∈ Z≥1 and f be a floating point number. The following function exp(f, k)
computes a relative k-approximation to exp f :
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xbigfloat exp(xbigfloat f, int k)
{
e = f.exponent();
m = f.mantissa();
if (m < 0)
{
m = -m;
l = k + 4;
}
else
l = k;
if (e == 0)
g = exp_Brent ((m,0), l);
else
{
if (e > 0)
{
g = exp_Brent ((m,0), e+l+b(e+1)+3);
for (i=1; i <= e; i++)
g = Truncate (g*g, e+l+b(e+1)+3-i);
}
else
{
e = -e;
g = exp_Brent ((m,0), l+3);
for (i=1; i <= e; i++)
g = Sqrt (g, l+3);
}
g = Truncate (g,l+3);
}
if (f.mantissa() < 0)
{
g = Divide (1, g, k+3);
g = Truncate (g, k+3);
}
return g;
}
To be able to analyze exp we need the following results.
Lemma 2.5.1 (Bernoulli). Let r, ε ∈ R, r > 1, ε > −1, ε 6= 0. Then (1 + ε)r >
1 + rε.
Proof. [Ko¨n84, p. 67]
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Lemma 2.5.2. Let ε ∈ R>0, r ∈ Z≥1 with rε < 1. Then
(1 + ε)r < 1 +
rε
1− rε .
Proof. (1 + ε)r =
∑r
i=0
(
r
i
)
εi = 1 + rε
∑r−1
i=0 (rε)
i < 1 + rε/(1− rε).
Lemma 2.5.3. Let ε ∈ R with |ε| < 1/2 then
1− |ε| ≤ 1
1 + ε
≤ 1 + 2|ε|.
Proof. If ε ≥ 0 then 1 ≥ 1− ε2 = (1− |ε|)(1 + ε) implies 1− |ε| ≤ 1/(1 + ε).
Also, 1/(1 + ε) ≤ 1 ≤ 1 + 2ε.
If ε < 0 then 1−|ε| ≤ 1 ≤ 1/(1−|ε|) = 1/(1+ε) = 1+|ε|/(1−|ε|) ≤ 1+2|ε|.
Theorem 2.5.4. If f = (m, e) is a floating point number and k ∈ Z≥1 then
exp(f, k) returns a relative k-approximation to exp f in time O(M(k + |e|)log(k +
|e|) + size(f)).
Proof. First, we show that after the second if-else statement g is a relative l
approximation to exp |f |.
Suppose that e > 0 and let g0 = exp Brent((m, 0), e+l+b(e+1)+3). Denote by
gi the value of g after the ith iteration of the first for loop. Write gi = g2i−1(1 + εi),
with εi ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ e and gi = (ni, xi), 0 ≤ i ≤ e. Then |εi| < 2−l−e−b(e+1)+i−3,
0 ≤ i ≤ e. So we obtain from Lemma 2.5.2
ge = exp |f |
e∏
i=0
(1 + εi)2
e−i
< exp |f |
e∏
i=0
(1 + 2−l−e−b(e+1)+i−3)2
e−i
< exp |f |(1 + 2−l−b(e+1)−2)e+1 < exp |f |(1 + 2−l−1).
In the same way one can use Lemma 2.5.1 to show that ge > exp |f |(1 − 2−l−1).
Hence, truncate(ge, l+ 3) is a relative l-approximation to exp |f | by Lemma 2.3.2.
By Lemma 2.2.2 we know that |x0| ≤ 3 and therefore, |xi| < 2i+2. Hence, each
product takes time O(M(l + e)) and ge can be computed in time O(M(e + l)[e +
log(e+ l)] + size(f)).
Now, suppose that e < 0 and let g0 = exp Brent((m, 0), l+3). Denote by gi the
value of g after the ith iteration of the second for loop. Write gi =
√
gi−1(1 + εi),
with εi ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ e. Then |εi| < 2−l−3, 0 ≤ i ≤ e. So we obtain from
Lemma 2.5.2
ge = exp |f |
|e|∏
i=0
(1 + εi)2
−|e|+i
< exp |f |(1 + 2−l−3)
∑|e|
i=0 1/2
i
< exp |f |(1 + 2−l−1).
In the same way one can use Lemma 2.5.1 to show that ge > (1 − 2−l−1). Hence,
truncate(ge, l + 3) is a relative l-approximation to exp |f | by Lemma 2.3.2.
Using Lemma 2.2.2, we can easily derive that for each gi, 0 ≤ i ≤ |e|, we
obtain |b(gi)| ≤ 3. Then (2.2.1) implies that size(gi) = O(l) and therefore, each
square root can be computed in time O(M(l)). Hence, determining ge takes time
O(M(l)[|e|+ log(l)] + size(f)).
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Now, for f > 0 the assertions are proven. Suppose that f < 0. Then l = k + 4
and we obtain for g = divide(1, ge, k + 3)
g = (exp f)
1 + ε2
1 + ε1
, |ε1| < 2−k−4, |ε2| < 2−k−3.
From Lemma 2.5.3 we obtain
1 + ε2
1 + ε1
≤ (1 + ε2)(1 + 2ε1) < (1 + 2k−3)2 < 1 + 2k−1
and
1 + ε2
1 + ε1
≥ (1− |ε2|)(1− |ε1|) > (1− 2k−3)2 > 1− 2k−2.
Lemma 2.5.5. Let r ∈ R. It is exp(x) ≥ 1 + x and if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, then
exp(x) ≤ 1 + 2x.
Proof. For c ∈ {1, 2} let fc(x) = exp(x) − 1 − cx. We have fc(0) = 0 and
f ′c(x) = exp(x) − c. Then f ′1(x) ≥ 0 if and only if x ≥ 0. Hence f1(x) ≥ 0 and
so exp(x) ≥ 1 + x. Similarly, we have f ′2(x) < 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2. This implies
f2(x) ≤ 0, hence exp(x) ≤ 1 + 2x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2.
Lemma 2.5.6. Let x ∈ R with |x| ≤ 1/2. Then exp(x) = 1 + ε with ε ∈ R,
|ε| ≤ 2|x|.
Proof. Let ε ∈ R with exp(x) = 1 + ε. If −1/2 ≤ x < 0, we have ε < 0 and
Lemma 2.5.6 yields 1 + ε = exp(x) ≥ 1 + x. This implies |ε| = −ε ≤ −x = |x|.
Similarly, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, we have ε ≥ 0 and by Lemma 2.5.6 1+ε = exp(x) ≤ 1+2x.
Hence, |ε| = ε ≤ 2x = 2|x|.
2.6. Approximating roots and powers
In this section we present the procedure power that on input of floating point
numbers r, n,m with r > 0, m 6= 0, and an integer k ≥ 1 computes a relative k
approximation to rn/m. This is done by computing a relative k approximation to
exp(n/m ln r).
xbigfloat power (xbigfloat r, xbigfloat n, xbigfloat m, int k)
{
int l, u, k1, k2;
xbigfloat x,y,z;
if (r == 1)
return 1;
r.b_of_log(l,u);
k1 = max( k+b(n)-b(m)+6, -u );
k2 = k+b(n)-b(m)+6+u;
x = log(r,k1);
y = divide(n,m,k2);
z = exp(x*y,k+3);
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return truncate(z,k+3);
}
Lemma 2.6.1. On input of floating point numbers r, n,m, with r > 0, m 6= 0,
and an integer k ≥ 1, the procedure power returns a relative k approximation to
rn/m.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. For r = 1 the function is obvi-
ously correct. Let us assume that r 6= 1. The function computes an approximation
x ∈ R to ln r such that x− ln r = ε1 with |ε1| < 2−k1 . Hence,
x = ln(r)(1 + ε1/ ln r), |ε1| < 2−k1 .
Furthermore, it determines y ∈ R with
y = n/m(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−k2 .
This implies that xy−n/m ln r = n/m(ε1+ε1ε2+ε2 ln r). We have |xy−n/m ln r| <
|n/m|(2−k−b(n)+b(m)−6 + 2u2−k−b(n)+b(m)−6−u + 2−k−b(n)+b(m)−6−u| ln r|). Hence
xy − n/m ln r = ε3, |ε3| < 2−k−3.
It follows that we obtain z = exp(xy)(1 + ε5) = exp(n/m ln r) exp(ε3)(1 + ε5)
with |ε5| < 2−k−3. Because k ≥ 1, Lemma 2.5.6 yields exp(ε3) = 1 + ε4 with
|ε4| ≤ 2|ε3| < 2−k−2. So finally
z = exp(n/m ln r)(1 + ε4)(1 + ε5)
= exp(n/m ln r)(1 + ε)
with |ε| < 2−k−1, because k ≥ 1. By Lemma 2.3.2 the truncated z is a relative k
approximation to exp(n/m ln r).
2.7. The IEEE-754 floating point model
In our xbigfloat model for floating point numbers described in the previous
sections, the mantissa and the exponent of a floating point number are multi-
precision integers. We have implemented this model as a C++ class. The C++
language also provides a built-in type for floating point numbers, the data type
double. In contrast to xbigfloat, floating point numbers of type double have a
fixed length for the size of the exponent and mantissa. But, because this is a built-
in data type, programs using double are much faster in practice than those using
xbigfloat. In most of our applications, the speed of the algorithms implemented
with xbigfloat is good enough in practice and the accuracy of the approximations
must be high. But in some parts, the xbigfloat efficiency is not sufficient and
inputs that are relevant in practice only require so little accuracy such that the
approximations can be stored in variables of type double.
A very common implementation of the data type double that is available on
most platforms is based on the IEEE Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic
(cf. [ANS85]). We will use that standard when we switch from our model of
xbigfloat to floating point numbers with fixed lengthes. In the following we will
briefly describe the basic facts of the IEEE model and analyze the roundoff error
in such a model for those operations that are relevant to our applications. For a
detailed description of the model we refer the reader to the standard [ANS85].
An IEEE-754 double is a string consisting of 64 bits which has the following
format:
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Figure 1. IEEE double format
The value v of such a string is defined as follows:
1. If e = 2047 and f 6= 0, then v is NaN regardless of s.
2. If e = 2047 and f = 0, then v = (−1)s∞.
3. If 0 < e < 2047, then v = (−1)s2e−1023(1.f).
4. If e = 0 and f 6= 0, then v = (−1)s2e−1022(0.f).
5. If e = 0 and f = 0, then v = (−1)s0.
Here ±∞ and NaNs are reserved values used to indicate, e.g., over-/underflow
and exceptions. The number of bits in f plus 1 is the precision p, i.e. p = 53.
Furthermore, the standard defines Emax = 1023.
The default rounding mode is round to nearest. “In this mode the representable
value nearest to the infinitely precise result shall be delivered.... However, an in-
finitely precise result with magnitude at least 2Emax(2 − 2−p) (= 21023(2 − 2−53))
shall round to∞ with no change in the sign” ([ANS85][4.1]). For our purposes we
always assume that the mode round to nearest is chosen.
Furthermore, “...., each of the operations shall be performed as if it first pro-
duced an intermediate result correct to infinite precision and with unbounded
range, and then coerced this intermediate result to fit in the destination’s for-
mat” ([ANS85][5]), according to the rounding mode and the exception handling.
An underflow exception is created when, e.g., before rounding, a nonzero result
computed as though both the exponent range and the precision were unbounded
would lie strictly between ±2−1022 (see [ANS85][7.4]).
In the following we switch between floating point numbers in double format
and the value they represent. For a non-zero x ∈ R let
x = (−1)s2E
∞∑
i=0
fi2−i,(2.7.1)
f0 = 1, fi ∈ {0, 1} for i ≥ 1, s ∈ {0, 1}, and E ∈ Z. We define the function
round to nearest(x) =

(0, 0, 0) if x = 0.
(s,E + 1023, (f1 . . . f52)2) if x 6= 0, f53 = 0.
(s,E + 1023, (f1 . . . f52)2 + 1)
if f53 = 1 and
f1 = 0 ∨ . . . ∨ f52 = 0.
(s,E + 1024, (0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
52
)2)
if f53 = 1 and
f1 = . . . = f52 = 1.
(2.7.2)
Lemma 2.7.1. Let x ∈ R with 2−1022 ≤ |x| < 21023(2 − 2−53). Then
round to nearest(x) is a floating point number in IEEE-754 double format with
round to nearest(x) = x(1 + ε), |ε| < 2−53.
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Proof. Let z = round to nearest(x). If x = 0, then z is in double format and
z = x. For the rest of the proof assume that x 6= 0 and let x be represented as in
(2.7.1).
We have 2−1022 < 2E+1. Hence, E > −1023. Furthermore, we have 2E ≤ |x| <
21024. Together we obtain 0 < E+ 1023 < 2047. Also in case of f1 = . . . = f53 = 1,
we have (2− 2−53) ≤ |x|/2E . This implies E < 1023 and therefore 0 < E + 1024 <
2047. This shows that z is a floating point number in double format.
Now we prove the size of the relative error of z. Set f0 = 1. Then x =
(−1)s2E∑∞i=0 fi2−i.
If f53 = 0, then z = (−1)s2E
∑52
i=0 fi2
−i. This implies |x−z| ≤ 2E∑∞i=54 fi2−i.
Hence |x− z| < |x|2−53.
If f53 = 1 and fi = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 52, then z = (−1)s2E
∑52
i=0 fi2
−i+2−52.
This yields |x − z| ≤ 2E |2−53 +∑∞i=54 fi2−i − 2−52| ≤ 2E2−53. Hence, |x − z| <
|x|2−53.
In the last case, it is fi = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 53. Then z = (−1)s2E+1 =
(−1)s2E∑∞i=0 2−i, and again |x− z| = 2E |∑∞i=54 2−i| < |x|2−53.
Theorem 2.7.2. For the operations +,−, ∗, /, sqrt, log, exp let x be the result
of the operation correct to infinite precision and with unbounded range and let z be
the coercion of x into double format rounded to nearest and according to the rules
for exception handling. Assume that there is no division by zero error, that the
argument of the logarithm function is greater than zero, and that the argument of
the square root function is positive. If z 6= ±∞ and there is no underflow exception
when x is coerced into z, then z = x(1 + ε) with |ε| < 2−53.
Proof. z 6= ±∞ implies that |x| < 21023(2 − 2−53). Because there is no
underflow exception, we have |x| ≥ 2−1022. Hence, the resulting double z is
the representable value nearest to x. Furthermore, Lemma 2.7.1 shows that
w = round to nearest(x) also is a valid double. If x = 0, then z = 0. Other-
wise, we have |x − z| ≤ |x − w| < |x|2−53 by Lemma 2.7.1 and the fact that z is
nearest to x.
There are two major differences in comparison to the xbigfloat model: Un-
like the xbigfloat operations addition, subtraction, and multiplication there are,
in general, rounding errors in each double operation. Furthermore, according to
Theorem 2.7.2, it is more convenient to describe the errors of the double floating
point operations in relative notation in contrast to xbigfloat, where absolute and
relative notation is mixed.
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CHAPTER 3
Accuracy constants
In this chapter we describe details of the implementation of the xbigfloat
model. We present an analysis of the implemented algorithms for approximating
the square root and the logarithm of a rational number and for the approximation
of the exponential function. The analysis shows how accurate intermediate results
must be approximated such that the output is an approximation of a prescribed
precision.
3.1. Approximating the square root
Let x > 0 be a floating point number. To approximate to
√
x, we use the
Newton iteration
yi+1 =
1
2
·
(
yi +
x
yi
)
.(3.1.1)
Lemma 3.1.1. If yi =
√
x (1 + εi), i ≥ 0, εi 6= −1, then εi+1 = ε
2
i
2(1+εi)
.
Proof.
yi+1 =
1
2
·
(√
x (1 + εi) +
√
x
1
1 + εi
)
=
√
x
2
·
(
2− (1− εi) + 11 + εi
)
=
√
x
2
·
(
2 +
1− (1− εi)(1 + εi)
1 + εi
)
=
√
x ·
(
1 +
ε2i
2(1 + εi)
)
.
Assume that y0 is an approximation to
√
x with
y0 =
√
x (1 + E0), |E0| < 2−q, q ≥ 3,(3.1.2)
and set y0 = y0.
Lemma 3.1.2. For i ≥ 1 let yi = 1/2(yi−1 + x/yi−1)(1 + Fi) with |Fi| <
22
i(2−q)−4. Then yi =
√
x (1 + Ei), |Ei| < 22i(2−q)−2 for i ≥ 0.
Proof. We use induction on i. For i = 0 the assertion follows from (3.1.2).
Assume that the assertion holds for yi−1, i ≥ 1. Then yi−1 =
√
x(1 + Ei−1). Set
y˜i = 1/2(yi−1 + x/yi−1). It follows from Lemma 3.1.1, that
y˜i =
√
x(1 + εi), |εi| < E2i−1.
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Hence,
yi =
√
x(1 + εi)(1 + Fi),
so Ei = εi + Fi + εiFi. It is |Ei| < |Ei−1|2 + |Fi| + |E2i−1Fi| < 22(2
i−1(2−q)−2) +
22
i(2−q)−4 + 22(2
i−1(2−q)−2)22
i(2−q)−4 < 22
i(2−q)−2. So the assertion also holds for
yi.
We present the function sqrt(x, k), that on input of a non-negative floating
point number x and k ∈ Z≥1 returns a relative k-approximation to
√
x. It uses
the function sqrt initialization(y, q, x), that returns the floating point number
y and the integer q ≥ 3, such that y = √x(1 + ε), |ε| < 2−q. This function will be
described below.
xbigfloat sqrt (xbigfloat x, int k)
{
if (x == 0)
return 0;
xbigfloat y, w, z;
sqrt_initialization(y, q, x);
int t = k+1;
int n = b(t-2)-b(q-2)+1;
int i, f;
for (i=1; i <= n; i++)
{
f = 2^i(q-2)-4;
w = truncate(x,F+4);
z = truncate(y,F+3);
y = divide (w,z,F+4);
y += z;
y /= 2;
}
return truncate(y,k+3);
}
Theorem 3.1.3. On input of a non-negative floating point number x and an
integer k ≥ 1, the function sqrt(x, k) returns a relative k-approximation to √x.
Proof. We show that y =
√
x(1+ε), |ε| < 2−k−1, before the truncation at the
end. Lemma 2.3.2 implies, that the returned value is a relative k-approximation to√
x.
After the initialization it is y =
√
x(1+ε), |ε| < 2−q with q ≥ 3. If k+1 = t < q,
then the initial value of y is accurate enough, so the loop need not to be executed.
Otherwise n ≥ 1 and the loop is executed. Let y0 denote the value of y before the
loop and yi and fi denote the value of y and f at the end of the i-th iteration of
the loop, respectively. It follows from (2.3.1), that in the i-th iteration of the loop,
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it is
w = x(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−fi−3,
z = yi−1(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−fi−2.
The division w/z is done with a relative error |ε3| < 2−fi−3. Let 1 + ε4 = (1 +
ε1)(1 + ε3)/(1 + ε2). Then
yi = 1/2(yi−1 + x/yi−1)(1 + (yi−1ε2 + x/yi−1ε4)/(yi−1 + x/yi−1)),
= 1/2(yi−1 + x/yi−1)(1 + Fi).
Because x, yi−1 ≥ 0, it is |Fi| ≤ max{|ε2|, |ε4|} < 2−fi = 22i(q−2)−4. It follows from
Lemma 3.1.2, that
yn =
√
x(1 + ε), |ε| < 22n(2−q)−2.
Because n is chosen, such that 2n ≥ (t−2)/(q−2), it follows that |ε| < 2−t = 2−k−1.
This proves the assertion.
To find a start value for the Newton iteration, we truncate x such that it fits
into a double in IEEE-754 format and then use the square root function of the
IEEE-754 model. We make this more precise.
Let x = (m, e) be the floating point representation of x. Then
x = m2−b(m)2b2f ,
where f = e, b = 0, if e is even, and f = e − 1, b = 1, if e is odd. Let m =
(m1, . . . ,mb(m))2 be the bit representation of m. We set mb(m)+1 = . . . = m53 = 0,
if b(m) < 53. Set
z = truncate((m, b), 53).
Then, according to Section 2.7, the IEEE-754 double representation of z is
z = (0, 1022 + b, (m2, . . . ,m53)).
Furthermore, it follows from (2.3.1), that
z2f = x(1 + ε), |ε| < 2−52.(3.1.3)
Now we can apply the sqrt function of the IEEE-754 model to approximate
√
z.
void sqrt_initialization (xbigfloat & y,
int & q,
xbigfloat x)
{
// Determine b and f
//
bigint b, f;
if (x.exponent().is_odd())
{
f = e-1;
b = 1;
}
else
{
f = e;
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b = 0;
}
// Truncate to 53 bits.
//
bigint m = truncate(x,53).mantissa();
if (b(m) < 53)
m = shift_left(m, 53-b(m));
else
m = shift_right(m, b(m)-53);
// create z = m * 2^(-b(m)) * 2^b
//
double z = 0;
while (m > 0)
{
if (m.is_odd())
z += 1;
z /= 2;
m >>= 1;
}
if (b == 1)
z *= 2;
// Approximate the square root.
//
y = 2^(f/2) * (xbigfloat) sqrt(z);
q = 51;
}
Theorem 3.1.4. On input of a non-negative floating point number x of type
xbigfloat, the function sqrt initialization(y, q, x) returns the xbigfloat y
and the integer q, such that y =
√
x(1 + ε), |ε| < 2−q.
Proof. Because the value for f fits into IEEE-754 double format, no roundoff
error occurs during the initialization of z. Therefore, we have by (3.1.3) that
z2f = x(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−52.
Set r = sqrt(z), where sqrt is the IEEE-754 square root function. It follows from
Theorem 2.7.2, that
r =
√
z(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−53.
Hence y = r2f/2 satisfies
y =
√
x(1 + ε1)1/2(1 + ε2),
=
√
x(1 + ε3).
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It is (1+ε1)1/2(1+ε2) > (1−2−52)1/2(1−2−53) > (1−2−52)2 > 1−2−51. Similarly,
we have (1 + ε1)1/2(1 + ε2) < (1 + 2−52)1/2(1 + 2−53) < (1 + 2−53)2 < 1 + 2−51.
Hence, it is |ε3| < 2−51.
3.2. Approximating the logarithm
Let x ≥ 0 be a floating point number and k ∈ Z. Our goal is to compute an
absolute k-approximation to lnx. If we assume that x is in the range 1 < x <
1 + 2−c+1, where c ∈ Z≥1, we can use the identity ([AS64][(4.1.27)])
lnx = 2
∞∑
i=0
y2i+1
2i+ 1
, y =
x− 1
x+ 1
to compute the approximation.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let k, c ∈ Z≥1 and 1 < x < 1 + 2−c+1, then for every n ∈ N
with n ≥ k/2c, we have
| lnx− 2
n∑
i=0
y2i+1
2i+ 1
| < 2−k,(3.2.1)
where y = (x− 1)/(x+ 1).
Proof. see [Pap93, Theorem 4.1]
If x is not in the interval (1, 2), we use the identities
lnx = 0, if x = 1,
lnx = − ln(1/x), if 0 < x < 1,
lnx = 2 ln
√
x, if 2 ≤ x.
Hence, according to [Pap93, Section 4.4.3], the structure for computing an ap-
proximation to the natural logarithm of a floating point number can be formulated
as follows:
1. If x = 1, return 0.
2. If 0 < x < 1, invert x.
3. If 2 ≤ x, take square roots until x < 2.
4. Use Lemma 3.2.1 to approximate lnx.
5. Multiply the approximation according to steps 2) and 3).
We present the function log(x, k), that on input of a positive floating point
number x and k ∈ Z returns an absolute k-approximation to lnx.
xbigfloat log (xbigfloat v, int r)
{
// v == 1
//
if (v == 1)
return 0;
// 0 < v < 1, invert
//
bool inversion;
xbigfloat w;
int s;
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if (v < 1)
{
// v <= 1-2^(-d), d >= 1.
int d = 1-b(1-v);
w = divide (1, v, max{d, r+3});
s = r+2;
inversion = true;
}
else
{
w = v;
s = r+1;
inversion = false;
}
// 2 <= w, square root reduction
//
bool square_root;
xbigfloat x;
int t, f;
if (w >= 2)
{
x = w;
n = f;
while (x >= 2)
{
f = f +1;
x = sqrt(x, max{b(b(w))+s+5,3});
}
t = s+f+1;
square_root = true;
}
else
{
x = w;
t = s;
square_root = false;
}
// We have 1 < x < 2.
//
xbigfloat l;
if (t <= 0)
l = 0;
else
{
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int k = t+1;
int c = 1-b(x-1);
int n = ceil( (k+1)/(2c) );
int k_0 = 4+k+b(n+1)-c;
int s_0 = max{ k_0, b(6n+6) };
xbigfloat z_0 = divide(x-1, x+1, s_0 + 2);
z_0 = z_0 * z_0;
// l = 1/(2*n+1) approximation.
//
int k_i = k_0 - c * 2n;
int s = max{ k_i, b(6n+6) };
xbigfloat m = 2*n+1;
l = divide(1, m, s);
// Result in l.
//
xbigfloat h;
for (i=n-1; i >= 0; i--)
{
k_i += 2c;
s = max{ k_i, b(6n+6) };
// Multiply l by ((x-1)/(x+1))^2 approximation.
//
if (s < s_0)
{
h = truncate(z_0, s+3);
l *= h;
}
else
l *= z_0;
// Add 1/(2i+1) approximation to l.
//
m -= 2;
h = divide (1, m, s);
l += h;
l = truncate(l, s+1);
}
// Multiply l by 2(x-1)/(x+1) approximation.
//
h = divide(x-1, x+1, s_0);
l *= 2*h;
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l = truncate(l, l.exponent() + t + 1);
}
if (square_root)
l = l * 2^f;
if (inversion)
l = -l;
return truncate(l, l.exponent() + r + 1);
}
Before we can prove the correctness of log, we need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let x ∈ R with 1 < x < 1 + 2−c+1, c ∈ Z≥1, n ∈ Z≥0, and
k ∈ Z. Set
si = max{3 + k + b(n+ 1)− c(2i+ 1), b(6n+ 6)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.2)
Furthermore, for y = (x− 1)/(x+ 1), set
z = y(1 + d),
zi = y2(1 + di), 0 ≤ i < n,
ai = 1/(2i+ 1)(1 + ei), 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
and
ln = an,
li = (li+1zi(1 + fi) + ai)(1 + gi), 0 ≤ i < n,
l = 2zl0,
where d, di, ei, fi, gi ∈ R such that
|d| < 2−s0 , |ei| < 2−si , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, |di|, |fi|, |gi| < 2−si , 0 ≤ i < n.
Then |l − 2∑ni=0 y2i+1/(2i+ 1)| < 2−k.
Proof. For n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 0 we have
li = zi · li+1 · (1 + fi)(1 + gi) + ai(1 + gi)
= zn−1 · · · zian(1 + fn−1)(1 + gn−1) · · · (1 + fi)(1 + gi) +
zn−2 · · · zian−1(1 + gn−1)(1 + fn−2)(1 + gn−2) · · · (1 + fi)(1 + gi) +
ziai+1(1 + gi+1)(1 + fi)(1 + gi) +
ai(1 + gi).
Hence,
l = 2
n∑
i=0
(1 + Ei)y2i+1/(2i+ 1),(3.2.3)
with
1 + Ei = (1 + d)(1 + ei)(1 + gi)
i−1∏
j=0
(1 + dj)(1 + fj)(1 + gj),(3.2.4)
where we set gn = 0 and the product to one for i = 0.
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It follows from (3.2.2), that
Condition 1 : s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sn ≥ 1.(3.2.5)
It follows from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), that
(1− 2−si)3i+3 < 1 + Ei < (1 + 2−si)3i+3, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.6)
Now (3.2.5) and Lemma 2.5.1 imply, that (1 − 2−si)3i+3 > 1 − (3i + 3)2−si for
0 ≤ i ≤ n. It also follows from (3.2.2), that
Condition 2 : si ≥ b(6i+ 6), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.7)
Then (3.2.7) implies (3i + 3)2−si < 1/2, so Lemma 2.5.2 yields (1 + 2−si)3i+3 <
1 + (3i+ 3)2−si+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence, (3.2.6) implies
|Ei| < (3i+ 3)2−si+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.8)
It also follows from (3.2.2), that
Condition 3 : si ≥ 3 + k + b(n+ 1)− c(2i+ 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.9)
And it follows from 1 < x < 1 + 2−c+1, c ≥ 1, that y < 2−c. So (3.2.3), (3.2.8),
and (3.2.9) imply, that
|l − 2
n∑
i=0
y2i+1/(2i+ 1)| ≤ 2
n∑
i=0
|Ei|y2i+1/(2i+ 1)
≤ 2
n∑
i=0
(3i+ 3)2−si+12−c(2i+1)/(2i+ 1)
< 2
n∑
i=0
2−si+2−c(2i+1)
≤ 2
n∑
i=0
2−3−k−b(n+1)+2
< 2k.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let x ≥ 2 be a floating point number and k ∈ Z. Let
z0 = x,
zi =
√
zi−1(1 + εi), |εi| < 2−max{b(b(x))+k+5,3}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
until zn < 2. If l is a floating point number with |l − ln zn| < 2−k−n−1, then
|2nl − lnx| < 2−k.
Proof. We estimate the relative error of zi. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
zi = z
1/2i
0 (1 + ε1)
1/2i−1 (1 + ε2)1/2
i−2 · · · (1 + εi)
= x1/2
i
(1 + Ei),
with |εi| < 2−s for s = max{b(b(x)) + k + 5, 3}. So
(1− 2−s)2 < 1 + Ei < (1 + 2−s)2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.10)
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Because s ≥ 1, Lemma 2.5.1 implies (1 − 2−s)2 > 1 − 2−s+1. And because s ≥ 3,
Lemma 2.5.3 implies (1 + 2−s)2 < 1 + 4 · 2−s. So,
|Ei| < 2−s+2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.2.11)
We derive an upper bound on n. Let m ∈ Z≥1 be minimal with x1/2m < 2.
Because x1/2
m−1 ≥ 2, we have 22m−1 ≤ x, so m ≤ b(b(x)). And (3.2.10) implies
2 ≤ zn−1 = x1/2n−1 (1 + En−1) < x1/2n−1 (1 + 2−s)2 ≤ x1/2n−1 (9/8)2, because
s ≥ 3. Hence, x1/2n−1 > 128/81 > √2, and we obtain x1/2n−2 > 2, which implies
n− 2 ≤ m− 1, so
n ≤ b(b(x)) + 1.(3.2.12)
Because s ≥ 3, it follows from Corollary 2.4.3 and (3.2.11), that | ln(1 +En)| <
|En|/(1− |En|) < 2|En| < 2−s+3. This implies
|2nl − lnx| ≤ 2n|l − ln zn|+ |2n ln zn − lnx|
≤ 2−k−1 + 2n| ln(1 + En)|
< 2−k−1 + 2n2−s+3
≤ 2−k−1 + 2b(b(x))+12−b(b(x))−k−2
= 2−k.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let x be a floating point number with 0 < x < 1 and let k ∈ Z.
Let d ∈ Z≥1 be minimal, such that x ≤ 1− 2−d.
If z = 1/x(1+ε), |ε| < 2−max{d,k+2}, then z > 1. Furthermore, if l is a floating
point number with |l − ln z| < 2−k−1, then | − l − lnx| < 2−k.
Proof. If ε > 0, then z > 1/x > 1. If ε ≤ 0, then −ε = |ε| < 2−d ≤ 1− x, so
1 < 1/x(1 + ε) = z. Hence, z > 1 in both cases.
Because |ε| < 1/2 it follows from Corollary 2.4.3, that | ln(1+ε)| < |ε|/(1−|ε|) <
2|ε| < 2−k−1. This implies
| − l − lnx| = | ln(1/x)− l|
≤ | ln(1/x)− ln z|+ | ln z − l|
< | ln(1 + ε)|+ 2−k−1
< 2−k.
Theorem 3.2.5. On input of a positive floating point number x and k ∈ Z, the
function log(x, k) returns an absolute k-approximation to lnx.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. It consists of 5 parts. An
inversion in case of 0 < v < 1, a square root reduction for 2 ≤ w, a logarithm
approximation to lnx for 1 < x < 2, an adaption of the logarithm approximation
in case of a square root reduction, and a further adaption for a possible inversion.
First, we show that, after the logarithm approximation, l is an absolute t-
approximation to lnx. If t ≤ 0, then | lnx| < ln 2 < 1, so l = 0 is an absolute
t-approximation to lnx.
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Assume, that t ≥ 1 and set k = t + 1. First, note that |x − 1| < 2b(x−1), so
c = 1− b(x− 1) satisfies 1 < x < 1 + 2−c+1, c ≥ 1. Because n = d(k + 1)/(2c)e, it
follows from Lemma 3.2.1, that
| lnx− 2
n∑
i=0
y2i+1
2i+ 1
| < 2−k−1,(3.2.13)
for y = (x− 1)/(x+ 1). We set
si = max{4 + k + b(n+ 1)− c(2i+ 1), b(6n+ 6)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Because s0 ≥ 0, it follows that
z0 = y2(1 + d0), |d0| < 2−s0 .
Furthermore, let ln denote the value of l right before the start of the while-loop. It
is
ln = 1/(2n+ 1)(1 + en), |en| < 2−sn .
For iteration i, let the first value of h be denoted by zi, the second value of h
be denoted by ai, and let the value of l at the end of the loop be denoted by li,
i = n−1, . . . , 0. Furthermore, note that the value of s for iteration i is si. We have
ai = 1/(2i+ 1)(1 + ei), |ei| < 2−si ,
zi = y2(1 + di), |di| < 2−si ,
for i = n− 1, . . . , 0, where the last equation follows from Lemma 2.3.2. And it is
li = (li+1zi(1 + fi) + ai)(1 + gi), 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
with fi = 0, because multiplication is done without truncation, and |gi| < 2−si by
(2.3.1). Furthermore, let the value of h as the result of the division after the loop
be denoted by z. Then
z = y(1 + d), |d| < 2−s0 .
It follows from Lemma 3.2.2, that l, after multiplication with 2z, satisfies
|l − 2
n∑
i=0
y2i+1
2i+ 1
| < 2−k−1.(3.2.14)
So (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) yield |l − lnx| < 2−k = 2−t−1. It follows from Lemma
2.3.1, that l is an absolute t-approximation to lnx after truncation.
Now, we analyze the remaining adaptions. Lemma 3.2.3 yields, that after a
possible multiplication by 2f in case of a square root reduction, we have |l− lnw| <
2−s. And it follows from Lemma 3.2.4, that after a possible negation in case of an
inversion, it is |l − ln v| < 2−r−1. So, Lemma 2.3.1 implies, that l is an absolute
r-approximation to ln v after truncation.
3.3. Approximating the exponential function
Let x be a floating point number and k ∈ Z≥1. We want to compute a relative
k-approximation g to expx. If 0 < x < 2−c for some c ∈ Z≥1, then we use the
identity ([AS64][(4.2.1)])
expx =
∞∑
i=0
xi/i!.
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Lemma 3.3.1. Let k, c ∈ Z≥1, x ∈ R with 0 < x < 2−c, and n = dk/ce. Then
| expx−
n∑
i=0
xi/i!| < 2−k.(3.3.1)
Proof. It follows from [Ko¨n84, III.3.19], that
| expx−
n∑
i=0
xi/i!| < 2 x
n+1
(n+ 1)!
.
And it is 2xn+1/(n+ 1)! ≤ xn+1 < 2−c(k/c+1) = 2−k−c < 2−k.
If x is not in the interval (0, 1/2), we use the identities
expx = 1, if x = 0,
expx = 1/ exp(−x), if x < 0,
expx = (exp(x/2b(x)))2
b(x)
, if 1/2 ≤ x.
Hence, according to [Pap93, Section 4.4.2], the structure for computing an
approximation to the expontial function can be formulated as follows:
1. If x = 0, return 1.
2. If x < 0, negate x.
3. If 1/2 ≤ x, divide x by 2b(x).
4. Use Lemma 3.3.1 to approximate expx.
5. Power and invert the approximation according to steps 2) and 3).
We present the function exp(v, r), that on input of a floating point number v
and r ∈ Z≥1 returns a relative r-approximation to exp v.
xbigfloat exp ( xbigfloat v, int r )
{
if (v == 0)
return 1;
// Negation for v < 0.
//
xbigfloat w;
int s;
bool negation;
if (v < 0)
{
w = -v;
s = r+3;
negation = true;
}
else
{
w = v;
s = r+1;
negation = false;
}
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// Division for 1/2 <= w.
//
xbigfloat x;
int t;
bool division;
int m;
if (0.5 <= w)
{
m = b(w);
x = w / 2^m;
t = s+m+b(m+1)+2;
division = true;
}
else
{
x = w;
t = r;
division = false;
}
// We have 1 < x < 1/2, t >= 1.
//
int k = t+2;
int c = -b(x);
int n = ceil(k/c);
int i;
xbigfloat h, z;
xbigfloat l = 1;
int k_i = k+b(n)+2-(n+1)c;
int s_i;
for (i=n; i >= 2; i--)
{
k_i += c;
s_i = max(k_i, b(2n));
// Multiply by x/i approximation.
//
h = truncate(x, s_i+3);
z = divide (h, i, s_i+2);
l *= z;
// Add 1 and truncate.
//
l += 1;
l = truncate(l, s_i+1);
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}
k_i += c;
s_i = max(k_i, b(2n));
// Multiply by x approximation and add 1.
//
z = truncate(x, s_i+1);
l *= z;
l += 1;
l = truncate(l, t+3);
// Power by 2^m in case of division.
//
if (division)
{
k_i = s+m+b(m+1)+2;
for (i=1; i <= m; i++)
{
l = l^2;
k_i -= 1;
l = truncate(l, k_i + 1);
}
}
// Invert in case of negation.
//
if (negation)
l = divide (1,l,r+3);
return truncate(l, r+3);
}
Before we can prove the correctness of exp, we need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let x ∈ R<0 and k ∈ Z≥1. If h = exp(−x)(1 + ε1) with |ε1| <
2−k−2 and g = 1/h(1+ε2) with |ε2| < 2−k−2, then g = exp(x) (1+ε) with |ε| < 2−k.
Proof. We have g = exp(x) (1 + ε2)/(1 + ε1) = exp(x) (1 + ε) with |ε| <
2−k−2 + 2−k−1 + 2−2k−3 < 2−k by Lemma 2.5.3.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let 1/2 ≤ x ∈ R and k ∈ Z≥1. Set n = b(x). If
g0 = exp(x/2n) (1 + ε0),
gi = g2i−1 (1 + εi), i = 1, . . . , n,
with |εi| < 2−k−n−b(n+1)−2+i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, then gn = exp(x) (1+ε) with |ε| < 2−k.
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Proof. We have
gn = (exp(x/2n))2
n
n∏
i=0
(1 + εi)2
n−i
,
= exp(x) (1 + ε).
Set si = k + n+ b(n+ 1) + 2− i. Applying Lemma 2.5.2 twice yields
1 + ε =
n∏
i=0
(1 + εi)2
n−i
<
n∏
i=0
(1 + 2−si)2
n−i
<
n∏
i=0
(1 + 2n−i+12−si)
= (1 + 2−k−b(n+1)−1)n+1
< 1 + 2(n+ 1)2−k−b(n+1)−1)
< 1 + 2−k.
And the lower bound 1 + ε > 1−2−k can be derived in the same way using Lemma
2.5.1. Hence, |e| < 2−k.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let x ∈ R with 0 < x < 2−c for c ∈ Z≥1, n ∈ Z≥0, and k ∈ Z.
Set
si = max{k + b(n) + 2− ic, b(2n)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.3.2)
Furthermore, let
zi = x/i(1 + di), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
ln+1 = 1,
li = (li+1zi + 1)(1 + gi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
l1 = l2z1 + 1,
where di, gi ∈ R, such that |di| < 2−si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and |gi| < 2−si , 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then |l1 −
∑n
i=0 x
i/i!| < 2−k.
Proof. For j = 1, . . . , n we have
lj =
n∑
i=j
 i∏
k=j
zk(1 + gk)
+ (1 + gj),
where we set g1 = 0. It follows that
l1 =
n∑
i=0
xi/i!(1 + Ei),(3.3.3)
with
1 + Ei =
i∏
j=1
(1 + gj)(1 + dj), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,(3.3.4)
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and E0 = 1. It follows from (3.3.2), that
Condition 1 : s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sn ≥ 1.(3.3.5)
Hence, (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) imply
(1− 2−si)2i < 1 + Ei < (1 + 2−si)2i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Because si ≥ 1, it follows from Lemma 2.5.1, that (1 − 2−si)2i > 1 − 2i 2−si for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. It also follows from (3.3.2), that
Condition 2 : 2−si > 2i.(3.3.6)
Together with Lemma 2.5.2, this implies (1 + 2−si)2i < 1 + 4i 2−si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
So, it is
|Ei| < i 2−si+2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.3.7)
It also follows from (3.3.2), that
Condition 3 : si ≥ k + b(n) + 2− ic, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.3.8)
So (3.3.3), (3.3.7), and (3.3.8) imply
|l1 −
n∑
i=0
xi/i!| ≤
n∑
i=1
xi/i!|Ei|
<
n∑
i=1
2−ici 2−si+2/i!
≤
n∑
i=1
2−k−b(n)
< 2−k.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let x be a floating point number and k ∈ Z≥1. The function
exp(x, k) returns a relative k-approximation to exp(x).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. It consists of 5 parts. A nega-
tion in case of v < 0, a division for 1/2 ≤ w, an approximation of exp(x) for
0 < x < 1/2, an adaption of that approximation in case of a division, and a further
adaption for a possible negation.
First, we show, that, after the approximation of exp(x), l is a relative t-
approximation to exp(x). Let zi and li denote the value of z and l at the end
of the loop iteration for i, respectively, and ln+1 the value of l before the start of
the loop. It follows from (2.3.1), that in the iteration for i, it is h = x(1 + ε1),
|ε1| < 2−si−2. Furthermore, z = h/i(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−si−2. Hence,
zi = x/i(1 + di), |di| < 2−si , 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
It follows from (2.3.1), that li = (li+1zi + 1)(1 + gi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n, with |gi| < 2−si .
Let z1 denote the value z after the loop, i.e., the truncation of x to s1 =
k + b(n) + 2− c. Then
z1 = x(1 + d1), |d1| < 2−s1 .
Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.3.4, that before the trunction to t + 3 bits, it is
|l−∑ni=0 xi/i!| < 2−k = 2−t−2. Lemma 3.3.1 implies |l−exp(x)| < 2−t−1. Because
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exp(x) ≥ 1, it is l = exp(x)(1 + ε), |ε| < 2−t−1. And after truncation l is a relative
t-approximation to exp(x) by Lemma 2.3.2.
Now, we analyze the remaining adaptions. Lemma 3.3.3 yields, that after a
possible squaring by 2m in case of a division, we have |l − expw|/| expw| < 2−s.
(Denote by li the value of l at the end of the i-th iteration of the for-loop. Note
that the truncation to ki + 1 yields li = l2i−1(1 + εi) with |εi| < 2−ki by (2.3.1).)
And it follows from Lemma 3.3.2, that after a possible inversion in case of a
negation, it is |l − exp v| < 2−r−1. So, Lemma 2.3.2 implies, that l is a relative
r-approximation to exp v after truncation.
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CHAPTER 4
Computing with quadratic numbers
4.1. Standard representation: quadratic number standard
Every quadratic number, i.e., element α ∈ K can be written as
α =
x+ y
√
∆
z
,(4.1.1)
with x, y, z ∈ Z, z > 0, and gcd(x, y, z) = 1. That representation is unique. It is
called the (∆-)standard representation of α.
The standard representation of quadratic numbers is implemented by the data
type quadratic number standard. An object a that represents α is the quadruple
a = (x, y, z, p),
where x, y, z are given by the standard representation of α, and p is a pointer to an
object that represents O. We set
size(a) = size(x) + size(y) + size(z) + size(∆) + 1,
and
sizes(α) = size(a).
Often we will identify a with the number α represented by a. For a finite set S of
objects ai = (xi, yi, zi, pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where the pi all point to the same quadratic
order object, we set
size(S) = size(∆) + n+
n∑
i=1
size(xi) + size(yi) + size(zi).
Let (x, y, z, p) be the standard representation of α. We have
H(α) =
|x|+ |y|√∆
z
,
and
d(α) =
{
z, if z odd ,
z/2, if z even .
In addition, assume that α is non-zero. First, we estimate b-values. Note that
|x+ y
√
∆| =
{ |x|+ |y|√∆, if xy ≥ 0,
|N(x+ y√∆)|/(|x|+ |y|√∆), if xy < 0.(4.1.2)
It follows from (4.1.2), that
|α| ≤ |x|+ |y|
√
∆ < 2b(x)+b(y)+b(
√
∆)+1,
|α| ≥ 1/(z(|x|+ |y|
√
∆)) > 2−(b(x)+b(y)+b(
√
∆)+b(z)+1).
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As a consequence, we obtain
|b(α)| ≤ sizes(α).(4.1.3)
Furthermore, it is
2b(d(α)α)−b(d(α)σα)−1 < |a/σα| < 2b(d(α)α)+b(d(α)σα)+1.
Thus, it follows from (4.1.3) that
|b(α/σα)| ≤ 2 sizes(d(α)α) + 1.(4.1.4)
And finally, we have
1/z2 ≤ |Nα| < 2b(α)+b(σα),
which implies, together with (4.1.3) again, that
|b(Nα)| ≤ 2 sizes(α).(4.1.5)
Furthermore, it is d(α)H(α) ≥ (|x| + |y|√∆)/2 and 2d(α) ≥ z. And an easy
calculation shows that there exists a constant c ∈ N, independent of α and O, with
sizes(α) ≤ c log((d(α))2H(α)∆).(4.1.6)
We estimate the absolute values of ln |α| and Lnα. Note, that 2b(α)−1 ≤ |α| <
2b(α) and so, (b(α)−1) ln 2 ≤ lnα < b(α) ln 2. It follows that | lnα| ≤ (1+|b(α)|) ln 2,
and together with (4.1.3), we obtain
| lnα| < 1 + sizes(α).(4.1.7)
The same calculation together with (4.1.4) yields
|Lnα| < 1 + sizes(d(α)α).(4.1.8)
The absolute value of Lnα is bounded by the height and norm of α as stated
in the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let α ∈ K∗. Then |Lnα| ≤ 1/2 ln(H(α)2/|N(α)|).
Proof. We have |α/σα| = |N(α)|/|σα|2 ≥ |N(α)|/H(α)2. Sim-
ilarly, |σα/α| = |N(α)|/|α|2 ≥ |N(α)|/H(α)2. This implies that
max{ln |α/σα|,− ln |α/σα|} ≤ ln(|N(α)|/H(α)2). Thus |Lnα| = 1/2| ln |α/σα|| ≤
1/2 ln(H(α)2/|N(α)|).
4.1.1. Operations for the standard model. We describe the multiplication
and inversion of quadratic numbers in ∆-standard representation and estimate their
bit complexity.
Let a = (x, y, z, p), ai = (xi, yi, zi, p), i = 1, 2 be quadratic numbers in
∆-standard representation. The procedure a.multiply(a1, a2) computes the ∆-
standard representation a of a1a2.
void a.multiply(quadratic_number_standard a_1,
quadratic_number_standard a_2)
{
bigint h = a_1.x * a_2.x + a_1.y * a_2.y * a_1.p.discriminant;
y = a_1.x * a_2.y + a_1.y * a_2.x;
x = h;
z = a_1.z * a_2.z;
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bigint g = gcd(x,y,z);
x = x/g; y = y/g; z = z/g;
}
Set n = max{size a1, size a2}. The gcd can be computed in time O(M(n) log n).
And this is the overall running time of the procedure, because the gcd computation
dominates the remaining parts. If a quadratic time integer multiplication algorithm
is used, then the gcd can be computed in time O(n2), and again this is the overall
running of the procedure in that case. In the following we will also use the notation
a = a1a2 for a.multiply(a1, a2).
Let a = (x, y, z, p) be a non-zero number in ∆-standard representation. The
procedure a.invert() transforms a into the standard representation of 1/a.
void a.invert()
{
bigint h = x^2 - y^2 * p.discriminant;
x = z * x;
y = -z * y;
z = h;
bigint g = gcd(x,y,z);
x = x/g; y = y/g; z = z/g;
}
Computing x, y, and z before the gcd computation takes time O(M(size a)),
and their size is O(size a). Therefore, the gcd computation takes time
O(M(size a) log size a), and this is the overall running time. In case of a quadratic
time integer multiplication algorithm, the gcd can be computed in quadratic time,
and the overall running time is O((size a)2).
4.1.2. Approximating a real quadratic number. We describe the func-
tion a.relative approximation(k), that computes a relative k-approximation to
the real quadratic number a = (x, y, z, p), for k ≥ 1.
xbigfloat a.relative_approximation (int k)
{
xbigfloat d, u, v, w;
if (a == 0)
w = 0;
if (y == 0)
w = divide(x,z,k);
else {
bigint Delta = p.discriminant();
int t = k;
if (sign(x) != sign(y)) {
int bd = b(Delta);
if (bd & 1)
bd = (bd+1) / 2;
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else
bd = bd / 2;
t += b(y)+bd + max(b(x),b(y)+bd) - b(x^2-y^2 Delta) + 2;
t = max(t,1);
}
d = sqrt (Delta, t+5);
u = truncate (truncate(y,t+5) * d, t+5);
v = u + x;
w = divide (v, z, k+3);
w = truncate (w, k+3));
}
return w;
}
Before we prove the correctness of the procedure and analyze its running time,
we need some auxiliary results. First, note that the b-value of
√
∆ is
b(
√
∆) =
{
b(∆)/2, if b(∆) even,
(b(∆) + 1)/2, if b(∆) odd.
The crucial part in the approximation of a is the size of |y√∆/(x+y√∆)|. Let
x+ y
√
∆ 6= 0. By computing b-values, it immediately follows from (4.1.2), that
|y√∆|
|x+ y√∆| ≤
{
1, if xy ≥ 0,
2b(y
√
∆)+max{b(x),b(y√∆)}−b(x2−y2∆)+2, if xy < 0.
(4.1.9)
Proposition 4.1.2. For an object a = (x, y, z, p) of type
quadratic number standard, and on input of an integer k ≥ 1, the function
a.relative approximation(k) returns a relative k-approximation to (x+ y
√
∆)/z
in time O(M(k) + size(a)), if xy ≥ 0, and O(M(k + size(d(a)a)) + size(a)), if
xy < 0.
Proof. We use the notation of the algorithm. First, we prove the correctness
of the function. If a = 0 or y = 0, then w is a relative k-approximation. Suppose
that a, y 6= 0. By (2.3.1) and Lemma 2.3.2, we have
u = y
√
∆(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−t−2.
This implies
v = (x+ y
√
∆)(1 + ε1y
√
∆/(x+ y
√
∆)).
It follows from (4.1.9) that
v = (x+ y
√
∆)(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−k−2.
Thus, because k ≥ 1, we obtain
w = (x+ y
√
∆)/z(1 + ε2)(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−k−3
= (x+ y
√
∆)/z(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−k−1.
It follows from Lemma 2.3.2, that the truncated w is a relative k-approximation.
Now we analyze the running time. The square root extraction for determining
d takes time O(M(t) + size ∆) and |b(d)| = O(size ∆). u can be found in time
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O(M(t) + size y + size ∆) and |b(u)| = O(size y + size ∆). Hence, computing v
takes time O(t+ sizex+ size y+ size ∆) and size v = O(t+ sizex+ size y+ size ∆).
Therefore, the division takes time O(M(t)+size a). This implies an overall running
time of O(M(t) + size a).
If xy ≥ 0, then t = k. Otherwise, t = O(k + size(d(a)a)). This proves the
assertions.
4.1.3. Approximating the logarithm function ln. For several applica-
tions, for example approximating the regulator, it is necessary to compute loga-
rithms of quadratic numbers. In this section we will describe how to approximate
the logarithm function ln. We recall that it is defined as
K∗ → R, α 7→ ln |α|.
Because we already know how to approximate a = (x, y, z, p), it is very easy to
implement a function a.absolute ln approximation(k), that returns an absolute
k-approximation to ln |a| for k ≥ 0.
xbigfloat a.absolute_ln_approximation(int k)
{
xbigfloat w = a.relative_approximation(k+3);
xbigfloat l = log(|w|, k+2);
return truncate(l,k+1+b(l));
}
Proposition 4.1.3. For an object a = (x, y, z, p) of type
quadratic number standard, and on input of k ∈ Z≥0, the function
a.absolute ln approximation(k) returns an absolute k-approximation to
ln |a|. If xy > 0, its bit complexity is O(M(t) log t + size(a)), and if xy ≤ 0, it is
O(M(t) log t+M(size(d(a)a)) + size(a)), where t = k + log(size(a)).
Proof. We prove the correctness of the procedure. It follows from Proposition
4.1.2 and Lemma 2.4.4, that l = ln |a|(1+ε), |e| < 2−k−1, before truncation. (Note,
that the fact, that w is a relative k + 3-approximation to a, implies that |w| is a
relative k + 3-approximation to |a|, because k + 3 > 1.) It follows from Lemma
2.3.1, that the truncated l is an absolute k-approximation.
We estimate the running time. By Proposition 4.1.2, the time for approximat-
ing a is O(M(k)+size(a)), if xy ≥ 0, and O(M(k+size(d(a)a))+size(a)), if xy < 0.
Because k + 3 ≥ 1, it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 and (4.1.3), that
|b(w)| ≤ |b(a)|+ 1 ≤ size(a) + 1.
Together with Theorem 2.4.1, we obtain, that l can be computed in time O(M(k+
log(size(a))) log(k+log(size(a)))+size(a)). This yields the asserted overall running
time.
4.1.4. Approximating the logarithm function Ln. We will show how to
compute absolute approximations to the logarithm function Ln. We recall that it
is defined as
Ln : K∗ → R,
α 7→ Lnα = (1/2) ln |α/σ(α)| = ln |α| − (1/2) ln |Nα|.
We describe the function a.absolute Ln approximation(k), that on input
of a quadratic number a = (x, y, z, p) and k ∈ Z≥0 computes an absolute k-
approximation to Ln(a).
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xbigfloat a.absolute_Ln_approximation (int k)
{
quadratic_number_standard b = (x,y,1,p);
quadratic_number_standard c = (x,-y,1,p);
xbigfloat u = b.relative_approximation(k+3);
xbigfloat v = c.relative_approximation(k+3);
xbigfloat w = divide(u,v,k+4);
xbigfloat l = log(|w|, k+1) / 2;
return truncate(l, k+1+b(l));
}
Proposition 4.1.4. For an object a = (x, y, z, p) of type
quadratic number standard, and on input of k ∈ Z≥0, the function
a.absolute Ln approximation(k) computes an absolute k-approximation to
Ln a in time O(M(t) log t+M(size(d(a)a))+size a), where t = k+log(size(d(a)a)).
Proof. We prove the correctness of the procedure. It follows from Proposition
4.1.2 that
u = (x+ y
√
∆)(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−k−3,
v = (x− y
√
∆)(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−k−3.
Because k ≥ 0, we obtain
|w| = |a/σ(a)|(1 + ε1)(1 + ε3)/(1 + ε2), |ε3| < 2−k−4,
= |a/σ(a)|(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−k−2.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 2.4.4, that the first value of l satisfies l =
ln |a/σ(a)|(1 + ε5), |e5| < 2−k−1. The truncated l is an absolute k-approximation
by Lemma 2.3.1.
We estimate the running time. By Proposition 4.1.2, the time for computing u
and v is O(M(k + size(d(a)a)) + size(a)). This dominates the time for computing
w. Because k + 2 ≥ 1, it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 and (4.1.4), that
|b(w)| ≤ |b(b/σ(b))|+ 1 ≤ 2 size(b) + 2 ≤ 2 size(d(a)a) + 2.
Together with Theorem 2.4.1, we obtain, that l can be computed in time O(M(k+
log(size(d(a)a))) log(k + log(size(d(a)a))) + size(d(a(a)). This yields the asserted
overall running time.
Neglecting the advantage of not having to deal with denominators, the running
time for the Ln approximation as stated in Proposition 4.1.4 is worse than the
running time for the approximation of ln stated in Proposition 4.1.3, in the case
that the coefficients x,y of α = (x + y
√
∆)/z have the same sign. This is because
either the coefficients of α or the coefficients of σ(α) have different signs. One
might think that the asymptotical running time for the approximation of Ln can
be improved, if we use the properties (see Lemma 1.4.1)
Lnα = ln |α| − (1/2) ln |Nα|,(4.1.10)
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and
Lnα = sign(x) sign(y) Ln(|x|+ |y|
√
∆).(4.1.11)
By (4.1.11) we can always achieve, that the coefficients of the Ln argument have
the same sign. Then we use (4.1.10) to approximate the Ln value. Here, because of
the same sign, the quadratic number approximation can be accerelated from M(k+
size(d(α)α)) to M(k). But in addition, we also have to compute the norm, which
requires time M(size(d(α)α)); and the norm approximation cannot be improved to
M(k), because the numbers in the sum x2 − y2∆ have different signs. Hence, the
asymptotical running time remains the same.
We estimate the size of approximations to Ln.
Lemma 4.1.5. There is a constant c ∈ N, such that for any real quadratic order
O with field of fractions K, any α ∈ K∗, k ∈ Z, and any floating point number
(m, e), which is an absolute k-approximation to Lnα, we have
b(m), |e| ≤ c log log((d(α))2H(α)∆) + |k|,
Proof. Use Lemma 2.4.5 together with (4.1.4) and (4.1.6).
4.1.5. Estimating Ln. Let
α = (x+ y
√
∆)/z
be a real quadratic number with x, y 6= 0. When computing relative approximations
to Lnα, it is necessary to know an estimate on |Lnα| beforehand. In this section
we derive such an estimate by using the fact that the natural logarithm can be
estimated by its argument, if the argument is close to 1, and by the logarithm to
base 2, if the argument is large.
To decide whether the argument of the logarithm is close to 1, we introduce
the value
c(α) =
{ |x|/(|y|√∆), if |x| > |y|√∆,
|y|√∆/|x|, if |x| < |y|√∆.
For simplicity, we set c = c(α).
Lemma 4.1.6. We have c > 1 and Lnα = (1/2)sign(x)sign(y) ln(1+2/(c−1)).
Proof. Because α 6∈ Q, we have c > 1. Lemma 1.4.1 states, that
Lnα = sign(x)sign(y) Ln(|x|+ |y|
√
∆)
= (1/2)sign(x)sign(y) ln |(|x|+ |y|
√
∆)/(|x| − |y|
√
∆)|.
First assume that |x| > |y|√∆. Then c = |x|/(|y|√∆) and |(|x| + |y|√∆)/(|x| −
|y|√∆)| = |(c+ 1)/(c− 1)| = (c+ 1)/(c− 1) = 1 + 2/(c− 1).
Now assume that |x| < |y|√∆. Then c = |y|√∆/|x| and |(|x|+ |y|√∆)/(|x| −
|y|√∆)| = |(1 + c)/(1− c)| = (c+ 1)/(c− 1) = 1 + 2/(c− 1).
So, in both cases, we have |(|x| + |y|√∆)/(|x| − |y|√∆)| = 1 + 2/(c − 1), and
therefore Lnα = (1/2)sign(x)sign(y) ln(1 + 2/(c− 1)).
The lemma shows that the argument of the logarithm function becomes closer
to 1 the larger c is. We can estimate the logarithm as follows.
Corollary 4.1.7. If c > 3, then 1/(c+ 1) ≤ |Lnα| ≤ 1/(c− 1).
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4.2 and Lemma 4.1.6.
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Corollary 4.1.8. If 1 < c ≤ 3, then d/4 < |Lnα| < (d + 2)/2 for d =
−b(c− 1) + 1.
Proof. Note that c < 3 implies d ≥ 1. It follows from the definition of the
b-value, that d is the minimal integer with
c ≥ 1 + 2−d.(4.1.12)
It follows from (4.1.12), that 1 + 2/(c− 1) ≤ 2d+2. Together with Lemma 4.1.6 this
implies
|Lnα| = (1/2) ln(1 + 2/(c− 1)) ≤ (1/2) ln(2d+2) = (ln 2)(d+ 2)/2 < (d+ 2)/2.
Similarly, it follows from (4.1.12), that c < 1 + 2−d+1. Hence, 1 + 2/(c − 1) ≥
2/(c− 1) > 2d. Together with Lemma 4.1.6 this implies
|Lnα| = (1/2) ln(1 + 2/(c− 1)) > (1/2) ln(2d) = (ln 2)d/2 > d/4.
Let us make the remaining technical details clear. First, we show how to decide
whether c > 3. Set
m = min{x2, y2∆},
and let
q, r ∈ Z,
such that
max{x2, y2∆} = qm+ r, 0 ≤ r < m.
Then we have c2 = q + r/m. We can easily decide whether c > 3. We obtain
c > 3⇔ q ≥ 10 or q = 9 and r > 0.(4.1.13)
Next we describe how we use Corollary 4.1.8 to compute bounds on |Lnα| in
case of 1 < c ≤ 3. Let u be a relative 1-approximation to c− 1 and set
d′ = −b(u) + 1.
It follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that for d = −b(c − 1) + 1 we have |d′ − d| ≤ 1. By
Corollary 4.1.8
U = (d′ + 3)/2
satisfies |Lnα| < U . Furthermore, set
L =
 (d
′ + 1)/4, if d′ = 0,
d′/4, if d′ = 1,
(d′ − 1)/4, if d′ > 1.
It follows from d ≥ 1, |d′−d| ≤ 1, and Corollary 4.1.8, that 0 < L < |Lnα|. Hence,
we obtain
0 < L < |Lnα| < U, 2(L+ 1) ≥ U.(4.1.14)
To derive a relative 1-approximation to c− 1 we need to know an estimate on
d = −b(c− 1) + 1
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beforehand. We derive such an estimate. Let q, r and m be as defined above. It
follows from c2 = q + r/m, that c− 1 = (c2 − 1)/(c + 1) = (q − 1 + r/m)/(c + 1).
Because 1 < c ≤ 3, we obtain
(q − 1 + r/m)/4 ≤ c− 1 < (q − 1 + r/m)/2.(4.1.15)
Because c ≤ 3, we have q ≤ 9. And if q ≥ 2, then (4.1.15) implies 1/4 ≤ |c−1| < 4.
By taking b-values this yields −1 ≤ b(c− 1) ≤ 2, and we obtain the bounds
−1 ≤ d ≤ 2, if 2 ≤ q ≤ 9.(4.1.16)
If q = 1, then (4.1.15) implies r/(4m) ≤ c − 1 < r/(2m). Note that r > 0 in this
situation, because ∆ is not a perfect integral square. By looking at the b-values we
obtain 2b(r)−b(m)−3 < |c − 1| < 2b(r)−b(m), and we can bound the b-value of c − 1
by b(r)− b(m)− 2 ≤ b(c− 1) ≤ b(r)− b(m). This implies
−b(r) + b(m) + 1 ≤ d ≤ −b(r) + b(m) + 3, if q = 1.(4.1.17)
Because c > 1, the case q = 0 cannot occur.
Next we show how to use Corollary 4.1.7 to derive bounds on |Lnα| for c > 3.
Let l and u be relative 4-approximations to 1/(c + 1) and 1/(c − 1), respectively,
i.e.
l = (1 + ε1)/(c+ 1), |ε1| < 1/16,
u = (1 + ε2)/(c− 1), |ε2| < 1/16.
We have
(16/15)l > 1/(c+ 1) = l/(1 + ε1) > (16/17)l > 0.9375 l,
and
1.09375u > (16/15)u > 1/(c− 1) = u/(1 + ε2) > (16/17)u.
Set
L = 0.9375 l, U = 1.09375u.
It follows from Corollary 4.1.7 that
0 < L < |Lnα| < U, L · ω > U,(4.1.18)
where ω = 17 · 1.09375/(15 · 0.9375) · (c+ 1)/(c− 1) < 3.
We present the function α.estimate Ln(L,U) that on input of a real quadratic
number α = (x, y, z, p) with x, y 6= 0 returns L and U with 0 < L < |Lnα| < U . If
c ≤ 3, then L and U satisfy (4.1.14). Otherwise, L and U satisfy (4.1.18).
void alpha.estimate_Ln(xbigfloat & L, xbigfloat & U)
{
bigint m, n, Delta = p.discriminant;
if (x^2 > y^2 Delta) {
m = y^2 Delta;
n = x^2;
}
else {
m = x^2;
n = y^2 Delta;
}
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bigint k, g, q, r;
div_rem (q,r,n,m);
bool c_is_gt_3 = (q >= 10) || (q == 9 && r > 0);
if (c_is_gt_3)
k = 7;
else {
if (q == 1)
g = -b(r)+b(m)+3;
else
g = 2;
k = g+3;
}
xbigfloat a,b,c,D;
if (x^2 > y^2 Delta) {
a = truncate(absolute_value(x),k+3);
b = truncate(absolute_value(y),k+4);
D = sqrt(Delta, k+4);
c = divide(a, b*D, k+3);
}
else {
a = truncate(absolute_value(x),k+4);
b = truncate(absolute_value(y),k+3);
D = sqrt(Delta, k+3);
c = divide(b*D, a, k+3);
}
if (c_is_gt_3) {
l = divide(1,c+1,6);
u = divide(1,c-1,6);
L = (1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16) * l;
U = (1 + 1/16 + 1/32) * u;
}
else {
xbigfloat d’ = -b(c-1)+1;
U = (d’+3)/2;
if (d’ == 0)
L = (d’+1)/4;
else if (d’ == 1)
L = d’/4;
else
L = (d’-1)/4;
}
}
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Proposition 4.1.9. On input of a real quadratic number α = (x + y
√
∆)/z
with x, y 6= 0, the procedure α.estimate Ln(L,U) returns floating point numbers L
and U with 0 < L < |Lnα| < U . If c(α) ≤ 3, then 2(L + 1) ≥ U . Otherwise,
3L ≥ U .
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. It follows from (4.1.13) that the
value of c is gt 3 is correct, i.e., it is true if and only if c(α) > 3. Furthermore, it
follows from (4.1.17) and (4.1.16) that g has the property
c(α) ≥ 1 + 2−g.
Furthermore, it is k = 7, if c(α) > 3, and k = g + 3, otherwise. We examine the
accuray of the approximation c to c(α). Assume that |x| > |y|√∆. Then
a = x(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−k−3,
b = y(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−k−4,
D =
√
∆(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−k−4,
c = a/(bD)(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−k−3.
Hence, we have c = c(α)(1 + ε1)(1 + ε4)/((1 + ε2)(1 + ε3)) = c(α)(1 + ε5). Lemma
2.5.2 and Lemma 2.5.3 yield
c = c(α)(1 + ε5), |ε5| < 2−k.(4.1.19)
In case |x| < |y|√∆ the algorithm enters the else part, and the proof of (4.1.19) is
analogous. Furthermore, it follows from (4.1.19) that
c− 1 = c(α)(1 + ε5)− 1 = (c(α)− 1)(1 + ε6),(4.1.20)
where ε6 = c(α)ε5/(c(α)− 1).
Assume that c(α) ≤ 3. Then the algorithm enters the else-part of the last
if-else statement. In this case we have |ε6| ≤ 3 · 2g|ε5| < 1/2. Hence,
c− 1 = (c(α)− 1)(1 + ε6), |ε6| < 1/2,
and the assertion follows from (4.1.14).
Suppose that c(α) > 3. Then the algorithm enters the if-part. In that case we
have |ε6| < 2|ε5| < 2−6, so
c− 1 = (c(α)− 1)(1 + ε6), |ε6| < 2−6.
Furthermore, we have
u = 1/(c− 1) · (1 + ε7)/(1 + ε6), |ε7| < 2−6,
= 1/(c− 1) · (1 + ε8), |ε8| < 2−4.
The same considerations show that
l = 1/(c+ 1) · (1 + ε9), |ε9| < 2−4.
Hence, the assertion follows from (4.1.18).
Let α = (x, y, z, p) be a real quadratic number. The following procedure
α.sign of Ln() returns sign(Lnα).
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int alpha.sign_of_Ln()
{
bigint Delta = p.discriminant;
int sign_a, sign_b;
quadratic_number_standard beta;
sign_a = alpha.sign();
sign_b = alpha.conjugate().sign();
beta = (x (sign_a-sign_b), y (sign_a+sign_b), 1, p);
return beta.sign();
}
Lemma 4.1.10. On input of a real quadratic number α the procedure
α.sign of Ln() returns sign(Lnα).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. It is sign(Lnα) = sign(|α| −
|σα|). Let sign a = sign(a) and sign b = sign(σα). We have β = x(sign a −
sign b) + y
√
∆(sign a + sign b) = sign a · a − sign b · b = z(|a| − |b|). Hence,
sign(Lnα) = sign(β).
4.2. Power product representation: quadratic number power product
The standard representation for quadratic numbers introduced in Section 4.1
is not appropriate for the fundamental unit of O. For example, Lagarias [Lag80]
shows that there is an infinite set of quadratic orders, such that the binary length
of the fundamental unit is exponential in log ∆. Therefore, if we use the standard
representation no polynomial time algorithm for computing the fundamental unit
can exist. To circumvent this problem we follow Buchmann, Thiel, and Williams
([BTW95]) and introduce a power product representation, where the base ele-
ments are in standard representation and the exponents are integers. We explain
how to find a power product representation of the fundamental unit whose size is
polynomial in log ∆ in Chapter 7.
Let α ∈ K. A pair of vectors a = ((α1, . . . , αn), (e1, . . . , en)) with integers ei
and αi of type quadratic number standard is a (∆−)power product representation
of α, if
α =
n∏
i=1
αeii .
The power product representation is implemented by the data type
quadratic number power product. Often we will identify a with the number α
represented by it. We set
size(a) = size{α1, . . . , αn}+
n∑
i=1
size(ei).
A power product representation ((α1, . . . , αn, γ), (2n−1, . . . , 20, 1)) of α ∈ K∗
is called reduced or compact, if
n ≤ 2 + log logmax{H(α)d(α), 2},
γ ∈Min(αO), d(γ) ≤ d(α), H(γ) ≤ |N(α)|d(α),
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and
0 < d(αj) ≤ ∆1/2, H(d(αj)αj) ≤ 2∆7/4 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
This definition of reduced power products is an extension of the definition of com-
pact representation given in [BTW95] from integers to all numbers in K∗.
4.2.1. Operations for power products. We will describe basic operations
for power product representations of quadratic numbers and estimate their bit
complexity. Let a = ((a1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)) be a power product representation
of α ∈ K.
There is a function a.length() that returns n. Also, there are functions
a.base(i), a.exponent(i) which return ai, ei, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, respectively.
Inversion of a, i.e., a = ((a1, . . . , an), (−e1, . . . ,−en)), is done
by the function a.invert(). The function a.negate() computes
a = ((−a1, a2, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)). and a.square() determines a =
((a1, . . . , an), (2 e1, . . . , 2 en)), i.e., a representation for α2. Their bit complexity is
O(size(a)).
Let b be the ∆-standard representation of a number β ∈ K. The function
c.multiply(a, b) computes c = ((a1, . . . , an, b), (e1, . . . , en, 1)), i.e., a representa-
tion for the product αβ, in time O(size(a) + size(b)). The function c.divide(a, b),
that computes c = ((a1, . . . , an, b), (e1, . . . , en,−1)), has the same complexity as
multiplication.
Furthermore, there is a function a.invert base elements() that transforms a
into ((1/a1, . . . , 1/an), (e1, . . . , en)). It follows from the results of Section 4.1.1,
that the running time of the function is O(size a +
∑n
i=1M(size ai) log size ai). If
a quadratic time multiplication algorithm is used, then the running time of the
function is O(size a+
∑n
i=1(size ai)
2).
And the function a.multiply base element(i, b) transforms a into
((a1, . . . , ai−1, ai · b, ai+1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Set
X = max{size ai, size b}. Then it follows from the results of Section 4.1.1,
that the running time of the function is O(size a + M(X) logX). Again, if a
quadratic time multiplication algorithm is used, the running time of the function
is O(size a+X2).
4.2.2. Approximating logarithms. Let a = ((a1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en))
be a power product representation for α ∈ K∗. We describe the function
a.absolute ln approximation(k), that returns an absolute k-approximation to
ln |α| for k ∈ Z.
xbigfloat a.absolute_ln_approximation (int k)
{
int i, n = a.length();
xbigfloat u, v, l = 0;
for (i=1; i <= n; i++)
{
u = a_i.absolute_ln_approximation(max(k+b(e_i)+b(n)+2, 0));
v = e_i * u;
l = l + truncate(v, k+b(n)+2+b(v));
}
return truncate(l, k+1+b(l));
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}
Proposition 4.2.1. Let a = ((a1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)) be a non-zero real qua-
dratic number, and k ∈ Z. The function a.absolute ln approximation(k) returns
an absolute k-approximation to ln |a| in time O(nM(C+B) log(C+B)+A+size(a)),
where B = max1≤i≤n{b(ei) + log size(ai)}, A =
∑n
i=1M(size(d(ai)ai)), and
C = max{max1≤i≤n{k + b(n) + b(ei) + 2}, 0}.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. We prove its correctness. It
follows from Proposition 4.1.3 and Lemma 2.3.1, that the truncated v satisfies
|v−ei ln |ai|| < 2−k−b(n)−1 in the i-th iteration of the loop for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, the
sum l satisfies |l − ln |a|| < 2−k−1, after the loop, but before truncation. Lemma
2.3.1 yields, that the truncated l is an absolute k-approximation to ln |a|.
We examine the running time. Let ci = max{k + b(ei) + b(n) + 2, 0}. It
follows from Proposition 4.1.3, that the computation of u in the i-th iteration of the
loop takes time O(M(ci + log(size(ai))) log(ci + log(size(ai))) +M(size(d(ai)ai)) +
size(ai)). By Lemma 2.4.5, it is
|b(u)|, b(m(u)) ≤ b(1 + |b(ai)|) + ci + 2,
and we know from (4.1.3), that |b(ai)| ≤ | size(ai)|. Hence,
|b(u)|, b(m(u)) = O(log(size(ai)) + ci),
and the time for computing v is O(M(log(size(ai)) + b(ei) + ci)). Thus, the time
for computing all n values of u and v can be estimated by
O(nM(C +B) log(C +B) +A+ size(a)).
Obviously, it is |b(v)|, b(m(v)) = O(log(size(ai)) + b(ei) + ci), too. Hence,
Theorem 2.3.3 implies, that the sum l can be computed in time O(n(C+B)). This
is dominated by the computation of u and v.
Remark 4.2.2. In the situation of Proposition 4.2.1, let ai = (xi, yi, zi, p) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. If xiyi > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then it follows from Proposition 4.1.3, that
the term A in the running time of the procedure a.absolute ln approximation(k)
can be omitted.
Remark 4.2.3. Let a = ((a1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)) be a non-zero real qua-
dratic number, and k ∈ Z. A function a.absolute Ln approximation(k),
that returns an absolute k-approximation to Ln(a) works in the same way
as the function for the ln approximation above, except that the call of
ai.absolute ln approximation is replaced by ai.absolute Ln approximation.
It follows from Proposition 4.1.4, that the running time of the procedure
a.absolute Ln approximation(k) is O(nM(C + B) log(C + B) + A + size(a)),
where B = max1≤i≤n{size(ei) + log size(d(ai)ai)}, A =
∑n
i=1M(size(d(ai)ai)) and
C = max{max1≤i≤n{k + b(n) + b(ei) + 2}, 0}.
To prove the asserted running time, we may follow the proof of Proposition
4.1.3, if we note that,
|b(u)|, b(m(u)) ≤ b(1 + |b(ai/σ(ai))|) + ci + 2,
thus, |b(u)|, b(m(u)) = O(log(size(d(ai)ai)) + ci) by (4.1.4).
We estimate the time for approximating Lnα, when α is in reduced power
product representation.
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Theorem 4.2.4. Let α ∈ K∗ be in reduced power product representation
((α1, . . . , αn, γ), (2n−1, . . . , 20, 1)), and k ∈ Z≥0. An absolute k-approximation to
Lnα can be determined in time O(n[M(k + n+ log log ∆) log(k + n+ log log ∆) +
M(log ∆)] + M(k + log t) log(k + log t) + M(t), where t = log(|N(α)|d3(α)∆) and
n = 2 + log logmax{H(α)d(α), 2}.
Proof. The approximation is computed as follows. First, we determine ab-
solute k + 2-approximations c and b to Ln γ and Ln
∏n
j=1
(
αj
dj
)2n−j
, respectively.
Then we add c and b, and truncate the sum to obtain an absolute k-approximation.
We estimate the complexity. It follows from Proposition 4.1.4, that c can be de-
termined in timeO(M(k+log size(d(γ)γ)) log(k+log size(d(γ)γ))+M(size(d(γ)γ))+
size γ). Because α is reduced, we have
d(γ) ≤ d(α), H(γ) ≤ |N(α)|d(α).
Set t = size γ. It follows from (4.1.6), that size(d(γ)γ) ≤ t ≤ c1 log(d2(γ)H(γ)∆) ≤
c1 log(d3(α)|N(α)|∆) for some constant c1 ∈ N. So, the running time for approxi-
mating Ln γ is O(M(k+ log t) log(k+ log t) +M(t), where t = log(|N(α)|d3(α)∆).
Because α is reduced, we have
0 < dj ≤ ∆1/2,H(αj) ≤ 2∆7/4,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n ≤ 2 + log logmax{H(α)d(α), 2}. So, we can estimate the size
of the numbers as size(αj/dj) = O(log ∆). And it follows from Remark 4.2.3,
that the time for computing b is O(nM(k + n+ log log ∆) log(k + n+ log log ∆) +
nM(log ∆)).
4.2.3. Computing the norm. Let a = ((a1, . . . , an), (e1, . . . , en)) be a re-
duced power product representation for α ∈ K∗. We describe the function
a.norm(A), that on input of A = αO returns the norm of α.
bigrational a.norm (quadratic_ideal A)
{
int n = a.length();
quadratic_number_standard gamma = a.base(n-1);
quadratic_number_standard beta_k = a.base(n-2);
quadratic_ideal B = A/gamma;
return sign(norm(beta_k)) * norm(gamma) / d(B);
}
Proposition 4.2.5. Let α be a reduced power product representation with A =
αO. The function α.norm(A) returns the norm of α.
Proof. We know from the definition of reduced power products, that α = γβ,
with γ ∈Min(αO), β = ∏kj=1 β2k−jj , βj ∈ K∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, k ∈ N.
The ideal βO = A/γ is reduced, because γ ∈Min(A). It follows from Lemma
5.1.3 and Lemma 5.1.1, that N(βO) = 1/d(βO) = 1/d(A/γ). Hence,
|N(β)| = 1/d(A/γ).
Furthermore, βk is the only basis element of the power product β with odd exponent,
so its norm determines the sign of the norm of β. Therefore,
N(α) = N(γ)sign(N(βk))/d(A/γ),
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which proves the assertion.
4.3. Logarithm representation: quadratic number logarithm
We introduce a logarithm representation for quadratic numbers α ∈ K∗. A
tupel (A, a, k, s, l) is called a (k-)logarithm representation of α with regard to ∆, if
A is a fractional O-ideal in standard representation, a is a floating point number,
k ∈ Z, s ∈ {±1}, and l is a logarithm function for O, such that
A = αO, |a− l(α)| < 2−k, sign(α) = s,
where k ≥ 3, if A is reduced, and k ≥ 4, otherwise. We also require a to be an
absolute k-approximation to l(α). If the order is given from the context, we some-
times omit ∆ and just say, that the tupel is a (k-)logarithm representation. Those
representations are implemented by the data type quadratic number logarithm.
For a tuple T = (A, a, k, s, l), we set
size(T ) = size(A) + size(a) + size(k) + 1.
Lemma 4.3.1. The logarithm representation for non-zero real quadratic num-
bers is well-defined.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ K∗ with logarithm representation T = (A, a, k, s, l). We
show that α = β. Let R be the regulator of O. It follows from αO = A = βO, that
α/β ∈ O∗. This implies
|l(α/β)| ≤ |a− l(α)|+ |a− l(β)| < 2−2 < R.
Hence, |α| = |β|. Because sign(α) = s = sign(β), we obtain α = β.
CHAPTER 5
Computing with quadratic ideals
In this chapter we describe the representation of real quadratic ideals. We also
introduce the concept of neighbours of minima and ideals, and we explain the cycle
of reduced ideals. Furthermore, we describe operations for ideals together with
their bit complexity, and we give bounds on the distance of minima and the size of
minima. Parts of this chapter are a short introduction with the goal to make the
reader familiar with the concepts and to define the notation that is used throughout
the rest of the thesis. For a more detailed presentation, we refer to [BTW95] and
[Len82].
5.1. Standard representation: The model quadratic ideal
It follows from [BTW95][(2) and Proposition 2.5] that every fractional O-ideal
I can uniquely be written as
I = q
(
aZ+
b+
√
∆
2
Z
)
,(5.1.1)
where q = u/v ∈ Q>0, gcd(u, v) = 1, a, b ∈ Z, a > 0, 4a divides b2−∆,
√
∆− 2a <
b <
√
∆, if a <
√
∆, and −a < b ≤ a, if a ≥ √∆. We call this representation the
(∆-)standard represention of I.
The fractional ideals of O are implemented by the data type quadratic ideal.
An object of type quadratic ideal that represents the ideal I is a quadruple
I = (q, a, b, p), where the numbers q, a, b are given by the standard representation
of I, and p is a pointer to the quadratic order O of discriminant ∆. We set
size I = sizeu+ size v + size a+ size b+ size ∆ + 1,
and
size I = size I.
Lemma 5.1.1. For a fractional O-ideal I in standard representation we have
1. d(I) = v.
2. N(I) = q2a.
3. r(I) = qa.
4. l(I) = ua/gcd(a, v).
Proof. We start with the first assertion. It follows from the standard rep-
resentation of I that vI ⊆ O. So d(I) ≤ v. On the other hand let d(I)I =
u2(a2Z+ (b2 +
√
∆)/2Z) be the standard representation of d(I)I. The uniqueness
of the standard representation implies that d(I) = gcd(u2, d(I))v, so d(I) ≥ v.
Hence, d(I) = v.
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We prove the assertion on the norm. It is d(I)I = u(aZ+(b+
√
∆)/2Z). Because
b ≡ ∆ mod 2, the matrix A = ( ua 00 u ) transforms the Z-basis of O into the Z-basis
of d(I)I. So, N(d(I)I) = det(A) = u2a. This implies N(I) = N(d(I)I)/d(I)2 =
u2a/v2 = q2a.
We prove the third and fourth assertion. It follows from the standard repre-
sentation of I and the fact that
√
∆ 6∈ Q, that I ∩Q = qaZ. Hence, r(I) = qa, and
l(I) = ua/gcd(ua, v) = ua/gcd(a, v).
Lemma 5.1.2. For a fractional O-ideal I, it is r(I) = l(d(I)I)/d(I) ≤
N(I)d(I).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1.1, that r(I) = l(d(I)I)/d(I). Furthermore,
because d(I)I is integral, we have N(d(I)I) ∈ d(I)I. Hence, r(I) = l(d(I)I)/d(I) ≤
N(d(I)I)/d(I) = N(I)d(I).
We obtain the following criterium for reduced ideals, i.e. ideals with minimum
1.
Lemma 5.1.3. Let I = q(Za+Z(b+
√
∆)/2) be a fractional O-ideal in standard
representation. Then I is reduced if and only if q = 1/a and |b|+√∆ > 2a.
Proof. Suppose that I is reduced. Then 1 ∈ I, so q = 1/a. If |b|+√∆ ≤ 2a,
then |b| + √∆ < 2a, because ∆ is not a square. Thus, H((b + √∆)/(2a)) =
(|b|+√∆)/(2a) < 1, which contradicts the fact that I is reduced. So, |b|+√∆ > 2a.
Conversely, suppose that I = Z + Z(b +
√
∆)/(2a) with |b| + √∆ > 2a. Set
H(x, y) = |2ax+ yb|+ |y|√∆ for integer x, y. We have 1 ∈ I, and it is a minimum
if and only if H(x, y) ≥ 2a for all x, y ∈ Z, (x, y) 6= (0, 0). If x = 0, then H(x, y) =
|y|(|b| +√∆) > 2a, and if x 6= −yb/(2a), then H(x, y) ≥ 2a|x + yb/(2a)| ≥ 2a. If
0 6= x = −yb/(2a), then H(x, y) ≥ |y|√∆ = 2a|x|√∆/|b| > 2a, because |b|+√∆ >
2a, implies that |b| < √∆. (Note that a,b satisfy the conditions of the standard
representation.)
By Lemma 5.1.3 the standard representation of a reduced ideal I is
I =
1
a
(
aZ+ Z
b+
√
∆
2
)
.(5.1.2)
Lemma 5.1.4. Let I be a reduced ideal. Then
1. d(I) <
√
∆.
2. 1/
√
∆ < N(I) ≤ 1.
3. r(I) = l(I) = 1.
4. size(I) ≤ c log ∆ for some c ∈ N.
Proof. If I is reduced, then we have q = 1/a in the standard representation
of I by Lemma 5.1.3. Therefore, the assertions follow from Lemma 5.1.1 and
[BTW95][Lemma 2.14].
5.2. Neighbours of minima and reduced ideals
Let I be a fractional ideal of O and α ∈ Min(I). We define neighbours of
minima. We call the smallest minimum β ∈Min(I) with β > α the right neighbour
of α. It is denoted by
ρI(α).
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The largest minimum β ∈Min(I) with β < α is called the left neighbour of α, and
it is denoted by
ρ−1I (α).
We show that neighbours of minima exist. Let I = 1/a(aZ + (b +
√
∆)/2Z)
in standard representation and reduced. As stated in Proposition 2.24 and 2.25 of
[BTW95], there are explicit formulas for the right and left neighbour of 1 in I:
ρI(1) = (b+
√
∆)/(2a),
ρ−1I (1) = (−τ(−b, a) +
√
∆)/(2a),
(5.2.1)
where τ(−b, a) is the unique integer τ such that τ ≡ −b mod 2a, −a < τ ≤ a if
a >
√
∆ and
√
∆−2a < τ < √∆ if a < √∆. Now let I be a fractional O-ideal, not
necessarily reduced, and let α ∈ Min(I). Then 1 is a minimum in I/α. An easy
calculation shows that αρ−1I/α(1) and αρI/α(1) are the left and right neighbour of α
in I, respectively.
For i ∈ Z, we also write
ρiI(α)
to denote the i-th right neighour of α in I, if i is positive, or the |i|-th left neighbour,
if i is negative, respectively.
We also introduce neighbours of reduced ideals. Let I be a reduced O-ideal, so
1 is a minimum in I. By
ρ(I) = I/ρI(1)(5.2.2)
we denote the right neighbour of I. Similarly, we define
ρ−1(I) = I/ρ−1I (1)(5.2.3)
as the left neighbour of I. And for i ∈ Z, we also write
ρi(I)
to denote the i-th right neighour of α in I, if i is positive, or the |i|-th left neighbour,
if i is negative, respectively.
Now, let I be a fractional O-ideal and α0 ∈Min(I). For i ∈ Z set
αi = ρiI(α0), Ii = I/αi.
It follows from (1.3.1), that the sequence (Ii)i∈Z contains all reduced ideals in the
equivalence class of I. The following theorem is fundamental.
Theorem 5.2.1. The sequence (Ii)i∈Z is periodic and for every i ∈ Z we have
1. Ii+1 = ρ(Ii), Ii−1 = ρ−1(Ii).
2. αi+1 = αiρIi(1), αi−1 = αiρ
−1
Ii
(1).
Proof. [BTW95]
Let I be a reduced O-ideal. If we set α−1 = 1, it follows from Theorem 5.2.1[2.],
that
1 = ρI(1)ρ−1ρI (1).(5.2.4)
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5.3. Properties of minima
In this section we introduce some properties of minima.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let I be a fractional O-ideal, α a minimum of I, and β ∈ K>0.
Then
1. αβ is a minimum in βI.
2. ρβI(βα) = βρI(α).
3. ρ−1βI (βα) = βρ
−1
I (α).
Proof. We prove the first assertion. Assume that there exists a number γ ∈
βI with |γ| < |βα| and |γ(2)| < |(βα)(2)|. Then δ = γ/β ∈ I and |δ| < |α|,
|δ(2)| < |α(2)|. This contradicts the minima property of α.
Now, we prove the second assertion. Let γ = ρβI(βα). Hence, γ/β ∈ Min(I).
Assume that there is a minimum δ ∈ Min(I) with α < δ < γ/β. This implies
αβ < βδ < γ and βδ ∈ Min(βI), but this contradicts the fact that γ is the right
neighbour of αβ in βI. So γ/β is minimal in Min(I) with α < γ/β and therefore
γ/β = ρI(α).
The assertion for ρ−1 can be proven analogously.
We examine the distance of minima for logarithm functions. Let l be a loga-
rithm function, and i ∈ Z. We set
Ll,i = inf{|l(α)− l(ρiI(α))| I fractional O − ideal, α ∈Min(I)},
and
Ul,i = sup{|l(α)− l(ρiI(α))| I fractional O − ideal, α ∈Min(I)}.
Lemma 5.3.2. It is LLn,±1 ≥ 1/(2
√
∆), ULn,±1 ≤ 1/2 ln ∆, and LLn,±2 ≥ ln 2.
Proof. We prove the first and second assertion. Because ρ−1I (α) also is a
minimum of I, it is sufficient to prove that for any α ∈Min(I) we have 1/(2√∆) <
Ln ρI(α)− Lnα < 1/2 ln ∆.
Let α ∈ Min(I) and J = I/α. Set γ = ρJ(1). By Theorem 5.2.1 we know
that Ln ρI(α) − Lnα = Ln γ = 1/2 ln |γ/σγ|. Let γ = (b +
√
∆)/(2a) and c =
(b2 − ∆)/(4a). Then γ/σγ = (b + √∆)2/(4ac). Since |ac| ≥ 1 and |b| < √∆ by
[BTW95][Lemma 2.14], we obtain |γ/σγ| < ∆. So Ln γ < 1/2 ln ∆ and this proves
the upper bound.
To prove the lower bound let x = (
√
∆ + b)/(
√
∆ − b) − 1. By
[BTW95][Proposition 2.15] we have b ≥ 0. Hence x ≥ 0. Furthermore,
ln |γ/σγ| = ln |(b+√∆)/(b−√∆)| = ln(x+1) ≥ x/(1+x) = 2b/(√∆+b) > 1/√∆.
So Ln γ = 1/2 ln |γ/σγ| > 1/(2√∆), which proves the lower bound.
For third assertion we refer to [Len82][(11.2)].
Lemma 5.3.3. It is Lln,±1 ≥ 0, Uln,±1 ≤ 1/2 ln ∆, and Lln,±2 ≥ ln 2.
Proof. [BTW95][Lemma 2.27 and 2.28].
We estimate the denominator and the height of a minimum and its inverse.
Lemma 5.3.4. Let I be a fractional ideal of O and α ∈ Min(I). Then
d(α) ≤ d(I) and d(1/α) < l(I)√∆. Furthermore, if |Lnα| < c ∈ R, then
H(α) < ecl(I)∆1/4 and H(1/α) < ec/
√
N(I). And if | lnα| < c ∈ R, then
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H(α) < ecl(I)2∆1/2 and H(1/α) < ecmax{1, 1/N(I)}. Here, e is the Euler con-
stant.
Proof. We prove the bounds for the denominators. α ∈ I implies d(α) ≤ d(I).
Let J = I/α. By Lemma 5.3.1 we obtain that 1 is a minimum in J , so J is reduced.
Because l(I)/α ∈ J , we have d(1/α) ≤ d(J)l(I) < √∆l(I) by Lemma 5.1.4.
We estimate the heights. Because Lnα = 1/2 ln |α/σα|, the condition on
|Lnα| yields |α/σα|, |σα/α| < e2c. This implies that |α|, |σα| < √|N(α)|ec and
|1/α|, |1/σα| < 1/√|N(α)|ec, which implies H(α) < ec√|N(α)| and H(1/α) <
ec/
√|N(α)|.
The condition | lnα| < c implies e−c < |α| < ec and e−c|N(α)| <
|σα| < ec|N(α)|. Hence, |α|, |σα| < ecmax{1, |N(α)|} and |1/α|, |1/σα| <
ecmax{1, 1/|N(α)|}. Thus, H(α) < ecmax{1, |N(α)|} and H(1/α) <
ecmax{1, 1/|N(α)|}.
To prove the assertions, we note that
N(I) ≤ |N(α)| ≤
√
∆l(I)2.
The lower bound is obvious, because α ∈ I. And the upper bound follows from
l(I)/α ∈ I/α and N(I/a) ≥ 1/√∆ by Lemma 5.1.4; so, |N(l(I)/α)| ≥ 1/√∆.
5.4. Basic operations for ideals
In this section, let I and J be of type quadratic ideal.
5.4.1. multiply. It follows from [BTW95][Proposition 2.10] that there is
a function H.multiply(I, J) which computes the product H = IJ in time
O(M(max{size I, size J}) logmax{size I, size J}). In case of M(n) = n2 multipli-
cation of ideals can be done in time O((max{size I, size J})2). For simplicity there
also exists a function I.square() for computing the square of I.
5.4.2. rho. There is a function I.rho(α) which transforms the reduced ideal
I into the standard representation of ρ(I) and also returns α = ρI(1) in standard
representation. We have ρ(I) = I/α. It follows from (5.2.2) and (5.2.1) that the
running time of the function is O(M(size I)).
Let 1/a(Za+Z(b+
√
∆)/2) be the standard representation of I. We know from
(5.2.1) that
α = (b+
√
∆)/(2a).
Thus, 1/α = (b − √∆)/(2c), where c = (∆ − b2)/(4a). We know
from [BTW95][Lemma 2.14] that a, |b| < √∆, because I is reduced. So,
H(α),H(1/α) <
√
∆. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 5.3.4 and Lemma 5.1.1,
that d(α) ≤ d(I) = a < √∆ and d(1/α) ≤ d(ρ(I)) < √∆, because α ∈Min(I) and
1/α ∈Min(ρ(I)). This shows that α satisfies
H(α),H(1/α), d(α), d(1/α) <
√
∆.(5.4.1)
It follows from (5.4.1) and (4.1.6) that there is a constant c ∈ N, indepent of α and
∆, such that
sizeα ≤ c log ∆.(5.4.2)
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5.4.3. inverse rho. There is a function I.inverse rho(α) that transforms
the reduced ideal I into ρ−1(I) and also returns α = ρ−1I (1) in standard represen-
tation. We have ρ−1(I) = I/α. It follows from (5.2.3) and (5.2.1) that the running
time of the function is O(M(size I)).
It follows from (5.2.4) that 1/α = ρρ−1(I)(1). Hence, (5.4.1) implies
H(α),H(1/α), d(α), d(1/α) <
√
∆.(5.4.3)
And it follows from (5.4.3) and (4.1.6) that there is a constant c ∈ N, indepent of
α and ∆, such that
sizeα ≤ c log ∆.(5.4.4)
5.4.4. reduce. In this section, we introduce a function I.reduce(α) that trans-
forms the fractional O-ideal I into the reduced ideal J = I/α, and returns the
reducing minimum α as an object of type quadratic number standard. Using a
result of Scho¨nhage, [Sch91], we show that the running time of the procedure is
O(M(size I) log(size I)), and that H(α) ≤ r(I). We have to present some details,
to prove the result on the height.
First note, that there is a function I.is reduced(), that returns true, if the
ideal is reduced, and false otherwise. Using the criterium given in Lemma 5.1.3,
this can be done in time O(M(size I)).
To make use of Scho¨nhage’s reduction method, we introduce quadratic forms.
They are represented by their corresponding 2× 2 matrices,
f(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 = (x, y)[a, b, c](x, y)T ,
where [a, b, c] =
( a b/2
b/2 c
)
, a, b, c ∈ Z. Here, T stands for taking the transpose. Two
forms [a, b, c] and [A,B,C] are called equivalent, denoted by
[A,B,C] ∼ [a, b, c],
if and only if there exists a unimodular matrix U with det U = 1 and
[A,B,C] = U [a, b, c]UT .
For U =
(
s t
u v
)
the coefficients of the equivalent form are given as
[A,B,C] = [f(s, t), 2(asu+ ctv) + b(sv + tu), f(u, v)].(5.4.5)
An invariant of an equivalence class is the discriminant of the form
∆ = b2 − 4ac.
Because we work with real quadratic orders, we are only interested in indefinite
forms, i.e. forms with discriminant ∆ > 0. In the following all forms are assumed
to be indefinite.
We explain the connection between forms and the real quadratic order O. Let
f = [a, b, c] be a form of discriminant ∆. We set
I(f) = Z+ Z
b+
√
∆
2|a| .
Then I is a fractional O-ideal. For U =
(
s t
u v
)
, we set
α(f, U) = s+ t(b+
√
∆)/(2a).
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For the equivalent form g = U [a, b, c]UT , an easy, but somewhat lengthy calculation
shows that,
I(g) = I(f)/α(f, U).(5.4.6)
We sketch the proof. Set α = (b+
√
∆)/(2a) and let g = [A,B,C]. We use (5.4.5)
to show that (B+
√
∆)/(2A) = (vα+u)/(tα+s). This implies I(g) = (Z(s+ tα)+
Z(u + vα))/(s+ tα) = I(f)/α(f, U), because the unimodular transformation does
not change I(f).
Furthermore, if U and V are two transformations, a straight forward calculation
shows that
α(f, V U) = α(f, U) · α(U [a, b, c]UT , V ).(5.4.7)
So far, we have seen how the equivalence of forms implies the equivalence of the
corresponding ideals, and we can read the transforming number from the transfor-
mation matrix of the forms. Next, we introduce the notion of reduced forms, and
we will see, that reduction of a form implies the reduction of the associated ideal.
Then we can apply Scho¨nhage’s reduction method for forms to reduce the ideal and
to find the transforming number.
We follow [Buc] to introduce normal and reduced forms. The form [a, b, c] is
normal, if −|a| < b ≤ |a|, for |a| ≥ √∆, and √∆ − 2|a| < b ≤ √∆, for |a| < √∆.
If we set
s =
{
sign(a)b |a|−b2|a| c, for |a| ≥
√
∆,
b b
√
∆c−b
2|a| c, for |a| <
√
∆,
(5.4.8)
and U =
(
1 0
s 1
)
, then [a, b + 2sa, as2 + bs + c] = U [a, b, c]UT is normal. Replacing
[a, b, c] by this equivalent normal form is called normalization. It follows from
(5.4.6), that normalization does not change the corresponding ideal of the form.
The form [a, b, c] is reduced, if |√∆ − 2|a|| < b < √∆. If the form is reduced,
then |a| < √∆, so the form is also normal.
Lemma 5.4.1. The form [a, b, c] is reduced if and only if it is normal and b +√
∆ > 2|a|.
Proof. If the form is reduced, then the assertion is obviously. Assume that
[a, b, c] is normal with b+
√
∆ > 2|a|.
If |a| ≥ √∆, then b + √∆ > 2|a| implies b > |a|, which is a contradiction,
because the form is normal. So |a| < √∆, and because the form is normal, it is√
∆− 2|a| < b < √∆. Together with b+√∆ > 2|a|, we obtain |√∆− 2|a|| < b <√
∆. Hence, the form is reduced.
Lemma 5.4.2. If [a, b, c] is normal and not reduced, then |b|+√∆ ≤ 2|a|.
Proof. For b ≥ 0, the assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.4.1.
For b < 0, the assertion immediately follows from the definition of normal forms
for both cases |a| ≥ √∆ and |a| < √∆, respectively.
The connection between reduced forms and ideals is given by the next Propo-
sition.
Proposition 5.4.3. Let O be a real quadratic order, and f be a form with
discriminant ∆.
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1. If f is reduced, then I(f) is reduced.
2. If f is normal, and I(f) reduced, then f is reduced.
Proof. Let f = [a, b, c]. Assume that f is reduced. Because f is normal, it
follows from Lemma 5.1.3, that I(f) is reduced if and only if |b|+√∆ > 2|a|. But
this is surely fulfilled, since f is reduced.
Suppose that f is normal. If I(f) is reduced, then |b| +√∆ > 2|a|. Hence, f
must be reduced by Lemma 5.4.2.
Finally, we introduce the setting of Scho¨nhage’s reduction method for forms.
Given some treshold s > 0, a form [a, b, c] with a, b/2, c ≥ s is said to be minimal
above s, if a, b/2, c ≥ s and ( a− b+c < s or b < 2s+min(2a, 2c) ). As described in
[Sch91], there is a function (A,B,C, s, t, u, v) = MR(a, b, c,m), that, on input of a
form [a, b, c] with a, b/2, c ≥ 2m, computes a matrix M = ( s tu v ) with detM = 1 and
M ≥ 0 (all entries ≥ 0), such that [a, b, c] = M [A,B,C]MT , and the form [A,B,C]
is minimal above 2m. If n is the minimal integer such that a, b, c < 2m+n, then the
running time of the procedure is O(M(n) logn).
Now, we present the function I.reduce(α), that on input of a fractional O-ideal
I transforms it into the reduced ideal J = I/α, and returns α with H(α) ≤ r(I),
in time O(M(size I) log size I). To simplify the description, we write [a, b, c] =
[A,B,C] to indicate that a = A, b = B, and c = C; to program these assignments,
further variables must be introduced to implement, e.g., the exchange of a and c.
We also use the function normalization([a, b, c]), that computes the normalization
of the form, and is reduced([a, b, c]), that returns true, if the form is reduced, and
false otherwise.
void I.reduce (quadratic_number_standard & alpha)
{
quadratic_order O = I.order();
// I reduced ?
//
if (I.is_reduced())
{ alpha.assign_one(O); return; }
// I/(qa) = Z + Z (b+sqD)/(2a) reduced ?
//
alpha = qa;
q = 1/a;
if (I.is_reduced())
{ return; }
// Generate form [a,b,c] with a+c >= 0.
//
bigint Delta = O.discriminant();
bigint c = (b^2-Delta)/(4a);
if (a+c < 0)
{ [a,b,c] = [-a,b,-c] };
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// Generate form [a,b,c] with a,b,c >= 1, U_0, U_1
//
if (c < 0)
{
alpha *= quadratic_number_standard(b,1,2a,O);
[a,b,c] = normalization([c,-b,a]);
q = 1/a;
return;
}
// U_2
//
if (b < 0)
{
alpha *= quadratic_number_standard(b,1,2a,O);
[a,b,c] = [c,-b,a];
}
// Minimal form over 1/2.
// [a,b,c] = M [a,b,c] M^T with M = ( s t )
// ( u v )
(a,b,c,s,t,u,v) = MR(a,b,c,-1);
alpha *= quadratic_number_standard(-2as+bu,u,2a,O);
// Transformation U_3
//
if (a^2 >= Delta)
{
alpha *= quadratic_number_standard(2a-b,-1,2a,O);
[a,b,c] = [a-b+c,b-2c,c];
}
// Normalization with U_4
//
[a,b,c] = normalization([a,b,c]);
// Final reduction step, U_5, U_6
//
if (!is_reduced([a,b,c]))
{
alpha *= quadratic_number_standard(b,1,2a,O);
[a,b,c] = normalization([c,-b,a]);
}
q = 1/a;
}
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Before we analyze the correctness and the running time of the procedure, we
need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 5.4.4. Let [a, b, c] be a form with a + c ≥ 0 and a < 0. Then the
normalization of [a, b, c] is reduced.
Proof. Let [a,B,C] be the normalization of [a, b, c]. It follows from a+ c ≥ 0,
that |a| = −a ≤ c = |c|. Thus, ∆ = b2 − 4ac = b2 + 4|ac| ≥ (2|a|)2. This implies
2|a| ≤
√
∆.
Because the form is normal, it is |√∆− 2|a|| = √∆− 2|a| < B < √∆. So the form
is reduced.
Lemma 5.4.5. If the form [a, b, c] is normal with |a| < √∆, but not reduced,
then the normalization of [c,−b, a] is reduced.
Proof. [Buc]
Now, let O be the real quadratic order and
I = q(Za+ Z(b+
√
∆)/2)
be the standard representation of I. Assume that I is not reduced. It follows from
Lemma 5.1.3, that I/(qa) is reduced if and only if |b| + √∆ > 2a. If this is the
case,
J = I/(qa) = 1/a(Za+ Z(b+
√
∆)/2),
is the standard representation of I/(qa) and the reducing number is α = qa. By
Lemma 5.1.1, it is H(α) = qa = r(I). Otherwise, J = I([a, b, c]) is not reduced,
where c = (b2 −∆)/(4a).
To achieve a, b, c ≥ 1, before MR can be applied, we follow [Sch91][section 4].
If a + c < 0, then [a, b, c] is changed to [−a, b,−c]. This is not an equivalence
transformation, but it does not change the ideal, i.e., I([a, b, c]) = I([−a, b,−c]).
The form [a, b, c] is normal, because a,b are from the standard representation of I,
and not reduced. Thus, [−a, b,−c] also is normal and not reduced.
In the following, if a transformation is not applied during the execution of the
algorithm, it is implicitely set to the unit matrix I2 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
Let [a, b, c] be the form, before the test for c < 0. It follows from Lemma 5.4.4,
that a ≥ 0, because the form is normal, but not reduced. It also follows from
Lemma 5.4.4, that the normalization of [c,−b, a] is reduced, if c < 0. Hence, the
function terminates. In this case, the applied transformations are
U1U0
where U0 = S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
is the exchange of a and c with negation of b, and U1 =(
1 0
s 1
)
is the normalization, where s is according to (5.4.8).
Furthermore, if b < 0, a transformation
U2
with U2 = S is applied. After that, it is a, b, c ≥ 1. Note that neither a nor c can be
zero, because ∆ is not a perfect square, and a, c > 0 implies b 6= 0, because ∆ > 0.
The procedure MR applies the matrix
M−1
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and yields the form [a, b, c] minimal above 1/2, i.e., a, b, c ≥ 1 and a − b + c ≤
0, because ∆ > 0 implies b > min(2a, 2c) as noted by Scho¨nhage. The next
transformation is
U3
with U3 =
(
1 −1
0 1
)
, that yields the form [a − b + c, b − 2c, c], if |a| ≥ √∆. Because
a − b + c ≤ 0, it is (b − 2a)2 = b2 + 4a(a − b) ≤ ∆ and the same is true for c.
Hence, |b − 2a|, |b − 2c| < √∆. Therefore, 2(a − b + c) = 2a − b − b + 2c implies
|a− b+ c| < √∆.
Let [a, b, c] be the form before the next normalization. The application of
U4
with U4 =
(
1 0
s 1
)
normalizes the form, where s is according to (5.4.8). Because
|a| < √∆, it follows from Lemma 5.4.5, that after the application of U5 = S,
followed by a normalization with U6, i.e.,
U6U5
the form [a, b, c] is finally reduced.
Thus, we have shown, that beginning with a form f , such that I/(qa) = I(f),
the procedure computes an equivalent reduced form
[A,B,C] = UfUT ,
with U = U6U5U4U3M−1U2U1U0 and
α = q aα(f, U).
It follows from Proposition 5.4.3, that 1/A(ZA+Z(B+
√
∆)/2) is a reduced ideal,
and it is the standard representation of I/α. By [Sch91][section 3], the running
time of MR is O(M(size I) log size I). Furthermore, it follows from [Sch91][Lemma
2], that the size of the entries of matrix M found by MR is bounded by some constant
multiple of size I. Hence, the time for MR dominates all other parts of the reduction.
It remains to prove that H(α) ≤ r(I). By Lemma 5.1.1, it is qa = r(I). We
show that
H(α(f, U)) ≤ 1.
It follows from (5.4.7), that it is sufficient to prove the assertion for every factor of
U .
U1, U4, U6 : These transformations are normalizations and do not change the
ideal. Hence, the corresponding α is 1.
U0, U2, U5 : If the transformations are non-trivial, they are equal to S and are
applied to a form f = [a, b, c], that is normal, but not reduced. Hence, Lemma
5.4.2 yields H(α(f, S)) ≤ 1.
U3: If the transformation is non-trivial, it is equal to
(
1 −1
0 1
)
and is applied to
a form f = [a, b, c] with |a| ≥ √∆. It is H(α(f, U3)) = (|b− 2a|+
√
∆)/(2|a|). As
shown above, we have |b − 2a| < √∆, so |b − 2a| + √∆ < 2√∆ ≤ 2|a|. Hence,
H(α(f, U3)) ≤ 1.
M−1: The procedure MR is called with a form f = [a, b, c], that satisfies a, b, c ≥
1. It remains to prove, that H(α(f,M−1)) ≤ 1. To prove this assertion, we need
some more details of MR. The matrix M−1 is the product of matrizes
(L−1)t, (H−1)t,
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where L−1 =
(
1 0−1 1
)
and H−1 =
(
1 −1
0 1
)
. The application of (L−1)t or (H−1)t to
a form [a, b, c] is called a lower simple step or a higher simple step, respectively (s.
[Sch91][p. 129]). For s > 0, a simple step above s on [a, b, c] is the application of a
lower simple step, if a < c, and the application of a higher simple step, if a ≥ c. In
both cases, t ≥ 0 is chosen maximal, such that the resulting form [A,B,C] satisfies
A,B/2, C ≥ s.
The procedure MR has the following property. If a simple step above 2m
′
is
applied to a form [x, y, z], then the form satisfies x, y/2, z ≥ 2m′ . This can be
proven, by showing that this is true for any simple step during one iteration, and
that x, y/2, z ≥ 2m′ for every recursive call MR(x, y, z,m′), under the assumption,
that at the beginning of the iteration MR(a, b, c,m), the condition a, b/2, c ≥ 2m
holds. Using the fact, that this is true for the initial call of MR, completes the proof.
For L−1, applied to a form f , it is α(f, L−1) = 1. So H(α(f, L−1)) = 1. Now,
assume that a higher simple step above s > 0 is applied to the form f = [a, b, c]
that is not minimal above s. Because of the property of MR, that a, b/2, c ≥ s,
and the fact, that [a, b, c] is not minimal above s, it follows from the definition of
minimality, that
a− b+ c ≥ s.
This implies b < b+s ≤ a+ c ≤ 2a, because a higher simple step is only applied for
a ≥ c. Furthermore, a, c > 0 and ∆ = b2− 4ac imply b > √∆. Together, we obtain
|2a−b|+√∆ = 2a−b+√∆ < 2a. Thus H(α(f,H−1)) = (|2a−b|+√∆)/(2a) < 1.
Hence, for every factor U of M−1, that is applied to a form f , the corresponding
α(f, U) satisfies H(α(f, U)) ≤ 1. Thus, for M−1 that is applied to a form f , it is
H(α(f,M−1)) ≤ 1.
Now, we have proven the following
Proposition 5.4.6. Let O be a real quadratic order and I be a fractional O-
ideal in standard representation. The function I.reduce(α) transforms I into a
reduced ideal I/α in standard representation, and returns the reducing number α as
an object of type quadratic number standard. The running time of the function
is O(M(size I) log size I), and H(α) ≤ r(I).
Remark 5.4.7. If M(n) = n2, then the reduction method presented in
[BTW95] is faster. Let I = q(Za + Z(b +
√
∆)/2) be the standard represena-
tion. If I/(qa) is reduced, we set α = qa. Assume that I/(qa) is not reduced.
It follows from [BTW95][Proposition 2.18], that the number β with (I/qa)/β is
reduced, satisfies H(β) ≤ 1. Hence, for α = qaβ, we again have H(α) ≤ qa = r(I)
by Lemma 5.1.1. It has been shown in [BB97], that the running of that algorithm
is O((size I)2), as already mentioned in [LL90].
Because the reducing number α is a minimum in I, we finally obtain
H(α) ≤ r(I), d(α) ≤ d(I).(5.4.9)
It follows from (5.4.9) and (4.1.6), that there exists a constant c ∈ N, independent
of α, I, and ∆, such that
sizeα ≤ c log((d(I))2r(I)∆).(5.4.10)
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5.5. Minimal ideal generator
Let ω ∈ K \Q and I = ωO. Furthermore, let η be the fundamental unit of O,
R its regulator, and b be an integer with |b(R)− b| ≤ 1.
In this section we present an algorithm for computing a logarithm representa-
tion of the minimal generator µ of I, i.e., I = µO and 0 < Lnµ ≤ R. Because
ωO = ωηO, the minimal generator exists. For an application of the algoritm see
[Jac99][Algorithm 6.5, step 6].
Below we present the function minimal ideal generator that on input of ω,
I, η, b, and an integer t computes a t-logarithm representation of µ.
The function proceeds as follows. If I = O, then it returns a logarithm repre-
sentation of µ = η. Otherwise it verifies whether there is a generator of I which
logarithm is less than 1 in absolute value. If such a generator exists, it is used to
determine µ. Otherwise the function computes approximations w and r with
|w − Lnω| < 2b−4−max{b−3,4}, |r −R| < 22b−b(w)−8−max{8,b+8},
and sets
z = bw/rc.
It follows from Lemma 12.1.4 that |b(Lnω)/Rc − z| ≤ 1. Then the function deter-
mines −1 ≤ i ≤ 2 such that
α = ω/ηz+i
satisfies
−R/2 < Lnα ≤ R/2 or 0 ≤ Lnα < R.(5.5.1)
It also determines an approximation l with
|l − Lnα| < 2−5.
If l is non-negative, then Lnα is non-negative. In this case (5.5.1) implies µ = α,
and the logarithm representation of µ is (I, l, 5, 1). If l is negative, then Lnα is
negative. It follows from (5.5.1) that µ = αη, and for an absolute 5-approximation r
to the regulator, a logarithm representation of µ is (I, l+r, 4, 1). Then the logarithm
representation of µ is refined to a t-logarithm representation.
void L.minimal_ideal_generator (
quadratic_number_power_product omega,
quadratic_ideal I,
quadratic_number_power_product eta,
long b,
long t)
{
xbigfloat l, r;
quadratic_order O = I.order();
// Check I = O.
if (I == O)
{
r = eta.absolute_Ln_approximation(t);
L.assign(O,r,t,1);
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return;
}
// Check for 0 <= Ln mu < 1.
if (I.is_bounded_equivalent(l,O,1,4))
{
L.assign(I,l,4,1);
L.refine_logarithm_representation(t);
return;
}
// Check for -1 < Ln mu -R <= 0.
if (O.is_bounded_equivalent(l,I,1,5))
{
r = eta.absolute_Ln_approximation(5);
L.assign(I,-l+r,4,1);
L.refine_logarithm_representation(t);
return;
}
// Compute absolute k=5 approximation l.
k = 5;
bigint z;
// approximate Ln(omega)
//
xbigfloat w = omega.absolute_Ln_approximation(-b+4+max(b-2+k,4));
// Check for |w| < |r|/2
//
if (|w| - 2^(b-5) < 2^(b-4))
{
l = truncate(w,w.exponent()+k+1);
z = 0;
}
else
{
// approximate regulator Ln(eta)
//
r = eta.absolute_Ln_approximation(-2b+b(w)+8+max(8,b+3+k));
r.absolute_value();
// | floor(Ln(omega)/|Ln(eta)|) - z | <= 1
//
z = floor(w/r);
// Try to find -1 <= i <= 2 such that
//
// -|Ln(eta)|/2 < Ln(omega) - (z+i) |Ln(eta)| <= |Ln(eta)|/2
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//
// Set l = w - (z+i) * r.
//
long kl = min(-k-1, b-6);
long kr = 2b-b(w)-8-max(8,b+k+3);
int i = 0;
l = w - z * r;
if (l + 2^kl <= -r/2 - 2^(kr-1))
{ i = -1;
l = l + r; }
else if (-r/2 + 2^(kr-1) <= l - 2^kl &&
l + 2^kl <= r/2 - 2^(kr-1))
{ i = 0;
l = l; }
else if (r/2 + 2^(kr-1) <= l - 2^kl &&
l + 2^kl <= 3/2 * r - 2^(kr+1))
{ i = 1;
l = l - r; }
else if (3/2 * r + 2^(kr+1) <= l - 2^kl)
{ i = 2;
l = l - 2*r; }
// Ln(omega/eta^z) is too close to |Ln(eta)|/2. Find -1 <= i <= 1
// such that
//
// 0 <= Ln(omega) - (z+i) |Ln(eta)| < |Ln(eta)|
//
// Set l = w - (z+i) * r.
//
else if (r + 2^kr <= l - 2^kl)
{ i = -1;
l = l - r; }
else if (l +2^kl <= 0)
{ i = 1;
l = l + r; }
z = z + i;
l = truncate(l, l.exponent()+k+1);
}
// Decide, whether Ln alpha >= 0.
//
if (l >= 0)
L.assign(I,l,5,1);
else
{
r = eta.absolute_Ln_approximation(5);
L.assign(I,l+r,4,1);
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}
L.refine_logarithm_representation(t);
}
Theorem 5.5.1. Let ω ∈ K \ Q, I = ωO, η be the fundamental unit of O,
b ∈ Z with |b− b(R)| ≤ 1, and be t ∈ Z, where R is the regulator of O.
On input of ω, I, η, b, t the procedure L.minimal ideal generator(ω, I, η, b, t)
computes a t-logarithm representation L of a generator µ of I with 0 < Lnµ ≤ R.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. If I = O or a generator is
found by one of the is bounded equivalent calls, the output of the procedure
is obviously correct. Otherwise, we know, that there is no generator of I which
logarithm is less than 1 in absolute value.
We analyze the computation of l. Let R = |Ln η| be the regulator of O and set
W = Lnω 6= 0, because ω 6∈ Q. We will show that the procedure computes z ∈ Z
and an absolute k = 5-approximation l to Lnα, where α = ω/ηz, such that I = αO
and
−R/2 < Lnα ≤ R/2 or 0 ≤ Lnα < R.(5.5.2)
First, assume that |w| − 2b−5 < 2b−4 in the first if-statement. Then |W | <
|w| + 2b−5 < 2b−3 ≤ 2b(R)−2 ≤ |R|/2. It follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that after
truncation w is an absolute k-approximation to W .
In the following let us assume that |w|−2b−5 ≥ 2b−4. We prove that |bW/Rc−
z| ≤ 1. We have |W |/2 > (|w|− 2b−5)/2 ≥ 2b−5 > |W −w|. Hence, |W −w|/|W | <
1/2 and it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that
|b(w)− b(W )| ≤ 1.(5.5.3)
Furthermore, |W | > |w| − 2b−5 ≥ 2b−4 ≥ 2b(R)−5 > 2−5|R|. This implies b(W ) ≥
b(R)− 5 and we obtain
b(R)− b(W )− 1 ≤ 4.(5.5.4)
Let k1 = max{4, b − 2 + k}. We have |w − W | < 2b−4−k1 ≤ 2b(R)−3−k1 <
|W |2−b(W )+b(R)−2−k1 . Hence,
|W − w|/|W | < 2−(b(W )−b(R)+2+k1).(5.5.5)
Similarly, let k2 = max{8, b + 3 + k}. We have |r − R| < 22b−b(w)−8−k2 <
22b(R)−b(W )−5−k2 < |R|2b(R)−b(W )−4−k2 . Hence,
|R− r|/|R| < 2−(b(W )−b(R)+4+k2).(5.5.6)
Together with (5.5.4), (5.5.5), and (5.5.6), it follows from Lemma 12.1.4, that
|W/R− w/r| < 2−4 < 1. This implies that |bW/Rc − z| ≤ 1.
In a next step, the procedure computes l = w − zr. It then adjusts l and
computes l = w − (z + i)r for some −1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
First, we examine how close l approximates W−(z+i)R after the if-statements,
but before the truncation. It is |z| + 2 ≤ |W |/|R| + 3 < 2b(W )−b(R)+1 + 3 <
2b(W )−b(R)+1 + 2b(W )−b(R)+6 < 2b(W )−b(R)+7, because of (5.5.4). So
|z|+ 2 < 2b(w)−b+9.
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This implies |W−(z+i)R−l| ≤ |W−w|+(|z|+2)|R−r| < |W−w|+2b(W )−b(R)+7|r−
R| ≤ 2b−4−max{4,b+2+k} + 2b(w)−b+922b−b(w)−8−max{8,b+3+k}. Hence,
|W − (z + i)R− l| < 2min{−k−1,b−6}.
It follows from Lemma 2.3.1, that, after truncation, l is an absolute k-approximation
to |W − (z+ i)R|. It remains to prove that W − (z+ i)R lies in one of the intervals.
First note, that −R ≤W − zR < 2R, because of |bW/Rc − z| ≤ 1. If we set
i = −1, if W − zR ≤ −R/2,
i = 0, if −R/2 < W − zR ≤ R/2,
i = 1, if R/2 < W − zR ≤ 3/2R,
i = 2, if 3/2R < W − zR,
then −R/2 < W − (z + i)R ≤ R/2, and similar, if we set
i = −1, if W − zR < 0,
i = 0, if 0 ≤W − zR < R,
i = 1, if R ≤W − zR,
then 0 ≤ W − (z + i)R < R. But because we deal with approximations, we can
only decide in which interval W − zR lies in, if it is not too close to the bounds.
We make this more precise.
For kl = min{−k − 1, b − 6}, kr = 2b − b(w) − 8 − max{8, b + 3 + k}, and
l = w − zr, we know that |W − zR− l| < 2kl and |r −R| < 2kr . Hence,
if l + 2kl ≤ −r/2− 2kr−1, then W − zR ≤ −R/2,
if − r/2 + 2kr−1 ≤ l − 2kl and l + 2kl ≤ r/2− 2kr−1, then −R/2 < W − zR ≤ R/2,
if r/2 + 2kr−1 ≤ l − 2kl and l + 2kl ≤ 3/2r − 2kr+1, then R/2 < W − zR ≤ 3/2R,
if 3/2r + 2kr+1 ≤ l − 2kl , then 3/2R < W − zR,
(5.5.7)
and similarly,
if l + 2kl ≤ 0, then W − zR < 0,
if r + 2kr ≤ l − 2kl , then R ≤W − zR,
if 2kl ≤ l and l + 2kl ≤ r − 2kr , then 0 ≤W − zR < R.
(5.5.8)
For a discrete subset M ⊂ R and x ∈ R, let δ(x,M) = min{|x −m||m ∈ M} be
the distance of x from M .
Now, if δ(W,R/2 + ZR) ≥ 2kr+2 + 2kl+1, then one of the conditions of (5.5.7)
must be fulfilled. We sketch the proof for this assertion. If W − zR ≤ −R/2,
then W − zR + 2kl+1 ≤ −R/2 − 2kr , because of the distance. Hence, l + 2kl <
W − zR + 2kl+1 ≤ −R/2− 2kr < −r/2 + 2kr−1 − 2kr = −r/2− 2kr−1, so the first
condition of (5.5.7) is fulfilled. The other cases are analogously. Because W − zR
must be in one of the 4 intervals on the right side of (5.5.7), one of the conditions
on the left side is fulfilled.
Assume, that δ(W,R/2 + ZR) < 2kr+2 + 2kl+1. Now kr = 2b − b(w) − 8 −
max{8, b+3+k} ≤ 2b(R)−b(W )−5−max{8, b+3+k} ≤ b(R)−8, because of (5.5.4).
Also kl ≤ b−6. This implies that 2kr+3+2kl+2 ≤ 2b(R)−3+2b(R)−3 = 2b(R)−2 ≤ R/2.
Hence, we obtain δ(W,ZR) ≥ R/2 − δ(W,R/2 + ZR) ≥ R/2 − 2kr+2 − 2kl+1 ≥
2kr+3 + 2kl+2 − 2kr+2 − 2kl+1 = 2kr+2 + 2kl+1 and so, one of the conditions of
(5.5.8) must be fulfilled.
This shows that the correct value of i is found and this proves (5.5.2).
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It remains to prove that a logarithm representation of the minimal generator
µ is determined at the end. Because we know, that there is no generator of I
which logarithm is less than 1 in absolute value, and because l is an absolute 5-
approximation to Lnα, we have
Lnα ≥ 0 iff l ≥ 0.
Hence, if l ≥ 0, it follows from (5.5.2), that µ = α. Otherwise, if follows from
(5.5.2), that µ = αη. This proves the theorem.
CHAPTER 6
Finding minima with prescribed logarithm
Let l be a logarithm function and I be a fractional O-ideal. In this chapter we
will present functions which compute both, α ∈ Min(I) such that l(α) is close to
a given number t, and the standard representation of the reduced ideal I/α. The
running time of the first function local close is proportional to t. The second
function order close can be applied for I = O. Its running time is proportional to
log |t|. It uses the function local close. The third function close can be applied
to any fractional O-ideal I. Its running time also is proportional to log |t|. It uses
both functions local close and order close.
The methods of this chapter are an extension of the ideas of Buchmann, Thiel,
and Williams (see [BTW95]) for computing compact representations of quadratic
integers. In contrast to [BTW95] the procedures described here are not formulated
with constant accuracies, only adjusted for computing compact representations, but
parameterized accuracies allow a greater flexibility in applications. We also prove
more precise complexity statements.
6.1. Minima close to a given distance
Definition 6.1.1. (close) Let O be a real quadratic order and l a logarithm
function. Let t be a real number, k a rational integer, and I a fractional O-ideal.
The minimum α ∈Min(I) is l-close to t with regard to k if |t−l(α)| < |t−l(β)|+2−k
for any minimum β ∈ I. If the context is clear, we omit l, and just say close.
Lemma 6.1.1. Let I be a fractional ideal of O and l a logarithm function. If
α ∈Min(I) is l-close to t with regard to k then |t− l(α)| < Ul,1/2 + 2−k.
Proof. Let β ∈ Min(I) such that |l(β) − t| ≤ |l(γ) − t| for all γ ∈ Min(I).
Then |l(β)− t| ≤ Ul,1/2. So |t− l(α)| < |t− l(β)|+ 2−k < Ul,1/2 + 2−k.
Lemma 6.1.2. Let I be a fractional O-ideal, α ∈ Min(I) with left neighbour
α−1 and right neighbour α+1, respectively. Furthermore, let |t− l(α)| < Ll,2/4. If
β ∈Min(I) is l-close to t with regard to 3− b(Ll,2), then β ∈ {α−1, α, α+1}.
Proof. We extend the notation. Let α−2 be the left neighbour of α−1 and
α+2 be the right neighbour of α+1, respectively. Set r = Ll,2 and k = 3− b(Ll,2)).
It is |l(α)− l(α±2)| > r. Because |t− l(α)| < r/4, we have |t− l(α±2)| > r/2.
But |t − l(α)| + 2−k < r/4 + r/4 = r/2 < |t − l(α±2)|. So, it follows from the
definition, that α±2 is not close to t with regard to k. But β is close to t with
regard to k, and thus, β must be an element of {α−1, α, α1}.
6.2. Small distance, the procedure local close
We describe the procedure local close. Its input is a fractional O-ideal I,
a floating point number t, an integer k, and a logarithm function l. The function
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returns the standard representation of α ∈ Min(I) such that α is l-close to t with
regard to k − 1, and transforms I into the standard representation of the reduced
ideal I/α. It also returns an approximation a with |a− l(α)| < 2−k.
It works as follows. It reduces I to obtain a minimum α of I. If the logarithm
approximation of α is smaller than the target t, it uses the ρ operator to find neigh-
boured minima, such that the target t lies between the logarithm approximations
of those neighboured minima. If the logarithm approximation of α is larger than
t it does the same using the ρ−1 operator. At the end it picks up the minimum
whose logarithm approximation is closer to t.
I.local_close( quadratic_number_standard & alpha,
xbigfloat & a,
xbigfloat t,
long k,
logarithm_function l)
{
quadratic_ideal B, C;
quadratic_number_standard beta, gamma, mu;
xbigfloat b, c;
C = I;
// Reduce I by division by gamma
// and approximate l(gamma) by c.
C.reduce(gamma);
c = gamma.absolute_l_approximation(k);
// Choose direction and find b <= t < c
if (c <= t)
{
while (c <= t)
{
// Copy C to B
B = C; beta = gamma ; b = c;
// Move forward with C
C.rho(mu);
gamma *= mu;
c = gamma.absolute_l_approximation(k);
}
}
else
{
B = C; beta = gamma; b = c;
while (b > t)
{
// Copy B to C
C = B; gamma = beta; c = b;
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// Move backward with B
B.inverse_rho(mu);
beta *= mu;
b = beta.absolute_l_approximation(k);
}
}
// Choose closest
if (t - b < c - t)
{ I = B; alpha = beta; a = b; }
else
{ I = C; alpha = gamma; a = c; }
}
Proposition 6.2.1. Let I be a fractional O-ideal, k ∈ Z, t be a floating point
number, and l be a logarithm function.
On input of I, t, k, and l the function I.local close(α, a, t, k, l) returns α ∈
Min(I) such that α is l-close to t with regard to k− 1, and transforms I into I/α.
It also returns an absolute k-approximation a to l(α).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure local close. From the defini-
tion of the reduce, rho, and inverse rho functions we see that I is transformed
into I/α, where α ∈Min(I), and a is an absolute k-approximation to l(α).
It remains to prove that |l(α) − t| < |l(µ) − t| + 2−k+1 for every minimum µ
in I. Let B, β, b and C, γ, c be the variables from local close initialized with the
values from the end of the procedure and let µ ∈Min(I).
First, we examine the case that l(β) ≤ t < l(γ). Then |l(µ)− t| ≥ min{|l(β)−
t|, |l(γ)− t|} ≥ min{|b− t|, |c− t|} − 2−k = |a− t| − 2−k ≥ |l(α)− t| − 2−k+1. So α
is close to t with regard to k − 1.
We look at the second case where l(β) < l(γ) ≤ t. Then 0 ≤ c− t = c− l(γ) +
l(γ) − t ≤ c − l(γ) < 2−k. It follows that |a − t| = min{|b − t|, |c − t|} < 2−k. So
|l(α)− t| < 2−k+1 < |t− l(µ)|+ 2−k+1 for any µ ∈ Min(I). We can use the same
arguments for the third case where t < l(β) < l(γ). This proves the Lemma.
Proposition 6.2.2. In the situation of Proposition 6.2.1, let the logarithm
function l be either ln or Ln and let k ≥ 1. Then the running time of the function
local close is O(M(size I) log(size I) + D[M(D)logD + M(|k| + logD) log(|k| +
logD)] + size t), where D = |t|+ log(l(I)d(I)∆).
Proof. Let γ0 be the value of γ after the reduction, which can be done in time
O(M(size I) log size I). It follows from (5.4.10), that there is a constant κ1 ∈ N with
size γ0 ≤ κ1 log(l(I)d(I)∆).
Set d = size γ0. We estimate the number of iterations s of the while loops. It is
s ≤ 2 |t|+ |l(γ0)|+ 2
−k
|Ll,±2 − 2−k| .
The condition k ≥ 1, implies 0.1 < ln 2 − 2−k. Because Ll,±2 ≥ ln 2 by Lemma
5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3, and |l(γ0)| < 1 + d by (4.1.7) and (4.1.8), we obtain the
bound
s ≤ 2(|t|+ 2−k + 1 + size γ0)/(ln 2− 2−k).
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Let γi denote the value of γ after the i-th iteration of the first while loop. We
estimate its size. If ci denotes the corresponding logarithm approximation of γi,
then |ci| ≤ |c0|+ |t| < |t|+ |l(γ0)|+ 2−k. This implies
|l(γi)| < |t|+ d+ 1 + 2−k+1.(6.2.1)
We know by (4.1.6) that the size of γi is bounded by log((d(γi))2H(γi)∆), and
Lemma 5.3.4 shows that the denominator and the height are bounded by d(I) and
e|l(γi)|l(I)2∆1/2, respectively. Thus, together with (6.2.1), we obtain, that there is
a constant κ2 ∈ N such that
size γi ≤ κ2(|t|+ log(l(I)d(I)∆)), 0 ≤ i ≤ s.(6.2.2)
Set D = |t|+log(l(I)d(I)∆). We estimate the running time of the i-th iteration
of the first while loop. Computing rho takes time O(M(log ∆)) by Lemma 5.1.4,
because C is reduced. Also, size(µ) ≤ κ3 log ∆ by (5.4.2) for some constant κ3 ∈ N.
By (6.2.2), the time for computing the product is O(M(D)logD). And computing
the logarithm takes time O(M(|k|+ logD) log(|k|+ logD) +M(D) by Proposition
4.1.3 and Proposition 4.1.4.
It follows that all iterations can be done in time O(s[M(D)logD + M(|k| +
logD) log(|k| + logD)]) and we obtain the same complexity bound for the second
while loop. If s ≥ 1, this dominates the time for computing the logarithm of γ0.
Thus, we obtain the asserted overall bit complexity.
Remark 6.2.3. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 6.2.2, then the
running time can be simplified to O(M(size I)+D[M(D)+M(|k|+logD) log(|k|+
logD)] + size t).
It follows from (6.2.2) that the minimum α found by local close satisfies
sizeα ≤ κ(|t|+ log(l(I)d(I)∆))(6.2.3)
for some constant κ ∈ N.
6.3. Minima of the order, the procedure order close
We describe the function order close. Its input is a real quadratic order
I = O, a floating point number t, an integer k, and a logarithm function l. The
function returns the standard representation of α ∈ Min(I) such that α is l-close
to t with regard to k− 1, and transforms I into the standard representation of the
reduced ideal I/α. It also returns an approximation a with |a− l(α)| < 2−k.
The function works as follows. First it determines a minimum α1 of O that is
close to
t/2b(t)
using local close. It also computes I1 = O/α1. Then the function uses
local close to determine a minimum β of I21 whose logarithm is close to
t/2b(t)−1 − Lnα21.
Then α2 = α21β is a minimum of O whose logarithm is close to t/2
b(t)−1. After b(t)
iterations of this process a minimum close to t will be found.
Instead of only squaring the ideal and the minimum in each iteration, it is also
possible to compute 2m-th powers. This is specified by the input parameter m of
the function.
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I.order_close ( power_product_quadratic_number & alpha,
xbigfloat & a,
xbigfloat t,
long k,
logarithm_function l,
long m = 1)
{
long n, i, j;
xbigfloat b;
alpha = 1;
a = 0;
n = ceil( b(t) / m );
if (n <= 0)
{
quadratic_number_standard beta;
if (k >= 2)
{ I.local_close (beta, b, t, k, l); alpha = beta; a = b; }
}
else
{
vector<quadratic_number_standard> beta;
t = t / 2^(m*n);
for (j=1; j <= n; j++)
{
for (i=0; i < m; i++)
{ I = I^2; a = 2*a; t = 2*t; }
I.local_close (beta[j], b, t-a, k+1, l);
b = beta[j].absolute_l_approximation(k+1+b(n)+m(n-j+1));
a += b;
}
alpha = ((beta[1],...,beta[n]),(2^(m*(n-1)),...,2^(m*0)));
a.truncate(b(a)+k+1);
}
}
Proposition 6.3.1. Let O be a real quadratic order, t a floating point number,
k ∈ Z, l a logarithm function, and m ∈ Z≥1.
On input of O, t, k, l, and m the function O.order close(α, a, t, k, l,m) re-
turns α ∈ Min(O) such that α is l-close to t with regard to k − 1, and transforms
O into O/α. It also returns an absolute k-approximation a to l(α).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. Assume that n ≤ 0. If k ≤ 1,
the resulting ideal is O, and we have α = 1, and a = 0. Hence, the assertion is true,
because |l(α) − t| = |t| < 1 ≤ 2−k+1 and 1 is a minimum in O. Otherwise k ≥ 2
and the correctness follows from Proposition 6.2.1.
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Assume that n ≥ 1. Then order close enters the else-part. Let I0 = O,
α0 = 1, and a0 = 0 be the values of I, α, and a, respectively, immediately before
the start of the loop. Furthermore, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Ij , βj , aj , and bj be the values
of I, β[j], a, and b, respectively, at the end of the j-th iteration of the for-loop. Set
αj =
j∏
i=1
β2
m(j−i)
i .
After the loop we have α = αn.
Using induction on j we find
aj =
j∑
i=1
2m(n−i)bi
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Furthermore, we have Ij = I2mj−1/βj = I2
m
0 /αj = O/αj . So, αj is a
minimum in O, because Ij is reduced by Proposition 6.2.1.
And we have |l(αj) − aj | ≤
∑j
i=1 2
m(j−i)|l(βi) − bi| and |l(βj) − bj | <
2−k−1−b(n)−m(n−j+1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. So
|l(αj)− aj | < 2−k−m−1
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Especially, the truncated an is an absolute k-approximation to
l(αn).
Set tj = t/2m(n−j). We prove that the minimum αj of O is close to tj with
regard to k− 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Fix j and let γ ∈Min(O). Set r = tj − 2maj−1. By
Lemma 5.3.1, we know that µ = γ/α2
m
j−1 is a minimum in I
2m
j−1 = O/α
2m
j−1. So,
|l(βj)− r| < |l(µ)− r|+ 2−k.
It follows that
|l(αj)− tj | = |l(α2mj−1βj)− tj |
= |l(βj)− r + l(α2mj−1 − 2maj−1|
≤ |l(βj)− r|+ 2m|l(αj−1)− aj−1|
< |l(µ− r|+ 2−k + 2m|l(αj−1)− aj−1|
= |l(γ/α2mj−1)− tj + 2maj−1|+ 2−k + 2m|l(αj−1)− aj−1|
≤ |l(γ)− tj |+ 2−k + 2m+1|l(αj−1)− aj−1|
< |l(γ)− tj |+ 2−k+1.
This shows that αn is close to tn = t with regard to k − 1. This proves the
assertions.
Proposition 6.3.2. In the situation of Proposition 6.3.1, let the logarithm
function l be either ln or Ln, let k ≥ 1, and m = 1. Then the running time of the
function order close is O(n[log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆+M(|k|+log log ∆) log(|k|+
log log ∆)] + b(m(t)) +M(|k|+n+ log log ∆) log(|k|+n+ log log ∆)] + size t), where
n = max{1, b(t)}.
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Proposition 6.3.1. We estimate
the time of the j-th iteration of the loop.
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Note that the targets for the calls of local close satisfy |t − a| = 2|tj−1 −
aj−1| ≤ 2|tj−1 − l(αj−1)|+ 2|l(αj−1)− aj−1| ≤ Ul,1 + 2 · 2−k + 2 · 2−k−2. Hence,
|t− a| < Ul,1 + 2−k+1 + 2−k−1.(6.3.1)
By Lemma 5.3.2, it is Uln,1, ULn,1 ≤ (ln ∆)/2. It follows from (6.2.3) and (6.3.1),
that
sizeβj = O(log ∆),
We estimate the time for the floating point operations. Let aj denote the value
of a and bj denote the value of b at the end of the j-th iteration. Lemma 2.4.5,
(4.1.3) and (4.1.4), and the bound on sizeβj imply
|e(bj)|, b(m(bj)) ≤ κ1(log log ∆ + |k|+ b(n) + (n− j)),
for some constant κ1 ∈ N. Because aj =
∑j
i=1 2
j−ibi, it follows from Theorem 2.3.3
that
|e(aj)|, b(m(aj)) ≤ κ2(log log ∆ + |k|+ n),
for some constant κ2 ∈ N. And if tj denotes the value of t at the end of the j-th
iteration, then
tj = m(t)2j−1.
It follows that the floating point operations, except the approximation of the log-
arithm, in the j-iteration of the loop take time O(log log ∆ + |k| + n + b(m(t))).
By Proposition 4.1.3 and Proposition 4.1.4, the time for computing the logarithm
approximation bj is O(M(|k|+ n+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ n+ log log ∆) +M(log ∆)).
Because I is the square of a reduced ideal, it is
size I = O(log ∆),
and computing the square takes time O(M(log ∆) log log ∆). It follows from Lemma
5.1.4, that
l(I) = 1, d(I) < ∆.
Proposition 6.2.2 implies, that local close takes time
O(log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆ +M(|k|+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ log log ∆)] + b(m(t))).
Thus, the running time for the loop is O(n(log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆ +M(|k|+
log log ∆) log(|k| + log log ∆)] + b(m(t)) + M(|k| + n + log log ∆) log(|k| + n +
log log ∆))).
The time for generating α is O(n log ∆ + n2). This is dominated by the time
for the loop.
If n ≤ 0 and k ≥ 2, then
|t| < 1,(6.3.2)
so O(log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(|k| + log log ∆) log(|k| + log log ∆)] + size t) is
the time for local close in that case. This proves the asserted overall running
time.
Remark 6.3.3. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 6.3.2, then the
running time can be simplified to O(n[log ∆[M(log ∆)+M(|k|+log log ∆) log(|k|+
log log ∆)] + b(m(t)) +M(|k|+ n+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ n+ log log ∆)] + size t).
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The minimum α of O found by order close, which is l-close to t with regard
to k − 1, is represented as a quadratic number power product. Suppose that
m = 1. Then it is of the form ((β1, . . . , βn), (2n−1, 2n−2, . . . , 20)) and represents
the number
α =
n∏
j=1
β2
n−j
j ,(6.3.3)
for n = max{b(t), 1}, with
βj ∈Min(O/
j−1∏
i=1
α2
j−i
i )(6.3.4)
Because βj is a minimum l-close to a target bounded by (6.3.1) with regard to k
or bounded by (6.3.2) with regard to k − 1, it follows from Lemma 6.1.1, that
|l(βj)| < 3/2Ul,1 + 2−k+3,(6.3.5)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Set Ij = O/
∏j
i=1 α
2j−i
i for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and I0 = O. We know that βj
is a minimum in the square of the reduced ideal Ij−1. Especially, l(I2j−1) = 1 and
d(I2j−1) < ∆ by Lemma 5.1.4. Hence, it follows from Lemma 5.3.4, that
d(βj) < ∆, d(1/βj) <
√
∆.(6.3.6)
Furthermore, it is 1/∆ < N(I2j−1) by Lemma 5.1.4. Now if the logarithm function
is l = Ln, then it follows from Lemma 5.3.4, (6.3.5), and Lemma 5.3.2, that
H(βj) < ∆e2
−k+3
, H(1/βj) < ∆5/4e2
−k+3
.(6.3.7)
Similarly, if the logarithm function is l = ln, Lemma 5.3.4, (6.3.5), and Lemma
5.3.3 imply
H(βj) < ∆5/4e2
−k+3
, H(1/βj) < ∆7/4e2
−k+3
.(6.3.8)
And as derived in the proof of Proposition 6.3.2, it is sizeβj = O(log ∆).
6.4. Minima of ideals, the procedure close
We describe the procedure close. Its input is a fractional O-ideal I, a floating
point number t, an integer k, and a logarithm function l. The function returns the
standard representation of α ∈ Min(I) such that α is l-close to t with regard to
k − 1, and transforms I into the standard representation of the reduced ideal I/α.
It also returns an approximation a with |a− l(α)| < 2−k.
It works as follows. First it determines a minimum β in the order of I that is
close to t with regard to k + 1 using order close. Then local close is used to
find a minimum γ of I/β that is close to an approximation of t− l(β) with regard
to k. Then α = βγ is a minimum of I that is l-close to t with regard to k − 1.
I.close ( power_product_quadratic_number & alpha,
xbigfloat & a,
xbigfloat t,
long k,
logarithm_function l)
{
quadratic_ideal J;
power_product_quadratic_number beta;
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quadratic_number_standard gamma;
xbigfloat b,c;
J = I.order;
J.order_close(beta, b, t, k+2, l);
I = I * J;
I.local_close (gamma, c, t-b, k+2, l);
alpha = beta * gamma;
a = b + c;
a.truncate(b(a)+k+1);
}
Proposition 6.4.1. Let I be a fractional O-ideal, k ∈ Z, t be a floating point
number, and l be a logarithm function.
On input of I, t, k, and l the function I.close(α, a, t, k, l) returns α ∈Min(I)
such that α is l-close to t with regard to k − 1, and transforms I into I/α. It also
returns an absolute k-approximation a to l(α).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. In addition, let I0 denote the
ideal I at the beginning of the procedure, and let O be its order.
We obtain from Proposition 6.3.1 that J = O/β after the call of order close,
where the minimum β of O is l-close to t with regard to k+1 and |l(β)−b| < 2−k−2.
Then I is transformed into I0 · J = I0/β and after the call of local close
the resulting ideal is I = I0/(βγ), where γ ∈ Min(I0/β). Hence, α = βγ is a
minimum in I0. Also, Proposition 6.2.1 yields |l(α)− a| ≤ |l(β)− b|+ |l(γ)− c| <
2−k−2 + 2−k−2 < 2−k−1 before truncation. Hence, the truncated a is an absolute
k-approximation to l(α) by Lemma 2.3.1.
We prove that α is close to t with regard to k − 1. Let µ ∈Min(I0). We have
|t− l(α)| = |t− l(β)− l(γ)| < |t− b− l(γ)|+ 2−k−2. Because by Proposition 6.3.1,
γ ∈Min(I0/β) is close t−b with regard to k and µ/β also is a minimum in I0/β, it
follows that |t− b− l(γ)| < |t− b− l(µ/β)|+ 2−k. We know that |b− l(β)| < 2−k−2.
So |t− l(α)| < |t− l(µ)|+ 2−k−2 + 2−k + 2−k−2 < |t− l(µ)|+ 2−k+1, i.e., α is close
to t with regard to k − 1. This completes the proof.
Proposition 6.4.2. In the situation of Proposition 6.4.1, let the logarithm
function l be either ln or Ln, and let k ≥ 1. Then the running time of the function
close is O(n[log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(|k| + log log ∆) log(|k| + log log ∆)] +
b(m(t)) + M(|k| + n + log log ∆) log(|k| + n + log log ∆)] + M(size I) log(size I) +
D[M(D)logD + M(|k| + logD) log(|k| + logD)] + size t), where n = max{1, b(t)}
and D = log(l(I)d(I)∆).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure.
We estimate the time for local close. Note that |t−b| ≤ |t− l(β)|+ |l(β)−b|.
It follows from Lemma 6.1.1, that
|t− b| < Ul,1/2 + 2−k−1 + 2−k−2.(6.4.1)
Hence, Lemma 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3 imply that for l = Ln or l = ln, it is
|t− b| < (ln ∆)/4 + 2−k.
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Let I0 denote the ideal I at the beginning of the procedure, and let O be its
order. local close is applied to the ideal I = I0/β, where O/β is reduced. It
follows from Lemma 5.1.4, that
l(I0/β) ≤ l(I0),
d(I0/β) ≤ d(I0)
√
∆,
(6.4.2)
and it is size(I0/β) ≤ κ size I0 for some constant κ ∈ N, because O/β is re-
duced. Hence, it follows from Proposition 6.2.2, that the time for local close is
O(M(size I0) log(size I0) +D[M(D)logD+M(|k|+ logD) log(|k|+ logD)] + size t),
where D = log(l(I0)d(I0)∆).
It follows from Proposition 6.3.2, that the time for the call of order close is
O(n(log ∆[M(log ∆) log log ∆ +M(|k|+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ log log ∆)] + b(m(t)) +
M(|k|+ n+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ n+ log log ∆)) + + size t), where n = max{1, b(t)}.
The time for computing |t−b| is O(|b(t)−b(b)|+size(t)+size(b)). We estimate
that time. It follows from (4.1.6), Lemma 5.3.4, and Lemma 6.1.1, that there is a
constant κ1 ∈ N such that
sizes(β) ≤ κ1(|t|+ log ∆).
Thus, Lemma 2.4.5 and (4.1.3), (4.1.4) imply the existence of a constant κ2 ∈ N
with
|e(b)|, b(m(b)) ≤ κ2(|k|+max{b(t), 0}+ log log ∆).
Hence, the time for computing |t − b| is O(|k| + max{b(t), 0} + log log ∆ + size t),
which is dominated by the time for order close.
This proves the overall running time.
Remark 6.4.3. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 6.4.2, then the
running time can be simplified to O(n[log ∆[M(log ∆)+M(|k|+log log ∆) log(|k|+
log log ∆)] + b(m(t)) +M(|k|+ n+ log log ∆) log(|k|+ n+ log log ∆)] +M(size I) +
D[M(D) +M(|k|+ logD) log(|k|+ logD)] + size t).
The minimum α found by close, which is l-close to t with regard to k − 1, is
represented as a quadratic number power product. It follows from (6.3.3), that
it is of the form ((β1, . . . , βn, γ), (2n−1, . . . , 20, 1)), and represents the number
α = γ
n∏
j=1
β2
n−j
j ,(6.4.3)
where n = max{b(t) + 1, 1}. Bounds on βj are given by (6.3.5) - (6.3.8).
Because γ is a minimum in I/β, it follows from Lemma 5.3.4 and (6.4.2), that
d(γ) < d(I)
√
∆, d(1/γ) < l(I)
√
∆.(6.4.4)
Furthermore, Lemma 6.1.1 and (6.4.1) imply
|l(γ)| < Ul,1 + 2−k+1.(6.4.5)
Now, if the logarithm function is l = Ln, it follows from Lemma 5.3.4 and Lemma
5.3.2, that
H(γ) < ∆3/4e2
−k+1
l(I), H(1/γ) < ∆3/4e2
−k+1
/
√
N(I).(6.4.6)
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Similarly, if the logarithm function is l = ln, it follows from Lemma 5.3.4 and
Lemma 5.3.3, that
H(γ) < ∆e2
−k+1
l(I)2, H(1/γ) < ∆e2
−k+1
/N(I).(6.4.7)
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CHAPTER 7
Fundamental unit computation
In this chapter we present an algorithm for computing the fundamental unit of
a real quadratic order. Its input is an approximation to the regulator.
We begin with an algorithm for converting the logarithm representation of a
quadratic number into a reduced power product representation. We apply that
algorithm to compute a compact representation of the fundamental unit. In the
last section we describe an algorithm that on input of an approximation to the
logarithm of a quadratic number returns a more accurate approximation of the
logarithm.
7.1. Converting from logarithm to reduced power product
representation
Let α ∈ K∗. We present an algorithm for converting a logarithm representation
of α into a reduced power product representation.
Let p be of type quadratic number power product and l = (A, a, k, s,Ln)
be a logarithm representation for α ∈ K∗, i.e., A = αO in stan-
dard representation, |a − Lnα| < 2−k, k ∈ Z, and s ∈ {±1} with
sign(α) = s. Furthermore, k ≥ 3, if A reduced, and k ≥ 4, other-
wise. We present the function p.assign reduced power product(l) of the class
quadratic number power product, that on input of l, assigns to p a reduced power
product representation of α.
void p.assign_reduced_power_product ( quadratic_number_logarithm l )
{
// Determine the accuracy.
int r = 3;
// C = A / gamma reduced
//
quadratic_number_standard gamma;
xbigfloat c;
quadratic_ideal C = l.A;
if (C.is_reduced())
{
gamma.assign_one(C.order);
c = 0;
}
else
{
C.reduce(gamma);
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c = gamma.absolute_Ln_approximation(r+1);
}
xbigfloat a;
if (l.k <= 4)
a = l.a;
else
a = truncate(l.a, b(l.a)+5);
// D = O / beta close to Ln(gamma/alpha)
//
quadratic_number_power_product beta;
xbigfloat b;
xbigfloat m = c - a;
quadratic_ideal D = l.A.order;
D.order_close(beta, b, m, r+1);
// Found C again ?
if (D != C)
{
// If not, move to the left neighbour of D.
//
quadratic_number_standard nu;
quadratic_ideal N = D;
N.inverse_rho(nu);
xbigfloat n = nu.get_absolute_Ln_approximation(r+1);
// If rho^{-2}(C) was found, C is the right neighbour of D.
// Otherwise, C is the left neighbour of D.
//
if (b + n < m - 2^{-r+1})
D.rho(nu);
// Multiply last base element of beta by nu.
beta.multiply_base_element(beta.length, nu);
}
// p = gamma / beta;
beta.invert_base_elements();
p = beta * gamma;
// Adjust sign
if (s == -1)
p.negate();
}
First, we prove that the function determines a power product representation
for α.
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Lemma 7.1.1. Let α ∈ K∗. On input of a logarithm representation l for α with
logarithm function Ln, the function p.assign reduced power product(l) computes
a power product representation p of α.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. Let the logarithm representa-
tion of α be l = (A, a, k, s,Ln). As a first step the function reduces A to C = A/γ
with γ ∈ K∗. Hence, for
µ = γ/|α|,
we have C = O/µ, and µ is a minimum of O. To prove the Lemma, we will show
that the procedure computes β = µ. Then |α| = γ/β, and p is a power product
representation of α after the adjustment of the sign.
We introduce some notation. By µi = ρiC(µ) for i = −2,−1, 1, 2, we denote
the two predecessors and successors of µ in the minima set of C. We know from
Lemma 5.3.2, that for the choice of r = 3, we have
2−r+2 < |Lnµ− Lnµ±2|.
We examine the approximations to the Ln values that are computed by the proce-
dure. We have |m−Lnµ| = |c− a−Ln γ+ Lnα| ≤ |c−Ln γ|+ |a−Lnα|. Because
|a− Lnα| < 2−3, if A is reduced and |a− Lnα| < 2−4 otherwise, we obtain
|m− Lnµ| < 2−r.
After initializing D by O, the call of D.order close(β, b,m, r+1) yields D = O/β,
where β ∈Min(O), and
|b− Lnβ| < 2−r−1.
Let N , ν, and n be the values that are determined after the ρ−1 step in first
if statement. We have N = ρ−1(D) = D/ν, and
|n− Ln ν| < 2−r−1.
Now, we prove that the following four assertions hold after the call of
order close:
1. β ∈ {µ−1, µ, µ1}.
2. β = µ if and only if C = D.
3. If β = µ1, then b+ n > m− 2−r+1.
4. If β = µ−1, then b+ n < m− 2−r+1.
If these assertions are proven, then it immediately follows that at the end of the
procedure, it is β = µ.
We prove the first assertion. It is |m−Lnµ| < 2−3. It follows from the property
of the function order close, Lemma 6.3.1, that β is close to m with regard to 3.
Hence, the assertion follows from Lemma 6.1.2.
We prove the second assertion. Let C = D. Then O/β = D = C = O/µ.
Therefore β = µ or |Ln(β/µ)| = R, the regulator of O. But we know from Propo-
sition 6.3.1, that β is close to m with regard to r. So |Ln(β/µ)| = |Lnβ − Lnµ| ≤
|m − Lnβ| + |m − Lnµ| < 2|m − Lnµ| + 2−r < 2−r+1 + 2−r < 0.4 < R. Hence,
β = µ. And β = µ obviously implies C = D.
We show the third assertion. Assume that β = µ1. Then µ = βν and |m− b−
n| ≤ |m−Lnβ−Ln ν|+ |b−Lnβ|+ |n−Ln ν| < |m−Lnµ|+ 2−r < 2−r+1. Hence,
b+ n > m− 2−r+1.
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We prove the fourth assertion. Assume that β = µ−1. Then µ−2 = βν. We
obtain b+ n < Lnβ + 2−r−1 + Ln ν + 2−r−1 = Lnµ−2 + 2−r ≤ Lnµ− ln 2 + 2−r <
m+ 2−r+1 − ln 2 < m+ 2−r+1 − 2−r+2 = m− 2−r+1.
Now, we prove that the power product determined by the procedure is reduced.
Lemma 7.1.2. Let α ∈ K∗. On input of a logarithm representation l for α with
logarithm function Ln, the function p.assign reduced power product(l) computes
a reduced power product representation p of α.
Proof. It has been shown in Lemma 7.1.1, that p is a power product repre-
sentation for α. It remains to prove that p is reduced. As a first step, the function
reduces A = αO by dividing it by γ. We know from (5.4.9) and Lemma 5.1.1 that
H(γ) ≤ |N(α)|d(α), d(γ) ≤ d(α).
The call of order close yields C = O/β. We know from (6.3.3), (6.3.6), and
(6.3.7) that
β =
n∏
j=1
β2
n−j
j ,
where n = max{b(m), 1}, H(1/βj) < ∆5/4e2−1 < 2∆5/4, and d(1/βj) <
√
∆ for
1 ≤ j ≤ n.
We estimate n. We have |m| = |c− a| ≤ |c− Ln γ|+ |a− Lnα|+ |Ln(γ/α)| <
2−3 + |Ln(γ/α)|. Because γ/α is a minimum of O, the absolute value of the norm
of γ/α is at least 1. Also, |γ/α| ≤ H(γ)/|α| ≤ |N(α)|d(α)/|α| ≤ H(α)d(α).
Analogously, we obtain |σγ/σα| ≤ H(α)d(α). This implies H(γ/α) ≤ H(α)d(α).
Thus, by Lemma 4.1.1, we know that |Ln(γ/α)| ≤ 1/2 ln(H(γ/α)2/N(γ/α)|) ≤
ln(H(α)d(α)). Therefore, |m| < 1/8 + ln(H(α)d(α)). In case of ln(H(α)d(α)) <
1/8, we obtain b(m) ≤ −2. Otherwise, b(m) ≤ log|m|+ 1 < log(2 ln(H(α)d(α))) +
1 = log(2 ln 2) + log log(H(α)d(α)) + 1 < 2 + log log(H(α)d(α)). So,
n ≤ 2 + log logmax{H(α)d(α), 2}.
After the call of order close there is at most one further application of the
ρ or ρ−1 operator. If the procedure does not enter the if-statement, set ν = 1.
Otherwise, let ν be the minimum by which β is multiplied. This multiplication
is done by replacing βn by βnν. In this case, we know from (6.3.4), that βn is
a minimum in M = O/
∏n−1
j=1 β
2n−j
j . Because C = M/(βnν) is reduced, βnν is a
minimum in M too.
We estimate denominator and height of 1/(βnν). Because M is the square of a
reduced ideal, 1 is in M and so, by Lemma 5.3.4, d(1/(βnν)) <
√
∆. Furthermore,
|Ln ν| = |Lnβ − Ln(γ/α)| < |m − Lnβ| + |m − Ln(γ/α)|. Lemma 6.3.1 yields
|m−Lnβ|+ |m−Ln(γ/α)| < 2|m−Ln(γ/α)|+2−3 < 2−2 +2−3. Using the estimate
on |Lnβn| given by (6.3.5), we obtain |Ln(βnν)| ≤ |Lnβn| + |Ln ν| < 3/4 ln ∆ +
2−2 + 2−2 + 2−3 < 3/4 ln ∆ + 0.625. Lemma 5.1.4 yields 1/∆ < N(M) ≤ N(βnν).
Both bounds together with Lemma 5.3.4 show that H(1/(βnν)) < 2∆5/4.
If we replace βn by βnν, the resulting power product is of the form
p = sign(α)γ
n∏
j=1
(1/βj)2
n−j
.
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For 1 ≤ j ≤ n let dj be the denominator of 1/βj . Then we have 0 < dj ≤
√
∆
and 1/βj = αj/dj with αj ∈ O, where the heights are bounded by H(αj) ≤
H(1/βj)dj < 2∆7/4 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Furthermore, H(γ) ≤ |N(α)|d(α), and d(γ) ≤
d(α). So p is a reduced power product representation of α.
Including the running time for the computation of a reduced power product,
we have the final proposition.
Proposition 7.1.3. Let α ∈ K∗. On input of a logarithm representation l =
(A, a, s, k, Ln) for α, the function p.assign reduced power product(l) computes a
reduced power product representation p of α in time O(N [log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆+
M(N + log log ∆) log(N + log log ∆)] + M(sizeA) log(sizeA) + k), where N = 2 +
log log(max{H(α)d(α), 2}).
Proof. The correctness of the procedure has been proven in Lemma 7.1.2. We
estimate the running time.
Reducing A takes time O(M(sizeA) log(sizeA)), and it follows from (5.4.10),
that size γ ≤ c1 log(r(A)(d(A))2∆) for some constant c1 ∈ N. It follows from
Lemma 5.1.1, that size γ ≤ c2 sizeA for some constant c2 ∈ N. So, Proposition
4.1.4 and (1.1.1) imply, that the logarithm approximation c can be determined in
time O(M(sizeA)), which is dominated by the reduction time.
Lemma 4.1.5 together with (5.4.10) gives the estimate on the size of c, i.e.
b(m(c)), |e(c)| = O(log sizeA).
Also, Lemma 4.1.5 implies that b(m(a)), |e(a)| = O(log log(d2(α)H(α)∆)). An easy
calculation shows that
b(m(a)), |e(a)| = O(log sizeA+ log logmax{d(α)H(α), 2}).
Hence, m can be found in time O(log sizeA+ log logmax{d(α)H(α), 2}).
The time for the call of order close is O(n[log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ +
b(m(m))+M(n+log log ∆) log(n+log log ∆)]+size(m)), where n = max{1, b(m)}
by Proposition 6.3.2. We know from the proof of Lemma 7.1.2 that
n ≤ 2 + log logmax{H(α)d(α), 2}.
And it follows from the bounds on the sizes of a and c above, that
b(m(m)), size(m) = O(log sizeA+ log logmax{d(α)H(α), 2}).
We estimate the exponent of b. It is b(m(b)), |e(b)| = O(log log(H(β)d2(β)∆))
by Lemma 4.1.5. It follows from (6.3.6) and (6.3.7), that d(β),H(β) = O(∆2
N
).
Hence, b(m(b)), |e(b)| = O(N + log log ∆).
Together with the fact, that the ideals inside the if-part are reduced, this shows
that the running time of the rest of the function is dominated by the running times
above.
Hence, the overall running time of the procedure is
O(N [log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(N + log log ∆) log(N + log log ∆)] +
M(sizeA) log(sizeA) + k), where N = 2 + log log(max{H(α)d(α)}, 2). The addi-
tional term k appears, because b(m(l.a)), |e(l.a)| = O(log log(H(α)d2(α)∆) + k)
by Lemma 4.1.5.
Remark 7.1.4. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 7.1.3, the run-
ning time of the procedure can be simplified to O(N [M(log ∆) log ∆ + M(N +
log log ∆) log(N + log log ∆)] +M(sizeA) + k).
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7.2. Computing the fundamental unit from a regulator approximation
Let η be the fundamental unit of O, and R = Ln η be its regulator. Furthermore
let r be an approximation with
|r −R| < 2−k, k ≥ 3.
If we want to compute the fundamental unit using r, we have to specify the repre-
sentation in which we are interested. For example, the tupel
l = (O, r, k, 1,Ln)(7.2.1)
is a logarithm representation of the fundamental unit. Usually computing the
fundamental unit means to find a power product representation of η. But this is a
straight forward application of the function described in Section 7.1 for converting a
logarithm representation (7.2.1) into a power product representation. The following
function O.fundamental unit(r, k) returns a reduced power product representation
of the fundamental unit of O.
quadratic_number_power_product
O.fundamental_unit (
xbigfloat r,
long k )
{
quadratic_number_logarithm l = (O,r,k,1,Ln);
quadratic_number_power_product p;
p.assign_reduced_power_product(l);
return p;
}
Proposition 7.2.1. On input of k ∈ Z≥3 and an absolute k-approximation
r to the regulator of O, the function O.fundamental unit(r, k) returns a reduced
power product representation of the fundamental unit of O and its running time is
O((log ∆)2M(log ∆) log log ∆ + k).
Proof. Because the tupel l is a correct logarithm representation for the funda-
mental unit, the correctness of the function is an immediate consequence of Propo-
sition 7.1.3. And the Proposition also yields the asserted running time, if we note
that log log(H(η)) = O(log ∆), where η denotes the fundamental unit.
Remark 7.2.2. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 7.2.1, the running
time of the procedure can be simplified to O((log ∆)4 + k).
7.3. Refining a logarithm approximation
Let α ∈ K∗. Suppose that we know an absolute k-approximation to Lnα.
To determine a more accurate approximation to Lnα we compute a reduced power
product representation of α, and approximate its logarithm to the desired accuracy.
That algorithm is implemented by a function of quadratic number logarithm.
Let l = (A, a, k, s, Ln) be a k-logarithm representation of α, i.e., A = αO, a an
absolute k-approximation to Lnα with k ≥ 3, if A is reduced, and k ≥ 4, otherwise,
and s = sign(α). The following function α.refine logarithm approximation(r)
transforms l into a r-logarithm representation (A, b, r, s, Ln) of α.
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void l.refine_logarithm_representation (int r)
{
quadratic_number_power_product p;
if (r > k)
{
p.assign_reduced_power_product(l);
a = p.absolute_Ln_approximation(r);
k = r;
}
}
Proposition 7.3.1. Let α ∈ K∗ with k-logarithm represen-
tation l = (A, a, k, s, Ln), and Z 3 r > k. The function
l.refine logarithm representation(r) transforms l into a r-logarithm represen-
tation of α in time O(N [log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(r + N + log log ∆) log(r +
N + log log ∆)] + M(sizeA) log(sizeA) + M(r + log t) log(r + log t), where
N = 2 + log log(max{H(α)d(α), 2}) and t = log(|N(α)|d3(α)∆).
Proof. The correctness follows from Proposition 7.1.3 and Remark 4.2.3.
We estimate the bit complexity of the procedure. By Proposition
7.1.3, the time for finding the reduced power product representation of
α is O(N [log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(N + log log ∆) log(N + log log ∆)] +
M(sizeA) log(sizeA) + k), where N = 2 + log log(max{H(α)d(α), 2}).
By Theorem 4.2.4, the approximation of Lnα, for α in reduced power product
representation, is O(N [M(r +N + log log ∆) log(r +N + log log ∆) +M(log ∆)] +
M(r + log t) log(r + log t) +M(t), where t = log(|N(α)|d3(α)∆).
Hence, the overall running time is O(N [log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ +M(r +N +
log log ∆) log(r+N+log log ∆)]+M(sizeA) log(sizeA)+M(r+log t) log(r+log t)+
M(t)). This proves the assertion, if we note that t ≤ c sizeA for some constant
c ∈ N.
Remark 7.3.2. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 7.3.1, then the
running time can be simplified to O(N [log ∆M(log ∆)+M(r+N+log log ∆) log(r+
N + log log ∆)] +M(sizeA) +M(r + log t) log(r + log t).
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CHAPTER 8
Approximation of L(1, χ∆)
Throughout this chapter let ∆ be a quadratic discriminant and O the corre-
sponding quadratic order. In this chapter, we show, how the results of Eric Bach
[Bac95] and of Chapter 2 can be used to compute an approximation to L(1, χ∆).
8.1. The procedure L1chi
For positive real numbers x set
B(x, χ∆) =
∏
p<x
(
1− χ∆(p)
p
)−1
,(8.1.1)
where the product is taken over all prime numbers less than x.
Let n be an integer, n ≥ 2, and the weights ai be defined by
ai(n) =
(n+ i) ln(n+ i)∑n−1
j=0 (n+ j) ln(n+ j)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.(8.1.2)
Assuming the ERH, Eric Bach has proven the following theorem. In the theo-
rem we use
`(n,∆) =
n−1∑
i=0
ai(n) lnB(n+ i, χ∆), n ∈ Z≥1.(8.1.3)
Also, fix any triplet n0, A,B from Table 1 and set
C(n) =
A ln |∆|+B√
n lnn
.
Theorem 8.1.1. (ERH) Let n0, A,B be any triplet from Table 1. Then for
n ≥ n0 we have
| lnL(1, χ∆)− `(n,∆)| ≤ C(n).
Proof. [Bac95]
The following procedure O.L1chi(k) computes a relative k-approximation to
L(1, χ∆). It makes use of the function O.number of terms(F ), which, given a
floating point number F with 0 < F < 1, returns an integer n ≥ 2, such that
C(n) ≤ F . Furthermore, it uses the function O.Ell(n, k), which determines an
absolute k-approximation to `(n,∆). Those functions are presented below.
xbigfloat O.L1chi(int k)
{
n = O.number_of_terms(2^(-k-2));
l = O.Ell(n, k+3);
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n0 A B
5 16.397 47.183
10 12.170 38.831
50 8.628 29.587
100 7.962 27.145
500 7.106 22.845
1000 6.897 21.528
5000 6.593 19.321
10000 6.510 18.606
50000 6.378 17.397
100000 6.338 17.031
500000 6.269 16.409
1000000 6.246 16.217
Table 1
L = Truncate(exp(l, k+3), k+3);
return L;
}
Proposition 8.1.2. (ERH) If k ≥ 1, then O.L1chi(k) returns a relative k-
approximation to L(1, χ∆).
Proof. We use the notation from the procedure L1chi. It follows from The-
orem 8.1.1 that
| ln(L(1, χ∆))− l| < 2−k−2 + 2−k−3.(8.1.4)
Set
x =
exp l
L(1, χ∆)
− 1.
Using (8.1.4) it is easy to verify that |x| < 1. Hence, Lemma 2.4.3, k ≥ 1, and
(8.1.4) imply
|x| < | ln(1 + x)|
1− | ln(1 + x)| < 2
−k−1.
Therefore, we can write
exp l = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−k−1.(8.1.5)
Next, we can write
L = exp l(1 + ε2)(1 + ε3), |ε2| < 2−k−3, |ε3| < 2−k−2.
Together with (8.1.5) we obtain
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1)(1 + ε2)(1 + ε3)
= L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−k.
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The bottleneck of the approximation of L(1, χ∆) is the rapid growth of the num-
ber of terms. In the procedure L1chi, if a user asks for a relative k-approximation
L to L(1, χ∆), i.e.,
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ), || < 2−k,
the numbers of terms, n, is determined such that
C(n) ≤ 2−k−2.
In the following, we will present a method that allows to choose n such that
C(n) ≤ ρ2−k/(1 + 2−k),
where ρ can be any number with 0 < ρ < 1. This changes the upper bound on C(n)
by a factor of approximately ρ/4; the larger k, the better this factor is approached.
It follows from the definition of C(n), that the number of necessary terms changes
by a factor of approximately (ρ/4)2. By choosing ρ close to 1, the number of terms
necessary for computing a relative k-approximation can be reduced by a factor of
approximately 16. This reduction of the number of terms is paid by an increase
in the accuracy for the approximation of l(n,∆) and the approximation of exp(l).
For a constant ρ, this accuracy is approximately doubled. We describe this more
precise in the following.
The number of terms can be further decreased, if we change the specification
of the error bound from 2−k to floating point numbers B. So, in the following,
we will present a function O.L1chi(B), that on input of a floating point number
0 < B ≤ 1/2, returns an approximation L to L(1, χ∆) such that
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ), || < B.
To obtain an approximation to L(1, χ∆) with a relative error less than B in absolute
value with the function described above, the error bound would have to be 2−k =
2b(B). Using B instead, saves up to a factor of approximately 2 in the error bound,
depending on the distance of B from 2b(B). This results in a reduction of the
number of terms by a further factor of up to approximately 4.
xbigfloat O.L1chi(xbigfloat B)
{
xbigfloat rho = 63 / 64;
xbigfloat E = rho * B;
// Determine F < E / (1+E) - 2^(-k) with same order
// of magnitude as E / (1+E).
//
int k = -b(B)+8;
xbigfloat h = divide(E,1+E, k + b(B));
xbigfloat F = h - 2^(-k+1);
// Guarantee C(n)+2^(-k) < ln 2.
//
if (F+2^(-k) > 0.5)
F = 0.5 - 2^(-k);
// Determine n with C(n) < F.
//
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int n = O.number_of_terms(F);
// Determine L.
//
xbigfloat l = O.Ell(n,k);
xbigfloat L = exp(l, -b( (1-rho)/2 * B)+1);
return L;
}
Proposition 8.1.3. (ERH) On input of a floating point number 0 < B ≤ 1/2,
the function O.L1chi(B) returns an approximation L, such that L = L(1, χ∆)(1+)
with || < B. The approximation L = (m, e) satisfies b(m) = O(|b(B)|).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure and follow the proof of Propo-
sition 8.1.2. It follows from Theorem 8.1.1 that
| ln(L(1, χ∆))− l| < C(n) + 2−k < ln 2.(8.1.6)
Set
x =
exp l
L(1, χ∆)
− 1.
Using (8.1.6), it is easy to verify that |x| < 1. Hence, Lemma 2.4.3 and (8.1.6)
imply
|x| < | ln(1 + x)|
1− | ln(1 + x)| < (C(n) + 2
−k)/(1− C(n)− 2−k).
Therefore, we can write
exp l = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1), |ε1| < (C(n) + 2−k)/(1− C(n)− 2−k).(8.1.7)
It is C(n) ≤ F = (E/1+E)(1+ε)−2−k+1, |ε| < 2−k−b(E/(1+E)). This implies that
F < E/(1 + E) − 2−k and we obtain C(n) + 2−k < E/(1 + E). Because E > −1
and C(n) + 2−k < 1, this implies
(C(n) + 2−k)/(1− C(n)− 2−k) < E = ρB.(8.1.8)
Next, we can write
L = exp l(1 + ε2), |ε2| < (1− ρ)/2B.
Together with (8.1.7) and (8.1.8), we obtain
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1)(1 + ε2)
= L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε3), |ε3| < B.
The assertion on the number of bits of the mantissa of L follows from the fact, that
L is a relative −b((1− ρ)/2B) + 1 = O(|b(B)|) approximation.
Remark 8.1.4. (Size of the result) Suppose that B = 2−k for some integer
k ≥ 1. We compare the size of the result L = (m, e) of the procedure O.L1chi(B)
to that of the procedure O.L1chi(k). Because L is a relative −b((1 − ρ)/2B) + 1
-approximation, it is b(m) ≤ k + |b(1− ρ)|+ 5. Thus, for ρ = 63/64, we obtain
b(m) ≤ k + 12,
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compared with b(m) ≤ k+ 3 for a relative k-approximation. Furthermore, B ≤ 1/2
implies that |b(L)− b(L(1, χ∆))| ≤ 1. So, e = b(L) satisfies
|e− b(L(1, χ∆))| ≤ 1,
as in the case of O.L1chi(k). Hence, the only difference between the two versions
of the L(1, χ∆) computation is the increase of the mantissa by b(1− ρ) bits.
Remark 8.1.5. (Choice of ρ and k) We explain why the choice of the weight ρ
and the accuracy k is appropriate. Without rounding errors, we would require that
C(n) ≤ B/(1 +B).(8.1.9)
Instead we require for κ ≥ 1 that
C(κn) ≤ ρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k.(8.1.10)
Because C(κn) < 1/
√
κC(n), it follows from (8.1.9), that (8.1.10) is fulfilled, if
1/
√
κ ≤ (1 +B)(1/(1/ρ+B)− 2−k/B).(8.1.11)
It is (1 + B)(1/(1/ρ + B) − 2−k/B) = 1 − (1 − ρ)/(1 + ρB) − (1 + B)/(2kB) >
ρ−(1+B)/(2kB) ≥ ρ−3·2−k−b(B)−1. So, (8.1.11) implies, that (8.1.10) is satisfied,
if
1/
√
κ ≤ ρ− 3 · 2−k−b(B)−1.(8.1.12)
We find it acceptable, if we have to compute at most 1/10 terms more, because of
rounding errors. Thus, we accept
κ = 11/10.
Hence, we choose ρ = 63/64 and k = −b(B) + 8 to satisfy (8.1.12).
8.2. The procedure Ell
Next, we explain the approximate computation of `(n,∆). To simplify this
computation set
ωp(n) =
{
1, if p < n∑n−1
j=p−n+1 aj(n), if n ≤ p < 2n− 1.
(8.2.1)
As stated in [JLW95] we have
`(n,∆) =
∑
p<2n−1
ωp(n) · ln
(
p
p− χ∆(p)
)
.
We use a function Init Primes(P,m), m ∈ Z≥0, which initializes the array P
with all prime numbers less than m in increasing order and returns the number of
primes less than m. For technical reasons it sets p[0] = 0. Furthermore, we use a
function chi(∆, p) that computes χ∆(p).
For n ∈ Z≥2 let
bl(n) =
{
0, if n = 2,
−b(n− 2) + 1, if n ≥ 3.(8.2.2)
Note that for n ≥ m ≥ 2 we have bl(n) ≤ bl(m) ≤ 0.
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xbigfloat O.Ell(int n, int k)
{
// Initialize prime table
int N = Init_Primes(primes, 2n-1 );
// Compute denominator of w_p(n)
xbigfloat w_den = 0;
int b = b(log(n,1)-0.5), j;
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
w_den += (n+j)*log(n+j,max{0,max{0,k+b(N)+bl(n)+3}+5-b});
// ell(n,Delta) : part for n <= p < 2*n-1
xbigfloat l = 0, w_num = 0, w, x; int q = n, i = N, c;
for(p = primes[N]; p >= n; p = primes[i])
{
for(j = q-1; j >= p-n+1; j--)
w_num += (n+j)*log(n+j, max{0,max{0,k+b(N)+bl(n)+3}+5-b});
q = p-n+1;
i--;
w = divide(w_num,w_den, max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}+4);
w = truncate(w, max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}+3);
c = chi(Delta,p);
if (c != 0)
{
x = divide(p,p-c, k+b(N)+5);
l += w*log(x, k+b(N)+4);
}
}
// ell(n,Delta) : part for 2 <= p < n
for(p = primes[i]; p >= 2; p = primes[i])
{
i--;
c = chi(Delta,p);
if (c != 0)
{
x = divide(p,p - chi(Delta,p), k+b(N)+3);
l += log(x, k+b(N)+2);
}
}
l = truncate(l, l.exponent()+k+1);
return l;
}
We will now prove that Ell is correct. For this purpose we need the following
result.
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Lemma 8.2.1. Let p be a prime. Then
1
p+ 2
≤
∣∣∣∣ln( pp− χ∆(p)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ { ln 2, if p = 21
p−2 , if p ≥ 3
}
≤ 2bl(p).
Proof. We have
| ln(p/(p− χ∆(p)))| =
{
ln(1 + 1/p), if χ∆(p) = −1
ln(1 + 1/(p− 1)), if χ∆(p) = 1.
Hence,
| ln(1 + 1/p)| ≤ | ln(p/(p− χ∆(p)))| ≤ ln(1 + 1/(p− 1)).
For p = 2 the assertion is easy to verify. For p ≥ 3, we apply Corollary 2.4.3 with
x = 1/p and x = 1/(p− 1).
Lemma 8.2.2. Let k ≥ 0. The procedure O.Ell(n, k) returns an absolute k-
approximation to `(n,∆).
Proof. First, we analyze how accurately w approximates the weight ωp(n)
for each prime p. Use b and N from procedure Ell and let ln+j = log(n +
j,max{0,max{k + b(N) + bl(n) + 3}+ 5− b}).
Fix a prime p, n ≤ p < 2n − 1 and let tp = max{0, k + b(N) + bl(p) + 3}.
Then the relative errors in the computation of wnum and wden can be estimated as
follows.∣∣∣∑n−1j=p−n+1(n+ j)(ln+j − ln(n+ j))∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n−1j=p−n+1(n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣ <
2−tp−5+b 2n (2n− p− 1)
ln(n)n (2n− p− 1) ≤ 2
−tp−3,
∣∣∣∑n−1j=0 (n+ j) (ln+j − ln(n+ j))∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n−1j=0 (n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣ <
2−tp−5+b 2n2
ln(n)n2
≤ 2−tp−3.
Let w = divide(wnum, wden,max{0, k + b(N) + bl(p) + 3} + 4) and wp =
truncate(w,max{0, k + b(N) + bl(p) + 3}+ 3). Then
w =
wnum
wden
(1 + ε0) = wp(n)
(1 + ε0)(1 + ε1)
1 + ε2
, |ε0| < 2−tp−4, |ε1|, |ε2| < 2−tp−3.
This implies that
wp = ωp(n)(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−tp .
Now, we determine how accurately l approximates `(n,∆). Let ξp = p/(p −
χ∆(p)).
Suppose that ξp 6= 1. For n ≤ p < 2n − 1 let xp = divide(p, p − χ∆(p), k +
b(N) + 5), lp = log(xp, k + b(N) + 4). Then
lp = ln(ξp) (1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−k−b(N)−3/| ln(ξp)|.
Lemma 8.2.1 yields 2−bl(p) ≤ 1/| ln(ξp)|. Hence,
wplp = ωp(n) ln(ξp)(1 + ε3)(1 + ε4)
= ωp(n) ln(ξp)(1 + ε5), |ε5| < 2−k−1−b(N)/| ln(ξp)|.
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Because |ωp(n)| ≤ 1, we obtain
|ωp(n) ln(ξp)− wplp| < 2−k−1−b(N).(8.2.3)
For 2 ≤ p < n let xp = divide(p, p − χ∆(p), k + b(N) + 3), lp = log(xp, k +
b(N) + 2). Then
| ln(ξp)− lp| < 2−k−1−b(N).(8.2.4)
Hence, with the value of l before truncate is applied, we have by (8.2.3) and
(8.2.4)
|`(n,∆)− l| ≤
∑
2≤p<n
|ln(ξp)− lp|+
∑
n≤p<2n−1
|ωp(n) ln(ξp)− wplp|
<
∑
2≤p<2n−1
2−k−1−b(N)
< 2−k−1.
and the truncated l is an absolute k-approximation to `(n,∆) by Lemma 2.3.1.
Lemma 8.2.3. Let k ≥ 0. The bit complexity of the procedure O.Ell(n, k) is
O(n [M(k + sizen) log(k + sizen) + M(sizen + size ∆) log(sizen + size ∆)]) and
|e(l)|, b(m(l)) = O(k + sizen).
Proof. We use the notation from procedure Ell. For a floating point number
f we denote by m(f) the mantissa of f and by e(f) its exponent.
According to [BS96][p 298] all primes less than 2n − 1 can be determined in
time O(n size(n)).
First, we examine the computation of all w . It is easy to verify that
b(N) + bl(n) ≤ 3. By Theorem 2.4.1 all logarithms ln+j = log(n +
j,max0,max0, k + b(N) + bl(n) + 3 + 5− b) can be computed in time O(n[M(k+
size(size(n))) log(k+size(size(n)))+size(n)]) and by Lemma 2.2.4 we obtain for their
sizes b(m(ln+j)) = O(k+sizen), |e(ln+j)| = O(sizen). This implies that computing
all products (n+ j)ln+j takes time O(nM(k + size(n))), which, by Theorem 2.3.3,
dominates the time for computing their sum wden. Also by Theorem 2.3.3 we have
size(wden) = O(k + sizen). Clearly, the whole sum wnum can be computed in the
same time and also size(wnum) = O(k + sizen). Therefore, all w can be computed
from wden and wnum in time O(n[M(k) + size(n)]). Hence, the overall running
time for computing all w is O(n[M(k+ size(size(n))) log(k+ size(size(n))) +M(k+
size(n))]).
We estimate the size of each w. Because 1/(4n) ≤ |ωp(n)| ≤ 1, we obtain
|b(ωp(n))| < b(n) + 2. By (2.2.1) we have for each w that
b(m(w)) = O(k), |e(w)| = O(sizen).(8.2.5)
Next, we examine the time for computing all x and the approximations to their
logarithms.
All relative approximations x can be computed in time O(n [M(k + sizen) +
M(sizen + size ∆) log(sizen + size ∆)]), where the second term in the sum is due
to the computations of the Kronecker symbols χ∆(p) (see [SGV94]).
For each x, let lx be the absolute approximation to the logarithm of x. Because
1/2 ≤ p/(p−χ∆(p)) ≤ 2, we obtain |b(p/(p−χ∆(p)))| ≤ 2. (2.2.1) yields b(m(x)) =
O(k+sizen) and |e(x)| = O(1). Hence, by Theorem 2.4.1, we know that computing
all lx from x takes time O(nM(k + sizen) log(k + sizen)).
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Lemma 2.4.5 yields that for each x we have b(m(lx)), |e(lx)| = O(k + sizen).
Together with (8.2.5) this implies that all products w · lx can be computed in time
O(nM(k + sizen)) and Theorem 2.3.3 yields that summing up all terms to l takes
time O(n(k+sizen)). Theorem 2.3.3 also implies that |e(l)|, b(m(l)) = O(k+sizen).
Hence, the overall running time is given by computing all x and their logarithms
lx which proves the asserted bit complexity.
8.3. The number of terms
Next, we describe the procedure O.number of terms(F ). On input of a floating
point number 0 < F < 1, it returns n ≥ 2, such that C(n) ≤ F . For n ≥ 2 it uses
the functions A(n) which returns a and B(n) which returns b from the triplet (n, a, b)
according to Table 1. For n = 0 the functions return the corresponding maximal
value of the table.
int O.number_of_terms (xbigfloat F)
{
// Initial n with C(n) < F.
//
xbigfloat d = log(absolute_value(O.discriminant), 6);
xbigfloat C = (A(0) * d + B(0)) + 0.5;
C = divide(C,F,2);
C *= 1.5;
int n = ceil(C)^2;
int l = 2;
int m;
xbigfloat S,L;
// Find better smaller n with C(n) < F.
//
do
{
m = l + floor((n-l)/2);
S = sqrt(m, 3+ b(F)+ ceil(b(m)/2 + b(b(m))));
L = log (m, 4+ b(F)+ ceil(b(m)/2));
C = A(m) * d + B(m);
if (F*S*L - 0.5 >= C + 0.5)
n = m;
else
l = m+1;
}
while (l < n);
}
Proposition 8.3.1. Let 0 < F < 1. Then the prodedure
O.number of terms(F ) determines an integer n ≥ 2, such that C(n) ≤ F
in time O((|b(F )| + log log |∆|)[M(sizeF + |b(F )| + log log |∆|) + M(|b(F )| +
log log |∆|) log(|b(F )|+ log log |∆|)] + size ∆) and n = O(4|b(F )| log2 |∆|).
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Proof. For every m ≥ 0, we have
|A(m)d+B(m)− (A(m) ln |∆|+B(m))| < 1/2.
For m ≥ 2 set k = b(F ) + b(√m + b(lnm). In each iteration of the loop, we have
S =
√
m(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−3−k) and L = lnm(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−3−k), for m ≥ 2.
Hence, SLF = F
√
m lnm(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−1−k and thus
|SLF − F√m lnm| < 1/2.
Hence, before the loop starts and at the end of each loop iteration, we have
F
√
n lnn ≥ A(n) ln |∆|+B(n),
which implies C(n) ≤ F at the end of the procedure.
Let n0 be the value of n, before the loop starts. To prove the termination, we
note that the distance |l − n| strictly decreases, and the loop is terminated after
O(log n0) iterations.
d can be found in time O(M(b(b(∆))) log(b(b(∆))) + size(∆)). The costs for
computing the first value of C are dominated by the costs for the computations
inside the loop. Computing S, L, and C inside the loop takes time O(M(|b(F )|+
log log |∆|) log(|b(F )|+ log log |∆|)) and the costs for computing the product SLF
are O(M(sizeF + |b(F )|+ log log |∆|)). Because n0 = O(4|b(F )| log2 |∆|), we obtain
the asserted overall running time. Because the return value n is less or equal to n0,
we also obtain the asserted bound on the size of n.
8.4. Bit complexity
We analyze the running time of the procedures L1chi.
Theorem 8.4.1. (ERH) Let k ∈ Z≥1. O.L1chi(k) computes a relative k-
approximation L to L(1, χ∆) in time O(4kM(k + log |∆|) log(k + log |∆|) log2 |∆|).
Proof. We estimate the bit complexity of algorithm O.L1chi(k). Use l and
L from procedure.
Lemma 8.2.3 implies that l can be computed in time O(n [M(k+sizen) log(k+
sizen) + M(sizen + size ∆) log(sizen + size ∆)]) and |e(l)|, size(l) = O(k + sizen).
Theorem 2.5.4 yields that L can be computed from l in time O(M(k+sizen) log(k+
sizen)).
By Proposition 8.3.1 we have n = O(4k log2 |∆|), which implies size(n) =
O(k + log log |∆|). Hence, the overall running time is O(4kM(k + log |∆|) log(k +
log |∆|) log2 |∆|).
Theorem 8.4.2. (ERH) Let 0 < B ≤ 1/2. The procedure O.L1chi(B) com-
putes an approximation L = (m, e) to L(1, χ∆), such that L = L(1, χ∆)(1+ε), |ε| <
B, and b(m) = O(|b(B)|) in time O(sizeB+ 4|b(B)|M(|b(B)|+ log |∆|) log(|b(B)|+
log |∆|) log2 |∆|).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. For ρ = 63/64 and E = ρB, we
have B/2 < E/(1 +E) < B. This implies that b(B)− 1 ≤ b(E/(1 +E)) ≤ b(B). It
follows together with Lemma 2.2.2, that
b(B)− 2 ≤ b(h) ≤ b(B) + 1.(8.4.1)
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Furthermore, we have
k = −b(B) + 8.(8.4.2)
The first value of F is F = h− 2−k+1. Obviously F < 2b(h). A lower bound follows
from F ≥ 2b(h)−1 − 2b(B)−7 ≥ 2b(B)−3 − 2b(B)−7 > 2b(B)−4. Hence,
b(B)− 3 ≤ b(F ) ≤ b(B) + 1.(8.4.3)
If F +2−k ≥ 1/2, then F is replaced by F = 1/2−2−k. We show that (8.4.3) is also
fulfilled in that case. It follows from (8.4.2) and B ≤ 1/2, that −k ≤ b(B)−8 ≤ −8
and so
1/2− 2−k = 2−2(2− 2−k+2) ≥ 1/4.(8.4.4)
Suppose that F + 2−k ≥ 1/2. Then (8.4.4) implies that b(F ) ≥ −1 and thus,
by (8.4.3), −2 ≤ b(B) ≤ 0. It also follows from (8.4.4), that the new value F =
1/2− 2−k satisfies 1/4 ≤ F < 1/2 and so b(F ) = −1. This shows that b(B)− 1 ≤
b(F ) ≤ b(B) + 1, so again (8.4.3) is valid.
It follows from (8.4.2), that F can be computed in time O(sizeB + |b(B)|).
Proposition 8.3.1 and (8.4.3) imply, that the number of terms n can be determined
in timeO((|b(B)|+log log |∆|)M(|b(B)|+log log |∆|) log(|b(B)|+log log |∆|)+size ∆)
and n = O(4|b(B)| log2 |∆|). Note that b(m(F )) = O(|b(B)|).
It follows from Lemma 8.2.3, that l can be computed in time O(n [M(k +
sizen) log(k+ sizen) +M(sizen+ size ∆) log(sizen+ size ∆)]) and |e(l)|, b(m(l)) =
O(k + sizen).
Because the time for computing L from l is dominated by the running times
above, and because sizen = O(|b(B)| + log log |∆|), the overall running time is
O(sizeB + 4|b(B)|M(|b(B)|+ log |∆|) log(|b(B)|+ log |∆|) log2 |∆|).
8.5. Using the built-in type double
In Section 8.2 we described the approximation of l(n,∆) using the xbigfloat
model. To accelerate the computations in practice, it is necessary to use machine
types, i.e. double, whenever possible (see Appendix A.3 for timings). We assume
that the data type double is implemented according to the IEEE-754 floating point
model (Section 2.7), which is available for most of the machine platforms today.
Because that model differs from our xbigfloat model, we have to examine the
procedure O.Ell(n, k) again.
The general idea is as follows. From Theorem 2.7.2, we know that each op-
eration in the IEEE-754 model yields a relative error which is less than 53 in
absolute value. We estimate all relative accuracies, that are required during the
approximation of l(n,∆). If the accuracy is less than 53, we may use double to
do the operation. If a first part of the computation is done with doubles, but
then the required accuracy becomes too large, we convert the double value into
an xbigfloat. Note that these conversions are carried out without roundoff error.
The same applies here for the conversion of integers to double.
xbigfloat O.Ell(int n, int k)
{
int P = 53;
// Initialize prime table
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int N = Init_Primes(primes, 2n-1);
// Decide which parts can be approximated as double.
int use_double_for_w;
int use_double_for_l;
int b = b(log(n,1)-0.5);
if (max{k+b(N)+bl(n)+3,0}+b(n)+8 <= P)
use_double_for_w = 2;
else if (max{k+b(N)+bl(n)+3,0} +b(floor(7b(n)/10)) +7-b <= P)
use_double_for_w = 1;
else
use_double_for_w = 0;
if (use_double_for_w == 2 &&
5+b(primes[N]+2) <= P &&
k+b(N)+11 <= P &&
k+2b(N)+4 <= P)
use_double_for_l = 1;
else
use_double_for_l = 0;
// Compute denominator w_den of w_p(n)
xbigfloat w_den_x = 0;
double w_den_d = 0;
int j;
if (use_double_for_w == 2)
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
w_den_d += (double)(n+j) * log((double)(n+j));
else if (use_double_for_w == 1)
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
w_den_x += (xbigfloat)((double)(n+j)*log((double)(n+j)));
else
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
w_den_x += (n+j)*log(n+j,max{0,max{0,k+b(N)+bl(n)+3}+5-b});
// ell(n,Delta) : part for n <= p < 2*n-1
int q = n, i = N, c;
xbigfloat l_x = 0, w_num_x = 0, w_x, x_x;
double l_d = 0, w_num_d = 0, w_d, x_d;
int kbN11;
if (k+b(N)+11 <= P)
kbN11 = 1;
else
kbN11 = 0;
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for(p = primes[N]; p >= n; p = primes[i])
{
if (use_double_for_w == 2)
for(j = q-1; j >= p-n+1; j--)
w_num_d += (double)(n+j) * log((double)(n+j));
else if (use_double_for_w == 1)
for(j = q-1; j >= p-n+1; j--)
w_num_x += (xbigfloat)((double)(n+j)*log((double)(n+j)));
else
for(j = q-1; j >= p-n+1; j--)
w_num_x += (n+j)*log(n+j,max{0,max{0,k+b(N)+bl(n)+3}+5-b});
q = p-n+1;
i--;
if (use_double_for_w == 2)
w_d = w_num_d / w_den_d;
else
{
w_x = divide(w_num_x,w_den_x, max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}+4);
w_x = truncate(w_x, max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}+3);
}
if (k+b(N)+1+bl(p) >= 0)
{
c = chi(Delta,p);
if (c != 0)
{
if (b(p+2)+5 <= P && kbN11)
{
x_d = (double)p / (double)(p-c);
h_d = log(x_d);
if (use_double_for_l)
l_d += (w_d * h_d);
else if (use_double_for_w == 2)
l_x += (xbigfloat)(w_d*h_d);
else
l_x += w_x *(xbigfloat)(h_d);
}
else
{
x_x = divide(p,p-c, k+b(N)+5);
h_x = log(x_x, k+b(N)+4);
if (use_double_for_w == 2)
l_x += (xbigfloat)(w_d)*h_x;
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else
l_x += w_x * h_x;
}
} // end if c
}
} // end for p
// ell(n,Delta) : part for 2 <= p < n
for(p = primes[i]; p >= 2; p = primes[i])
{
i--;
if (k+b(N)+1+bl(p) >= 0)
{
c = chi(Delta,p);
if (c != 0)
{
if (b(p+2)+5 <= P && kbN11)
{
x_d = (double)p / (double)(p-c);
h_d = log(x_d);
if (use_double_for_l)
l_d += h_d;
else
l_x += (xbigfloat)(h_d);
}
else
{
x_x = divide(p,p-c, k+b(N)+3);
h_x = log(x_x, k+b(N)+2);
l_x += h_x;
}
} // end if c
}
} // end for p
if (use_double_for_l)
l_x = l_d;
l_x = truncate(l_x, l_x.exponent()+k+1);
return l_x;
}
We give some auxiliary results, before we prove the correctness of the algorithm.
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Lemma 8.5.1. Let ai ∈ R>0, 0 ≤ i < n, n ≥ 2, and k ∈ Z≥0. If
zi = ai (1 + gi), |gi| < 2−k−1, 0 ≤ i < n,
u0 = z0,
ui = (ui−1 + zi) (1 + hi), |hi| < 2−k−b(n−1)−3, 1 ≤ i < n,
then un−1 = (
∑n−1
i=0 ai)(1 + ε) with |ε| < 2−k.
Proof. We have
un−1 =
∑n−1
j=0 aj(1 + gj)
∏n−1
i=j (1 + hi)
=
∑n−1
j=0 aj(1 + εj),
(8.5.1)
where we set h0 = 0. It is
(1− 2−k−b(n−1)−3)n−1(1− 2−k−1) < 1 + εj < (1 + 2−k−b(n−1)−3)n−1(1 + 2−k−1).
(8.5.2)
Because k + b(n − 1) + 3 ≥ 1, it follows from Lemma 2.5.1, that (1 −
2−k−b(n−1)−3)n−1 ≥ (1 − (n − 1)2−k−b(n−1)−3). And because k + 3 ≥ 1, it fol-
lows from Lemma 2.5.2, that (1 + 2−k−b(n−1)−3)n−1 < 1 + 2(n − 1)2−k−b(n−1)−3.
Hence, it follows from (8.5.2) and k ≥ 0, that
|εj | < 2−k, 0 ≤ j < n.(8.5.3)
Set a =
∑n−1
i=0 ai. Now, (8.5.1) and (8.5.3) imply |un−1 − a|/|a| ≤
(
∑n−1
j=0 aj |εj |)/|a| < 2−k, where we use the fact, that aj > 0 for 0 ≤ j < n.
Lemma 8.5.2. Let ai ∈ R with |ai| ≤ 2ki , ki ∈ Z, 0 ≤ i < n, n ≥ 2, such that
k0 ≤ k1 ≤ . . . ≤ kn−1, and let k ∈ Z.
If k + b(n) + kn−1 < 0, set un−1 = 0. Otherwise, let m ∈ Z be minimal with
0 ≤ m < n, such that k + b(n) + km ≥ 0. Let
zi = ai (1 + gi), |gi| < 2−k−b(n)−2−ki , m ≤ i < n,
and set
um = zm,
ui = (ui−1 + zi) (1 + hi), |hi| < 2−k−2b(n)−3−ki ,
for m+ 1 ≤ i < n. Then |un−1 −
∑n−1
i=0 ai| < 2−k.
Proof. We have
un−1 =
∑n−1
i=m ai(1 + gi)
∏n−1
j=i (1 + hj)
=
∑n−1
i=m ai(1 + εi),
(8.5.4)
where we set hm = 0. Set si = k + 2b(n) + 3 + ki and ti = k + b(n) + 2 + ki for
m ≤ i < n. Because sm ≤ sm+1 ≤ . . . ≤ sn−1, we have
(1− 2−si)n−i(1− 2−ti) < 1 + εi < (1 + 2−si)n−i(1 + 2−ti).(8.5.5)
Because si ≥ 1 for i ≥ m, it follows from Lemma 2.5.1, that (1 − 2−si)n−i ≥
1 − (n − i)2−si . Furthermore, si ≥ b(n) + 1 implies (n − i)2−si < 1/2, so it is
(1 + 2−si)n−i < 1 + 2(n− i)2−si by Lemma 2.5.2. Hence, we obtain
(1− 2−k−b(n)−2−ki)2 < 1 + εi < (1 + 2−k−b(n)−2−ki)2
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for m ≤ i < n. Because k + b(n) + ki + 2 ≥ 0, this yields
|εi| < 2−k−b(n)−ki , m ≤ i < n.(8.5.6)
It follows from (8.5.4) and (8.5.6), that |un−1 −
∑n−1
i=0 ai| ≤
∑m−1
i=0 |ai| +∑n−1
i=m |ai||εi| <
∑n−1
i=0 2
−k−b(n) < 2−k.
Lemma 8.5.3. Let a ∈ R>0 with | ln a| ≥ 1/m, m ∈ R>0 and k ∈ Z≥−2. If
x = a(1+ε1) with |ε1| < 2−max{k+b(m)+3},1, and l = lnx(1+ε2) with |ε2| < 2−k−2,
then l = ln a(1 + ε) with |ε| < 2−k.
Proof. We have
l = ln(a(1 + ε1))(1 + ε2)
= (ln a+ ln(1 + ε1))(1 + ε2)
= ln a(1 +
ln(1 + ε1)
ln a
)(1 + ε2)
= ln a(1 + ε),
with
|e| ≤ | ln(1 + ε1)|| ln a| + |ε2|+ |ε2|
| ln(1 + ε1)|
| ln a|
≤ m| ln(1 + ε1)|+ |ε2|+ |ε2|m| ln(1 + ε1)|
< m2|ε1|+ |ε2|+ |ε2|m2|ε1|
< 2−k−2 + 2−k−2 + 2−2k−4
< 2−k,
because k ≥ −2. Here, we use, that Corollary 2.4.3 implies | ln(1 + ε1)| < 2|ε1|,
because |ε1| < 1/2.
Theorem 8.5.4. Let k ≥ 0. The procedure O.Ell(n, k) returns an absolute
k-approximation to `(n,∆).
Proof. We rename the variables of the procedure. Let wden,d, wnum,d, ld,
and wden,x, wnum,x, lx denote the value of w den d, w num d, l d, and w den x,
w num x, l x, respectively. For a prime p, let xp,d, lp,d, wp,d, and xp,x, lp,x, wp,x
denote the value of x d, h d, w d, and x x, h x, w x in the iteration for p, respec-
tively.
Fix a prime p, n ≤ p < 2n− 1.
First, we analyze how accurately wp,d and wp,x approximate the weight ωp(n).
Use b, N , and P from the procedure Ell.
Assume that use double for w = 2, i.e.
max{k + b(N) + bl(n) + 3, 0}+ b(n) + 8 ≤ P.(8.5.7)
Set tp,d = max{k + b(N) + bl(p) + 3, 0} + 2. It follows from (8.5.7) and Theorem
2.7.2, that the relative error in the approximation of (n + j) ln(n + j) is less than
2−tp,d−4 and that for each addition, the relative error is less than 2−tp,d−6−b(n).
Hence, Lemma 8.5.1 implies
wden,d =
n−1∑
j=0
(n+ j) ln(n+ j)
 (1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−tp,d−3.
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The same considerations yield
wnum,d =
 n−1∑
j=p−n+1
(n+ j) ln(n+ j)
 (1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−tp,d−3.
It follows from (8.5.7) and Theorem 2.7.2, that
wp,d = wnum,d/wden,d(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−tp,d−4,
= ωp(n)(1 + ε2)(1 + ε3)/(1 + ε1).
By applying Lemma 2.5.3 and using that tp,d ≥ 0, we obtain
wp,d = ωp(n)(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−tp,d .(8.5.8)
Now, assume that use double for w = 1. Because b(ln(2n)) ≤ b(b7b(n)/10c+
2), this implies
max{k + b(N) + bl(n) + 3, 0}+ b(ln(2n)) + 7− b ≤ P.(8.5.9)
Set tp,x = max{0, k + b(N) + bl(p) + 3}. It follows from (8.5.9) and Theorem
2.7.2, that the relative error in the approximation of (n + j) ln(n + j) is less than
2−tp,x−b(ln(2n))−5+b. Hence, the absolute error is less than 2−tp,x−5+b2n, and we
obtain ∣∣∣wden,x −∑n−1j=0 (n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n−1j=0 (n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣ <
2−tp,x−5+b 2n2
ln(n)n2
≤ 2−tp,x−3.
The same considerations hold for the numerator, so∣∣∣wnum,x −∑n−1j=p−n+1(n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n−1j=p−n+1(n+ j) ln(n+ j)∣∣∣ <
2−tp,x−5+b 2n (2n− p− 1)
ln(n)n (2n− p− 1) ≤ 2
−tp,x−3.
As in the proof of Lemma 8.2.2, this implies
wp,x = ωp(n)(1 + ε8), |ε8| < 2−tp,x .(8.5.10)
If use double for w = 0, the algorithm remains the same as in Lemma 8.2.2. So,
(8.5.10) is also true in that case.
Let ξp = p/(p− χ∆(p)). We examine how accurate ln ξp is approximated.
Assume that
5 + b(p+ 2) ≤ P, k + b(N) + 11 ≤ P.(8.5.11)
It follows from (8.5.11) and Theorem 2.7.2, that
xp,d = ξp(1 + ε9), |ε9| < 2−max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}−5−b(p+2),
lp,d = lnxp,d(1 + ε10), |ε10| < 2−max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}−4,
because bl(p) + b(p+ 2) ≤ 3. We know from Lemma 8.2.1, that | ln ξp| ≥ 1/(p+ 2).
So Lemma 8.5.3 implies
lp,d = ln ξp(1 + ε11), |ε11| < 2−tp,d .(8.5.12)
It follows from (8.5.12) and Lemma 8.2.1, that we also have
lp,d = ln ξp(1 + ε11), |ε11| < 2−k−b(N)−5/| ln ξp|.(8.5.13)
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If (8.5.11) is not valid, the algorithm remains the same as in Lemma 8.2.2. So,
lp,x = ln ξp(1 + ε12), |ε12| < 2−k−b(N)−3/| ln ξp|.(8.5.14)
Assume, that use double for w = 2. It follows from (8.5.8), and (8.5.12), that
lp,dwp,d = ωp(n) ln ξp(1 + ε4)(1 + ε11)(1 + ε13),
with |ε4|, |ε11| < 2−max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}−2, and |ε13| < 2−max{0,k+b(N)+bl(p)+3}−3,
because of (8.5.7). Hence,
lp,dwp,d = ωp(n) ln ξp(1 + ε14), |ε14| < 2−k−b(N)−bl(p)−3.(8.5.15)
It follows from Lemma 8.2.1, (8.5.15) and |ωp(n)| ≤ 1, that
|lp,dwp,d − ωp(n) ln ξp| < 2−k−b(N)−3.(8.5.16)
Together with (8.5.10) and (8.5.14), it follows from the proof of Lemma 8.2.2,
that
|wp,xlp,x − ωp(n) ln ξp| < 2−k−b(N)−1.(8.5.17)
Now, fix a prime p with 2 ≤ p < n.
As in (8.5.12), we have
lp,d = ln ξp(1 + ε15), |ε15| < 2−k−b(N)−bl(p)−3.(8.5.18)
By using Lemma 8.2.1 again, this implies
|lp,d − ln ξp| < 2−k−b(N)−3.(8.5.19)
And if lp,x is computed, the algorithm remains the same as in Lemma 8.2.2.
So,
|lp,x − ln ξp| < 2−k−b(N)−1.(8.5.20)
Now, we prove that the sum is approximated correctly.
Assume, that use double for l = 1. Then all approximations of ωp(n) and ln ξp
are computed as doubles in wp,d and lp,d, respectively. Furthermore, we have
k + 2b(N) + 4 ≤ P.(8.5.21)
It follows from (8.5.21) and Theorem 2.7.2, that the relative error in each addition
step for ld is less than 2−k−2b(N)−4. So (8.5.15), (8.5.18), and Lemma 8.5.2 imply
|`(n,∆)− ld| < 2−k−1.(8.5.22)
Assume, that use double for l = 0. For a prime 2 ≤ p < 2n− 1, set zp = 0, if
k + b(N) + 1 + bl(p) < 0. Otherwise, set
zp =
 (xbigfloat)wp,dlp,d, for n ≤ p < 2n− 1, use double for w = 2,wp,x(xbigfloat)(lp,d), for n ≤ p < 2n− 1, use double for w 6= 2,(xbigfloat)(lp,d), for 2 ≤ p < n,
for the case that lp,d is computed. It then follows from (8.5.16), (8.5.13), (8.5.10),
(8.5.18), and the proof of Lemma 8.2.2, that
n ≤ p < 2n− 1, |zp − ωp(n) ln ξp|
2 ≤ p < 2, |zp − ln ξp|
}
< 2−k−b(N)−1.(8.5.23)
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Furthermore, set
zp =
 (xbigfloat)(wp,d)lp,x, for n ≤ p < 2n− 1, use double for w = 2,wp,xlp,x, for n ≤ p < 2n− 1, use double for w 6= 2,
lp,x, for 2 ≤ p < n,
for the case that lp,x is computed. Then (8.5.23) follows from (8.5.8), (8.5.17),
(8.5.20), and the proof of Lemma 8.2.2.
Hence, with the value of lx before truncate is applied, we have by (8.5.23)
|`(n,∆)− lx| ≤
∑
2≤p<2n−1
|ln(ξp)− zp| <
∑
2≤p<2n−1
2−k−1−b(N) < 2−k−1.(8.5.24)
It follows from (8.5.22), (8.5.24), and Lemma 2.3.1, that the truncated lx is an
absolute k-approximation to `(n,∆).
8.6. Approximating hR
Let ∆ be a real quadratic discriminant and O the corresponding real quadratic
order. The analytic class number formula (1.5.1) states that
hR = L(1, χ∆)
√
∆/2,
where h is the class number and R is the regulator of O. In the previous sections
we described how to approximate L(1, χ∆). This enables us to approximate the
product hR using the analytic class number formula. The computation of an ap-
proximation to hR is necessary for example in the ∆1/5 algorithm for approximating
the regulator described in Chapter 11.
The following function determines an approximation H = hR(1 + ε) with |ε| <
B, where 0 < B ≤ 1/2 is a floating point number.
xbigfloat O.relative_hR_approximation(xbigfloat B)
{
xbigfloat eta = 511/512;
xbigfloat d = sqrt(O.discriminant, -b( (1-eta)/2 B ) + 1);
xbigfloat L = O.relative_L1chi_approximation( eta B );
return d*L/2;
}
Theorem 8.6.1. (ERH) On input of a floating point number 0 < B ≤ 1/2, the
function O.relative hR approximation(B) returns an approximation H = (m, e)
to hR with H = hR(1 + ε), |ε| < B and b(m) = O(|b(B)|), in time O(sizeB +
4|b(B)|M(|b(B)|+ log ∆) log(|b(B)|+ log ∆) log2 ∆).
Proof. Because ηB < 1, it immediately follows that H = hR(1 + ε) with
|ε| < B. It follows from Theorem 8.4.2, that b(m(L)) = O(|b(B)|). And because d
is a relative O(|b(B)|)-approximation, it is b(m) = O(|b(B)|).
The running time is dominated by the approximation of L(1, χ∆) and so, follows
from Theorem 8.4.2.
Remark 8.6.2. (Choice of η) We explain the choice of the weight η. It follows
from the analysis of the L(1, χ∆) computation, formula (8.1.10), that with the
optimal weight η = 1, the number of terms, n, would be determined such that
C(n) ≤ ρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k,(8.6.1)
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where ρ = 63/64 and k = −b(B) + 8. Instead we compute the number of terms,
such that for 1/2 ≤ η < 1, it is
C(κn) ≤ ηρB/(1 + ηρB)− 2−k,(8.6.2)
where κ ≥ 1. Note that
0 ≤ 2−k1/(1 + 1/(ρB)) ≤ 2−9.
This implies
ηρB/(1 + ηρB)− 2−k ≥ ηρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k
= (ρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k)ηρB/(1 + ηρB)− 2
−k
ρB/(1 + ηρB)− 2−k
≥ (ρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k)(ρ− 2−k1/(1 + 1/(ρB)))
≥ (ρB/(1 + ρB)− 2−k)(ρ− 2−9).
Because C(κn) ≤ 1/√κC(n), it follows from (8.6.1), that (8.6.2) is satisfied, if
1/
√
κ ≤ ρ− 2−9.(8.6.3)
We accept κ = 101/100, i.e. an increase of 1/100 in the number of terms, and
thus, we may choose ρ = 511/512 to satisfy (8.6.3). Note that we have accepted
an increase of 1/10 in the number of terms due to the weight used in the function
O.relative L1chi approximation. By accepting an additional increase of 1/100
now, we obtain an overall increase of less than 12/100.
We describe how to compute an absolute approximation to hR. By computing
an initial approximation to hR using the analytic class number formula, we derive
F with hR < B/F . Then we use the function above to compute an approximation
H with
|hR−H|/(hR) < F.
Then the absolute error is |hR − H| < B. We present the function
O.absolute hR approximation(B), that implements that method for a bound
B > 0 on the absolute error.
xbigfloat O.absolute_hR_approximation(xbigfloat B)
{
xbigfloat L = O.relative_L1chi_approximation(2^(-2));
xbigfloat d = sqrt(O.discriminant, 12) / 2;
xbigfloat E = divide(B, d*L, 12);
xbigfloat F = E * (1-2^(-12))^2 * (1-2^(-2));
xbigfloat H = O.relative_hR_approximation(min(F, 1/2));
return H;
}
Theorem 8.6.3. (ERH) On input of a floating point number B > 0, the
function O.absolute hR approximation(B) returns a floating point number H =
(m, e) with |H − hR| < B, and b(m) = O(G), in time O(4GM(G+ log ∆) log(G+
log ∆) log2 ∆), where G = |b(B)− b(∆)/2|+ b(log log ∆).
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Proof. The function computes the following approximations:
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−2,
d =
√
∆/2(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−12,
E = B/(dL)(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 2−12,
F = E(1− 2−12)2(1− 2−2).
It follows that
hRF = hRE(1− 2−12)2(1− 2−2)
=
hRB
hR
(1− 2−12)2(1− 2−2)(1 + ε3)
(1 + ε1)(1 + ε2)
< B.
H satisfies |H − hR|/|hR| < F . Thus, |H − hR| < B.
We estimate the running time of the procedure. It follows from the analytic
class number formula, that there is some function c1 ∈ Z, such that b(F ) = b(B)−
b(∆)/2 − b(L(1, χ∆)) + c1. We know from [JLW95][(5.1)], that there are some
constants c2, c3 ∈ N, such that
(1 + o(1))(c1 ln ln ∆)−1 < L(1, χ∆) < (1 + o(1))c2 ln ln ∆.
Together with Theorem 8.6.1, it follows that the running time for the second relative
approximation of hR is O(4G log2 ∆M(G+ log ∆) log(G+ log ∆)). And this is the
overall running time. Also, we have b(m) = O(G) by Theorem 8.6.1.
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CHAPTER 9
The bounded equivalence problem
Let A and B be reduced fractional O-ideals. In this chapter we examine algo-
rithms for computing a quadratic number α with A = αB, if such a number exists
whose logarithm is below a given bound. An algorithm for solving this problem
has been presented by Biehl and Buchmann [BB94]. We extend their work and
describe an efficient implementation of that algorithm.
9.1. Bounded equivalence
Throughout this section let A and B be reduced fractional O ideals.
We call a number α ∈ K∗ a generator of A relative to B, if
A = αB.
If α is a generator and η is the fundamental unit of O, then the set of all generators
of A relative to B is
{±αηk|k ∈ Z}.(9.1.1)
The generator α is called the minimal generator of A relative to B, if it is the
smallest generator with α > 1. The minimal generator satisfies
Lnα = min{Lnβ|1 < β ∈ K∗, A = βB}.
and as a consequence from (9.1.1), it also satisfies
0 < Lnα ≤ R,(9.1.2)
where R is the regulator of O.
The bounded equivalence problem can be stated as follows: Given the reduced
ideals A and B and u ∈ R≥1, if there is a generator α of A relative to B with
0 < Lnα < u, compute the minimal generator. The algorithm for solving this
problem is based on the following Theorem which is a slightly modification of
[BB94][Proposition 6.12]. Because the details are important, we also give a proof
of the Theorem, which is almost the same as in [BB94].
Theorem 9.1.1. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced O ideals, and
u ∈ R≥1. Let α > 1 be a generator of A relative to B and set q = max{0, d(Lnα−
((ln ∆)/4 + 1))/
√
u− 1e}.
For q = 0, set β = 1. For q ≥ 1, let β be any minimum in A with |Lnβ −
q
√
u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1. Then for γ = α/β the inverse 1/γ is a minimum of B with
0 < Ln γ <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2. Also, if Lnα < u, then q <
√
u.
Proof. Let α > 1 be a generator of A relative to B and let q be as above.
Suppose that q = 0. Then γ = α and 0 < Ln γ = Lnα <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/4 + 1.
Now assume that q > 0. Then
(q − 1)√u < Lnα− ((ln ∆)/4 + 1)−√u ≤ q√u
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and therefore
(ln ∆)/4 + 1 < Lnα− q√u ≤ √u+ (ln ∆)/4 + 1.(9.1.3)
Also
|Lnβ − q√u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1.(9.1.4)
Since γ = α/β, the inverse 1/γ is a minimum in B, and it follows from (9.1.3)
and (9.1.4), that 0 < Ln γ <
√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2. It also follows from (9.1.3), that
q <
√
u, if Lnα < u.
We present the function A.is bounded equivalent engine (a,B, u, k) for re-
duced ideals A and B. If it returns false, there is no generator α of A relative to
B with 0 < Lnα < u for u ∈ R≥1. If it returns true, it determines an absolute k
approximation a to Lnα, where α is the minimal generator of A relative to B.
The procedure is a member function of the class quadratic ideal. It makes use
of another member function A.is bounded equivalent babysteps (a,H,B, u, k)
that will be presented later. If that function returns false, there is no generator α of
A relative to B with 0 < Lnα <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2. If it returns true, it determines
an absolute k approximation a to Lnα, where α is the minimal generator of A
relative to B. If it returns false, it also computes a hash table H of pairs (C, c),
where C is a quadratic ideal and c a floating point number. In that case, H contains
a pair (γB, c), where |c−Ln γ| < 2−k, for each minimum 1/γ of B with 0 < Ln γ <√
u+(ln ∆)/2+2 and every pair in the table satisfies 0 < Ln γ <
√
u+(ln ∆)/2+3.
The class quadratic ideal with logarithm implements such pairs. Hashing is
done using the component a of a quadratic ideal q(Za+ Z(b+
√
∆)/2).
After having computed the babysteps, the procedure
is bounded equivalent engine determines minima β of A close to q
√
u for
q = 1, 2, . . . until A/β is found in the hash table. Then the approximations b to
Lnβ and c to Ln γ are used to determine a = b+ c, i.e. α = βγ.
bool A.is_bounded_equivalent_engine (
xbigfloat & a,
quadratic_ideal B,
xbigfloat u,
int k)
{
// Babysteps
//
// Test for B gamma = A with 0 < Ln gamma < sqrt{u} + (ln Delta)/2 + 2.
//
hash_table<quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm> H;
if (A.is_bounded_equivalent_babysteps(a,H,B,u,k+2))
{
a.truncate(a.exponent()+k+1);
return true;
}
// Giantsteps
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//
// absolute b(sqrt(u))+3 - approx. v to sqrt(u)
//
xbigfloat v = sqrt(u, 3+2 * ceil(b(u)/2) );
// Start value for q is ceil(h / sqrt{u}),
// where |h - (3 + \ln\D)/4| < 1/4.
//
xbigfloat h;
h = log(A.order.discriminant, 0);
h += 3;
h /= 4;
bigint q = 1;
while (q^2 u < h^2) ++q;
// start loop
//
xbigfloat b, c;
quadratic_number_power_product beta;
quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm *P;
quadratic_ideal C;
xbigfloat s = (q-1) v + 1/8;
bool found = false;
while (q^2 < u && !found )
{
// abs. 3 approximation s to q * sqrt(u) + 1/8
//
s += v;
// Find minimum of A close to s with regard to 2.
//
C = A;
C.close(beta,b,s,max(k+2,3));
// Search for C in H
//
P = H.search(C);
if (P != NULL)
{
found = true;
c = P->get_logarithm();
// alpha = beta * gamma
//
a = b+c;
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a.truncate(a.exponent()+k+1);
}
++q;
}
return found;
}
To be able to prove the correctness of the procedure we need an auxiliary result.
Lemma 9.1.2. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced fractional O
ideals, and u ∈ R≥1. Let α be the minimal generator of A relative to B, Lnα ≥√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2, and let q = max{0, d(Lnα − ((ln ∆)/4 + 1))/√u − 1e}. If
for any q′ ∈ Z, with 1 ≤ q′ ≤ q, β′ ≥ 1 is a minimum of A with A/β′ = Bγ′,
0 < Ln γ′ < Lnα, and |Lnβ′ − q′√u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1, then β′γ′ = α.
Proof. Let β′ be a minimum of A with A/β′ = Bγ′, 0 ≤ Ln γ′ < Lnα < R
and |Lnβ′ − q′√u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1. Because q′ ≤ q, we obtain the upper bound
Lnβ′ < q
√
u+ (ln ∆)/4 + 1.(9.1.5)
First, assume that Lnβ′ > q
√
u − (ln ∆)/4 − 1. Then it follows from (9.1.5)
that
|Lnβ′ − q√u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1.(9.1.6)
Because q ≥ 1, it follows from (9.1.6) and Theorem 9.1.1, that for
γ = α/β′,
we have 0 ≤ Ln γ < √u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2 ≤ Lnα < R and therefore
|Ln(β′γ′)− Lnα| = |Ln γ′ − Ln γ| < R.
It follows from (9.1.1), that α = β′γ′.
Now, assume that Lnβ′ ≤ q√u− (ln ∆)/4− 1. Choose s ∈ Q with q√u ≤ s <
q
√
u+ 1/4 and β ∈Min(A) close to s with regard to 2, i.e.,
|Lnβ − q√u| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1.(9.1.7)
Because q ≥ 1, it follows from (9.1.7) and Theorem 9.1.1, that for
γ = α/β,
we have Ln γ ≥ 0. Hence (9.1.2) implies
Lnβ ≤ Lnβ + Ln γ = Lnα < R.
As a consequence, we obtain
0 ≤ Lnβ′ ≤ q√u− (ln ∆)/4− 1 < Lnβ < R.
Because 0 < Ln γ′ < Lnα and 0 ≤ Lnβ′ < R, we have
0 < Ln(β′γ′) < Lnα+R,
i.e., β′γ′ = α by (9.1.1).
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In each iteration of the loop, the procedure determines a new value for s. We
derive bounds on s. The procedure computes v with |v − √u|/√u < 2−3−2b(
√
u),
so |v − √u| < 2−3−b(
√
u). Let s and q be with the values that they have at the
beginning of each loop iteration after s has been increased by v. It is q <
√
u,
s = qv+1/8, and |s−q√u−1/8| = |q||v−√u| < √u2−3−b(
√
u) < 2−3. This implies
q
√
u ≤ s < q√u+ 1/4,(9.1.8)
before the computation of β in the while loop.
Now, in the while loop, β is chosen to be close to s with regard to 2. So
|s− Lnβ| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1/4,(9.1.9)
and (9.1.8) and (9.1.9) yield
|q√u− Lnβ| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1/2.(9.1.10)
Because we choose the start value of q as dl/√ue, where |l − (3 + ln ∆)/4| < 1/4,
we get q
√
u > l > (ln ∆)/4 + 1/2, so
Lnβ > 0.(9.1.11)
Why may we omit the smaller values of q ? If 1 ≤ q ≤ dl/√ue− 1, then q√u ≤ l <
(ln ∆)/4 + 1. In this case, β = 1 is a minimum in A that satisfies |q√u − Lnβ| <
(ln ∆)/4 + 1, which is sufficient (compare to Theorem 9.1.1). But we can ignore
β = 1, because a match for it would have been found during the babysteps already.
Further note, that the approximation b of Lnβ satisfies
|b− Lnβ| < 2−k−2,(9.1.12)
in each iteration of the loop. We will now prove the correctness of the procedure.
Theorem 9.1.3. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced O ideals,
u ∈ R≥1, and k ∈ Z. If the function A.is bounded equivalent engine (a,B, u, k)
returns false, then there is no generator α of A relative to B with 0 < Lnα < u. If
it returns true, then it also returns an absolute k-approximation a to Lnα, where α
is the minimal generator of A relative to B with 0 < Lnα < u+
√
u+ 3/4 ln ∆ + 4.
Proof. First, we show, that in case, a generator α of A relative to B is found,
a is an absolute k approximation to Lnα. If a generator is found during the
babysteps, then the correctness of the approximation follows from Theorem 9.1.4
and 2.3.1. Otherwise, it follows from Theorem 9.1.4, that the hash table H contains
a pair (γB, c) with |c−Ln γ| < 2−k−2, for each minimum 1/γ of B with 0 ≤ Ln γ <√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2. Hence, if for a minimum β of A a match is found in the while
loop, i.e., A/β = γB for some (γB, c) in H, α = βγ is the generator that is found.
By (9.1.12) we have |b−Lnβ| < 2−k−2 and so |b+ c−Lnα| < 2−k−1. So a = b+ c
is an absolute k approximation to Lnα after truncation by Lemma 2.3.1.
Now we can prove the assertion of the Lemma in case that the function returns
false. Let α be the minimal generator of A relative to B. Assume that 0 ≤ Lnα < u.
Set
q(α) = max{0, d(Lnα− ((ln ∆)/4 + 1))/√u− 1e}.
If q(α) = 0, it follows from Theorem 9.1.1, that 1/α is a minimum in B such that
A = Bα and 0 < Lnα <
√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2. Hence, α is determined during the
computation of the babysteps and the function returns true. If the start value of
q would be larger than q(α), then by the conclusions above, β = 1 would be a
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suitable minimum in A for q = q(α). But in that case, a match would have been
found during the babysteps.
Suppose that q(α) > 0. Assume that we have q = q(α) at the beginning of
the loop. It follows from (9.1.10), that the minimum determined by close satisfies
|q√u − Lnβ| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1. It follows from Theorem 9.1.1, that the inverse of
γ = α/β is a minimum in B with 0 < Ln γ <
√
u+(ln ∆)/2+2. It is C = A/β = Bγ,
so C is found in the hash table. So we have shown, that the function will find α, if
q = q(α). By Theorem 9.1.1 we have q(α) < u, so the function will find a match,
at latest for q = q(α), and hence, will return true.
This implies, that the return value false indicates that there is no minimal
generator α of A relative to B with 0 < Lnα < u, and so, no generator at all with
that property. Now we prove the assertion for the case of the return value being
true.
If the function returns true, then a generator has been found and it follows
from our conclusions at the beginning, that the logarithm representation of it is
correct and stores an absolute k approximation to the Ln value. If that generator
has been found during the babysteps, its minimality follows from Theorem 9.1.4.
Otherwise, the generator is determined in the while loop. By (9.1.10), the minimum
β computed by close satisfies
|q√u− Lnβ| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1,(9.1.13)
and by (9.1.11), we have β > 1. Because no match was found during the babysteps,
we also get 0 < Ln γ < Lnα and Lnα ≥ √u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2. So, Lemma 9.1.2
implies, that βγ is the minimal generator of A relative to B.
By Theorem 9.1.4, every pair (Bγ, c) in H satisfies
0 < Ln γ <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 3.
Together with (9.1.11) and (9.1.13), we obtain that
0 < Lnα = Lnβ + Ln γ < u+
√
u+ 3/4 ln ∆ + 4.
We describe the function A.is bounded equivalent babysteps (a,H,B, u, k)
as specified above.
bool A.is_bounded_equivalent_babysteps (
xbigfloat & a,
hash_table<quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm> & H,
quadratic_ideal B,
xbigfloat u,
int k)
{
// Absolute 2-approx. d to (ln Delta)/2.
//
xbigfloat d;
log(d, A.order.discriminant, 1);
d /= 2;
// absolute 1 - approximation v to sqrt(u)
//
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xbigfloat v = sqrt(u, 1 + ceil(b(u)/2));
// Upper bound n on the number of babysteps.
//
bigint n = ceil( 2.9375 * ( v + d + 11/4 ) + 1 );
// Babysteps
//
quadratic_number_standard delta;
quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm p;
xbigfloat c, h;
quadratic_ideal C = B;
bigint i = 1;
d += 5/2;
H.initialize(n);
H.set_key_function(quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm_key);
do
{
// Neighbour of C
//
C.inverse_rho(delta);
// Absolute max(2,k) approx. c to Ln of gamma = 1 / sum(i) delta[i].
//
c -= delta.get_absolute_Ln_approximation(b(n)+max(2,k+1));
// Add, if Ln gamma could be less than sqrt{u} + (ln Delta)/2 + 2
//
h = (c - d)^2;
if (h < u || c < d)
{
p.assign(C,c);
H.hash(p);
// Found A ?
//
if (C == A)
{
// alpha = gamma.
//
a = c;
a.truncate(a.exponent()+k+1);
return true;
}
}
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else
return false;
++i;
}
while (i <= n);
return false;
}
Theorem 9.1.4. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced O ideals,
u ∈ R≥1, and k ∈ Z. A, B, u, and k are the input of the function
A.is bounded equivalent babysteps(a,H,B, u, k).
If the function returns true, then it also returns an absolute k-approximation a
to Lnα, where α is the minimal generator of A relative to B.
If it returns false, then there is no generator α of A relative to B with 0 <
Lnα <
√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2. In this case it also returns a hash table H of pairs
(C, c), where C is a quadratic ideal and c a floating point number. More precisely,
C = γB, where 1/γ is a minimum of B and |c−Ln γ| < 2−k. The table contains a
pair (γB, c) for each minimum 1/γ of B with 0 < Ln γ <
√
u + (ln ∆)/2 + 2, and
every pair in the table satisfies 0 < Ln γ <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 3.
Proof. First the procedure determines approximations d and v, such that
|d− (ln ∆/2)| < 2−2, |v −√u| < 2−1.
Let δi denote the number determined by the call of C.inverse rho in the i-th
iteration of the loop. Set
γi = 1/
i∑
j=1
δj .
Then 1/γi is a minimum of B, the i-th neighbour right from 1 in B, computed in
the i-th iteration of the loop. Let Ci be the value of C in the i-th iteration, then
Ci = Bγi.
We prove that n is an upper bound on the sufficient number of applications
of the inverse rho operator. We have n ≥ 2.9375(v + 2−1 + d + 2−2 + 2) + 1 ≥
d2/ ln 2(√u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2)e. It follows from Lemma 5.3.2, that
Ln γn > n(ln 2)/2 ≥
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2.(9.1.14)
Let ci be the value of c in the i-th iteration of the loop. It follows from (9.1.14)
that
|ci − Ln γi| < 2−max{2,k+1}.
If the function returns true in the i-th iteration, then Ci = A, so γi is the
minimal generator of A relative to B. Hence, a = c is an absolute k approximation
to Ln γi after truncation by Lemma 2.3.1. If the function returns false, because the
loop condition is violated, it follows from (9.1.14), that the hash table H contains
a pair (γB, c), where |c−Ln γ| < 2−k, for each minimum 1/γ of B with 0 < Ln γ <√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2.
If the function returns false in loop iteration i, because of the return statement
inside the loop, we have (ci − d)2 ≥ u and ci ≥ d, hence ci − d ≥
√
u. Ignoring the
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substitution d+ = 5/2, we obtain for the computed minimum
Ln γi > ci − 2−2 ≥
√
u+ d+ 5/2− 2−2 > √u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 2.
So, also in this case, H contains a pair for each 1/γ of B with 0 < Ln γ <
√
u +
(ln ∆)/2 + 2. This proves the correctness of the return values.
If in the i-th iteration the pair (γiB, ci) is inserted into the hash table, the
condition (ci − d)2 <
√
u or ci < d must be fulfilled. Ignoring the substitution
d+ = 5/2, this implies ci − 2−2 <
√
u+ d+ 2−2 + 2. Hence
Ln γi < ci + 2−2 <
√
u+ (ln ∆)/2 + 3.
9.2. Accelerating the giant steps
The time consuming part for the computation of the giantsteps in the function
A.is bounded equivalent engine(a,B, u, k) as presented above, is the repeated
call of the close function, which always starts from the beginning to find a min-
imum in the given distance. We can easily accelerate the computation of those
giantsteps by determining a minimum δ of O in distance approximately
√
u and
the corresponding ideal D = O/δ once. To find minima of A in distance approxi-
mately
√
u, 2
√
u, 3
√
u, . . . , we repeat the process of multiplying by D followed by
a correction step. This faster method is realized by the following variant of the
procedure.
bool A.is_bounded_equivalent_engine (
xbigfloat & a,
quadratic_ideal B,
xbigfloat u,
int k)
{
// Babysteps
//
// Test for B gamma = A with 0 < Ln gamma < sqrt{u} + (ln Delta)/2 + 2.
//
hash_table<quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm> H;
if (A.is_bounded_equivalent_babysteps(a,H,B,u,k+2))
{
a.truncate(a.exponent()+k+1);
return true;
}
// absolute 3 + b(sqrt(u)) - approx. v to sqrt(u)
//
xbigfloat v = sqrt(u, 3 + 2 * ceil(b(u)/2) );
// Accuracy for approximations.
//
long l = max(2,k+2)+ceil(b(u)/2)+2;
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// Now we search for minima beta in A such that
// |s - \Ln\b| < (ln D)/4 + 1/4 with q sqrt(u) <= s < q sqrt(u)+1/4,
// and A/beta = B*gamma for some B*gamma in H.
//
// Start value for q is ceil(h / sqrt(u)),
// where |h - (3 + ln D)/4| < 1/4.
//
xbigfloat h;
h = log(A.order.discriminant, 0);
h += 3;
h /= 4;
bigint q = 1;
while (q^2 u < h^2) ++q;
// Find minimum beta of A close to (q-1) v + 1/8 with regard to l-1.
//
quadratic_ideal C;
quadratic_number_power_product beta;
xbigfloat b;
xbigfloat s = (q-1) v + 1/8;
C = A;
C.close(beta,b,s,l);
// Find minimum delta of O close to v with regard to l-1.
//
quadratic_ideal D;
quadratic_number_power_product delta;
xbigfloat d;
D = A.order;
D.order_close(delta,d,v,l);
// For q >= 1, find minimum beta_q of A close to q v + 1/8
// by finding a minimum mu_q of A / (beta_(q-1) delta) close
// to qv+1/8 - b_(q-1) - d and setting beta_q = beta_(q-1) delta mu_q.
//
quadratic_ideal_with_logarithm *P;
xbigfloat h, m;
quadratic_number_standard mu;
bool found = false;
while (q^2 < u && !found)
{
// absolute 3 approximation s to q * sqrt(u) + 1/8.
//
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s += v;
// Find minimum beta of A close to s with regard to l-1.
//
C *= D;
b += d;
C.local_close(mu,m,s-b,l+1);
b += m;
// Search for C in H.
//
P = H.search(C);
if (P != NULL)
{
// alpha = beta * gamma
//
a = b+P->get_logarithm();
a.truncate(a.exponent()+k+1);
found = true;
}
++q;
}
return found;
}
Theorem 9.2.1. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced O- ideals,
u ∈ R≥1, and k ∈ Z. If the function A.is bounded equivalent engine (a,B, u, k)
returns false, then there is no generator α of A relative to B with 0 < Lnα < u. If
it returns true, then it also returns an absolute k-approximation a to Lnα, where
α is the minimal generator of A relative to B.
Proof. The implementation of A.is bounded equivalent engine(a,B, u, k)
differs from the first variant of the function only in the computation of the gi-
antsteps, i.e. the minima β and the approximations b of their Ln values, are com-
puted in different ways.
The computations of s and of the start value for q remain the same. So (9.1.8)
and (9.1.11) are still valid. Once we have shown, that also (9.1.9) and (9.1.12) are
fulfilled, we may apply the proof of Lemma 9.1.4 to prove the assertions. I.e., we
must prove that
|s− Lnβ| < (ln ∆)/4 + 1/4,(9.2.1)
and
|b− Lnβ| < 2−k−2(9.2.2)
at the end of each loop iteration.
We introduce some notation. Let q0 = dl/
√
ue − 1. Set si = iv + 1/8 for
i ≥ q0. By βq0 ,bq0 we denote the value of β, b determined by the first call of
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close, respectively. By βi, bi, µi, mi, we denote the value of β, b, µ, m for q = i,
immediately before the search in the hash table is done.
First note, that q <
√
u at the beginning of each iteration of the loop. Further-
more, l = max{2, k + 2}+ db(u)/2e+ 2 ≥ max{2, k + 2}+ b(2√u) + 1). Hence, at
the beginning of each loop iteration, we have
(2q + 1)2−l < 2−max{2,k+2}.(9.2.3)
Fix q0 < q <
√
u. Then |bq − Lnβq| = |bq0 +
∑q
i=q0+1
(d + mi) − Lnβ0 −∑q
i=q0+1
(Ln δ + Lnµi)| ≤ |b0 − Lnβ0| + q|d − Ln δ| +
∑q
i=q0+1
|mi − Lnµi| <
(2q + 1)2−l < 2−k−2 by (9.2.3). This proves (9.2.2).
Similarly, we have |sq−Lnβq| = |sq− (bq−1 +d)+(bq−1 +d)−Lnβq−1−Ln δ−
Lnµq| ≤ |sq − (bq−1 + d)− Lnµq|+ |bq−1 + d− Lnβq−1 − Ln δ| ≤ (ln ∆)/4 + 2−l +
(2(q− 1) + 2)2−l = (ln ∆)/4 + (2q+ 1)2−l < (ln ∆)/4 + 1/4 by (9.2.3). This proves
(9.2.1).
9.3. Constant accuracy and refinement
The approximation of logarithms is a time consuming part, when solving the
bounded equivalence problem A = αB. Hence, we use the following strategy.
We call A.is bounded equivalent engine(a,B, u, 3), presented in the previous
section, to obtain an absolute 3-approximation to the logarithm. Then we build
a logarithm representation for α and refine the logarithm approximation using the
function α.refine logarithm approximation(k) presented in Section 7.3.
bool A.is_bounded_equivalent (
xbigfloat & a,
quadratic_ideal B,
xbigfloat u,
long k )
{
bool found = A.is_bounded_equivalent_engine(a,B,u,3);
if (found)
{
if (k < 3)
a = truncate(a, k+a.exponent()+1);
else if (k > 3)
{
quadratic_number_logarithm alpha (A/B,a,3,1);
alpha.refine_logarithm_approximation(k);
a = alpha.logarithm_approximation();
}
}
return found;
}
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Theorem 9.3.1. Let O be a real quadratic order, A, B be reduced, invertible
O-ideals, k ∈ Z, u ∈ R≥1, and k ∈ Z. A, B, u, and k are the input of the function
A.is bounded equivalent (a,B, u, k).
If the function returns false, then there is no generator β of A relative to B with
0 < Lnβ < u. If it returns true, then it also returns an absolute k-approximation
a to Lnα, where α is the minimal generator of A relative to B.
There are constants c0, c1 ∈ N such that for constant accuracy k the running
time of the function is O(
√
u(log u)c0(log ∆)c1).
Proof. The correctness follows from Theorem 9.1.3. We only sketch the proof
of the running time. There are constants c2, c3 ∈ N such that the time for each
operation in one loop iteration of the babysteps and in one loop iteration of the gi-
antsteps in the function is bounded equivalent takes time O((log u)c2(log ∆)c3).
Therefore, the time for the loops and so the time for the whole function is
O(
√
u(log u)c2(log ∆)c3).
Because A and B are reduced, the time for computing A/B is polynomial
in log ∆. Furthermore, α is a minimum in A, so log log(H(α)d(α)) ≤ log(u) +
log log ∆ by Lemma 5.1.4 and Lemma 5.3.4. It follows from Proposition 7.3.1 that
there are constants c4, c5 ∈ N such that the time for refining the approximation is
O((log u)c4(log ∆)c5).
Therefore, there are constants c0, c1 ∈ N such that the overall running time is
O(
√
u(log u)c0(log ∆)c1).
9.4. Bounded regulator
Using the function for solving the bounded equivalence problem, we can easily
approximate the regulator of O, if it is below a given bound. We describe the
function O.regulator if lt(r, u, k). If it returns false, then the regulator R of O
satisfies R ≥ u. If it returns true, it also returns an absolute k-approximation r to
the regulator.
bool O.regulator_if_lt (
xbigfloat & r,
xbigfloat u,
int k)
{
return O.is_bounded_equivalent(r,O,u,k);
}
Theorem 9.4.1. Let O be a real quadratic order, u ∈ R≥1, and k ∈ Z. If R <
u, then the function O.regulator if lt(r,O, u, k) returns true. If the function
returns true, then it also returns an absolute k-approximation r to R.
There are constants c0, c1 ∈ N such that for constant accuracy k the running
time of the function is O(
√
u(log u)c0(log ∆)c1).
Proof. Apply Theorem 9.3.1.
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CHAPTER 10
Regulator approximation from regulator multiple
Throughout this chapter let R be the regulator of O. In this chapter we assume
that we know an approximation a to mR for m ∈ N with |a − mR| < 2−3. We
describe algorithms for computing an absolute k-approximation to R.
If m = 1, this is just a refinement of the approximation. For the case, that
m > 1, we present a function in Section 10.2 that for a number p ∈ N returns false,
if p does not divide m. If p divides m, it returns true and also an approximation to
mR/p. If we know an upper bound on m, we can execute this test for all primes
less than the bound to obtain an approximation to R. This is done in Section 10.3.
10.1. Refining a regulator approximation
We describe the function O.regulator refinement(a, k), that on input of a
floating point number r with |r − R| < 2−3, and an integer k, returns an ab-
solute k-approximation to the regulator R of O. It makes use of the function
O.fundamental unit(r, k) presented in Section 7.2, that computes a reduced power
product representation of the fundamental unit of O.
xbigfloat O.regulator_refinement(xbigfloat r, int k)
{
quadratic_number_power_product eta = O.fundamental_unit(r,3);
return eta.absolute_Ln_approximation(k);
}
Proposition 10.1.1. On input of an absolute 3-approximation r to the regu-
lator R of O, and k ∈ Z≥3, the function O.regulator refinement(r, k) returns an
absolute k-approximation to R in time O(log ∆[log ∆M(log ∆) log log ∆ + M(k +
log ∆) log(k + log ∆)]).
Proof. We note that this is a special case of Proposition 7.3.1.
Remark 10.1.2. If M(n) = n2 in the situation of Proposition 10.1.1, then it
follows from Remark 7.3.2, that the running time can be simplified to O((log ∆)4 +
log ∆(k + log ∆)2 log(k + log ∆)).
10.2. Divisor of regulator multiple
Let m ∈ N. We describe the procedure is divisor. Its input consists of a
floating point number a with |a−mR| < 2−3, an integer p ≥ 2, and an integer k. If
the procedure returns false, then p 6 |m. If the procedure returns true, then b is an
absolute k-approximation to qR for some q ∈ Z; if, in this case, R/p ≥ (1+3 ln ∆)/4,
then q = m/p, i.e., p is a divisor of m.
bool O.is_divisor (
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xbigfloat & b,
xbigfloat a,
bigint p,
int k)
{
// absolute 3-approximation to mR/p
//
xbigfloat t = divide (a,p,5+b(a)-b(p));
// search for order
//
quadratic_number_power_product beta;
quadratic_ideal I = O;
I.order_close(beta,b,t,max(k+2,4));
quadratic_number_standard mu;
bool new_unit;
I.inverse_rho(mu);
if (I == O)
{
b += mu.absolute_Ln_approximation(k+2);
new_unit = true;
}
else
{
I.rho();
if (I == O)
{ new_unit = true; }
else
{
I.rho(mu);
if (I == O)
{
b += mu.absolute_Ln_approximation(k+2);
new_unit = true;
}
else
new_unit = false;
}
}
if (new_unit)
b.truncate(b.exponent+k+1);
return new_unit;
}
To prove the correctness of the procedure, we need two auxiliary results.
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Lemma 10.2.1. Let m, p ∈ N, and I = O/α with α ∈ Min(O). If p 6 |m and
|mR/p− Lnα| < R/p, then I 6= O.
Proof. Let q, r ∈ Z with m = qp+ r and −p/2 < r ≤ p/2. Then |m/p− q| =
|r|/p ≥ 1/p. Because q is a nearest integer approximation to m/p, we obtain
|(m/p)R− zR| ≥ R/p, ∀z ∈ Z.(10.2.1)
If I = O, then Lnα = zR for some z ∈ Z. This implies |mR/p − zR| = |mR/p −
Lnα| < R/p. But this is a contradiction to (10.2.1). Hence, I 6= O.
Lemma 10.2.2. Let m, p ∈ N, and t ∈ R with |mR/p− t| < 2−3. Furthermore,
let I = O/α with α ∈Min(O) and α close to t with regard to 3.
1. If p|m, then ρi(I) = O for some −1 ≤ i ≤ 1. If, in addition, R > ln ∆, then
there is only one integer i with −1 ≤ i ≤ 1 and ρi(I) = O; furthermore,
Ln ρiI(α) = mR/p.
2. If p 6 |m and R/p ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4, then ρi(I) 6= O for every −1 ≤ i ≤ 1.
Proof. We prove the first assertion. Suppose that p|m. Let β be the m/p-th
power of the fundamental unit of O. Then β is a minimum of O with Lnβ = mR/p.
Lemma 6.1.2 implies that there exists an integer i with −1 ≤ i ≤ 1 and ρi(I) =
O/β = O. If R > ln ∆, it follows from Lemma 5.3.2, that ρi±j(I) 6= O for j = 1, 2.
Hence, there is only one integer i with −1 ≤ i ≤ 1 and ρi(I) = O. It is ρiI(α) = β,
so Ln ρiI(α) = mR/p.
We prove the second assertion. Suppose that p 6 |m and R/p ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4.
Let αi = ρiI(α) for −1 ≤ i ≤ 1. We have |Lnα−Lnαi| < 1/2 ln ∆ for −1 ≤ i ≤ 1 by
Lemma 5.3.2. This implies, that |(m/p)R−Lnαi| < |(m/p)R−Lnα|+ 1/2 ln ∆ ≤
|t−Lnα|+|(m/p)R−t|+1/2 ln ∆ < (ln ∆)/4+2−3 +2−3 +1/2 ln ∆ = (1+3 ln ∆)/4
for −1 ≤ i ≤ 1. Hence,
|(m/p)R− Lnαi| < R/p, for − 1 ≤ i ≤ 1.
It follows from Lemma 10.2.1, that ρi(I) = O/αi 6= O for every −1 ≤ i ≤ 1.
Now, we can prove the correctness of is divisor.
Proposition 10.2.3. Let m ∈ N, a ∈ R with |a −mR| < 2−3, p ∈ Z≥2, and
k ∈ Z. If O.is divisor(b, a, p, k) returns false, then p does not divide m. If it
returns true, then b is an absolute k-approximation to qR for some q ∈ Z, and if,
in addition, R/p ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4, then q = m/p, i.e., p divides m.
Proof. First, we prove that |t − (m/p)R| < 2−3. We have |a −mR| < 2−3,
t = (1 + )a/p with || < 2−5−b(a)+b(p), and a 6= 0. So, |t − (m/p)R| ≤ |t − a/p| +
|a/p− (m/p)R| < 2−5−b(a)+b(p)|a|/p+ 2−3/p < 2−4 + 2−4 = 2−3.
By calling order close the procedure computes I = O/β, β ∈ Min(O), with
β close to t with regard to 3. If the procedure returns false, then ρi(I) 6= O for
−1 ≤ i ≤ 1. It follows from Lemma 10.2.2, that p does not divide m.
If the procedure returns true, then it determines an absolute k approximation
b to Lnβ, where β is a minimum in O such that O/β = O = ρi(I), −1 ≤ i ≤ 1,
i minimal with that property. Hence, Lnβ = qR for some q ∈ Z. If R/p ≥
(1 + 3 ln ∆)/4, then the second part of Lemma 10.2.2 implies, that p|m. Because
p ≥ 2, we also have R > ln ∆, and it follows from the first part of Lemma 10.2.2,
that Lnβ = (m/p)R.
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10.3. Approximating the regulator from a regulator multiple
Let a be a floating point number with |a − mR| < 2−3 for m ∈ N. On
input of a, an upper bound M ≥ m, and an integer k, the following function
O.regulator from multiple(a,M, v, k) determines an absolute k-approximation
to R. If v is true, then the function verifies that R/M ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4. If v is
false, the function assumes that this condition is valid and does not verify it. The
function is a member function of the class quadratic order. It uses the procedure
InitPrimes(P,B), that initializes the prime list P with all primes less than B in
increasing order from P [0] to P [P.length− 1].
xbigfloat O.regulator_from_multiple (
xbigfloat a,
xbigfloat M,
bool verify_bound,
int k)
{
xbigfloat r;
if (verify_bound)
{
// Verify R >= M (1+3 ln Delta)/4
//
xbigfloat u = M/4 * (3 * (log(O.discriminant(),0)+1) + 1);
if (O.regulator_if_lt(r,u,k))
return r;
}
// Initialize prime array
//
prime_list P;
P.init(M+1);
// Find factors of m
//
bool r_changed = false;
r = a;
for (i=P.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)
{
while (O.is_divisor(a,r,P[i],max(k+1,3)))
{
r = a;
r_changed = true;
}
}
// Truncate or refine, if m = 1.
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//
if (r_changed)
r.truncate(r.exponent+k+1);
else
r = O.regulator_refinement(a,k);
return r;
}
Proposition 10.3.1. Let a be a floating point number with |a − mR| < 2−3
for m ∈ N. On input of a, an upper bound M ≥ m, a boolean v, and an integer
k, the function O.regulator from multiple (a,M, v, k) returns an absolute k-
approximation to R.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. If v is true, it determines
u ≥M(3 ln ∆+1)/4. IfR < u, the assertion follows from Theorem 9.4.1. Otherwise,
we have
R/q ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4,(10.3.1)
for every prime q of the prime list. If v is false, it is guaranteed by the caller of the
function, that this condition holds.
Let m =
∏
p p
ep , ep ∈ Z≥0 be the prime factorization of m. Because of (10.3.1),
Lemma 10.2.3 implies that the call of is divisor returns true, if and only if, q
divides m.
If m = 1, then r is unchanged and we have |r − R| < 2−3 after the loop. So
the assertion follows from Lemma 10.1.1.
If m > 1, then r is changed in the loop. Let q be a prime that is less or equal
to the largest prime in the factorization of m. Using induction on q, it follows from
Lemma 10.2.3 and (10.3.1), that at the end of the loop iteration for prime q, it is
|r − nR| < 2−max(k+1,3), n = m/
∏
p≥q
pep .
When the loop is finished, we have |r − R| < 2−k−1, and after truncation, r is an
absolute k-approximation to the regulator R.
Remark 10.3.2. An upper bound on m can be derived from a, if a lower bound
B on the regulator is known. Let |a −mR| < 2−3 and B ≤ R. Furthermore, let
k ∈ Z≥1 and
x = (1 + )(a+ 2−3)/B, || < 2−k.
Then we obtain the upper bound
m < x/(1− 2−k).
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CHAPTER 11
Deterministic regulator computation
In this chapter we present deterministic algorithms for approximating the
regulator of a real quadratic order. Each algorithm computes an absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator. The method of Section 10.1 can be used to compute
an absolute k-approximation for k > 3, once an absolute 3-approximation is known.
11.1. R method
If the regulator of a quadratic order O is small, we can approximate the reg-
ulator by walking through the principal cycle step by step. This is known as the
continued fraction method ([Gau86]).
We present the function O.regulator R() that computes an absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator using this method. The function uses the rho
operator to walk through the principal cycle and collects all minima into a power
product. At the end it computes an absolute 3-approximation to the logarithm of
the power product. This is an approximation to the regulator.
xbigfloat O.regulator_R ()
{
quadratic_number_power_product alpha;
quadratic_number_standard beta;
quadratic_ideal A;
A.assign(O);
alpha.assign_one(O);
do
{
A.rho(beta);
alpha *= beta;
}
while (A != O);
xbigfloat r = alpha.absolute_Ln_approximation(3);
return r;
}
Theorem 11.1.1. The function O.regulator R() returns an absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator R of O. There is a constant c ∈ N such that the
running time of the function is O(R(log ∆)c).
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Proof. The function is correct. To prove the running time we note that the
length k of the principal cycle satisfies
2R/ ln ∆ ≤ k ≤ 2R/ ln 2(11.1.1)
by [BTW95][Lemma 2.33]. It follows from Lemma 5.1.4 and Section 5.4.2 that
the operations of the loop can be done in time polynomial in log ∆. Therefore,
(11.1.1) implies that there is some constant c1 ∈ N such that the time for the loop
is O(R(log ∆)c1). Furthermore, it follows from (11.1.1) and Remark 4.2.3 that the
time for the computation of r is O(R(log ∆)c2) for some constant c2 ∈ N. This
proves the running time.
11.2. R1/2 method
We present the function O.regulator sqrt R() that returns an absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator R of O by an iterated Babystep-Giantstep method.
This variant of Shanks’ Babystep-Giantstep algorithm was suggested by Biehl and
Buchmann (cf. [BB94]).
xbigfloat O.regulator_sqrt_R ()
{
xbigfloat u = 50;
xbigfloat r;
while (!O.regulator_if_lt(r,u,3))
{
u = 2*u;
}
return r;
}
Theorem 11.2.1. The function O.regulator sqrt R() returns an absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator R. There is a constant c ∈ N such that the running
time of the function is O(R1/2(log ∆)c).
Proof. Apply (1.5.3) and Theorem 9.4.1.
11.3. ∆1/4 method
The function O.regulator delta 1 over 4() implements the method of
Shanks [Sha73]. It computes an upper bound on the regulator and then uses
the Babystep-Giantstep algorithm to compute the regulator.
xbigfloat O.regulator_delta_1_over_4 ()
{
xbigfloat d = sqrt(O.discriminant, 1);
xbigfloat l = 1 + (log(O.discriminant, -1))/2;
xbigfloat u = d*(l+1);
xbigfloat r;
O.regulator_if_lt(r,u,3);
return r;
}
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Theorem 11.3.1. The function O.regulator delta 1 over 4() returns an ab-
solute 3-approximation to the regulator of O. There is a constant c ∈ N such that
the running time of the function is O(∆1/4(log ∆)c).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. We have d =
√
∆(1 + ε) with
|ε| < 1/2. This implies
√
∆/2 < d.
The approximation l satisfies |l − (1 + (ln ∆)/2)| < 1. So
1 + (ln ∆)/2 < l + 1.
It follows from (1.5.3) that R < (1 + (ln ∆)/2)
√
∆/2. This implies
R < d(l + 1) = u.
It follows from Theorem 9.4.1 that O.regulator if lt(u, 3) returns an absolute
3-approximation to the regulator. This proves the correctness of the function.
We prove the assertion on the running time. We have u = O(∆1/2). Given
u, the time for finding the regulator is O(
√
u(log ∆)c1) for some constant c1 ∈ N
by Theorem 9.4.1. Because u can be computed in polynomial time in log ∆, the
overall running time is O(∆1/4(log ∆)c) for some constant c ∈ N.
11.4. ∆1/5 method
In this section we describe the ∆1/5 algorithm for approximating the regulator.
It is a variant of the Babystep-Giantstep algorithm, where the search interval is
narrowed by use of the analytic class number formula (1.5.1). It was first described
by Lenstra and Schoof (cf. [Len82], [Sch82], [MW92]).
The estimate of its running time O(∆1/5(log ∆)c) for some constant c ∈ N
assumes the ERH, but once a regulator approximation is found, it is unconditionally
correct. Recently, Srinivasan [Sri98] presented a probabilistic algorithm with the
same expected running time without assuming the ERH.
xbigfloat O.regulator_delta_1_over_5 ()
{
bigint Delta = O.discriminant;
xbigfloat r;
// |d - Delta^(2/5)| < 1
//
xbigfloat d = power(Delta,2,5, ceil(2 b(Delta)/5));
xbigfloat B = d + log(Delta,0)/4 + 1.3175;
// Test for regulator < B
//
if (O.regulator_if_lt(r,3,B))
{
return r;
}
// regulator >= B > Delta^(2/5), proceed.
//
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xbigfloat S = O.absolute_hR_approximation(d);
// Ideal I close to S with regard to 3.
//
quadratic_number_power_product alpha;
xbigfloat a;
quadratic_ideal I = O;
I.order_close(alpha,a,S,4);
xbigfloat b;
if (I == O)
r = a;
// Search for approximation b to Ln beta
// with I = beta O, 0 <= Ln beta < B
//
else if (I.is_bounded_equivalent(b,O,B,4))
r = a + b;
// Search for approximation b to Ln beta
// with O = beta I, 0 <= Ln beta < B
//
else if (O.is_bounded_equivalent(b,I,B,4))
r = a - b;
// Not found. ERH is wrong.
//
else
{ r = 0; return r; }
// Test for r approximates 0 or r < 0. Then ERH wrong.
//
if (r == 0 || b(r) <= -3)
{ r = 0; return r; }
if (r < 0)
{ r = 0; return r; }
// Now |r-mR| < 2^(-3). If ERH correct, then m = h or m = h+1.
// Determine approximation to R by dividing out
// prime divisors of m. If ERH correct, then m approx. Delta^(1/10),
// because R >= Delta^(2/5).
// Determine M with m = mR/R < (r+1/8)/B < M.
//
divide(d, r+1/8, B, b(r+1/8)-b(B)+1);
M = d+1;
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// Verify R/M >= (1+3 ln Delta)/4.
//
d = (1 + 3 (log(Delta,0)+1)) / 4;
if (B < M*d)
if (O.regulator_if_lt(r,3,M*d))
{
return r;
}
// Approximate regulator by dividing out factors of m.
//
r = O.regulator_from_multiple(r, M, false, 3);
return r;
}
Theorem 11.4.1. If the function O.regulator delta 1 over 5() returns 0,
then the ERH is wrong. If it returns r 6= 0, then r is a positive, absolute 3-
approximation to the regulator of O. Assuming the ERH, there is a constant c ∈ N
such that the running time of the procedure is O(∆1/5(log ∆)c).
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. In a first step the function
determines d = ∆2/5(1 + ε1) with |ε1| < 2−d2b(∆)/5e−1. Hence
|d−∆2/5| = ∆2/5|ε1| < 1.
Set B = d+log(∆, 0)/4 + 1.3175. If the regulator is less than B, an absolute 3-
approximation is determined by regulator if lt. We know from Section 12.1.2,
that R ≥ 2−2, so r is positive. It follows from Theorem 9.4.1, that due to the choice
of B, the running time for regulator if lt is O(∆1/5(log ∆)c1) for some constant
c1 ∈ N.
Otherwise, we have
R ≥ B > ∆2/5.(11.4.1)
Under the assumption of the ERH, the function O.absolute hR approximation(B)
returns an approximation S with
|S − hR| < d.
Due to the choice of d, it follows from Theorem 8.6.3, that the running time for
determining S is O(∆1/5(log ∆)c2) for some constant c2 ∈ N.
Using order close, the procedure determines a minimum α of O and I = O/α,
such that α is close to S with regard to 3. This implies that
|hR− Lnα| ≤ |hR− S|+ |S − Lnα|
< d+ (ln ∆)/4 + 2−3
< d+ 1 + (ln ∆− 1)/4 + 1/4 + 1/8
< B,
≤ R,
(11.4.2)
assuming the ERH. Also,
|a− Lnα| < 2−4.
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If I = O or one of the is bounded equivalent returns true, then
|r −mR| < 2−3,
for some m ∈ Z. Because R ≥ 2−2, we have mR = 0 iff |r| < 2−3 iff r = 0 or
b(r) ≤ −3. This also implies, that r < 0 iff mR < 0 iff m < 0, in the case of
mR 6= 0.
Assume that m ≥ 1, i.e., r > 0 and b(r) ≥ −2. Then the procedure determines
M ∈ Z with
m = mR/R < (r + 2−3)/B < M.
If the regulator is less than M(1 + 3 ln ∆)/4, then an absolute 3-approximation
is found by regulator if lt. Otherwise, we know that R/M ≥ (1 + 3 ln ∆)/4.
Hence, it follows from Theorem 10.3.1, that regulator from multiple determines
an absolute 3-approximation to the regulator. In both cases, the same arguments as
above show, that a positive, absolute 3-approximation to the regulator is returned.
Now, we prove, assuming the ERH, that we have m ∈ {h, h+ 1} and we prove
the running time of the procedure under this assumption.
Let η be the fundamental unit of O. If I = O, then it follows from (11.4.2),
that α = η, so m = h. For the following, assume that I 6= O. If Lnα < hR,
then it follows from (11.4.2), that ηh/α is the minimal relative generator of I with
respect to O, which is found by the call of I.is bounded equivalent(b,O,B, 4),
because |Ln(ηh/α)| < B. Hence, m = h. If Lnα ≥ hR, it follows from (11.4.2),
that ηh+1/α is the minimal relative generator of I with respect to O. If it is found
by I.is bounded equivalent(b,O,B, 4), then m = h + 1. Assume that it is not
found. Then the minimal relative generator of O with respect to I, which is α/ηh,
is found by O.is bounded equivalent(b, I, B, 4), because |Ln(α/ηh)| < B. In this
case, we have m = h again. Hence, we have m ∈ {h, h + 1}. Due to the choice of
B, it follows from Theorem 9.3.1, that the running time for each test of bounded
equivalence is O(∆1/5(log ∆)c3) for some constant c3 ∈ N.
To prove the overall running time, it is sufficient to note, that M =
O(∆1/10(log ∆)c4) for some constant c4 ∈ N assuming the ERH, and this is the
running time of regulator from multiple. All other parts of the algorithm re-
quire time O(∆1/5(log ∆)c5) for some constant c5 ∈ N. So, assuming the ERH, the
overall running time is O(∆1/5(log ∆)c) for some constant c ∈ N.
Some practical improvements have been implemented. The first improvement is
the approximation of hR. As described, the function absolute hR approximation
uses the error bound of Bach (see Chapter 8) to choose the number of terms in the
sum for the approximation of L(1, χ∆). This is necessary to guarantee a theoretical
bound on the error of the approximation, but in practice, much less terms are
necessary to achieve the same quality of approximations. And we can make use
of that fact in the situation of the ∆1/5 algorithm, because, for the correctness of
the algorithm, it is sufficient to find an approximation of an integer multiple of the
regulator. The theoretical accuracy is only needed to prove the complexity result.
Hence, based on experiments, we use much less terms for the approximation of
L(1, χ∆) to establish an approximation S of hR. Then we proceed as described.
If one of the is bounded equivalent calls is successfull, we have found an integer
multiple of the regulator. Otherwise, we approximate S again with the theoretical
required number of terms, and search again. Note that in all our tests, the small
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number of terms was always sufficient, and this modification of the algorithm does
not change its correctness.
The second improvement is the combination of the calls of regulator if lt
and is bounded equivalent (see Chapter 9). Here, we use the same giant steps
for both O.regulator if lt and O.is bounded equivalent. And we reuse the
hash table for the babysteps for I.is bounded equivalent.
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CHAPTER 12
Regulator computation in subexponential time
An algorithm for approximating the regulator whose running time is subex-
ponential in log ∆ was suggested by Buchmann [Buc90]. In the version of Abel
[Abe94] the running time of the algorithm is L∆[1/2, 5
√
3/6] assuming the ERH.
The correctness of the algorithm also relies on the assumption of the ERH.
Our implementation of the subexponential method is joint work with Michael
Jacobson [Jac99]. In this chapter we describe our main contributions. For a general
introduction to the subexponential method we refer to [Buc90] and [Coh95].
12.1. Finding a generating unit
Let u1, . . . , uc ∈ O∗ be units. The set generated by those units is defined as
< u1, . . . , uc >= {±
c∏
j=1
u
ej
j , ej ∈ Z}.
It is a subgroup of the unit group. In this section, we explain how to find a unit
z ∈ O∗, such that
< z >=< u1, . . . , uc > .
We sketch the algorithm. First we remove those units which are rational.
Assume that c units remain. We proceed as follows: for 1 ≤ i ≤ bc/2c we determine
a unit u′i with < u
′
i >=< u2i−1, u2i > by applying Proposition 12.1.1 below. If c
is odd, we set u′dc/2e = uc. Then the units u
′
1, . . . , u
′
dc/2e generate < u1, . . . , uc >,
and we have reduced the problem of finding a generating unit for c units to the
problem of finding a generating unit for dc/2e units. We iterate this process until
only one unit z remains. Then < z >=< u0, . . . , uc−1 >.
Proposition 12.1.1. Let u1 and u2 be units of O with Lnuj = NjR, Nj ∈ Z
for j = 1, 2, where R is the regulator of O. There exist x, y ∈ Z, such that
xLnu1 + y Lnu2 = gcd(N1, N2)R.(12.1.1)
And for all integers x, y which satisfy (12.1.1), we have < ux1u
y
2 >=< u1, u2 >.
Proof. Set M = gcd(N1, N2). Because N1Z+N2Z = MZ, there exist integers
x, y with xN1 + yN2 = M . Multiplying both sides with R yields (12.1.1).
Let x, y be integers satisfying (12.1.1). Set z = ux1u
y
2. We have z ∈< u1, u2 >,
so < z >⊂< u1, u2 >.
Furthermore, (12.1.1) implies Ln(zN1/M/u1) = 0. So, zN1/M/u1 ∈
kernel(Ln) ∩ O∗ = Q ∩ O∗ = {±1}. This shows that u1 ∈< z > and the same
arguments yield u2 ∈< z >. Hence, < u1, u2 >⊂< z >.
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We present an algorithm for finding integers x and y satisfying (12.1.1) in
Section 12.1.1. That algorithm needs a lower bound on the regulator. We show in
Section 12.1.2 how to determine such a bound. In Section 12.1.3 we describe how
to decide whether a unit is rational or not. The complete algorithm for finding a
generating unit is described in Section 12.1.4.
12.1.1. A real-gcd algorithm. We introduce the term real-gcd. Throughout
this section let R ∈ R \ {0}, and let Rj = NjR with Nj ∈ Z \ {0} for j = 1, 2. The
real-gcd of R1 and R2 is defined as
rgcd(R1, R2) = gcd(N1, N2)R.
A representation of the real-gcd of R1 and R2 is a pair x, y of integers with
xR1 + yR2 = rgcd(R1, R2).
In this section, we present an algorithm for computing a representation of a real-gcd.
There exist two ideas for approximating real-gcds. In [Coh95] Cohen suggests
to apply the euclidean integer gcd algorithm to approximate a real-gcd, but no
details concerning the required accuracies are given. Approximating a real-gcd by
application of the LLL algorithm has been independently described by Buchmann
and Kessler (cf. [BK92]) and Ge (cf. [Ge93]). Its application is not limited to
the one dimensional case, but can be applied to Rn with n > 1. Because of its
generality, the running time of the LLL method is worse than that of our new
approach. We present a new, fast method, that uses continued fraction expansions.
We explain the idea for finding a representation x, y of the real-gcd of R1 and
R2. Set
M1 = R1/rgcd(R1, R2) and M2 = R2/rgcd(R1, R2).
Assume that we know M1 and M2. We have M1,M2 ∈ Z and gcd(M1,M2) = 1.
We use the extended euclidean algorithm to determine integers x and y with
1 = xM1 + yM2.
If we multiply both sides by rgcd(R1, R2), we see that the pair x, y is a representa-
tion of the real-gcd of R1 and R2.
The main idea for finding M1 and M2 is as follows: We assume that we know
an upper bound S on |M2|. Then we approximate the real numbers R1 and R2 by
rational numbers r1 and r2, respectively, such that
|R1/R2 − r1/r2| < 1/(2S2).(12.1.2)
Then the fraction M1/M2 = R1/R2 is a convergent in the continued fraction expan-
sion of r1/r2 and the absolute value of the denominator of all following convergents
is greater than S (see Lemma 12.1.3). This enables us to identify the convergent
M1/M2 in the continued fraction expansion of r1/r2. (S, r1, and r2 satisfying
(12.1.2) can be determined in several ways. We address this problem again in
Remark 12.1.6 at the end of this section.)
We present a function that implements the described idea. On input of
S, r1, and r2 satisfying (12.1.2), the function rgcd cfrac(x, y, r1, r2, S) be-
low returns a representation x, y of rgcd(R1, R2). It makes use of a function
cfrac convergent(p, q, a, b, S), which, for a, b, S ∈ Z, returns the numerator and
denominator of the last convergent (p, q), gcd(p, q) = 1, in the continued fraction
expansion of a/b with |q| ≤ S. It also uses the function xgcd(x, y, a, b) that returns
integers x, y with gcd(a, b) = x a+ y b.
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void rgcd_cfrac ( bigint & x,
bigint & y,
xbigfloat r_1,
xbigfloat r_2,
bigint S )
{
// Find the convergent.
e = r_1.exponent() - r_2.exponent();
if (e >= 0)
cfrac_convergent(M_1,M_2, r_1.mantissa()*2^e,r_2.mantissa(),S);
else
cfrac_convergent(M_1,M_2, r_1.mantissa(),r_2t.mantissa()*2^(-e),S);
// Determe the representation.
xgcd (x,y,M1,M2);
}
We prove some auxiliary results.
Lemma 12.1.2. Let M1,M2, A,B ∈ Z, S ∈ R>0. If 0 < |M1/M2 − A/B| <
1/(S |M2|), then |B| > S.
Proof. Let δ1/δ2 = |M1/M2 − A/B|, δ1, δ2 ∈ Z≥0 with gcd(δ1, δ2) = 1. This
implies δ2 > S |M2|. We have∣∣∣∣AB
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣M1M2 ± δ1δ2
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣M1 · δ2 ±M2 · δ1M2 · δ2
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣M1·δ2±M2·δ1
d
∣∣∣∣M2·δ2
d
∣∣ ,
where d = gcd (M1 · δ2 ±M2 · δ1,M2 · δ2).
We show that d ≤ M22 . Write d = d1 · d2 with d1|M2 and gcd(d2,M2/d1) = 1.
Hence d2 is a divisor of δ2 and because d2 | d | (M1 ·δ2±M2 ·δ1), we have d2 | (M2 ·δ1).
Because d2 | δ2 and gcd(δ1, δ2) = 1, we obtain gcd(d2, δ1) = 1, hence d2 |M2. This
implies d = d1 · d2 ≤M22 . As a consequence we obtain
|B| ≥ |M2| · δ2
d
≥ |M2| · δ2|M2|2
=
δ2
|M2| > S.
Lemma 12.1.3. Let M1,M2 be rational integers with upper bound S ≥ |M2| and
m1,m2 ∈ Q with |m1/m2−M1/M2| < 1/(2S2). Then M1/M2 is the last convergent
in the continued fraction expansion of m1/m2, whose denominator is less or equal
to S.
Proof. Because |m1/m2 − M1/M2| < 1/(2S2) ≤ 1/(2M22 ), Theorem 1.2.2
yields, that M1/M2 is a convergent in the continued fraction expansion of m1/m2.
Let M1/M2 be the k-th convergent Ak/Bk, Ak, Bk ∈ Z. Then we know from
Theorem 1.2.3, that the next convergent Ak+1/Bk+1, if it exists, is closer to m1/m2.
Hence ∣∣∣∣M1M2 − Ak+1Bk+1
∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣M1M2 − m1m2
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Ak+1Bk+1 − m1m2
∣∣∣∣ < 1S2 < 1S|M2| .
We apply Lemma 12.1.2 and obtain |Bk+1| > S. Because by Theorem 1.2.3, the
denominators of the convergents increase monotonely, the absolute values of the
denominators of all following convergents are also larger than S.
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Lemma 12.1.4. Let 0 6= R1, R2 ∈ R, and k ∈ Z. Let ri be an approximation to
Ri with |ri/Ri−1| < 2−max{b(R1)−b(R2)+4+k,1} for i = 1, 2, then |r1/r2−R1/R2| <
2−k.
Proof. We have∣∣∣∣R1R2 − r1r2
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣R1R2 − r1R2 + r1R2 − r1r2
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣R1 − r1R2 + r1(r2 −R2)r2R2
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣R1 − r1R1
∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣R1R2
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣r2 −R2R2
∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣r1r2
∣∣∣∣ .
Lemma 2.2.2 implies b(r1) ≤ b(R1)+1 and b(r2) ≥ b(R2)−1, because |ri/Ri−1| <
1/2 for i = 1, 2. Hence,∣∣∣∣R1R2 − r1r2
∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣R1 − r1R1
∣∣∣∣ · 2b(R1)−b(R2)+1 + ∣∣∣∣r2 −R2R2
∣∣∣∣ · 2b(R1)−b(R2)+3 < 2−k.
Theorem 12.1.5. Let R ∈ R with |R| ≥ 2m, m ∈ Z. Also, let M1,M2,M ∈ Z
with Ri = MiMR 6= 0, i = 1, 2, and gcd(M1,M2) = 1. Furthermore, let S =
2b(R2)−m+c with c ∈ N0, and k ≥ b(R1) + b(R2)− 2m+ 2c+ 4.
On input of relative k-approximations ri to Ri, i = 1, 2,
rgcd cfrac(x, y, r1, r2, S) returns x, y ∈ Z, such that xR1 + yR2 = rgcd(R1, R2)
with |x| ≤ |M2| and |y| ≤ |M1| in time O(k2).
Proof. We have |M2|2m ≤ |M2MR| < 2b(R2), so S = 2b(R2)−m+c satisfies
S ≥ |M2|.
Because b(Ri) ≥ m, it is
k ≥ b(R1) + b(R2)− 2m+ 2c+ 4 ≥ max{b(R1)− b(R2) + 2 log2 S + 4, 1}.
It follows from Lemma 12.1.4, that |r1/r2−R1/R2| < 2−2 log2 S = 1/(2S2). Because
r1/r2 = M1/M2 with gcd(M1,M2) = 1, it follows from Lemma 12.1.3, that M1,
M2 is computed by cfrac convergent. The call of xgcd returns x, y ∈ Z with
xM1 + yM2 = 1, and |x| ≤ |M2|, |y| ≤ |M1|. So, xR1 + yR2 = MR.
We analyze the bit complexity. Let e(ri) be the exponent of ri for i = 1, 2.
Because k ≥ 1, Lemma 2.2.2 yields |e(ri) − b(Ri)| ≤ 1. Hence, |e(r1) − e(r2)| ≤
|b(R1)−b(R2)|+2 ≤ k. Using the result of Theorem 1.2.1, we find that the continued
fraction expansion can be computed in time O((k + |e(r1)− e(r2)|)2) = O(k2).
For i = 1, 2, we have b(Mi) ≤ b(Ri) − m. We know from Section 1.1 that
computing the extended gcd of M1 and M2 takes time O((max{b(R1)−m, b(R2)−
m})2) = O(k2).
Remark 12.1.6. To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 12.1.5, we can compute
relative 1-approximations ri to Ri, i = 1, 2. It follows from Lemma 2.2.2, that
|b(ri)− b(Ri)| ≤ 1. Hence,
S = 2b(r2)−m+1, k = b(r1) + b(r2)− 2m+ 10,
are suitable parameters. Once relative k-approximations ri to Ri, i = 1, 2, are
computed, it follows from Theorem 12.1.5, that a representation of the real gcd can
be found in time O((b(R1) + b(R2)− 2m)2).
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12.1.2. Lower bounds on the regulator. To be able to apply the real-gcd
algorithm to determine a generating unit, we need to know a lower bound 2m < R
to the regulator R. We describe two possibilities for finding such a lower bound.
The first variant only needs the discriminant ∆ of the order and uses the following
formula from [JLW95],
R ≥ ln((√∆− 4 +
√
∆)/2).(12.1.3)
The function O.lower regulator bound() uses (12.1.3) to determine m.
bigint O.lower_regulator_bound()
{
bigint Delta = O.discriminant();
if (Delta == 5)
return -2;
if (Delta == 8)
return -1;
if (Delta <= 29)
return 0;
// |\sqrt{D-4}| < \sqrt{D} < 2^{b(D)/2 + 1}
//
xbigfloat d;
sqrt(d, Delta-4, b(Delta)/2 + 2);
d -= 0.5;
// l >= 2^{b(l)-1}
//
xbigfloat l;
log(l, d, 1);
l -= 0.5;
return (b(l)-1);
}
Theorem 12.1.7. Let O be a real quadratic order. The function
O.lower regulator bound() returns an integer m, such that 2m < R, where R
is the regulator of O.
Proof. It follows, for example from [Coh95][appendix B.2], that m is correct
for ∆ ≤ 29. Assume that ∆ > 29. (12.1.3) can be simplified to
R > ln(
√
D − 4).
We have d =
√
∆− 4(1 + ε1) − 1/2, |ε1| < 2−b(
√
∆)−1. So 1 < d <
√
∆− 4.
Furthermore, l < ln d < R. So 2b(l)−1 ≤ l justifies the choice of m = b(l)− 1.
In [Lag80] Lagarias presents an infinite set of non square free quadratic dis-
criminants ∆, such that the regulators of the corresponding quadratic orders are
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larger than c
√
∆/ log ∆ for some constant c. For those orders (12.1.3) is a bad lower
regulator bound.
In the situation of the subexponential algorithm, we know a multiple h1 = nh
of the class number h. We can use the analytic class number formula (1.5.1) to
derive a lower bound on the regulator. This is done in the following function
O.lower regulator bound(h1), that returns m with 2m < R < n2m+4.
bigint O.lower_regulator_bound( bigint h1 )
{
bigint N = O.number_of_terms (0.25);
xbigfloat l = O.Ell(N, 8);
xbigfloat L = exp(l, 9);
xbigfloat d = sqrt(Delta,4) * L;
xbigfloat r = divide (d, 2*h1, 4);
return(b(r)-2);
}
Theorem 12.1.8. Let O be a real quadratic order. On input of a multiple h1 =
nh, n ∈ N of the class number h of O, the function O.lower regulator bound(h1)
returns an integer m with 2m < R < n2m+4, where R is the regulator of O.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedure. First we analyze how accurate
L approximates L(1, χ∆). It follows from Theorem 8.1.1 that
| ln(L(1, χ∆))− l| < 2−2 + 2−8.(12.1.4)
Set
x =
exp l
L(1, χ∆)
− 1.
Using (12.1.4) it is easy to verify that |x| < 1. Hence, Lemma 2.4.3 and (12.1.4)
imply
|x| < | ln(1 + x)|
1− | ln(1 + x)| <
2−2 + 2−8
1− 2−2 − 2−8 = 65/191.
Therefore, we can write
exp l = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 65/191.(12.1.5)
Next, we can write
L = exp l(1 + ε2), |ε2| < 2−9.
Together with (12.1.5) we obtain
L = L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε1)(1 + ε2)
= L(1, χ∆)(1 + ε3), |ε3| < 1/2.
Furthermore, d = L(1, χ∆)
√
∆(1 + ε3)(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−4. Hence,
r = L(1, χ∆)
√
∆/(2h1)(1 + ε3)(1 + ε4)(1 + ε5), |ε5| < 2−4,
= R/n(1 + ε6), |ε6| < 1/2 + 1/4,
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using the analytic class number formula R = L(1, χ∆)
√
∆/(2h). Therefore the
regulator is bounded by
n2b(r)−2 < R < n2b(r)+2,
and for m = b(r)− 2 it is 2m < R < n2m+4.
We explain the choice of the parameters. L is computed that way, because
the same value is needed for verifying the class number and regulator; because the
approximation of L(1, χ∆) is the most expensive part in those computations, it
is computed only once and reused in O.verify hR(h,R) (see Section 12.2). This
choice of L implies that with an exact computation of
√
∆ and an exact division by
h1, we already would obtain n2b(r)−2 < R < n2b(r)+2, if we express the bounds in
terms of n and powers of two. The square root and the quotient are approximated
with a minimal accuracy, such that these inequations remain valid.
12.1.3. Testing for rational number. In this section we present an algo-
rithm that decides whether a unit u ∈ O∗ is rational. On input of an integer
m with 2m ≤ R, where R is the regulator of the order, the following function
u.is rational(m) returns true, if the unit u is rational and false otherwise. It is a
member function of quadratic number power product.
bool u.is_rational(bigint m)
{
// absolute -m+1 approx. to Ln u
//
xbigfloat l = u.absolute_Ln_approximation(-m+1);
// u rational iff |l| < 2^{m-1}
//
if (l.is_zero())
return true;
else if (b(l) <= m-1)
return true;
else
return false;
}
Theorem 12.1.9. Let O be a real quadratic order and u ∈ O∗. On input of
m ∈ Z with 2m ≤ R, where R is the regulator of O, the function u.is rational(m)
returns true if and only if u is rational.
Proof. Because u is a unit, we have Lnu ∈ ZR. Let |l− Lnu| < 2m−1. Then
u is rational if and only if Lnu = 0, and this is true if and only if |l| < 2m−1.
12.1.4. The generating unit algorithm and its bit complexity. Let
u0, . . . , uc−1 ∈ O∗. In this section we present an algorithm that computes a unit z
such that < z >=< u0, . . . , uc−1 >.
We assume that the units are given as
uj =
r−1∏
i=0
α
fi,j
i , 0 ≤ j < c,
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with the r× c integer matrix (fi,j), where αi =
∏nj
k=0 γi,k, 0 ≤ i < r, with γi,k ∈ K
in standard representation. We represent the units by the vector of vectors γ =
((γ0,0, . . . , γ0,n0), . . . , (γr−1,0, . . . , γr−1,nr−1)) and the matrix f = (fi,j).
We present the function O.generating unit(e, γ, f), that on input of γ and f
returns the integer vector e = (e0, . . . , er−1), such that
z =
r−1∏
i=0
αeii ,
generates < u0, . . . , uc−1 >.
We describe the principle of the function. First we remove those units which
are rational as described in Section 12.1.3. Assume that c units remain. We proceed
as follows: we compute xi, yi ∈ Z such that for u′i = uxi2iuyi2i+1 we have
< u′i >=< u2i, u2i+1 >
for 0 ≤ i < bc/2c. This is done using the real-gcd algorithm of Section 12.1.1 (see
Proposition 12.1.1). If c is odd, set u′dc/2e−1 = uc−1. Then the units u
′
0, . . . , u
′
dc/2e
generate < u0, . . . , uc−1 >, and we have reduced the problem of finding a generating
unit for c units to the problem of finding a generating unit for dc/2e units. We
iterate this process until only one unit z remains. Then < z >=< u0, . . . , uc−1 >.
The structure of that computation is a binary tree, where the leaves are the units
u0, . . . , uc−1 and the root is z.
All units are represented as power products, where the base elements are
α0, . . . , αr−1 and the exponents are given by the columns of the matrix f . The
units are manipulated by changing the exponent matrix f . The exponent vector
of the unit uxi2iu
yi
2i+1 is computed by multiplying the 2i-th column of the matrix f
by xi and the 2i + 1-th column by yi, respectively, and adding the columns. The
resulting vector is stored in column 2i, so replaces the exponent vector of u2i. At
the end of the process the exponent vector of z is the first column of f .
void O.generating_unit (
vector<bigint> & e,
vector< vector<quadratic_number_standard> > gamma,
matrix<bigint> f )
{
// Initialize.
bigint m = O.lower_regulator_bound();
bigint r = f.no_of_rows();
bigint c = f.no_of_columns();
bigint i,j,k,n,t;
// F[i] = max_{0 <= j < c} {|f_i,j|}, 0 <= i < r
vector< bigint > F;
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
F[i] = f.max_abs_value_in_row(i);
// |l_i - Ln alpha_i| < 2^{-(-m+1+b(r)+b(F[i]))}
vector< xbigfloat > l;
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
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{
n = gamma[i].length();
t = -m+1+b(r)+b(F[i])+b(n);
l[i] = 0;
for (k=0; k < n; k++)
l[i] += gamma[i][k].absolute_Ln_approximation(t);
}
// B = max_{0 <= j < c} {b_j}, |b_j - b(Ln u_j)| <= 1.
// Remove all columns that correspond to rational numbers.
B = m-1;
i = 0;
for (j=0; j < c; j++)
{
// |L - Ln u_j| < 2^{m-1}
L = 0;
for (k=0; k < r; k++)
L += f[k][j] * l[k];
// Ln u_j rational iff |L| < 2^{m-1}
if (L != 0 && b(L) > m-1)
{
f.swap_columns(i,j);
i++;
B = max(B, b(L));
}
}
B += 1;
c = i;
if (c == 0)
{
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
e[i] = 0;
return;
}
else if (c == 1)
{
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
e[i] = f[i][0];
return;
}
f.set_no_of_columns_to(c);
// |l_i - Ln alpha_i| < 2^{-(B-2m+12+b(r)+b(F_i)+(B-m+1)b(c))}
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
{
n = gamma[i].length();
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t = B-2m+12+b(r)+b(F[i])+(B-m+1) b(c)+b(n);
l[i] = 0;
for (k=0; k < n; k++)
l[i] += gamma[i][k].absolute_Ln_approximation(t);
}
// Real gcd computations with binary tree.
bigint step_size = 2;
bigint neighbour = 1;
bigint x, y;
xbigfloat u,v;
for (k=0; k < b(c); k++)
{
for (j=0; j+neighbour < c; j += step_size)
{
v = 0;
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
v += f[i][j] * l[i];
v = truncate(v, 2B-2m+13);
w = 0;
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
w += f[i][j+neighbour] * l[i];
w = truncate(w, 2B-2m+13);
S = 2^(b(w)+1-m);
rgcd_cfrac(x,y, v,w, S);
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
f[i][j] = f[i][j] * x + f[i][j+neighbour] * y;
}
step_size *= 2;
neighbour *= 2;
}
for (i=0; i < r; i++)
e[i] = f[i][0];
}
Theorem 12.1.10. Let O be a real quadratic order and v be some constant
v ∈ R>0. Let the units u0, . . . , uc−1 be given as
uj =
r−1∏
i=0
α
fi,j
i , 0 ≤ j < c,
with the r × c integer matrix (fi,j), where αi =
∏ni
k=0 γi,k, 0 ≤ i < r, with γi,k in
standard representation.
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On input of γ = ((γ0,0, . . . , γ0,n0), . . . , (γr−1,0, . . . , γr−1,nr−1)) and f = (fi,j),
the function O.generating unit(e, γ, f) returns e = (e0, . . . , er−1), such that
z =
r−1∏
i=0
αeii ,
generates < u1, . . . , uc−1 >. Furthermore, if size(γi,k) = O(log ∆) and r, c,
size(fi,j), ni = L∆[1/2, v], then the running time is L∆[1/2, 3v] and size(ei) =
L∆[1/2, v].
Proof. First, we prove the correctness. We use the notation of the procedure.
Let Fi = max0≤j<c{|fi,j |}. As a first step, the function computes approximations
li to Lnαi such that
|li − Lnαi| < 2−1+m−b(r)−b(Fi), 0 ≤ i < r.(12.1.6)
In the following loop, let Lj denote the value of L in the j-th iteration. We have
Lj =
∑r−1
i=0 fi,j li and it follows from (12.1.6), that
|Lnuj − Lj | < 2m−1, 0 ≤ j < c.
Because 2m is a lower bound on the regulator, we know that uj is a rational number,
i.e., Lnuj = 0, if and only if, |Lj | < 2m−1. If this is the case, the column j is
removed from f . Otherwise, we have |Lnuj | ≥ 2m, and so |Lj/Lnuj − 1| < 1/2.
Lemma 2.2.2 implies |b(Lj)− b(Lnuj)| ≤ 1. Hence, after incrementation, the value
B satisfies
max0≤j<c{b(Lnuj)} ≤ B ≤ max0≤j<c{b(Lnuj)}+ 2,(12.1.7)
in the case, that there exists at least one non-rational unit.
The second computation of approximations li to Lnαi yields
|li − Lnαi| < 2−(B−2m+12+b(r)+b(Fi)+(B−m+1)b(c)), 0 ≤ i < r.(12.1.8)
We analyze the real-gcd computations. Let f (−1)i,j denote the entries of the
matrix f , before the start of the first outer loop iteration for k, and let f (k)i,j denote
the entries of f at the end of the k-th outer loop iteration, 0 ≤ k < b(c). We set
u
(k)
j =
r−1∏
i=0
α
f
(k)
i,j
i ,
for −1 ≤ k < b(c), 0 ≤ j < c. By induction on k, we prove that
|f (k)i,j | < (2B−m+1)k+1Fi, 0 ≤ i < r, 0 ≤ j < c,(12.1.9)
and
< u
(k)
j >=< uj , . . . , umin{j+2k+1−1,c−1} >,(12.1.10)
for 0 ≤ j < c, j ≡ 0 mod 2k+1, −1 ≤ k < b(c).
The assertions are true for k = −1. Let k ≥ 0 and assume that the assertions
are true for all −1 ≤ k′ < k. Fix an index 0 ≤ j < c with j ≡ 0 mod 2k+1.
If j + 2k ≥ c, then f (k)i,j = f (k−1)i,j and u(k)j = u(k−1)j . Furthermore, min{j +
2k+1 − 1, c− 1} = c− 1 = min{j + 2k − 1, c− 1}, so the assertions follow from the
induction hypothesis.
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Suppose, that j + 2k < c. It follows from (12.1.10), that |Lnu(k−1)j | ≤ |Lnuj |
and |Lnu(k−1)
j+2k
| ≤ |Lnuj+2k |. Together with (12.1.7), this implies
b(Lnu(k−1)j ), b(Lnu
(k−1)
j+2k
) ≤ B.
It follows from (12.1.8) and the induction hypothesis (12.1.9), that in iteration k of
the outer loop and j of the inner loop, we have
|v/Lnu(k−1)j − 1| < 2−b(Lnu
(k−1)
j )−B+2m−10,
|w/Lnu(k−1)
j+2k
− 1| < 2−b(Lnu
(k−1)
j+2k
)−B+2m−10
,
(12.1.11)
Here, we apply Lemma 2.3.2 to obtain the relative approximations by truncation.
So we may apply Theorem 12.1.5 and Remark 12.1.6, and obtain
rgcd(Lnu(k−1)j ,Lnu
(k−1)
j+2k
) = xLnu(k−1)j + y Lnu
(k−1)
j+2k
with x, y ∈ Z and
|x| ≤ |Lnu(k−1)
j+2k
|/2m, |y| ≤ |Lnu(k−1)j |/2m.(12.1.12)
This yields |x|, |y| < 2B−m, which implies |f (k)i,j | ≤ |x||f (k−1)i,j | + |y||f (k−1)i,j+2k | <
2B−m|f (k−1)i,j |+ 2B−m|f (k−1)i,j+2k | ≤ (2B−m+1)k+1Fi by induction hypothesis.
We have u(k)j = (u
(k−1)
j )
x(u(k−1)
j+2k
)y, and it follows from Proposition 12.1.1 and
the induction hypothesis that
< u
(k)
j > = < u
(k−1)
j , u
(k−1)
j+2k
>
= < uj , . . . , umin{j+2k−1,c−1}, uj+2k , . . . , umin{j+2k+2k−1,c−1} >
= < uj , . . . , uj+2k−1, uj+2k , . . . , umin{j+2k+1−1,c−1} > .
Hence, the assertions of the induction are proven. It follows from (12.1.10), that
< z >=< u(b(c)−1)0 >=< u0, . . . , uc−1 > .
This proves the correctness of the procedure.
We analyze the bit complexity. Set L[v] = L∆[1/2, v]. Suppose, that
size(γi,k) = O(log ∆), and r, c, size(fi,j), ni = L[v].
We have |Lnuj | ≤
∑r−1
i=0 |fi,j ||Lnαi| ≤ L[v]2L[v](L[v] log ∆) by (4.1.8) for
0 ≤ j < c. Hence, (12.1.7) implies
B = L[v].(12.1.13)
The approximation of Lnαi by li is dominated by the second loop, because of
higher accuracies. We analyze this part. The required accuracy satisfies t = L[v].
It follows from Proposition 4.1.4, that each Ln γi,k can be approximated in time
O(M(L[v]) logL[v]) = L[v]. Hence, approximating all L[v]2 logarithms requires
time O(L∆[1/2, 3v]). Let ci,k denote the approximation of Ln γi,k. It follows from
Lemma 2.4.5, that
|b(ci,k)|, |b(m(ci,k))| ≤ b(1 + |b(γi,k/σ(γi,k))|+ L[v] + 2,
thus |b(ci,k)|, |b(m(ci,k))| = L[v] by (4.1.4). Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.3.3,
that the computation of one sum lj requires time L[2v]. It also follows from Theo-
rem 2.3.3, that
|b(li)|, |b(m(li))| = L[v], 0 ≤ i < r.(12.1.14)
So, computing all sums li to Lnαi takes time L[3v].
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We analyze the binary tree rgcd-computations. The inner loop for j is executed
L[v] times. We estimate the costs for one loop iteration, and we begin with the
computations of v and w. It follows from (12.1.9), (12.1.13), and m ≥ −2, that
size(f (k)i,j ) = L[v], 0 ≤ i < r, 0 ≤ j < c, −1 ≤ k < b(c).(12.1.15)
Together with (12.1.14), this implies that each product can be computed in time
O(M(L[v])) = L[v], and the size of the mantissa and the exponent of the product
are bounded by L[v] too. Applying Theorem 2.3.3 again, shows that one v and one
w can be computed in time L[2v]. Because v and w are relative 2B − 2m + 10-
approximations, it follows from Theorem 12.1.5, that the computation of x and
y takes time O((2B − 2m + 10)2), i.e. time L[2v]. Also updating f takes time
2L[v]M(L[v]) = L[2v], so one iteration of the loop takes time L[2v]. Hence, the
overall time for all outer and inner loop iterations is L[3v].
Thus, the overall running time of the procedure is L[3v]. Furthermore, (12.1.9)
implies
|ei| = |f (b(c)−1)i,0 | < (2B+3)b(c)Fi, 0 ≤ i < r,(12.1.16)
for the exponent vector e of z. So, size(ei) = L[v]. This completes the proof.
12.1.5. Practical improvements. We describe changes in the
generating unit algorithm that allow a more efficient implementation. We
briefly recall the situation. We have units u0, . . . , uc−1 with
uj =
r−1∏
i=0
α
fi,j
i , 0 ≤ j < c,
with the r× c integer matrix (fi,j), where αi =
∏ni
k=0 γi,k, 0 ≤ i < r, with γi,k ∈ K
in standard representation. We use the function O.generating unit of Section
12.1.4 to compute a generating unit.
The first change in the implementation of the algorithm is the fact, that
the numbers αi are not stored as power products. Instead the power prod-
ucts are small enough (see [Jac99]), such that they can be evaluated. So, the
αi’s are stored as quadratic number standard, and the units uj are of type
quadratic number power product.
The most expensive part of the generating unit algorithm is the approxima-
tion of the logarithms of the base elements αi. Therefore, we minimize the number
of those computations, and we try to use smaller accuracies than required by theory
to accelerate the computation of the approximations. This is achieved in several
steps.
First note that the Lnαi are approximated twice in generating unit. The
purpose of the first approximation is to find numbers Lj with
|Lnuj − Lj | < 2m−1,(12.1.17)
where 2m ≤ R is a lower bound on the regulator. Those approximations are used
to decide whether or not uj is rational, and to find a bound B with
max0≤j<c{b(Lnuj)} ≤ B.
(Note that the upper bound derived on B in the previous section is only necessary to
prove the complexity result.) After removing the rationals, B is used to determine
the accuracies for the second approximation of Lnαi.
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We reverse this process. First, we determine a bound B, and then compute
approximations that are sufficient for finding Lj satisfying (12.1.17), and which are
assumed to be accurate enough for the rest of the computation too. To determine
B, we begin with computing upper bounds
|Lnαi| ≤ Ui, 0 ≤ i < r,
using the method for estimating Ln derived in Section 4.1.5. Note that this is much
faster than approximating Ln by standard methods. Then we derive the upper
bound B as
B = b(max0≤j<c{
r−1∑
i=0
|fi,j |Ui}).
The second change concerns the accuracies which are used to approximate the
Lnαi. In practice, we compute approximations li with
|li − Lnαi| < 2−(B−2m+12+b(r)+b(Fi)+3),(12.1.18)
for 0 ≤ i < r. To explain that choice, we need the following Lemma. We use the
notation of the proof of Theorem 12.1.10.
Lemma 12.1.11. For each layer of the binary tree, the sum of the b-values of
the unit and the exponent increases by a constant term only. More precisely, we
have
b(Lnu(k)j ) + b(f
(k)
i,j ) < B + b(Fi) + 3(k + 1),
for −1 ≤ k < b(c), 0 ≤ i < r, and 0 ≤ j < c.
Proof. We use induction on k. For k = −1 the assertion follows from the
choice of B and Fi. Let k ≥ 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all −1 ≤
k′ < k. Fix an index 0 ≤ j < c with j ≡ 0 mod 2k+1. If j + 2k ≥ c, then
f
(k)
i,j = f
(k−1)
i,j and u
(k)
j = u
(k−1)
j . So the assertion follows from the induction
hypothesis.
Suppose, that j + 2k < c. Let Lnu(k−1)j = M1R and Lnu
(k−1)
j+2k
= M2R with
M1,M2 ∈ Z. Theorem 12.1.5 yields
|x| ≤ |M2| ≤ |Lnu(k−1)j+2k |/2m, |y| ≤ |M1| ≤ |Lnu
(k−1)
j |/2m.
Assume w.l.o.g. that |M1| ≥ |M2|; otherwise use Lnu(k−1)j+2k and M2 in the following.
Then |Lnu(k)j f (k)i,j )| ≤ |Lnu(k−1)j /M1|(|f (k−1)i,j | + f (k−1)i,j+2k |)|M1| < 2B+b(Fi)+3k+1 by
induction hypothesis. This implies
2b(Lnu
(k)
j )+b(f
(k)
i,j ) ≤ 4|Lnu(k)j f (k)i,j )| < 2B+b(Fi)+3k+3,
so b(Lnu(k)j ) + b(f
(k)
i,j ) < B + b(Fi) + 3(k + 1). This proves the assertion.
(12.1.18) is based on the following assumption: there is a small constant c0
such that
Lnu(0)j ≤ c0 ·R,(12.1.19)
for j ≡ 0 mod 2. This assumption is justified by practical experiments. Therefore,
the logarithms of the units at the second layer of the binary tree are close to the
regulator, and their b-values are almost the same, especially b(Lnu(0)j ) ≈ b(Lnu(0)j+2).
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If we assume that they are equal, Lemma 12.1.11 yields b(Lnu(0)j+2) + b(f
(0)
i,j ) <
B + b(Fi) + 3. So, to obtain the approximation v with
|v − Lnu(0)j | < 2−b(Lnu
(0)
j+2)+2m−10,
as required by Theorem 12.1.5 for the next rgcd-computation, it suffices to approx-
imate Lnαj as in (12.1.18). The same arguments apply for the approximation of
Lnu(0)j+2. And because of (12.1.19), we expect x = 0, y = 1 or vice versa for each
subsequent rgcd-computation. Then the exponent matrix f (k)i,j remains constant for
0 ≤ k < b(c), and the approximations (12.1.18) are also sufficient for 1 ≤ k < b(c).
Note, that (12.1.19) is not true for Lnu(0)c−1, if c is odd, because in that case,
Lnu(0)c−1 = Lnu
(−1)
c−1 . To achieve (12.1.19), we compute the rgcd of Lnu
(−1)
c−2 and
Lnu(−1)c−1 too, and set Lnu
(0)
c−1 to the result, if c is odd.
By using the heuristic arguments above to reduce the accuracies and not using
the theoretically required accuracies, we cannot be sure, that the procedure really
finds the generating unit. We circumvent this problem by computing the theoret-
ically required accuracy before each rgcd-computation, and refine the approxima-
tions to Lnαi, if necessary. The theoretically required accuracy is determined as
described in Remark 12.1.6. Here, the relative 1-approximations are computed via
absolute −m+ 1-approximations. If our assumption is fulfilled, no refinements are
necessary to derive the theoretically accuracies. Experiments show, that this is the
case in practice (see Tables 3,4 in the appendix).
The third change concerns the number of units that are used. Because of
(12.1.19), only a few units are necessary to determine the regulator, instead of
c = L∆[1/2, v] as theoretically required. In practice c = 25 is sufficient.
Finally, we used the lower bound 2m to the regulator given by formula (12.1.3)
in generating unit to formulate the function independently from the subexponen-
tial algorithm. But before a generating unit must be determined during the subex-
ponential algorithm, an integer multiple h1 of the class number is known. So instead
of only using (12.1.3), we also use the function O.lower regulator bound(h1) of
Section 12.1.2, that makes use of the analytic class number formula, to find a larger
lower bound on the regulator. This reduces the required accuracies for the loga-
rithms.
12.2. Verifying class number and regulator
Let ∆ be a quadratic discriminant, O be the corresponding quadratic order
of discriminant ∆, h′ be an integer multiple of the class number h, and R′ be an
integer multiple of the regulator R, if ∆ > 0. In this section, we show how the
analytic class number formula (1.5.1) can be used to decide whether h′ is equal to
h in case of ∆ < 0, and whether h′R′ equals hR in case of ∆ > 0.
For ∆ < 0 let w be the number of roots of unity in O, i.e. w = 6, if ∆ = −3,
w = 4, if ∆ = −4, and w = 2, if ∆ < −4. We set
κ =
2pi
w
√|∆| .
For ∆ > 0 we set
κ =
2R√
∆
.
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The analytic class number formula (1.5.1) can be stated as follows
hκ = L(1, χ∆).(12.2.1)
Set
κ′ =
{
κ, ∆ < 0,
2R′/
√
∆, ∆ > 0.
To decide whether h′ equals h in case of ∆ < 0 or h′R′ equals hR in case of ∆ > 0,
it is sufficient to decide whether
h′κ′ ?= hκ.
We need some further notation. Let x, y ∈ R>0. We define the distance of x
and y as
d(x, y) =
∣∣∣∣ln(xy
)∣∣∣∣ .(12.2.2)
To decide whether h′κ′ = hκ we first compute n with C(n) ≤ 1/4. Then we
approximate
z =
√
2 exp(l(n,∆))
by H and h′κ′ by G such that the distance (12.2.2) of H from z and G from h′κ′
is less than (ln
√
2 − 1/4)/2. Then G < H if and only if h′κ′ = hκ, because z has
the property, that hκ < z < 2hκ, and the distance (12.2.2) of z to hκ and 2hκ,
respectively, is at least ln
√
2− 1/4.
Let O be an imaginary quadratic order. We present the procedure
O.verify h(h′), which on input of an integer multiple h′ of the class number h
returns true if h′ = h and false otherwise. It uses the function O.number of terms
(F ) that returns an integer n such that C(n) ≤ F . It also uses the function
O.Ell(n, k) that returns an absolute k-approximation to l(n,∆) for k ≥ 0 (see
Chapter 8). Furthermore, it uses the function Pi(k) that for k ≥ 1 returns a
relative k-approximation to pi.
bool O.verify_h(bigint h’)
{
int n, w;
xbigfloat l, L, z, H, d, G;
bigint Delta = O.discriminant();
// Approximate sqrt(2) * exp(l(n,Delta))
//
n = O.number_of_terms(0.25);
l = O.Ell(n, 8);
L = exp(l, 9);
z = sqrt(2, 10);
H = truncate(z*L, 9);
// w = number of roots of unity
//
if (Delta == -3)
w = 6;
else if (Delta == -4)
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w = 4;
else
w = 2;
// Approximate h’ * kappa
//
d = sqrt(-Delta, 11);
G = divide(truncate(h’, 12), (w/2) * d, 11);
G = truncate(G * Pi(7), 9);
// Check h’ * kappa < sqrt(2) * exp(l(n,Delta))
//
if (G < H)
return true;
else
return false;
}
Let O be a real quadratic order. We present the procedure O.verify hR(h′, r),
which on input of an integer multiple h′ of the class number h, and a relative
7-approximation r to an integer multiple R′ of the regulator R returns true if
h′ = h and R′ = R and false otherwise. The procedure uses the same functions
number of terms(F ) and Ell(n, k) as above.
bool O.verify_hR(bigint h’, xbigfloat r)
{
int n;
xbigfloat l, L, z, H, d, G;
bigint Delta = O.discriminant();
// Approximate sqrt(2) * exp(l(n,Delta))
//
n = O.number_of_terms(0.25);
l = O.Ell(n, 8);
L = exp(l, 9);
z = sqrt(2, 10);
H = truncate(z*L, 9);
// Approximate h’ * kappa’
//
d = sqrt(Delta, 11);
G = divide(truncate(h’, 12), d/2, 11);
G = truncate(G * r, 9);
// Check h’ * kappa’ < sqrt(2) * exp(l(n,Delta))
//
if (G < H)
return true;
else
return false;
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}
To prove the correctness of the functions we need some auxiliary results.
We can easily derive some simple properties of the distance function.
Lemma 12.2.1. Let x, y, δ ∈ R>0.
1. If d(x, y) < δ, then e−δy < x < eδy.
2. If sign(x− y) d(x, y) ≥ δ, then eδ/2y ≤ e−δ/2x.
Proof. The first property is an immediate consequence of the definition as
well as the second one if we note that sign(x− y) d(x, y) = ln(x/y) ≥ δ.
The next lemma relates relative approximations and distances.
Lemma 12.2.2. Let x, y, ε ∈ R, y 6= 0. If |x/y − 1| < ε < 1, then d(x, y) <
max{ln(1 + ε), ln(1/(1− ε))}.
Proof. Assume, that x/y− 1 ≥ 0. Then x/y < 1 + ε and d(x, y) = ln(x/y) ≤
ln(1 + ε). Now suppose that x/y− 1 < 0. In this case we have y/x < 1/(1− ε) and
d(x, y) = ln(y/x) < ln(1/(1− ε)).
Lemma 12.2.3. Let z ∈ R and δ ∈ R>0, such that
sign(z − hκ)d(hκ, z) ≥ δ,
sign(2hκ− z)d(2hκ, z) ≥ δ.
Let h′ and κ′ be integer multiples of h and κ, respectively, and let H,G ∈ R with
d(z,H) < δ/2,
d(h′κ′, G) < δ/2.
Then h′κ′ = hκ if and only if G < H.
Proof. Assume, that h′ = h and κ′ = κ. Lemma 12.2.1 yields G < hκeδ/2 ≤
ze−δ/2 < H. Now suppose, that h′κ′ = νhκ, ν ≥ 2. Then Lemma 12.2.1 yields
H < zeδ/2 ≤ 2hκe−δ/2 ≤ νhκe−δ/2 < G.
Theorem 12.2.4. (ERH) Let h′ be an integer multiple of the class number h
and r be a relative 7-approximation to an integer multiple R′ of the regulator R.
For imaginary quadratic orders, O.verify h(h′) returns true if and only if h′ = h,
and for real quadratic orders, O.verify hR(h′, r) returns true if and only if h′ = h
and R′ = R.
Proof. We use the notation of the procedures.
First we show that H is a relative 6-approximation to z =
√
2 exp(l(n,∆)). We
have
|l(n,∆)− l| < 2−8.(12.2.3)
Set
x =
exp(l(n,∆))
exp l
− 1.
Using (12.2.3) it is easy to verify that |x| < 1. Hence, Lemma 2.4.3 and (12.2.3)
imply
|x| < | log(1 + x)|
1− | log(1 + x)| < 2
−7.
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Therefore, we can write
exp l = exp(l(n,∆))(1 + ε1), |ε1| < 2−7.(12.2.4)
Next, we can write
H = exp l(1 + ε2)
√
2(1 + ε3)(1 + ε4), |ε2| < 2−9, |ε3| < 2−10, |ε4| < 2−8.
Together with (12.2.4) we obtain
H =
√
2 exp(l(n,∆))(1 + ε1)(1 + ε2)(1 + ε3)(1 + ε4)
= z(1 + ε5), |ε5| < 2−6.
Let κ′ = 2pi/(w
√|∆|), if ∆ is negative and κ′ = 2R′/√δ, if ∆ is positive. We show
that G is a relative 6-approximation to h′κ′.
Let G = divide(truncate(h′, 12), (w/2) ∗ d, 11) in the procedure verify h. We
have
G = h′w/(2
√
|∆|)(1 + ε1)(1 + ε3)/(1 + ε2), |ε1| < 2−12, |ε2| < 2−11, |ε3| < 2−11
= h′w/(2
√
|∆|)(1 + ε4), |ε4| < 2−9.
Hence, for G = truncate(G ∗ Pi(7), 9) we obtain
G = h′κ′(1 + ε4)(1 + ε5)(1 + ε6), |ε5| < 2−7, |ε6| < 2−8
= h′κ′(1 + ε7), |ε7| < 2−6.
If we replace w/2 by 1/2 and Pi(7) by r, the same analysis shows that G in
procedure verify hR also is a relative 6-approximation to h′κ′.
Now we apply Lemma 12.2.3 to prove the assertions. Because n has been chosen
such that C(n) ≤ 1/4, Lemma 8.1.1 and (12.2.1) yield, for δ = ln√2− C(n), that
sign(z − hκ)d(hκ, z) ≥ δ > 0,
sign(2hκ− z)d(2hκ, z) ≥ δ > 0.(12.2.5)
Because H is a relative 6-approximation to z and G a relative 6-approximation
to h′κ′, Lemma 12.2.2 yields
d(z,H), d(h′κ′, G) < δ/2.
Lemma 12.2.3 implies that h′κ′ = hκ if and only if G < H. Because h′ is an integer
multiple of h and R′ is an integer multiple of R, we have h′κ′ = hκ if and only if
h′ = h for δ < 0 and h′κ′ = hκ if and only if h′ = h and R′ = R for δ > 0.
We justify the condition C(n) ≤ 1/4 and the choice of z = √2 exp(l(n,∆)).
Suppose that z = µ exp(l(n,∆)) for some n. It follows from (12.2.5) that z must
be chosen such that there is a δ > 0 with
sign(z − hκ)d(hκ, z) ≥ δ,
sign(2hκ− z)d(2hκ, z) ≥ δ.
Lemma 8.1.1 and (12.2.1) imply sign(z−hκ)d(hκ, z) ≥ lnµ−C(n) and sign(2hκ−
z)d(2hκ, z) ≥ ln(2/µ)− C(n). Hence, the optimal choice is µ = √2. And k = 2 is
minimal such that δ = ln
√
2− 2−k > 0.
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APPENDIX A
Timings and statistical data
We present timings and statistical data for algorithms described in this thesis.
The running times have been measured on a 296 MHz SUN UltraSparc-II with 512
MB RAM.
A.1. Regulators with subexponential algorithm
We present timings and statistical data for the approximation of the regulator
using the subexponential algorithm (see Chapter 12). All given digits of the regu-
lators are correct (assuming the ERH). For sake of completeness, we give the class
number and the structure of the class group too. As mentioned before, these re-
sults have been computed using an implementation which is joint work with Michael
Jacobson [Jac99].
We have chosen two types of discriminants: ∆ = 4(10x + 3) and ∆ = 10x + 1,
x odd, with 10 ≤ x ≤ 66.
Tables 1 and 2 contain the regulator, the class number and the structure of
the class group. The class group is presented as [m1m2 . . .ms], where the mi are
the elementary divisors. Tables 3 and 4 contain some statistics acquired during the
computation. We have units u0, . . . , uc−1 with
uj =
r−1∏
i=0
α
fi,j
i , 0 ≤ j < c,
with the r× c integer matrix (fi,j), where αi are in standard representation. In the
second column we give c/rat, where rat is the number of rational units. The third
column contains r, the number of base elements. In the fourth column we give
bmax/bavg, where bmax is the number of bits of the maximal entry of the matrix
(fi,j), and bavg the average over all non-zero entries. Furthermore, “est. acc.” is
the estimated absolute accuracy, that is used to determine the approximations li,
i.e.,
|li − Lnαi| < 2−(B−2m+12+b(r)+b(Fi)+3), 0 ≤ i < r,
We give the largest estimated accuracy, and the average on the estimated accuracies.
Column “req. acc.” is the average of the difference of the estimated accuracy and
the required accuracy, where the required accuracy has been computed according
to Remark 12.1.6. Note that in every case, the required accuracy has been smaller
than the estimated accuracy, so no recomputation was necessary. Finally, we give
m and b(R), where 2m ≤ R is the lower bound on the regulator, that is determined
at the beginning of the computation. Note that in all computations, the logarithm
of the generating unit has been the regulator.
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In Tables 5 and 6 we present the running times for those computations. “B”
is the time for computing the upper bound B with
max0≤j<c{b(Lnuj)} ≤ B,
and “li” is the time for determining the approximations li to Lnαi. The time for
removing the rationals from the units is given by “rat”, and “Lj” is the time for
approximating all units Lnu(k)j , i.e., computing the linear combinations using the
precomputed li’s in depth k of the binary tree. Similarly, “cfrac” is the time for
computing all continued fraction expansions, and “fi,j” denotes the time for up-
dating the exponents of the units after the real-gcd computations. Finally, “total”
gives the overall run-time for finding the generating unit.
Table 1. Regulators for ∆ = 4(10x + 3).
x R∆ h∆ Cl∆
10 53775.001969 2 [2]
11 84547.762021 5 [5]
12 84349.856943 24 [2 12]
13 203526.135160 16 [2 2 4]
14 740796.623628 16 [2 2 4]
15 24831357.959768 2 [2]
16 61016404.402980 2 [2]
17 396110178.76241 1 [1]
18 340282870.605283 5 [5]
19 33252126.42757 96 [2 2 2 12]
20 63383850.349644 224 [2 112]
21 4819697885.230607 8 [8]
22 495890769.267202 288 [2 2 6 12]
23 18709457902.995567 20 [2 10]
24 26084523859.129802 72 [2 2 18]
25 138284636780.527333 20 [2 10]
26 913413183322.746472 12 [2 6]
27 23713480365005.243777 2 [2]
28 377845390774.801539 336 [2 2 2 42]
29 92301190804382.194976 4 [2 2]
30 850448782136195.175169 2 [2]
31 24073389576854.979875 128 [2 4 4 4]
32 3537151221926935.535254 4 [2 2]
33 2814581184076163.735278 16 [2 2 2 2]
34 1826965195839367.118136 80 [2 40]
35 29243345042806926.348237 16 [2 8]
36 17877925357485391.079171 96 [2 2 24]
37 547768083567046937.092650 6 [6]
38 2623477252608642340.458110 4 [2 2]
39 40619345327358443695.129211 1 [1]
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Table 1. Regulators for ∆ = 4(10x + 3) (continued)
x R∆ h∆ Cl∆
40 10977261769104950698.597808 16 [2 2 4]
41 12189301684306228042.524785 32 [2 2 2 4]
42 125190442865962867802.162379 14 [14]
43 1405727345454365334397.757348 2 [2]
44 1807647714616989888619.710008 8 [2 2 2]
45 1268407016092463169810.216240 32 [2 2 2 4]
46 12725144883960588441298.862295 8 [2 2 2]
47 112516397150405250345958.892665 4 [2 2]
48 201547014864565003875247.753440 8 [2 2 2]
49 3464876984662566497614.078542 912 [2 2 2 114]
50 114547733277803595367769.458944 128 [2 2 2 2 8]
51 2688812353888755165626430.768210 16 [2 2 4]
52 14162272664880841826416262.59950 8 [2 4]
53 110628022019933014627321368.511250 4 [2 2]
54 35280071359556694157008697.747451 46 [46]
55 480781665843330888065733567.2971 8 [2 2 2]
56 13143612028502251426594740254.181230 1 [1]
57 9749997757037759186937113877.484878 4 [2 2]
58 14224257145496711597498162215.038301 8 [2 4]
59 13334479066623179554517304114.324658 30 [30]
60 3390554654214272811414345771.769040 552 [2 2 138]
61 5856792352107065590103502346.476626 384 [2 2 2 2 2 2 6]
62 446968653543072599624308428275.357485 32 [2 2 2 4]
63 4097672962674921402852586990915.812140 12 [2 6]
64 19541453353581366002926616746131.630931 8 [2 2 2]
65 47951423585568877326276779255512.465709 8 [2 2 2]
66 337049807681967700992857054753927.354132 6 [6]
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Table 2. Regulators for ∆ = 10x + 1,x odd.
x R∆ h∆ Cl∆
11 62150.604837 4 [2 2]
13 1440291.67360 2 [2]
15 318685.981804 128 [2 2 2 4 4]
17 7457176.673332 36 [2 18]
19 728838566.710806 5 [5]
21 263529007.982452 96 [2 2 2 2 6]
23 3024714392.46445 72 [2 2 18]
25 547182052889.12278 8 [2 2 2]
27 89108763078.319304 384 [2 2 2 2 24]
29 89825403350606.317519 2 [2]
31 3307823296451706.336219 1 [1]
33 35573559512657.892991 768 [2 2 2 2 2 24]
35 16042489907871303.354251 16 [2 2 4]
37 66849033021006595.31538 48 [2 24]
39 2748262910616652.191476 9600 [2 2 2 2 2 2 150]
41 62646429291439957047.49834 4 [4]
43 941151910158485221162.591874 4 [2 2]
45 14124843760510730052.445071 2048 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24]
47 67029550586991417938495.88259 4 [2 2]
49 715301365986803009132682.148670 4 [2 2]
51 160266413150897622724723.22783 192 [2 2 2 2 2 6]
53 216281543395858433665504572.216885 1 [1]
55 26225871174283899217117744.506568 128 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2]
57 1829829004282273688531209157.995901 16 [2 2 2 2]
59 21538283082663054236956352546.970548 12 [2 6]
61 615740315660188904798394501743.618884 6 [6]
63 962112046702942872006100399.957940 30720 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 60]
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Table 3. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Statistics for ∆ =
4(10x + 3).
x c/rat r fi,j est.acc. req.acc. m/b(R)
10 10/9 49 12/4 376/372 368 13/16
11 40/39 92 19/3 37/27 21 13/17
12 40/5 95 18/12 37/27 10 14/17
13 41/40 108 20/3 38/29 23 15/18
14 43/32 113 21/7 37/28 13 17/20
15 40/8 123 26/18 37/28 9 22/25
16 43/42 120 27/3 37/24 23 23/26
17 41/15 131 30/18 40/31 13 26/29
18 40/39 138 28/19 34/27 21 26/29
19 51/4 169 32/26 51/42 12 22/25
20 54/6 239 45/38 76/65 12 23/26
21 52/4 175 113/106 198/182 13 30/33
22 52/2 198 46/40 72/64 17 26/29
23 52/4 199 121/113 208/190 12 32/35
24 25/3 215 134/128 237/224 14 32/35
25 25/6 225 137/127 236/226 17 35/38
26 25/2 245 112/107 182/177 10 37/40
27 25/2 258 204/196 359/348 15 42/45
28 25/1 270 187/177 337/327 13 36/39
29 25/1 276 133/127 213/205 17 44/47
30 25/2 305 214/207 369/351 15 47/50
31 25/0 324 224/209 402/385 30 42/45
32 25/4 323 228/220 394/376 16 49/52
33 25/0 332 220/212 377/359 12 49/52
34 25/3 407 173/163 285/273 14 48/51
35 25/2 367 229/218 390/379 14 52/55
36 25/1 385 211/200 360/349 17 51/54
37 25/2 430 312/302 548/531 15 56/59
38 25/1 429 324/315 569/552 14 59/62
39 25/3 441 227/217 366/351 18 63/66
40 25/1 482 338/325 590/570 15 61/64
41 25/2 481 337/322 589/567 18 61/64
42 25/0 527 349/334 606/588 15 64/67
43 25/1 558 389/378 679/659 15 68/71
44 25/2 576 256/245 414/401 17 68/71
45 25/3 552 259/245 421/406 18 68/71
46 25/1 567 379/367 655/637 16 71/74
47 25/4 566 291/278 470/453 15 74/77
48 25/2 619 326/312 539/523 13 75/78
49 25/2 633 335/325 571/558 13 69/72
50 25/1 807 569/554 1028/1005 15 74/77
51 25/0 962 473/458 826/809 15 79/82
52 25/1 1012 527/510 931/914 17 81/84
53 25/1 1108 465/449 804/789 18 84/87
54 25/2 1220 588/573 1053/1035 15 82/85
55 25/2 1321 670/651 1210/1191 17 86/89
56 25/1 1359 695/679 1249/1232 18 91/94
57 25/6 1524 702/686 1264/1246 18 90/93
58 25/0 1615 1019/1007 1898/1876 21 91/94
59 25/2 1725 803/785 1468/1450 16 90/94
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Table 3. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Statistics for ∆ =
4(10x + 3) (continued)
x c/rat r fi,j est.acc. req.acc. m/b(R)
60 25/3 1782 850/829 1563/1541 16 89/92
61 25/3 2019 1009/992 1880/1864 21 90/93
62 25/2 2242 1036/1016 1924/1901 17 96/99
63 25/1 2440 1114/1093 2078/2055 19 98/102
64 25/0 2633 1215/1196 2271/2252 19 101/104
65 25/2 2834 1348/1329 2531/2512 16 103/106
66 25/2 3157 1351/1329 2534/2513 17 106/109
Table 4. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Statistics for ∆ =
10x + 1,x odd.
x c/rat r fi,j est.acc. req.acc. m/b(R)
11 40/39 85 18/2 35/26 19 12/16
13 40/39 101 22/2 34/24 20 18/21
15 41/40 130 18/4 36/28 23 16/19
17 42/2 143 30/25 52/43 10 20/23
19 51/2 155 35/28 47/37 13 27/30
21 52/2 181 51/46 85/77 11 25/28
23 51/1 190 58/53 90/82 13 29/32
25 25/3 238 78/72 114/106 12 37/39
27 25/2 267 153/145 271/258 13 34/37
29 25/1 268 155/147 260/250 19 43/47
31 25/2 360 146/138 228/218 11 49/52
33 25/2 330 215/205 380/367 15 43/46
35 25/0 349 220/209 372/358 12 51/54
37 25/1 399 178/167 285/269 12 53/56
39 25/2 492 249/236 437/422 15 49/52
41 25/5 471 231/218 374/358 20 63/66
43 25/4 480 293/276 488/470 14 67/70
45 25/1 571 288/271 493/472 17 61/64
47 25/1 608 284/270 460/444 15 73/76
49 25/3 610 327/315 540/527 22 77/80
51 25/4 1013 441/424 770/751 18 75/78
53 25/2 1111 525/512 920/907 16 85/88
55 25/1 1327 580/561 1038/1017 15 81/85
57 25/3 1466 716/701 1296/1278 16 88/91
59 25/0 1724 797/780 1451/1435 16 92/95
61 25/1 2035 852/838 1555/1541 20 96/99
63 25/1 2437 1114/1095 2102/2084 19 86/90
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Table 5. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Running times
for ∆ = 4(10x + 3).
x B li rat Lj cfrac fi,j total
10 0.02 s 0.28 s 0 s 0.02 s 0 s 0 s 0.32 s
11 0.02 s 0.04 s 0.02 s 0.02 s 0 s 0 s 0.1 s
12 0.03 s 0.03 s 0.03 s 0.1 s 0 s 0 s 0.19 s
13 0.02 s 0.07 s 0.03 s 0.1 s 0 s 0 s 0.22 s
14 0.03 s 0.04 s 0.04 s 0.06 s 0 s 0 s 0.17 s
15 0.04 s 0.03 s 0.04 s 0.15 s 0.01 s 0 s 0.27 s
16 0.05 s 0.06 s 0.02 s 0.15 s 0.01 s 0 s 0.29 s
17 0.04 s 0.07 s 0.05 s 0.17 s 0.01 s 0 s 0.34 s
18 0.05 s 0.06 s 0.07 s 0.17 s 0.01 s 0 s 0.36 s
19 0.08 s 0.1 s 0.08 s 0.35 s 0.01 s 0.02 s 0.64 s
20 0.11 s 0.11 s 0.1 s 0.35 s 0.01 s 0.02 s 0.7 s
21 0.09 s 0.32 s 0.12 s 0.47 s 0.03 s 0.01 s 1.04 s
22 0.08 s 0.13 s 0.11 s 0.49 s 0.01 s 0.03 s 0.85 s
23 0.09 s 0.38 s 0.14 s 0.5 s 0.04 s 0.04 s 1.19 s
24 0.06 s 0.63 s 0.07 s 0.3 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 1.08 s
25 0.06 s 0.49 s 0.07 s 0.27 s 0.01 s 0.02 s 0.92 s
26 0.06 s 0.34 s 0.09 s 0.35 s 0 s 0.03 s 0.87 s
27 0.07 s 1.15 s 0.1 s 0.41 s 0 s 0.06 s 1.79 s
28 0.09 s 0.93 s 0.09 s 0.41 s 0.02 s 0.02 s 1.56 s
29 0.07 s 0.52 s 0.1 s 0.38 s 0 s 0.04 s 1.11 s
30 0.08 s 1.41 s 0.11 s 0.47 s 0.01 s 0.07 s 2.15 s
31 0.1 s 1.96 s 0.16 s 0.67 s 0.04 s 0.08 s 3.01 s
32 0.09 s 1.69 s 0.12 s 0.51 s 0.01 s 0.06 s 2.48 s
33 0.11 s 2 s 0.15 s 0.68 s 0.02 s 0.09 s 3.05 s
34 0.1 s 1.41 s 0.12 s 0.52 s 0.02 s 0.07 s 2.24 s
35 0.11 s 2.5 s 0.18 s 0.72 s 0.02 s 0.08 s 3.61 s
36 0.1 s 1.98 s 0.16 s 0.71 s 0 s 0.07 s 3.02 s
37 0.13 s 3.76 s 0.2 s 0.87 s 0.03 s 0.12 s 5.11 s
38 0.13 s 4.69 s 0.24 s 0.99 s 0.01 s 0.12 s 6.18 s
39 0.13 s 2.19 s 0.17 s 0.72 s 0.03 s 0.06 s 3.3 s
40 0.14 s 5.77 s 0.27 s 1.11 s 0.09 s 0.14 s 7.52 s
41 0.15 s 6.08 s 0.28 s 1.15 s 0.06 s 0.17 s 7.89 s
42 0.15 s 5.65 s 0.28 s 1.2 s 0.02 s 0.19 s 7.49 s
43 0.17 s 7.06 s 0.31 s 1.26 s 0.06 s 0.19 s 9.05 s
44 0.16 s 3.93 s 0.24 s 1.09 s 0.03 s 0.12 s 5.57 s
45 0.16 s 4.85 s 0.28 s 1.22 s 0 s 0.18 s 6.69 s
46 0.18 s 6.73 s 0.34 s 1.48 s 0.01 s 0.2 s 8.94 s
47 0.18 s 4.51 s 0.26 s 1.23 s 0.01 s 0.15 s 6.34 s
48 0.19 s 6.13 s 0.34 s 1.48 s 0.06 s 0.18 s 8.38 s
49 0.19 s 7.55 s 0.38 s 1.67 s 0.02 s 0.22 s 10.03 s
50 0.29 s 30.29 s 0.84 s 3.68 s 0.08 s 0.61 s 35.79 s
51 0.33s 22.5s 0.82s 4.03s 0.09s 0.5s 28.27s
52 0.55s 29.79s 1.15s 4.43s 0.05s 0.62s 36.59s
53 0.4s 22.97s 0.85s 3.81s 0.07s 0.62s 28.72s
54 0.45s 45.07s 1.2s 5.83s 0.09s 1.02s 53.66s
55 0.47s 1.07m 1.5s 7.38s 0.11s 1.19s 1.24m
56 0.53s 1.24m 1.78s 8.31s 0.1s 1.43s 1.45m
57 0.48s 1.39m 1.48s 7.71s 0.1s 1.21s 1.58m
58 0.73s 3.71m 3.53s 17.76s 0.26s 3.15s 4.13m
59 0.71s 2.16m 2.52s 12.6s 0.12s 2.13s 2.47m
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Table 5. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Running times for
∆ = 4(10x + 3) (continued).
x B li rat Lj cfrac fi,j total
60 0.7s 2.63m 2.75s 13.82s 0.16s 2.15s 2.95m
61 0.89s 4.76m 4.13s 21.19s 0.21s 3.39s 5.26m
62 0.93s 5.28m 4.71s 24.29s 0.17s 4.32s 5.85m
63 1.09s 7.04m 5.76s 28.16s 0.24s 5.33s 7.71m
64 1.22s 9.44m 6.97s 39.02s 0.32s 6.45s 10.34m
65 1.42s 13.10m 8.12s 44.8s 0.37s 7.62s 14.14m
66 1.45s 14.33m 8.95s 49.25s 0.37s 8.48s 15.47m
Table 6. Subexponential regulator algorithm. Running times
for ∆ = 10x + 1,x odd.
x B li rat Lj cfrac fi,j total
11 0.02 s 0.02 s 0.02 s 0 s 0 s 0 s 0.06 s
13 0.03 s 0.03 s 0.03 s 0 s 0 s 0 s 0.09 s
15 0.04 s 0.07 s 0.04 s 0 s 0 s 0 s 0.15 s
17 0.04 s 0.07 s 0.06 s 0.27 s 0.01 s 0 s 0.45 s
19 0.06 s 0.06 s 0.08 s 0.3 s 0.02 s 0.02 s 0.54 s
21 0.08 s 0.1 s 0.1 s 0.5 s 0 s 0.01 s 0.79 s
23 0.08 s 0.18 s 0.12 s 0.49 s 0.02 s 0.03 s 0.92 s
25 0.06 s 0.19 s 0.06 s 0.28 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.61 s
27 0.08 s 0.66 s 0.09 s 0.4 s 0.01 s 0.03 s 1.27 s
29 0.08 s 0.81 s 0.1 s 0.42 s 0.02 s 0.03 s 1.46 s
31 0.11 s 0.79 s 0.1 s 0.47 s 0.02 s 0.01 s 1.5 s
33 0.08 s 1.35 s 0.12 s 0.51 s 0.01 s 0.05 s 2.12 s
35 0.11 s 1.74 s 0.16 s 0.7 s 0 s 0.08 s 2.79 s
37 0.11 s 1.79 s 0.16 s 0.69 s 0.01 s 0.08 s 2.84 s
39 0.16 s 3.15 s 0.21 s 0.91 s 0.04 s 0.09 s 4.56 s
41 0.14 s 2.43 s 0.18 s 0.74 s 0.03 s 0.06 s 3.58 s
43 0.14 s 3.54 s 0.21 s 0.99 s 0.02 s 0.1 s 5 s
45 0.18 s 5.01 s 0.29 s 1.2 s 0.04 s 0.18 s 6.9 s
47 0.18 s 4.57 s 0.3 s 1.22 s 0.03 s 0.14 s 6.44 s
49 0.18 s 6.07 s 0.33 s 1.42 s 0.04 s 0.18 s 8.22 s
51 0.32s 18.91s 0.63s 3.21s 0.07s 0.4s 23.54s
53 0.45s 31.97s 0.97s 4.57s 0.06s 0.7s 38.72s
55 0.46s 45.94s 1.34s 6.2s 0.11s 1.12s 55.17s
57 0.52s 1.43m 1.78s 9.06s 0.1s 1.52s 1.65m
59 0.68s 2.14m 2.7s 13.99s 0.13s 2.22s 2.47m
61 0.79s 2.94m 3.29s 16.27s 0.17s 2.63s 3.32m
63 1.11s 7.31m 5.79s 28.28s 0.26s 5.25s 7.98m
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A.2. Comparison of regulator algorithms and strategy
We present running times for computing an absolute 3-approximation to the
regulator. We examine the deterministic algorithms described in Chapter 11 and
the subexponential method of Chapter 12.
The timings are listed in Table 7. Each row of the table shows the running times
in seconds for the computation of an absolute 3-approximation to the regulator for
1000 quadratic orders whose discriminants ∆ have been chosen from the interval
10x ≤ ∆ < 10x+1 at random.
As a consequence of Table 7 we obtain the following strategy for approximating
the regulator.
for discriminant ∆ use algorithm
0 < ∆ < 104 R
104 ≤ ∆ < 108 ∆1/4
108 ≤ ∆ < 1012 ∆1/5
1012 ≤ ∆ subexponential
The table also shows that the R1/2-algorithm is not relevant in practice.
Table 7. Absolute 3-approximation to regulator for 1000 dis-
criminants between 10x and 10x+1.
x R R1/2 ∆1/4 ∆1/5 subexp
3 8 s 12 s 10 s 33 s −
4 24 s 31 s 18 s 44 s −
5 62 s 50 s 34 s 62 s −
6 202 s 137 s 62 s 85 s −
7 706 s 279 s 121 s 132 s −
8 − 445 s 205 s 175 s −
9 − 804 s 394 s 264 s −
10 − 1402 s 749 s 399 s −
11 − − 1476 s 640 s 819 s
12 − − − 988 s 872 s
13 − − − 1581 s 913 s
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A.3. Approximation of L(1, χ∆)
We present running times for the approximation of l(n,∆) to show that the
acceleration obtained by the use of the IEEE-754 double precision floating point
numbers (see Section 8.5) is significant.
Tables 8 and 9 show timings for the computation of an absolute 8-approximation
to l(n,∆), where n has been chosen such that C(n) ≤ 1/4 and the discriminants
are of the form ∆ = 4(10x + 3) and ∆ = 10x + 1, x odd. Such approximations
are computed in the subexponential algorithm (see the call of O.Ell(n, 8) in the
functions of Sections 12.1.2 and 12.2).
The tables show that the function from Section 8.5 that uses doubles for the
approximation of l(n,∆) is approximately 100 times faster than the function from
Section 8.2 which exclusively uses xbigfloats.
Table 8. Absolute 8-approximation to l(n,∆) for ∆ = 4(10x + 3).
x n Ell Ell
Section 8.2 Section 8.5
10 7744 7 s 0.05 s
15 12544 11 s 0.07 s
20 20736 18 s 0.13 s
25 25600 22 s 0.16 s
30 36864 33 s 0.22 s
35 43264 36 s 0.26 s
40 57600 44 s 0.35 s
45 65536 52 s 0.39 s
50 82944 63 s 0.50 s
55 100715 83 s 0.60 s
60 102400 81 s 0.63 s
65 123904 62 s 0.76 s
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Table 9. Absolute 8-approximation to l(n,∆) for ∆ = 10x + 1.
x n Ell Ell
Section 8.2 Section 8.5
11 7744 7 s 0.04 s
15 12091 10 s 0.08 s
21 20736 18 s 0.13 s
25 25600 22 s 0.15 s
31 36864 31 s 0.21 s
35 43264 36 s 0.26 s
41 57600 49 s 0.35 s
45 65536 55 s 0.40 s
51 82944 66 s 0.51 s
55 96160 74 s 0.58 s
61 102400 81 s 0.62 s
65 123904 95 s 0.75 s
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A.4. Fundamental units in compact representation
The algorithm of Section 7.2 computes a compact representation of the fun-
damental unit when an approximation to the regulator is given. We present run-
ning times of that algorithm and we list fundamental units in compact represen-
tation for selected discriminants. As in Appendix A.1 we choose the discriminants
∆ = 4(10x + 3) and ∆ = 10x + 1, x odd.
Table 10. Fundamental unit computation with algorithm of
Section 7.2
x ∆ = 4(10x + 3)
10 0.02 s
11 0.02 s
12 0.02 s
13 0.03 s
14 0.04 s
15 0.04 s
16 0.04 s
17 0.05 s
18 0.05 s
19 0.05 s
20 0.05 s
21 0.07 s
22 0.06 s
23 0.07 s
24 0.07 s
25 0.08 s
26 0.08 s
27 0.10 s
28 0.08 s
29 0.11 s
30 0.12 s
31 0.11 s
32 0.12 s
33 0.13 s
34 0.12 s
35 0.13 s
36 0.14 s
37 0.15 s
38 0.16 s
39 0.17 s
x ∆ = 10x + 1, x odd
11 0.02 s
13 0.03 s
15 0.03 s
17 0.04 s
19 0.05 s
21 0.06 s
23 0.06 s
25 0.08 s
27 0.08 s
29 0.11 s
31 0.12 s
33 0.11 s
35 0.14 s
37 0.15 s
39 0.12 s
41 0.19 s
43 0.21 s
45 0.17 s
47 0.24 s
49 0.25 s
51 0.24 s
53 0.28 s
55 0.27 s
57 0.29 s
59 0.30 s
61 0.34 s
63 0.31 s
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Table 10. Fundamental unit computation with algorithm of Sec-
tion 7.2 (continued)
x ∆ = 4(10x + 3)
40 0.17 s
41 0.17 s
42 0.17 s
43 0.20 s
44 0.18 s
45 0.21 s
46 0.20 s
47 0.23 s
48 0.23 s
49 0.22 s
50 0.23 s
51 0.26 s
52 0.25 s
53 0.28 s
54 0.25 s
55 0.29 s
56 0.30 s
57 0.30 s
58 0.31 s
59 0.34 s
60 0.33 s
61 0.35 s
62 0.36 s
63 0.38 s
64 0.38 s
65 0.38 s
66 0.38 s
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In the following we list fundamental units in compact representation for qua-
dratic orders of discriminant ∆.
∆ = 4(1010 + 3)
(
200000+
√
∆
6
)8192
·
(
−200000+√∆
2
)4096
·
(
199984+
√
∆
355542
)2048
·
(
−137129767+686√∆
5487
)1024
·
(
−4599760+73√∆
39366
)512
·
(
1479356+11
√
∆
3422
)256
·
(
−1647776+9√∆
89638
)128
·
(
5869959+65
√
∆
66979
)64
·
(
32718888+197
√
∆
53702
)32
·
(
−34753586+201√∆
283108
)16
·
(
−2011884+49√∆
4591
)8
·
(
3706824+23
√
∆
176006
)4
·
(
688254+
√
∆
28
)2
· (14)
∆ = 4(1015 + 3)
(
63245552+
√
∆
76107654
)4194304
·
(
−11225566653482+177493√∆
1774924
)2097152
·
(
−16751096486+376√∆
40193671
)1048576
·
(
371311897294+1843
√
∆
38465964
)524288
·
(
18655837186+764
√
∆
5370919
)262144
·
(
−4611397255+118√∆
1193583
)131072
·
(
−61058719+6√∆
886151
)65536
·
(
143371715218+2677
√
∆
63750452
)32768
·
(
129470445038+192
√
∆
16353001
)16384
·
(
51982162192+1577
√
∆
13547142
)8192
·
(
−139221268+5√∆
129146
)4096
·
(
40511500381+1069
√
∆
32517011
)2048
·
(
251338789463+5616
√
∆
59569943
)1024
·
(
1611647550422−24961√∆
14823084
)512
·
(
10172446742−83√∆
4146442
)256
·
(
132120628840−1429√∆
60022533
)128
·
(
553599535330+4237
√
∆
32567724
)64
·
(
74657708182+209
√
∆
20361158
)32
·
(
155349051228−1277√∆
42478049
)16
·
(
−24557050464+1609√∆
2702438
)8
·
(
−3789291223+153√∆
43420739
)4
·
(
−340697685734+9231√∆
59609428
)2
· (29804714)
∆ = 4(1020 + 3)
(
20000000000+
√
∆
6
)4194304
·
(
20000000003−1√∆
13333333333
)2097152
·
(
44444444437777777782−2222222221√∆
4444444444
)1048576
·
(
823045270864197532+41152263
√
∆
3621399169
)524288
·
(
−667242453442734007+33362123√∆
667242459
)262144
·
(
3341686731023−23√∆
73820503
)131072
·
(
33126095069770−613√∆
9654671356
)65536
·
(
−183927244686190+16661√∆
3313125978
)32768
·
(
183141446355784+1163
√
∆
3006317917
)16384
·
(
943684689912166−35885√∆
20770617852
)8192
·
(
491109990742094−22094√∆
425861029
)4096
·
(
159561999106329+7693
√
∆
9854187533
)2048
·
(
6259381493844+33401
√
∆
2297572142
)1024
·
(
−343473693791502+18929√∆
9603870884
)512
·
(
497034435234062+17482
√
∆
5412088629
)256
·
(
477144491584568+20555
√
∆
3004212046
)128
·
(
305698146732844+11497
√
∆
999141874
)64
·
(
−196249792784950+10763√∆
15672659556
)32
·
(
426908678627894+36181
√
∆
5559121394
)16
·
(
233743648864178+5450
√
∆
1383488469
)8
·
(
41977057841267−872√∆
761697521
)4
·
(
−759332000438+57√∆
623092
)2
· (311546)
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∆ = 4(1025 + 3)
(
6324555320336+
√
∆
4798212423558
)17179869184
·
(
−5519839867278860616736778+872763315001√∆
5236579890004
)8589934592
·
(
3536205908428513482−28048√∆
1819471915169
)4294967296
·
(
10519462842208659546−1128343√∆
9021775791724
)2147483648
·
(
3591341122476462948+984629
√
∆
1271962857727
)1073741824
·
(
62187762744771737+238310
√
∆
1401701976639
)536870912
·
(
−1025385025524600193+298939√∆
1284205577643
)268435456
·
(
297202435070336684−42337√∆
136150810022
)134217728
·
(
4589404580700819220+464293
√
∆
1841108634034
)67108864
·
(
7244682302184207404+942365
√
∆
10008817891122
)33554432
·
(
−3219385305191880407+1013498√∆
1226743032719
)16777216
·
(
5485721406656335218+146699
√
∆
9712387945996
)8388608
·
(
6181536057359867452+848181
√
∆
400080555793
)4194304
·
(
1288592471984815999−172943√∆
2899452724437
)2097152
·
(
13146424100617841008+2460461
√
∆
4123212841126
)1048576
·
(
7571921285936139444+197395
√
∆
6561470577922
)524288
·
(
−294881735601657932+554255√∆
566790625278
)262144
·
(
540393679218019678+76153
√
∆
1121628339284
)131072
·
(
−411079005245404226+121189√∆
147842545226
)65536
·
(
82281937503779600+37569
√
∆
2273227002107
)32768
·
(
8454473621979660518−268983√∆
6636017456972
)16384
·
(
8700450524029298514−901189√∆
3925103161814
)8192
·
(
11650952062197127648+1633139
√
∆
1886157605037
)4096
·
(
8389010217404123723−1170472√∆
4378048645009
)2048
·
(
577720175609099224+1530061
√
∆
2434084549398
)1024
·
(
61648260561589039−382√∆
23057133697
)512
·
(
264799128730509308−11921√∆
2244459824102
)256
·
(
−12904718315339091224+2967737√∆
8194676691814
)128
·
(
37843118122608644348+5068711
√
∆
12045031222674
)64
·
(
388694321373309163232−61356025√∆
6903690784698
)32
·
(
5056873308656719010+956473
√
∆
462502621124
)16
·
(
−88362668560045846+27699√∆
427872743234
)8
·
(
−379114024668277986+117526√∆
2232783257611
)4
·
(
−14636560782537642+10235√∆
398768708
)2
· (199384354)
∆ = 4(1030 + 3)
(
2000000000000000+
√
∆
6
)35184372088832
·
(
2000000000000003−1√∆
1333333333333333
)17592186044416
·
(
2000000000000024+7
√
∆
54
)8796093022208
·
(
−1999999999998860+√∆
3127572016460014
)4398046511104
·
(
−216598000000000002280+108301√∆
354294
)2199023255552
·
(
7999999972221895+4
√
∆
127466923134367
)1099511627776
·
(
75243842573635593538202+27226679
√
∆
1024436854643884
)549755813888
·
(
14551180721191629785002−4067295√∆
554814088475686
)274877906944
·
(
8462671826672308959500+3891451
√
∆
35875831719153
)137438953472
·
(
−5178379830657428623369+2652713√∆
1034848053817563
)68719476736
·
(
15121898953999473691558+3975497
√
∆
231746989928036
)34359738368
·
(
9542178259235589422362+1604357
√
∆
668299564578766
)17179869184
·
(
32435819053321721999792−11634365√∆
1143351476132469
)8589934592
·
(
16261835966948967065507−5038171√∆
373871066312911
)4294967296
·
(
59676783508128896795594+17636351
√
∆
920955963196108
)2147483648
·
(
−6878414666161759501408+6184027√∆
498284218119699
)1073741824
·
(
1068424432416167097074+1295297
√
∆
100945248510244
)536870912
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·
(
119239138323670982450+147386
√
∆
9509056589401
)268435456
·
(
52629350536333533569096+25342475
√
∆
1523750229707002
)134217728
·
(
−123134361009973736176982+64010505√∆
1057197292299988
)67108864
·
(
−6201329388320176191930+3873503√∆
77159414587978
)33554432
·
(
8142942874026603469794+4293416
√
∆
1247345472729079
)16777216
·
(
67286952367669184863684+55565167
√
∆
2513839046377566
)8388608
·
(
61535581760736628730062−27595807√∆
703087431620756
)4194304
·
(
13544705116852852267954−42460√∆
164938047808161
)2097152
·
(
4332357355196325035524+1353571
√
∆
630815345311606
)1048576
·
(
−15884299200932173682309+9262480√∆
101484782198599
)524288
·
(
10001763709278897037778+2664953
√
∆
3477340494188988
)262144
·
(
18022654892391091048430+8528754
√
∆
100800592001677
)131072
·
(
−37502868478745907260891+23642021√∆
1007647402272939
)65536
·
(
85061113885432771072786−28118045√∆
2005654252493388
)32768
·
(
8456949956107930441904−2241425√∆
51134522237781
)16384
·
(
8655726400435761327614+4559675
√
∆
1575863547860532
)8192
·
(
832882956664344184784+1622053
√
∆
47502990065401
)4096
·
(
−8128034302837913384191+4840231√∆
1361301206338339
)2048
·
(
14217735704967187392970+3516559
√
∆
41194723414284
)1024
·
(
−409193016275355592174+463891√∆
1634268415359514
)512
·
(
99771966643502340486106−43544054√∆
887403498454389
)256
·
(
47319191384480541470053+27808346
√
∆
1084605534441423
)128
·
(
5063069415430602919597+8576002
√
∆
228292764909991
)64
·
(
21364328091343344313268−5563537√∆
3191079645713058
)32
·
(
−5063882375308943486099+11543864√∆
199312898905911
)16
·
(
514195621179410904145+843733
√
∆
195073879687249
)8
·
(
37238530816467275482940−11185957√∆
1293789917417634
)4
·
(
807598476457790+
√
∆
4
)2
· (2)
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∆ = 4(1035 + 3)(
632455532033675866+
√
∆
252842256024575028
)2251799813685248
·
(
110645556728141947733650300369682−174945986119148√∆
1749459861191481
)1125899906842624
·
(
2523737174307584128538825+3828254
√
∆
165665629311802353
)562949953421312
·
(
188761431345834272925711418−117383017√∆
548720319561560492
)281474976710656
·
(
35121000053871486046375842+138446545
√
∆
85468244695640146
)140737488355328
·
(
22348258451064840956886454+1944270
√
∆
68164927189165501
)70368744177664
·
(
−11172112243914538176723144+88419373√∆
323082503903770406
)35184372088832
·
(
14438255608589259454369219+149229914
√
∆
333365457829449999
)17592186044416
·
(
71621070218972635641293078+317786771
√
∆
158665493865881604
)8796093022208
·
(
17500375680818377253655562+19602680
√
∆
24239714904367961
)4398046511104
·
(
27945402524474987656026004−1224317√∆
664052116357366194
)2199023255552
·
(
86575281455849923434156490+189802607
√
∆
94085414670058748
)1099511627776
·
(
29814585604326338850796688−27433181√∆
29516162738516093
)549755813888
·
(
474248237000139977079790−216237√∆
5562289770843508
)274877906944
·
(
8994292059360835099192150+15709648
√
∆
1042948738414767
)137438953472
·
(
976378542804369562008484−1428721√∆
62890635640999938
)68719476736
·
(
−75312599618541774219463298+122266471√∆
155565239673552804
)34359738368
·
(
34897611814385388175005640+22943939
√
∆
166487758979078437
)17179869184
·
(
97573138427396428315128328+201821763
√
∆
122163391652453638
)8589934592
·
(
−24340645884422552620823033+43789211√∆
46778931795994083
)4294967296
·
(
214034299655901598905770+315341
√
∆
260607615595564
)2147483648
·
(
63033294897433442703424+790705
√
∆
1217354918074793
)1073741824
·
(
18037613563449867617967584−28106899√∆
350753158822748442
)536870912
·
(
158727159092114391879197756−143327819√∆
275989142796778722
)268435456
·
(
22100900861559651630325774+146111305
√
∆
211394376445069572
)134217728
·
(
2639217760187899951223852+23500639
√
∆
19150424482400863
)67108864
·
(
11752390019939720710690980+8976073
√
∆
144368047161496354
)33554432
·
(
18081327882476178703431292−2231953√∆
31181239623911682
)16777216
·
(
4422080046721331410226983+16758835
√
∆
381740284019412731
)8388608
·
(
−807616703747278515290743+9691866√∆
253357341637943
)4194304
·
(
−4511505174646658164516+45245√∆
6219746421254478
)2097152
·
(
−178301337147998265175823+2397065√∆
234360862592100251
)1048576
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·
(
59873230023665753410167824−79109587√∆
9844994969122074
)524288
·
(
10023801912238001173484152+14676731
√
∆
295366319474134394
)262144
·
(
7587289362899710399188832−8808199√∆
608272077041034
)131072
·
(
558384276098071898945216+777953
√
∆
376808696535709066
)65536
·
(
−388742396276037867917841552+649838479√∆
250665840739697846
)32768
·
(
157938238943220822198813574+303288527
√
∆
377159019447974484
)16384
·
(
8068243085056142953146934−3458782√∆
15263426199181533
)8192
·
(
−18533106318099149989719586+117784301√∆
137932555761686612
)4096
·
(
−36191579943482605505768594+80027464√∆
263211958949645031
)2048
·
(
−87484818797992520513223200+545102867√∆
802543313127239894
)1024
·
(
169274782126804983737150486+596009731
√
∆
352247649410270052
)512
·
(
141590041416930484193733652−157855409√∆
324968962814706257
)256
·
(
73512856743962495217306016+142987431
√
∆
13133973830450662
)128
·
(
21083664851393922728464357−33303062√∆
20483284391884161
)64
·
(
29049661526483761371311438+44168647
√
∆
227146304543292724
)32
·
(
95517042018571341685761076−105082801√∆
40542316271957009
)16
·
(
40651970437605213830620892+12322301
√
∆
484232828879190546
)8
·
(
276094469659893310542952534+204335765
√
∆
507732433928976732
)4
·
(
−520676375273815010+√∆
2
)2
· (2)
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∆ = 4(1040 + 3)(
200000000000000000000+
√
∆
6
)288230376151711744
·
(
−199999999999999999994+√∆
133333333333333333332
)144115188075855872
·
(
82304526748971193419753086419753086420+411522633744855967
√
∆
6584362139917695473
)72057594037927936
·
(
9144947416552355754823959762231367177−45724737082761769√∆
30544124371284864959
)36028797018963968
·
(
89924799284938362153365949192894+449623995527
√
∆
536467072302596644
)18014398509481984
·
(
−4097533813122938422381905274278581840+20487669065615141√∆
131366934048723521963
)9007199254740992
·
(
2331934126763251490732623687910+2557510429
√
∆
149973952411005781116
)4503599627370496
·
(
1326065237601372319283588974634+4916168210
√
∆
140795671078307286829
)2251799813685248
·
(
−136745333665010593854169277924+839411201√∆
239241256544449998
)1125899906842624
·
(
2678463698421342184167184238+16510235
√
∆
130313855715135311028
)562949953421312
·
(
715990041503034540299534980588−855172441√∆
113861136437167338857
)281474976710656
·
(
−167172142378764919797545015692+947535689√∆
3379678667649997866
)140737488355328
·
(
1324580597303959291913926856066+6148654015
√
∆
350593644875886753212
)70368744177664
·
(
1825534897627498667737112069948+3422981551
√
∆
93198860858196653697
)35184372088832
·
(
111009515362206427399413450473+2321281046
√
∆
23395126415774639007
)17592186044416
·
(
328847053055400471640962232694+2694337879
√
∆
166478389642300427572
)8796093022208
·
(
−810513859431085156622401472102+4097498994√∆
2113970809973876843
)4398046511104
·
(
60782040849214994395164520+381969
√
∆
208219443758920046
)2199023255552
·
(
216058614175568044442743726443+4945989046
√
∆
113845277498153154847
)1099511627776
·
(
103762234354414577188299400916−393490367√∆
176425573608249666
)549755813888
·
(
1013283108067220866361390797+4948351
√
∆
6077951310502110173
)274877906944
·
(
−46262620883281491912038062742+448876011√∆
80117998723167604036
)137438953472
·
(
382328513209544311000576775218−794989205√∆
75336831457341294726
)68719476736
·
(
45611245547916978984623373034+1466113502
√
∆
44346995211907063601
)34359738368
·
(
−831082642363404584250814457042+9918486503√∆
91648989955790222308
)17179869184
·
(
−263423015953857436392023781030+3016788223√∆
140316662376729515578
)8589934592
·
(
103191180324037274826623639710+6754253386
√
∆
92141333606258060403
)4294967296
·
(
890281420706861619637685003513+1601671867
√
∆
81270298746985006589
)2147483648
·
(
2498549277274679947034463714478−11418835099√∆
77757625705650604716
)1073741824
·
(
226096968738495582821150345786+841908698
√
∆
15062185807670431557
)536870912
·
(
77025227975169960194023180426−97820959√∆
12231987066921406348
)268435456
·
(
70177181016736081700104849798+9247418
√
∆
131569751558730412341
)134217728
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·
(
499810152050329939826744589052+5988400417
√
∆
102650465024693131466
)67108864
·
(
1389477002388938045262529954522+1820320507
√
∆
113763154554876859444
)33554432
·
(
−1357358964741975009339488693038+10063385306√∆
75840455750185526923
)16777216
·
(
809565866800018717343314419278+105162459
√
∆
56934994667203633964
)8388608
·
(
498571345342486739307988369694+1724666386
√
∆
159914456848489062141
)4194304
·
(
759026708378422087936035944330+6033521621
√
∆
51618487886459815948
)2097152
·
(
335173070218797565814248102882−426138221√∆
17527321970464812998
)1048576
·
(
332223808725983741172251118506+1864218036
√
∆
93226049226012050879
)524288
·
(
−79551982567782856244539348430+461134969√∆
2880989290530859548
)262144
·
(
217523234043264404924746153492+505410245
√
∆
33797192169432951641
)131072
·
(
185653202264310060055397020565−212229422√∆
28597463541977196057
)65536
·
(
138502683995985401264692411246+611506243
√
∆
7750038467676895108
)32768
·
(
128406061229325794759731627100−567909337√∆
26544500199136753513
)16384
·
(
147206418268962480248033370511+716026947
√
∆
1649061490718960677
)8192
·
(
490232760215251514559122185754−2447585943√∆
128903484905756429516
)4096
·
(
450371713627674323470949719010+541042269
√
∆
46009716865432074262
)2048
·
(
184892802923314859199873424106+118567082
√
∆
15883186273975996917
)1024
·
(
490116890590797640265243048680−1328438857√∆
336189013905541276554
)512
·
(
840105193476062535663271214566+2117328769
√
∆
27947581161218193284
)256
·
(
378415248093615252361059661072+2396213983
√
∆
49206491854581089259
)128
·
(
−271347770079002188537998735017+2358567617√∆
61489834765396962259
)64
·
(
576884052057065893240679895583−861864098√∆
80159438841052582761
)32
·
(
−199283141126213472356042618828+7447314227√∆
169541180778463451342
)16
·
(
1479046611790612987688832207914+1959192767
√
∆
141527026682884937004
)8
·
(
−289586638977077224812906197642+4017782174√∆
112200768367881011787
)4
·
(
818108984580176186570+41
√
∆
2644
)2
· (1322)
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∆ = 4(1045 + 3)(
63245553203367586639976+
√
∆
118325387927577279359718
)73786976294838206464
·
(
−377906127469353025977712561671139570092991+5975220522685398515√∆
48686096818840612576499
)36893488147419103232
·
(
26798064742741818356933048366132660−268042436289√∆
90862493563596181410674
)18446744073709551616
·
(
8895265917179095680540503641028991−36097467776√∆
35810906998669972651601
)9223372036854775808
·
(
31242605955223378517593213448044070+446241497293
√
∆
70013873305671047256156
)4611686018427387904
·
(
5250250981183137514901961963362990−62195907967√∆
9866955072942571066798
)2305843009213693952
·
(
2302721577408730995330204988943210+2285816099
√
∆
54250208627310764652222
)1152921504606846976
·
(
6520983122858233945883819578576168−59669372701√∆
9609468780740293983093
)576460752303423488
·
(
1809254285618195346410550962021371+35915288314
√
∆
20426597978630506557839
)288230376151711744
·
(
5751266234417015888320517868322384−12812812533√∆
38850459947150471790314
)144115188075855872
·
(
8449729686851302050120669309280136−87247564743√∆
54260652683657637295946
)72057594037927936
·
(
13914897294475648799299738066203198+227055265165
√
∆
8553717967356873605012
)36028797018963968
·
(
237737847928012074833293397833762−2429420636√∆
1799245817392462638297
)18014398509481984
·
(
−70626292968250205128969121611687+1876939768√∆
2812090030456884360191
)9007199254740992
·
(
37440590600810154897127335888958−579803865√∆
148043850037612513852
)4503599627370496
·
(
124876228313271012066056163895294+3474923538
√
∆
3550937092374686797307
)2251799813685248
·
(
1421218368138977620027642582025276+9240247381
√
∆
66552162505929352917378
)1125899906842624
·
(
806712158418601973431007163793600+43819382239
√
∆
3174290559782351798406
)562949953421312
·
(
−324143613688922289015663694995839+6062067068√∆
16643527044518747238663
)281474976710656
·
(
−2522356533641568882718061755573678+59248057889√∆
41582237164165799939308
)140737488355328
·
(
54092377070860513928572811738657120+840980891861
√
∆
24930323378745917574517
)70368744177664
·
(
4155824714952442802922571414825627−29233178049√∆
22288166829869661848053
)35184372088832
·
(
6733780115457444410997291814939270−17541745341√∆
44400446817661236887996
)17592186044416
·
(
5742719951550867492798840567623602+41430784041
√
∆
52983255041650289746558
)8796093022208
·
(
771262300111384440446648938928234+88323945586
√
∆
10903874284144905110739
)4398046511104
·
(
4538443796257315708095524928599128+10944935707
√
∆
84605721678998158428538
)2199023255552
·
(
22517586588879326524764640333130300−268385917777√∆
61166187035725289458866
)1099511627776
·
(
−4849789083869276473898622467377739+95148721508√∆
13570314483659225741623
)549755813888
·
(
2357408848002687854993732839725091+50231277728
√
∆
24628096497587387862663
)274877906944
·
(
2035494381912993370936002296961940+158035132243
√
∆
78936821519534675917326
)137438953472
·
(
615713685032625829184654523999625+77097869792
√
∆
15019830484583524481247
)68719476736
·
(
766312971040814545623401395505422−5088715535√∆
3215861210600178260564
)34359738368
·
(
1990394640316397888553685347256054+29580813505
√
∆
19836407183266566149526
)17179869184
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·
(
−2937553406227496456663253086946110+85927934762√∆
53128641446132175673603
)8589934592
·
(
11885912855864980749321380030275683+163054188455
√
∆
12374265131012634497621
)4294967296
·
(
4176572959396389309296078304065714−61780715063√∆
7106517847573636181724
)2147483648
·
(
−234930273934284705111212494700432+6862660999√∆
10549337349273342553827
)1073741824
·
(
1147600207624810509148478841533254−9140258665√∆
13246769781699412928356
)536870912
·
(
1145451110362868152857546518315036+60268334383
√
∆
33475832733357460294487
)268435456
·
(
−2461464306738069503760725370085640+103894460553√∆
16560944997839201496166
)134217728
·
(
−99566136626007740304344235387563+2242423824√∆
1041374237019540588809
)67108864
·
(
4917544766602846172359318335712616+67305323789
√
∆
57041634984783577468458
)33554432
·
(
11303279018621102336594908244953918−123865242823√∆
40810610145782994641468
)16777216
·
(
6885073284135262008784528059199084+97604163633
√
∆
22330615799784206712673
)8388608
·
(
4354593872026352900652341075057797−2212513033√∆
37987894788317423762829
)4194304
·
(
9565939321161964710208892146524208−143917843481√∆
2999768378969365137226
)2097152
·
(
258093829063707594230920988032581+4558257091
√
∆
7333757382286610551819
)1048576
·
(
278701549604788951456131542263761+2143756919
√
∆
1102405581046313049149
)524288
·
(
155653753384458174494831500036324−1922140735√∆
3887766792887672855538
)262144
·
(
2053316859557789013693803735692930−32021204387√∆
15174601113421863614476
)131072
·
(
24706436750399881438505623709342+9928884400
√
∆
6839329587738222223719
)65536
·
(
5372278157919792070233159049580+239869079
√
∆
346405874676452272446
)32768
·
(
−10637739102236415434175018060063112+239812893613√∆
75152897516577743185238
)16384
·
(
8964394017565447930917694538506044−56308434743√∆
23965405106687567485234
)8192
·
(
6306417071736020765137849339683690+51662184893
√
∆
101316078880849047521404
)4096
·
(
5705532937071196810867966064996124−51698387947√∆
8519171523106956717017
)2048
·
(
1755837401832618261022480238836638−286420625√∆
21237218885148173769148
)1024
·
(
−17049325756388454778683365271086+31109514763√∆
34330375938648455558682
)512
·
(
4855414513199514458638972435861970+65780353156
√
∆
5317296040204941339257
)256
·
(
−9898675722723703168189962145257+2436946091√∆
836710221284090758027
)128
·
(
1796983994800239939882953440872118−27936352361√∆
76699614242910995578284
)64
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·
(
−508253554419129045089449022573942+76689665648√∆
15820205125945321305631
)32
·
(
5534885858953254704410379043510544−50201592107√∆
41062516404577720785834
)16
·
(
479750264626091969493842523000617−3485980913√∆
430695230884581480749
)8
·
(
262309146153190034934369545145442+4356789715
√
∆
19192561827531103531668
)4
·
(
50260567567175932089254336+169
√
∆
26190869
)2
· (26190869)
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∆ = 1011 + 1(
316227+
√
∆
242236
)16384
·
(
23398194193−73991√∆
295966
)8192
·
(
−9045113+220√∆
217279
)4096
·
(
199009927+439
√
∆
215344
)2048
·
(
9600337+79
√
∆
91766
)1024
·
(
84497377−145√∆
149546
)512
·
(
10743277+46
√
∆
17203
)256
·
(
−1089025+4√∆
1399
)128
·
(
4108471+9
√
∆
70090
)64
·
(
41563157+107
√
∆
3706
)32
·
(
2687255−7√∆
338032
)16
·
(
75525057+577
√
∆
482890
)8
·
(
49114481+19
√
∆
20380
)4
·
(
2923407+7
√
∆
17558
)2
· (8779)
∆ = 1015 + 1(
31622775+
√
∆
50649688
)65536
·
(
199158105628213−6297931√∆
12595864
)32768
·
(
−10442781433+905√∆
17899714
)16384
·
(
53088384293+1463
√
∆
2116130
)8192
·
(
10483195483+367
√
∆
11072612
)4096
·
(
194746222423−3927√∆
22944800
)2048
·
(
−7312107269+1019√∆
7483090
)1024
·
(
22471634477−123√∆
4373882
)512
·
(
38474886335+1367
√
∆
40601672
)256
·
(
7712521167+95
√
∆
979472
)128
·
(
59853948011−1131√∆
18756980
)64
·
(
7071045597+22
√
∆
2251837
)32
·
(
6540855167+959
√
∆
5404124
)16
·
(
−1244298715+51√∆
793022
)8
·
(
458354963+693
√
∆
12616840
)4
·
(
3741565729+321
√
∆
1118722
)2
· (559361)
∆ = 1021 + 1(
31622776601+
√
∆
21623443400
)33554432
·
(
609763080777342401−19282401√∆
1465462502
)16777216
·
(
−2092282925627531+69433√∆
2442785756
)8388608
·
(
116049272963081+3085
√
∆
5295893908
)4194304
·
(
2899231775395419−9307√∆
37076493176
)2097152
·
(
1948592556958649−20327√∆
4923123394
)1048576
·
(
187890982387507+6461
√
∆
531539504
)524288
·
(
41256134082263−745√∆
16239356786
)262144
·
(
824981926270519+45303
√
∆
2600833744
)131072
·
(
114948321723909−5√∆
3906692792
)65536
·
(
82371886111397−2011√∆
359187784
)32768
·
(
16014355419767−471√∆
536656166
)16384
·
(
7177193010913+1247
√
∆
10440956480
)8192
·
(
206333926302449+4849
√
∆
349697524
)4096
·
(
−93608593139215+3047√∆
8531315618
)2048
·
(
255484276578909+959
√
∆
1768331300
)1024
·
(
133471401368403+5347
√
∆
6892106956
)512
·
(
−578683394012717+24885√∆
11973976402
)256
·
(
1081325852865671+34831
√
∆
612835160
)128
·
(
270335873838779−8379√∆
15304029344
)64
·
(
1113997801946117−31739√∆
1994993176
)32
·
(
3016869447226151+95161
√
∆
23057973010
)16
·
(
926719522671943+3482
√
∆
6370000637
)8
· (910000091)4 · (7)2 · (49)
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∆ = 1025 + 1
(
3162277660167+
√
∆
4361830766056
)68719476736
·
(
−344989991700362465934569+109095414375√∆
654572486246
)34359738368
·
(
1432421611714014463−351293√∆
1908589239470
)17179869184
·
(
230080107017736554+204829
√
∆
402570664597
)8589934592
·
(
2275647817138879175+1091527
√
∆
1298826133808
)4294967296
·
(
100451066609478699+374485
√
∆
1650671675932
)2147483648
·
(
1465262347548161537−393403√∆
879848508410
)1073741824
·
(
600293047451622363+385187
√
∆
725545823326
)536870912
·
(
−202819738385913093+276379√∆
2745800476384
)268435456
·
(
741738827475806115+45533
√
∆
561787436498
)134217728
·
(
−539985901969985857+499153√∆
1742646295810
)67108864
·
(
−183581404772606591+1116191√∆
2045748061976
)33554432
·
(
737290058199282977+664513
√
∆
1850465889530
)16777216
·
(
211764080276499417+43297
√
∆
76215000952
)8388608
·
(
−25796516384614871+10204√∆
165601725559
)4194304
·
(
6578319163379279657+561879
√
∆
2857136363114
)2097152
·
(
500642088140212964+46123
√
∆
112391413583
)1048576
·
(
62616900828421231+28927
√
∆
176017135856
)524288
·
(
−28525612194042199+9067√∆
17340298762
)262144
·
(
522489286455005329+108399
√
∆
1010005834430
)131072
·
(
67835197951851828+214397
√
∆
1784350022969
)65536
·
(
−449725674852548085+405767√∆
226799386012
)32768
·
(
117424284041754997−22389√∆
341218392704
)16384
·
(
−64444676480372073+58007√∆
1013312936930
)8192
·
(
17077304740886151−976√∆
7692847927
)4096
·
(
306601984116342445+37853
√
∆
1717270442306
)2048
·
(
566032883766010537+1448009
√
∆
3500641401896
)1024
·
(
5052098553991953197+528499
√
∆
3709756579426
)512
·
(
−1624393155775649065+1321677√∆
2155112792908
)256
·
(
3549345250618018901−1076499√∆
434642400650
)128
·
(
385502262413901797+114453
√
∆
186509212688
)64
·
(
−54718670301036005+51173√∆
1333458028232
)32
·
(
−853557642319337769+545303√∆
2525144759404
)16
·
(
141836503152097743+86188
√
∆
135917428295
)8
·
(
409170500679284927−32527√∆
530625083354
)4
·
(
−56039436640561+25√∆
5522
)2
· (2761)
∆ = 1031 + 1
(
3162277660168379+
√
∆
1049872684256180
)281474976710656
·
(
−18633527374581134464714032509+5892438734691√∆
2910864734933992
)140737488355328
·
(
136471462650017698471461−18505733√∆
3587772710071226
)70368744177664
·
(
−492529088163422818135+24057751√∆
899232509577152
)35184372088832
·
(
63968418699805147871129−13240423√∆
5784851138437456
)17592186044416
·
(
7315644878116848259731+495533
√
∆
6103557660358
)8796093022208
·
(
3445422864097353934629+1095323
√
∆
1696301225916496
)4398046511104
·
(
−34899870495317339242617+14039879√∆
1047016272488738
)2199023255552
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·
(
31875230404451565088577+17086809
√
∆
868219899559054
)1099511627776
·
(
−29557187855010005490861+10030205√∆
351344525551888
)549755813888
·
(
12012946154077840992911+5529359
√
∆
2615413852060430
)274877906944
·
(
105621217060369670238683+13323333
√
∆
2742747122753888
)137438953472
·
(
−134539842078979812734435+43391773√∆
386826129119914
)68719476736
·
(
26634318803844683091149+5434561
√
∆
2767025868571130
)34359738368
·
(
75656394255109845506201+27364841
√
∆
576134941709188
)17179869184
·
(
105417569299233257580933+11883283
√
∆
2338010249513318
)8589934592
·
(
835411742938780525841+202239
√
∆
7716450442640
)4294967296
·
(
18492223413410432239227−5376773√∆
333212318379170
)2147483648
·
(
15920451917049340158221+6973529
√
∆
4194169792909220
)1073741824
·
(
2234058738943150939705+372699
√
∆
20476156362886
)536870912
·
(
55687186862823727421509−16889741√∆
474019137758542
)268435456
·
(
6103218453222535216907+2933207
√
∆
434259272785100
)134217728
·
(
520092993274051755441+815809
√
∆
270862604213776
)67108864
·
(
24295696384137201922945+4009087
√
∆
731861241495832
)33554432
·
(
80359688800834430686847+23736927
√
∆
3074049521916590
)16777216
·
(
50477968877472073627712−12853887√∆
379183933593487
)8388608
·
(
−20781996343279898899007+8456613√∆
985014483816940
)4194304
·
(
119436493565340039431307+37853393
√
∆
262684417019738
)2097152
·
(
−273888181172544391243751+86959319√∆
4380207538746020
)1048576
·
(
6268215851317298722939−1089589√∆
48588449810948
)524288
·
(
21867967996415397976679+8685065
√
∆
809329591969628
)262144
·
(
35951520395502638836457−221087√∆
3945021810022090
)131072
·
(
−37615288202824416242513+20258237√∆
345565469975060
)65536
·
(
2168803449212652590787+464963
√
∆
42570731848160
)32768
·
(
2273199270063824196099+612349
√
∆
1564583782697150
)16384
·
(
176926887100846614055539+52156961
√
∆
3349483259548340
)8192
·
(
32491313418170204648693−5648947√∆
656544187291874
)4096
·
(
85970077113341453209097+21104897
√
∆
545029216378984
)2048
·
(
16266215414751174074991−2983583√∆
2364154749323878
)1024
·
(
178730558459400087551433−14345993√∆
2673583819932080
)512
·
(
21254684598619044799743−831457√∆
497868238121954
)256
·
(
−22261197163893139737791+8750561√∆
136240391249930
)128
·
(
486074941501843358423+277783
√
∆
288428581384384
)64
·
(
8120570083529189155837+1260547
√
∆
240669510287624
)32
·
(
−82716937174920455206767+30945233√∆
3776101069279060
)16
·
(
−5734161552804153139507+4145607√∆
38987462528306
)8
·
(
1706061829441632227933+522961
√
∆
231266210046676
)4
·
(
−766032281273985+√∆
22
)2
· (11)
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∆ = 1035 + 1(
316227766016837933+
√
∆
63210564006143756
)1125899906842624
·
(
−17412454896993119315216542700043+55063017129523√∆
397775235743413510
)562949953421312
·
(
840740937459652757385367+15446927
√
∆
1463352177669064
)281474976710656
·
(
2490591284203577982743209−5473641√∆
119808385933001684
)140737488355328
·
(
49280398383373049807165801+37486897
√
∆
318799366782119014
)70368744177664
·
(
4491575923198326329993197+17485051
√
∆
2250900229214344
)35184372088832
·
(
−7950734851207787841002867+25308877√∆
2739538464120980
)17592186044416
·
(
6811798103431992850482541+21323291
√
∆
248450546383641730
)8796093022208
·
(
68766637421006745646456747+66992728
√
∆
277350341230728569
)4398046511104
·
(
−180757208748397443309908023+936014155√∆
357103402533930068
)2199023255552
·
(
11560511965703294474600349+311069797
√
∆
149664113755178434
)1099511627776
·
(
1329019870611625293153255+255382409
√
∆
582182257771261552
)549755813888
·
(
30736176958648032601978681−68174375√∆
11328103870880422
)274877906944
·
(
4549121158338208644252843+6825955
√
∆
62478161014204718
)137438953472
·
(
235105285992790251482691683−649631133√∆
418610401115146400
)68719476736
·
(
715921860271826375522402529+2232341279
√
∆
162175117410891188
)34359738368
·
(
−48731946153579935288541515+235822517√∆
242306482519608512
)17179869184
·
(
10200876888414672675916783−25880559√∆
2526044651762878
)8589934592
·
(
307624429247944083319698+737345
√
∆
25240962610544899
)4294967296
·
(
50024532780127083283609237+243063915
√
∆
167042050463409808
)2147483648
·
(
20865306606579320808529655+119402103
√
∆
70983302552966962
)1073741824
·
(
59061987071612631352738451−153766047√∆
446120776908335636
)536870912
·
(
−43896480077380039405462161+445496903√∆
180077486351573506
)268435456
·
(
15144208660316606390158521+5740949
√
∆
13941772288800380
)134217728
·
(
303047474581454737579585+1317167
√
∆
21004746704830628
)67108864
·
(
−585057219683581007393649269+1918735731√∆
187581260846859526
)33554432
·
(
206635367123385516995528233+629705313
√
∆
173093485771081640
)16777216
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·
(
53893368866937254844062583+75428617
√
∆
155904003399562904
)8388608
·
(
113666714468013553717602351−340026337√∆
223537848410374558
)4194304
·
(
148740298586050019695018031+775438623
√
∆
380302791001640356
)2097152
·
(
96096866787064550503044911+120944961
√
∆
107471866276847300
)1048576
·
(
1446000824084087483693499+665251
√
∆
354394232530586
)524288
·
(
−248815303778537944393355+903591√∆
314320974211316572
)262144
·
(
−21109864059398436188159797+72296251√∆
1559721529731476
)131072
·
(
2449244380120984127570067+7682393
√
∆
159297189769008910
)65536
·
(
28583634759899591495704969+303222319
√
∆
165067132561635914
)32768
·
(
7770347845393592423833133+62803531
√
∆
24519991543880264
)16384
·
(
5283832401712555551651667−15193061√∆
64347749946718114
)8192
·
(
3301102714443667079688493+25007641
√
∆
12471748320835042
)4096
·
(
−12030508015518910962436951+54170985√∆
59756385057217526
)2048
·
(
14601358506563994731201597+188840685
√
∆
469482576108336508
)1024
·
(
88376536402701815438714975+52632133
√
∆
136713672066648746
)512
·
(
−2432417329738201077828715+85225819√∆
19272422610606548
)256
·
(
9503673757913378131368937−25388591√∆
139256490241339294
)128
·
(
6549912491987121031291526+9898123
√
∆
6828266918067083
)64
·
(
19647266201078507225086143−60035093√∆
274463316489940100
)32
·
(
13586427506456187740404293+305098043
√
∆
242237541340853920
)16
·
(
9598022171460295740631277+47899373
√
∆
4680137763631682
)8
·
(
−1845806645153866784956303+8774293√∆
391880974784813420
)4
·
(
126060145257710537897+1247
√
∆
1818182
)2
· (909091)
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∆ = 1041 + 1(
316227766016837933199+
√
∆
281238568793006813200
)4611686018427387904
·
(
−52374868083504345032355295183162168349+165623875294731651√∆
2981229755305169710
)2305843009213693952
·
(
−114104218311464262484752493167+430276817√∆
77270022272804977972
)1152921504606846976
·
(
−116262115146638725581751405223+415057739√∆
2485765744635926002
)576460752303423488
·
(
67735974563393149471266820043+215483314
√
∆
35697252970758178747
)288230376151711744
·
(
377603276146482306252647029099+3174283005
√
∆
84853173002646811642
)144115188075855872
·
(
4438759383279550405124228338169−13565662825√∆
45133787066500941506
)72057594037927936
·
(
1752754624354378565481693613291+5985377021
√
∆
125260265302262240330
)36028797018963968
·
(
1215407890666267568553657352369−3154814744√∆
122862107320320152585
)18014398509481984
·
(
2377382552961825833694467980877+8960195802
√
∆
157439399860982029067
)9007199254740992
·
(
2031283301193744843301636905534−5763346645√∆
32456128271221684579
)4503599627370496
·
(
−83533178275446421030068056596+400925921√∆
8635243283318010025
)2251799813685248
·
(
455705814792511009898746329103+1411500353
√
∆
56555961313556270128
)1125899906842624
·
(
858361336257018293370713668111−958444017√∆
403256034529786386896
)562949953421312
·
(
2741825109958783960472357981+15734915
√
∆
133166235040081874
)281474976710656
·
(
−987422102759308407977401314137+4346302105√∆
261386868796451391668
)140737488355328
·
(
4017609255103229980804069056975+5317637039
√
∆
389720568832987095992
)70368744177664
·
(
−453137526201832421218998704003+3840684587√∆
66880929880073572070
)35184372088832
·
(
711907377566917325419716123509+10270713291
√
∆
280622934065095096828
)17592186044416
·
(
1189314789959428618189854607869+7820088137
√
∆
238778619695629054898
)8796093022208
·
(
−320447103200046995068664797025+1212164599√∆
388036285743370322
)4398046511104
·
(
1749040884047517015384738899+14610173
√
∆
242894458177018941584
)2199023255552
·
(
57159120687583624677192907519+227985487
√
∆
523565513256120838
)1099511627776
·
(
−21432724663467125281866083285+72108219√∆
55265623693973878886
)549755813888
·
(
−5227648167010865971540120256321+22344495039√∆
231225451487685810340
)274877906944
·
(
262102391369230596049131946673+211070427
√
∆
4806309878754716194
)137438953472
·
(
−8730365467428122954829147821+121484309√∆
30294095488247415770
)68719476736
·
(
119908372842199033700865347167+34098108
√
∆
62160832745727033481
)34359738368
·
(
1264320145047051542237576149149+4503136231
√
∆
55554036295400749780
)17179869184
·
(
−233314691039109186392854493377+1089451623√∆
41639348127475610350
)8589934592
·
(
390736305019827917566253500389−202554139√∆
171379647269196840704
)4294967296
·
(
−546855106340891893394060142187+4688176747√∆
129301057548988899380
)2147483648
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·
(
509107226502602020357225197653+1241350293
√
∆
62860577691114775024
)1073741824
·
(
2304415206632751601086527661487+5669251537
√
∆
42440865278001701554
)536870912
·
(
922038128224545869519100760601−2708492018√∆
258848897547067327613
)268435456
·
(
12467328428674842299276360666139+38846259227
√
∆
33812734822113526784
)134217728
·
(
−1428232505075065386973204531509+4547627317√∆
49406642671398097486
)67108864
·
(
181530105896793506943166276103+1343345654
√
∆
241710098936231571043
)33554432
·
(
3411084409399380648714508354903−7017556810√∆
114865683410296633541
)16777216
·
(
4234593628842599440312297205797+15679508033
√
∆
252116525371928898740
)8388608
·
(
3390049052208883557294541690549−1841158701√∆
350942883363988644530
)4194304
·
(
−3114171293859876526290980787581+12499037806√∆
192415982828611959787
)2097152
·
(
2786444891851799441252793443183+3186375201
√
∆
91143484865938622576
)1048576
·
(
−380900539933880190916846327147+1274644821√∆
8371945801654659278
)524288
·
(
448430632645485821682648432469+1235861357
√
∆
344949807965903225434
)262144
·
(
430359498344977996746007734499+1893989968
√
∆
5832757795435368607
)131072
·
(
−8322448476650424217012096886+68196661√∆
11634419027080794325
)65536
·
(
−10035397883142472987130181819+62772181√∆
5417518043829452048
)32768
·
(
−45731208557233568405267974321+253322929√∆
11791429335156357560
)16384
·
(
134477658593528819687380623517−126646467√∆
237062255257069315454
)8192
·
(
3097187695783377528866953639183+13237661589
√
∆
282249348137239559404
)4096
·
(
3068987246154162132290701932507+1568612123
√
∆
230280888482241764240
)2048
·
(
679146026993168459362792332499−1552262451√∆
33232572304281726158
)1024
·
(
1682864254470690435979066104059+799513893
√
∆
313303623317912966486
)512
·
(
224578353591847646162035805497+10938772625
√
∆
242773861769278076792
)256
·
(
−261601758995187253656173823987+1853983955√∆
9341504917065255658
)128
·
(
90424288411544217344034446308−248597805√∆
91514100213915454879
)64
·
(
688830487888442236406763780187+139307646
√
∆
56424637714064720533
)32
·
(
846395165637008348767573591013−558326013√∆
107611180316524505000
)16
·
(
−3447499075481721709047308329+48394796√∆
1228696034285687095
)8
·
(
193892867603859144764426241557+1060905493
√
∆
96974335562945090636
)4
·
(
747019807754271668646548138301+1678661563
√
∆
58751061190717873934
)2
· (29375530595358936967)
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∆ = 1045 + 1(
31622776601683793319987+
√
∆
61204123583578113159916
)576460752303423488
·
(
−27270753947833010867205204646867727+871101410169√∆
8074676456919295194394
)288230376151711744
·
(
−112871524055854515189242034232979+6153454333√∆
770701386198674873936
)144115188075855872
·
(
63786082748338981695992212093481+766866135
√
∆
11719509111845418719732
)72057594037927936
·
(
−341745771675563941347717294242783+18149304329√∆
3095913846338541756146
)36028797018963968
·
(
1486024196369092252016674906707799+47687545029
√
∆
13737343599355158586180
)18014398509481984
·
(
−20848179047350281494588343383709+3525440984√∆
1016908027632671241623
)9007199254740992
·
(
−56122840253679417928072327274203+1807930957√∆
14365260198903063770
)4503599627370496
·
(
6030205986902776531659597431299+184498251
√
∆
5630383149173266870898
)2251799813685248
·
(
655513984078371714470116359820099+72810311075
√
∆
19209212118219234546482
)1125899906842624
·
(
1084828652700862156177839451880062−10026809987√∆
11667580312808932709675
)562949953421312
·
(
412907709094306640509185889353283+10067263283
√
∆
253954866006324405808
)281474976710656
·
(
−63280451654650954627935742967147+2006425131√∆
1322699842295379622322
)140737488355328
·
(
60151225593008765224895848932633+1720582613
√
∆
751931753297754183260
)70368744177664
·
(
−2999197853205337910607320865037+1211913037√∆
645443272948637133130
)35184372088832
·
(
−178806523675553925524042220225661+5949611189√∆
4112007813804329023886
)17592186044416
·
(
29696435250563208856981202428940−134672963√∆
1430322383519963093633
)8796093022208
·
(
−644528442828337435029018816915148+47186996549√∆
18067640280834061349977
)4398046511104
·
(
10129706461312322789226133494067319−263157815405√∆
51095079451771795155892
)2199023255552
·
(
59090274932755588967196198521679+5101304957
√
∆
379741050545291461918
)1099511627776
·
(
624058020163749346070868121876507−11889405935√∆
14218361840136604875806
)549755813888
·
(
3168838858113674443759100426627567+40410112129
√
∆
20796614366201423854084
)274877906944
·
(
1614667306921337177798223458547731+30778128823
√
∆
15351310862981911488038
)137438953472
·
(
7458152136879769950280085382822583−197686029073√∆
35101575328159692340870
)68719476736
·
(
1017172947247860783139850070360401+26156163586
√
∆
5689311805556635416649
)34359738368
·
(
−150222701326827935947005122988357+13277211121√∆
2374508751278632135396
)17179869184
·
(
4866938003885411252818648284269337+191294536837
√
∆
14650127067048555210218
)8589934592
·
(
79023318369107526024480727281409+89296695
√
∆
58116951943782697688
)4294967296
·
(
−18120768424904842189370223368867+1273866077√∆
47903102748852877519370
)2147483648
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·
(
6580263899140129960573237748963043+323840509993
√
∆
53665061502362149979716
)1073741824
·
(
1645887499543903086327535350422353+101222180157
√
∆
10468255820437178767610
)536870912
·
(
1500444895022298809046228042434247−34000030453√∆
9995337045042532841758
)268435456
·
(
−1022906466645470677302492008426273+53997457099√∆
18711323279630857407598
)134217728
·
(
672083311467899969413146544923783+88429157047
√
∆
10522326812318247305140
)67108864
·
(
752422322664473876282830546663911+7545305461
√
∆
18396338636254934500366
)33554432
·
(
88209652882930641638194009602315+2157785461
√
∆
133888105957587964768
)16777216
·
(
104863110838302172939399831539711+106811647
√
∆
2914571111797093555522
)8388608
·
(
472368811510150020127109118694167−8383531069√∆
17993367074045455190242
)4194304
·
(
5998561575185318506288373361569843+136158634211
√
∆
26938935456961177726876
)2097152
·
(
1538368082213792131869374889055133+31325490323
√
∆
3817770688076168244220
)1048576
·
(
−64157702469051810680062663311231+2420568256√∆
1913298430332504062207
)524288
·
(
46845543628256072946575129699221+2920792985
√
∆
432738811192173835054
)262144
·
(
−76688437522602613909394356104631+11021658953√∆
19290370444353587406404
)131072
·
(
−457356124312406383068464494794025+41480088381√∆
16246690737450255766334
)65536
·
(
4994171030504289408917060253991495+196493762353
√
∆
25890883743834260913782
)32768
·
(
2422451658857449676649525808022617−27277717263√∆
15288404484556435973960
)16384
·
(
−209663416804275783301293854610569+26156028169√∆
5477812116798175916936
)8192
·
(
695065073299692805908702023922963+25161636179
√
∆
9997357309264624106764
)4096
·
(
566368363312474056103732662955563+20595897355
√
∆
8277803748664358224288
)2048
·
(
791596898188979081121326530692657−12408587825√∆
6035591665225856405984
)1024
·
(
1328235943845303305859298512363467+24810596811
√
∆
1287004439518149106994
)512
·
(
235118001496853625360039535969354−7210901645√∆
7929028959330801566699
)256
·
(
490366587769221692980942564566220+28255778733
√
∆
8874408724366279619489
)128
·
(
1095201522425336921965784465219225+15742073719
√
∆
6041850780042582187792
)64
·
(
493205875991599175320619448800683−10542603861√∆
7237874294883076823024
)32
·
(
201132824382179037939241771143215−3357361487√∆
4456469698211557382098
)16
·
(
1830076097168953969686839518449489+47527256015
√
∆
6862611718356213642578
)8
·
(
131685151987455419343709329285717+1483906327
√
∆
4500351192112907238860
)4
·
(
4343594423296363939892279+271
√
∆
769886
)2
· (2694601)
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